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A NEW BENEFIT-COST REPORT

This report, "Analysis of Costs and Benefits in

Rehabilitation," was prepared for the Office of Proaram, Budget

and Evaluation of the U.S. Department of Education. Our task was

to suggest alternatives to the present methods of calculating

benefits and costs of the joint federal-state program.

The report is in four parts. The first examines the

tradition cf cost-benefit analysis in this program and the basic

foundations of the method in welfare economics. It then reviews

pertinent cost-benefit models and develops a new model.

Part II looks at the R-300 data, the basic data source for

the program. We sample t}-e data, run simple and more complex

benefit-cost analyses utilizing various econometric and "cook

book" methods. While we do not claim we have done everything

with the data that could possibly be done, we conclude that we

have retched an effective end of the road and we are not

satisfied with the results.

There are more data available than are reported on the R-300

forms and, in part III, we report on what states are collecting

and how they are using these data. The chapters in part IV use

an augmented state data base and show how better measures of

services and of disability status are possible. Most exciting is
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our report on the first results of linking the R-300 records in
eV'

one state with earnings data from the state employment service.

In the concluding chapter we set forth our alternatives.

Our preference is for an experimental design utilizing vouchers

so that no applicant need be denied services. We present other

posibilities including the data link at the national level.

We apologize for the length of this report but believe that

we have cleared away a lot of the underbrush surrounding

discussion of this issue. The report begins with a summary and a

guide to reading the report which is designed to make the task of

the reader a bit easier.

Although we are unable to list individual names, we

acknowledge our debt to each of the persons who worked on this

and the other studies, as well as to countless persons in the

state and federal agencies who nave so kindly supplied us with

data, information and insights. Our familiarity with the

dedication of workers in the field strengthens our confidence in

the vocational rehabilitation program. The development of sound,

objective measures of costs and benefits should help confirm that

confidence.

New Brunswick, N.J. Monroe Berkowitz
December 15, 1985
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SUMMARY AND A GUIDE TO READING THIS REPORT

Monroe Berkowitz*

THE PROBLEM

The question can be asked in a thousand ways. Does

rehabilitation do any good? Do people benefit from

rehabilitation? If people do receive benefits from participating

in a vocational rehabilitation program, are these benefits

greater than the costs? What are the net effects of this program

which is currently funded by the federal government to the tune

of $1.1 billion?

It is slightly amazing that we cannot find unambiguous

answers to these questions about this joint federal state

program. The claims made in countless speeches and pronouncements

that the program returns ten or twelve dollars to the taxpayer

for each dollar expended cannot hold up under analytical

scrutiny.

The purpose of this report to the Department of Education

is to suggest feasible alternatives for the evaluation of the

benefits and costs of the program.

*Professor of Economics, Rutgers University and Project Director
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Part I

BACKGROUND, THEORY AND MODELS

The Cost Benefit Tradition in Vocational Rehabilitation

We begin our report with an examination of the cost benefit
tradition in vocational rehabilitation. Over the years, those
concerned with the program have unabashedly proclaimed its
economic virtues in specific benefit cost terms. Vocational
rehabilitation was one of the first of the public programs to
collect and publish data on the results of its endeavors. The
language of benefit cost analysis was used in testimony before
Congress and in the publications of RSA and it was used
effectively. As the program expanded, the rhetoric changed in
accordance with the demands of the times, but the methodology
failed to keep pace.

Before and After Comparisons Are Misleading

It now seems clear that the benefit cost ratios were based
on fairly naive assumptions. The ratios were calculated by taking
the difference between the earnings clients reported at
acceptance and their earnings at closure. Since so many persons
crime to the program with zero earnings, it was not difficult to
report impressive cost benefit ratios. Also, to make matters
worse, or better from the point of view of the programs'
partisans, it was simply assumed that whatever earnings were
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reported at closure would continue. When other manpower and
.1,

similar programs turned to more sophisticated methods of

analysis, the vocational rehabilitation program clung to its

before and after comparisons which proved so effective in

garnering support for the program. Chapter 1 of this report

traces the uses of benefit cost analysis in vocational

rehabilitation over the years.

the Demand for Better Methods

Times have changed and with the changing times have come new

methods of assessing program outcomes. Evaluation has developed

almost into a separate discipline. Budgetary authorities at the

state and federal levels are demanding evaluations based on

control group comparisons, or, at least, the use of statistical

methodologies which control for the endowments and human capital

that clients bring to the program.

Benefit Cost Analysis--the Basic Economic Theory

Chapter 2 moves off into the basic theory underlying all

benefit cost measures. We go, as it were, from mundane aspects

of the administrators' uses of benefit cost data to the arcane

reaches of economic theory where we explore the rather shaky

foundations of benefit cost analysis in welfare economics. When

we cite a single benefit cost ratio for the entire vocational

rehabilitation program, we are adding up the benefits for more

than 300,000 persons. There are theoretical difficulties in such

3
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an aggregation. There are even problems in measuring benefits
accruing to an individual. Several ways to handle the
difficulties are explored. Alternative conceptions of benefits,
such as "willingness to pay" are of special interest in

vocational rehabilitaticm where a market for private services is

developing.

Tliure are several reasons to discuss the theoretical
foundations of benefit cost analysis. Critics of benefit cost
analysis deprecate this method claiming that benefit cost
analysis is more of an art than a science. They criticize the
imprecision of the benefits measure and, perhaps, note the
arbitrariness of some of the parameters, such as the rate of
discount chosen. These may all be valid criticisms, but, in a
sense, these are trivial criticisms. The basic problems lie in
the precarious theoretical foundations. Our purpose in including
this discussion is not to dwell on the shortcomings nor to

advocate that we stop using this measure of public programs. Our
belief is that this measurement tool will become more valuable
once the basic assumptions on which it rests are made explicit.

Benefit Cost Models and the Data Link

Chapter 3 examines various models of benefit cost analysis
beginning with the implicit models used in the traditional
analysis, through Ronald Conley's pioneering work and the

variants that have been published since. This chapter serves as

4
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a type of .literature review but it is a great deal more than

that. As is pointed out in rat chapter, program evaluators have

never had the luxury of a randomly assigned, treatment and control

group. Instead, they have had to resort to nonexperimental

designs to fashion comparison groups. The several models of this

type used in vocational rehabilitation and other programs to

estimate the treatment effect are reviewed as are the Social

Security Administration-Rehabilitation Services Administration

data link studies. The data link would have enabled estimation of

the fixed effects model were the data tapes still available. A

new data link would fill this void and might be useful even given

the confidentiality requirements. The uses of new data link

information and the limitations on its uses are explored.

A good deal could be done if the data link information were

available in a machine readable form at the level of individual

records. With such data, using modern econometric techniques, we

could provide more accurate estimates of wage gains attributable

to the program. This would be a major step forward in evaluating

the rehabilitation program. (In Chapter 14, we present some

results using information from what we might call a mini-data

link since it relates one state's VR records with the wage

information obtainable from the state's employment service

records).

Why Do Clients Use Rehabiliation Services?

5
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Chapter,. 4 builds upon a model currently being used in the
analysis of the VR programs in three states. (This work is being
supported under NIHR grant no. 133AH30005). The model is based
upon the economic theory explored in Chapter 2. It suggests
fashioning a control group of individuals accepted into the
program who did not receive any services as would be consistent
with some of the requirements set forth in Chapter 3. It is

recognized that this is not an ideal control group, but it is the
best of several alternatives.

In this model of individual behavior, the participants in
the rehabilitation process are expected to maximize their
individual utility functions. A client's utility function is
based, not only on expected earnings, but also on possible
improvements in his functioning and adaptability. Clients
voluntarily choose to enter the program when the expected utility
rf participation is greater than the client's status-quo
position. The client's decision essentially is to determine how
long to stay in the program. The counselor's decision is
concerned with the mix of services to be offered and the
determination of when the client should leave the program. The
interaction of these decisions determine the clients to be served
and the types of services to be given. These rather complex
theoretical relationships are worked out in this chapter.

Our development of this model based on individual behavior

6
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is complementary rather than competitive with our approach to the

estimation of program or treatment effects. The more we explore

the micro effects, the more we will be able to explain individual

behavior in a manner consistent with economic theory and its

assumptions about human behavior. A model ba,_ed on individual

utility maximization should allow better measurement of program

impacts on various clients.

(Refinements of the basic benefit cost model are presented

in chapters 10 through 14 where real data are used to measure

such things as effectiveness of services and 'che clients'

functioning or what might loosely be called, health status. These

are our first empirical attempts to e:timate aspects of this

model).

Part II

BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS USING R-300 DATA

The R-300 Data Set

As pointed out above, the rehabilitation program has

pioneered in the production of real, useful information about

what has been going on in the program and wh...t results have been

achieved. The program has suffered s bit from being the first on

the block, as it were, but useful data are published about the

program each year. The question before us is whether these data

are Sufficient for benefit cost analysis.

7
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We will call the data set, the R-300 data, although it has

undergone several name changes in recent years as it has become
involved in controversies about what should be collected and

transmitted by the states to the federal government. Each year, a
report is made on all eases closed in each of the state agencies,

whether the case is closed out successfully, i.e. "rehabilitated"

or in one of the several nonsuccessful closure statuses. For each
case, information is presented on such items as demographic

characteristics, services received, wages at opening and wages at
time of closure. EfAch of the variables is discussed in chapter 5.

A Simple Benefit Cost Ratio

We have already observed that a benefit cost ratio based on
a simple comparison of wages at acceptance and wages at closure
does not make much sense. Nonetheless, this is the method that
has tradtionally been used and we begin our explorations by

replicating this method in Chapter 6. We compute the ratio using
the simplest of mcthods for both the universe and a 1% sample.

We can summarize the salient aspects of this method:

1. Wages at referral are used as reported.(No adjustments

are made for persons reporting zero wages.)

2. The average wage at referral are subtracted from the

average wage at closing and the difference is attributed to

the program.

8
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3. That wage difference is assumed to continue into the

future for 30 years. No adjustments are made for

productivity or inflation. The present value of these

benefits are calculated using a 12% rate of discount.

4. Costs are estimated using reported case service costs and

adjusting these to take into account administrative and

other fixed costs.

We know this is a crude method. Our work reported in Part II

is dedicated to discovering whether applying other statistical or

econometric methods can help improve this basic method.

Stratification by Cohorts

One method of attack is to stratify clients by cohorts

according to age, sex, race, education and disabling condition.

Such a method helps answer some of the questions often asked

about the program. How does the program do in rehabilitating

persons with mental impairments -s opposed to those with physical

ailments? Since it is obvious that education and age also effect

outcomes, in chapter 7, we use multivariate regression techniques

to standardize for t.-.e effects of these other variables.

In effect, we compute separate benefit cost ratios for each

cohort taking into effect the probability of successful closure.

In these calculations, we still use the difference between

earnings at referral and earnings at closure as our measure of

benefits, but use different methods of compounding estimated

9
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earnings gain over the lifetimes of the individuals and different
methods of assigning wages to those who report zero wages at
referral. Using benefit cost analysis in this fashion obviously
has potential for management information purposes. It also blurs
the distinction sometimes made between benefit cost analysis and
cost effectiveness analysis. Each is these is a measure of
efficiency useful for both evaluation and mangement purposes.

Econometric Corrections for Zero Wages at Referral

There has been a good deal of work done by James Heckman at
Chicago and others on this general problem. Simply to assume that
the wage reported by workers can be used to estimate the
potential wages of nonworkers leads to some bias because of the
difference between these two groups. In Chapter 8 we apply
Heckman's correction to the R-300 data. We know that simply
using the reported zero wages is not appropriate but whether the
corrections are the solution is not obvious. For one thing, they
lead to much higher estimates of wages for those who report zero
wages than for those persons who report positive wages. We may be
seeing the disincentive effects experienced by those persons who
are out of the labor market and who require a wage higher than
the level of their transfers to induce them to work.

Imputing Wages to Person Closed Nonrehabilitated

Somewhat the same techniques used to impute wages to
nonworkers can be used to estimate the probable wage of those

10
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who were closed out unsuccessfully. We know that some persons

leave the program because they move to another state. Others drop

out and the counselor has no idea what happened to them. Yet

some of these persons who are classified as failures receive a

substantial amount of services and have demographic

characteristics similar to the persons who were rehabilitated.

The results, presented in Chapter 9, appear reasonable. Earnings

estimated for the unsuccessful closure are somewhat lower than

for the successful closure but they add significantly to any

measure of the program's effectiveness.

Can Anything More be Done with the R-300?

It would be foolish for us to conclude that we have rung all

of the changes possible using the national data, but we suspect

that we have come to the effective end of the road. Our task vas

to take the national data and see what could be done with it. We

began with the crudest method utilizing the average wage at

referral and the average wage at closure. We experimented with

compounding these earning gains in various ways. We then broke

the data down into cohorts and calculated benefits and costs

separately for each cohort in various ways including the

calculations of age-earnings profiles for the several cohorts.

All of this was done using reported wages (including zero wages)

at referral and wages reported at closure for the successful

rehabilitants.

11
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As is apparent from an examination of the tables in these

chapters, the results are quite sensitive to the assumptions made

as to unemployment, rates of inflation, rates of discount, etc.

Critics of the method who point this out are quite correct, but

most of these problems would be minimal if we had a genuine

control group or better longitudinal data. The basic problems

relating to the foundations of the analysis would persist

regardless of the information base.

Our next set of corrections involved correcting for those
who reported zero wages at referral, and, at the other end,

those for whom no wages were reporter' at closure. We certainly

have not exhausted all of the combinations and permutations, but,

we suspect that we have done enough. All of the econometric

corrections, and all of the manipulations of the existing data

still fall short of our goal. None of these corrections we have

done, nor any we can think of, result in a benefit cost ratio in

which we can have confidence. We would be delighted if someone

would come along and apply some different method to these data

and prove us wrong.
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Part III

ACTIVITY AT THE STATE LEVEL

Benefit Cost Activity at the State Level

States have been quite active in conducting benefit cost

analyses at the state level although interest and ferment in this

area seems to have quieted in the last several years. In Chapter

10, some of the results of this activity are reviewed. For the

most part, the states use one variant or another of the basic

model developed by Berkeley Planning Associates. Essentially, it

recognizes all of the problems detailed in Part II. It attempts

to solve them by applying information derived from separate

studics to correct for everything from zero earnings at referral

to permanence of reported earnings at closure.

Apparently, there has not been a great deal of activity on

the benefit cost front in the last several years. The newest

models are derivatives of the older models with variations based

upon some newer corrections. Some of this inactivity is traced to

changes in evaluation emphasis at the federal level.

More Data at the State Level

The states have resisted collecting more data to transmit

to the federal government. Yet, for their own management

information purposes, state agencies do collect a good deal more

information than they transmit to the federal government on the

13
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R-300 form, In Chapter 11, we examine the results of a survey

designed to show what kinds of data are routinely and normally

collected at the state level.

We reach one conclusion. While it may not be possible to
compile an augmented data base at the national level, it should

be possible to use data now being collected at the state level
for benefit cost purposes. As shown in this chapter, some (much)
of these data are not now being used for this pr-.-pose, and what
may be worse, some of it is not being collected in an easy
retrievable form so that it can be used for this purpose in the
future. Strong leadership at the national level, suggesting but
not compelling, collection of these data and demonstration of
their uses might accomplish a great deal.

PART IV

USING AUGMENTED STATE DATA BASES

Using Better Measures of Services

Chapter 12 is an example of what we think can be done using
existing state data. Surely, it is not enough to think about the
benefits of "rehabilitation" as if it were some uniform process,

the same for each person who comes to the program. The glory and

the genius of the vocational rehabilitation program has been its

ability to bring to bear a wide variety of services from
physical restoration to retraining to solve an individual's

14
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problems. As ewe stated in our basic model of the program (Chapter

4) it is possible to think about the duration, intensity and

type of services offered in the program.

Each state program has to devise some method of paying for

services it purchases, and many states have computerized their

payment methods. In this chapter, we have relied, not on

counselor records from the R-300, but on payment vouchers, to

measure the services provided to a client. We also present some

preliminary information as to the costs of counselor time and the

cost of similar benefits provided outside the VR program. We have

a long way to go but are confident that we are on the right

track. States have some of this information in their possession.

It is data they collect for fiscal and management purposes and

that very same data can be used to help us understand and

evaluate the functioning of the program.

Using Better Measures of Disability Status

All of the micro analysis of state program data depends

crucially on some measure of disability status. Condition

classification codes are too general and fail to take severity

into account. In Chapter 13, we present some results using the

Functional Assessment Inventory (FAI) measures. The FAI may not

be the measure that we eventually will use, but the analytical

methods should serve for a variety of measures. We would like to

use the FAI, not only as an independent standardizing variable,

15



but as a dependent or outcome variable, although we are aware of
the difficulties noted above (Chapter 4) of trying to aggregate
health statuses across individuals.

Establishing a Mini-Data Link

Linking RSA and Social Security earnings data is an
obvious way to compile earnings information for rehabilitation
clients and we explore its possibilities in our conclusions. In
the course of doing this report, we found that it was possible to
establish mini-data links at the state level using the state
vocational rehabilitation program data and earnings information
available from the state employment insurance offices. In Chapter
14, we present the first results of linking an augmented R-300
data bases for one year in one state with these earnings records.
We are encouraged by the results and look forward to trying to
forge links between reported earnings at referral and these
actual records.

Having these earnings records available allows us to
estimate the models described in Chapters 3 and 4. Given the
actual data, the corrections for zero earnings discussed in

Chapter 8 and the corrections for earnings of those closed

nonrehabilitated (Chapter 9) can be applied more realistically.
No data link will ever match all records, but the number of

missing observations shoud be relatively few and more amenable to

econometric correction.

16
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In general, we leave our examination of activity at the

state level with a great deal more optimism and hope than we did

when we looked at what was be'ng collected at the national level.

States are collecting, for their own purposes, a lot of useful

data, albeit not in the form or for the purposes we have in mind.

We have shown that a good deal can be done with better

information on services and measures of disability status. We are

left with the impression that a lot of energy and work could be

brought to bear on this problem if appropriate signals were given

at the federal level.

CONCLUSIONS

What we have learned is summarized in Chapter 15. One of the

lessons we failed to learn was how to write a short report. We

apologize for its length, but we have explored many alternativ

methods of benefit cost analysis in vocational rehabilitation

e

We have tried to present our results in sufficient depth and with

sufficient explanation so that this same work need not be done

again in the near future. One of our recurrent nightmares is that

even as we finish this report someone, somewhere, is answerin

RFP which calls for a review of the literature,

investigation of the theory which lies behind benefit

analysis of the vocational rehabilitation program.

We believe we have carried the analysis of the R-300

for benefit cost purposes about as far as it can go.

17
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conclude that oven going that distance is not enough. Where
should we go from here?

There are exciting possibilities at the state level using
mini-data links and we suggest possible models and ways and means
of devising control groups. The federal role might be to
encourage demonstrations along these lines. The demonstrations
would serve, not only for benefit cost purposes, but to aid
administrators in management and counselors in individual case
handling.

Our preferred alternative is for a genuine control group
experiment at the federal level. We believe that the ethical
issues involved can be resolved with the use of vouchers. No
applicant need be denied services, but alternative methods of
delivery of these services would provide the basis for the
evaluation. We suggest use of the models and methods for
accounting for services, standardizing for health status,
etc. which we have explored in this report.

Our second best alternative involves the forging of the SSA-
RSA data link and using individual data so that some multivariate

analysis could be done at the individual level. The matter of a
comparison group would present some problems but these might be
solved, either along the lines of one of the models suggested in
Chapter 3, or by using some other comparison group.

Spending countless months with the data from the vocational

18
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rehabilitation program leaves one with a rich appreciation of the
P

work being done. No other program has its mission of returning

hundreds of thousands of impaired persons to a productive work

life. It was the first program to demonstrate its effectiveness.

Having lagged in recent years as other programs moved forward in

this area, perhaps, the time has come, once again,for it to

demonstrate its leadership role.

19
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Chapter 1

THE COST-BENEFIT TRADITION IN VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

Edward Berkowitz*

Senator Chavez: What happens to rehabilitated personnel onceyou get them rehabilitated and, for instance, you place them
in industry?
Miss Switzer: We put them to work.
Senator Chavez: Do they stay?
Miss Switzer: They stay at work. We have some pretty good
material on that. They not not only stay at work, but theyget good wages, and they pay good income taxes.
Senator Chavez: If you have some figures on that which youcan place in the record it would be a good idea, because,you know, a lot of people do not understand just exactlywhat you are trying to do.(1)

On January 12, la66, the Secretary of Health, Education, and

Welfare announced the establishment of the office of the

Assistant Secretary for Program Coordination. This new office

sought to examine the many programs administered by the largest

federal department c.incerned with domestic affairs. Among other

tasks, it hoped to institute a Planning-Programming-Budgeting

System. A product of the McNamara era, PPBS was intended to help

the various programs match their objectives with their

expenditures. At the same time as the new office initiated PPBS,

it also launched cost -benefit studies of the programs, to

determine which programs produced the most return for each dollar

expended on them.

*Edward Berkowitz is Associate Professor of History & Director,
Program in History & Public Policy, George Washington University,
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Washingtor. D. C.

In response to the Secretary's memo, statisticians in HEW
set out to do a cost -benefit study of the vocational
rehabilitation program. Unlike the other programs, vocational
rehabilitation already had a long tradition of this sort of
analysis, one that had helped to sustain it from its origins in
the 1921s to the 1960s. In the past cost-benefit analysis had
demonstrated the worth of the program; now, cost-benefit analysis
would serve a new purpose, that of comparing the program to other
programs. HEW was confident that the program would meet the new
test. They expected their study to "dramatically reveal the

2impressive gains to be derived from this program."

The statisticians new of the pitfalls involved in cost -

benefiz. analysis. In an ideal sense, the analysis should compare
all costs to all benefits of the program, but some of these costs
and benefits eluded the analyst. Either they could not be
properly quantified or they could not even be properly
identified. In particular, the HEW statisticians, who arrived at
a lusty benefit-to-cost ratio of thirty-five to one,lamented the
lack of data on what happenEl to rehabilitated people after their

rehabilitation. How many of them died, retired, or experienced
new impairments? The program recc:ds maintained a relative
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silence on these quest'ons.

This silence was understandable. The program did not exist

for the convenience of the policy analyst. In fact, cost-benefit

analysis had always been used as a simple demonstration that the

program represented a net benefit to society. This demonstration

helped to distinguish the program from other social welfare

programs that simply transferred money from taxpayers to the

poor. The demonstration 'mid never been intended to serve as an

explicit tool of policy analysis that would govern the total

level of program expenditures and set priorities within the

program. Those uses of cost-benefit analysis came much later,

arriving only in the middle sixties.

The program itself functioned in a way not likely to

generate useful data for cost-benefit analysis. A handicapped

person went to a succession of interviews with a counselor.

Together they worked out a course of action to overcome the

person's disability. The process resembled any training exercise:

it was relatively short and had a definite beginning and end.

After the program was completed, a rehabilitated person had no

more reason to remain in touch with his counselor than a high

school graduate did with his teacher. True, many rehabilitants

stayed in touch, just as the high school endeavored to keep in

touch with its alumni, particularly those alumni who had achieved

success. Many rehabilitants, however, simply dropped out of

sight, their new lives totally separate from their earlier
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existence. As a consequence, it became difficult to follow the

course of their careers, difficult to perform cost-benefit

analysis.

Program officials worked with what what they had available.
Since it was impossible to specify and measure all of the

program's benefits and costs at any given moment, program

officials emphasized the most obvious and important of those

benefits and costs.

A study of cost-benefit analysis in the vocational

rehabilitation program over time, therefore, reveals contemporary

perceptions of the program's purpose and methods. It also shows
how various customs in data gathering and analysis became

established. As the program entered the modern era, these customs

played a large role in determining the sort of cost-benefit
analysis that modern statisticians could perform. They also
tended to set the standards by which modern analysis would be

judged. If the old customs generated impressive results, then

modern methods tended to be accepted only to the extent that they

produced similarly favorable results. In the program's

traditions, therefore, lies the core of support and opposition to

modern cost-benefit analysis.

Arrival of Cost-Benefit Analysis in the Twenties

Unlike other social welfare programs, vocational

rehabilitation began as an economic proposition. During the late
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progressive era and early twenties, nearly all new social welfare

programs--from widows' pensions for mothers with dependent

children, to retirement programs for the elderly, to infant and

maternal health programs-- received support on the basis of their

value to society. Most of these programs, however, primarily

involved the maintenance of people who had come to depend on the

government's support, The proponents of vocational

rehabilitation, by way of contrast, saw their program more as a

cure for disability than as a means of supporting it. Instead of

increasing government expenditures, therefore, vocational

rehabilitation promised to reduce them. "Curing the disability is

far and away the more economic procedure," said the federal

agency in charge of the new program, "and in this case sound
4

ezonomics is clearly sound public policy."

Vocational rehabilitation, as an outgrowth of workers'

compensation, benefited from the era's interest in the concept of

efficiency. Workers' compensation became the most ubiquitous

social insurance program during the progressive era in part

because it could be defended as a sound business investment. By

forcing an employer to pay the costs of the disability he

created, workers' compensation helped to reduce industrial

accidents and, in this manner, promoted the goal of efficiency.

Once an accident occurred, however, workers' compensation could

do little beyond maintaining the injured workman. Vocational

rehabilitation carried the efficient approach to industrial
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disability one step further by restoring the injured workman to a
5

condition of productivity.

Whatever the reasons, p ogram officials attached the rhetoric

of efficiency to the program almost from its very beginnings. As

early as 1922, program officials could describe vocational

rehabilitation as part of the societal effort to "attain the

highest possible degree of national and personal efficiency." In

fact, vocational rehabilitation formed the human counterpart of

the national drive to conserve national resources. After all,

proclaimed the program officials, "our only real wealth...is6
human effort."

One benefit of efficiency was that it could be described in

numerical terms. "Efficiency," said the federal officials, "is

the fullest possible utilization with the least expenditure of

time, resources and powers to effect a desired result." Such

rhetoric suggested that vocational rehabilitation would pay

dividends, although program officials adopted an initially

cautious approach. They said that vocational rehabilitation, like

education, would "pay well" but warned that the "profit can not
7

in either case be accurately delivered in dollars."

By 1926 all reticence had been dropped. It was only natural,

according to program officials, "to raise the question whether

the investment of federal and state funds in the civilian

vocational rehabilitation program brings adequate return." Having
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raised the question, program officials proceeded to answer it.
8Their answer marked a very casual form of cost-benefit analysis.

The terms of this analysis remained with the program for

decades. It began with the observation that the average weekly

wages for all persons rehabilitated in the United States during

1924 was $26.07. These people would, on the average, enjoy a life

expectancy of at least twenty years. It followed that they would

earn an impressive $147,004,000 during those years, an

extraordinary number when compared to the slightly more than one
9

million dollars that it took to rehabilitate them.

Such findings encouraged program officials to probe further

into cost-benefit analysis. The limitations of the earliest work

were obvious even to contemporary observers. Instead of following

the rehabilitants through their working lives, the analysis

simply assumed that they would remain employed at their present

jobs until deith or retirement. Moreover, the analysis failed to

look into the earnings of the rehabilitants before they entered

the program. Although limited by the program's short life,

program officials made an attempt to correct these deficiencies

with a major study of people rehabilitated between 1920 and 1924

who were followed up in the year 1927. Tracy Copp, one of the

ablest federal workers employed by the program, conducted the

study and wrote the final report. Even as the study was being

conducted, program officials, such as John Kratz who supervised

the federal office, felt confident that "this study will

26



ultimately demonstrate scientifically and beyond question that

the vocational rehabilitation in the States is permanently
10

economically sound and socially worthwhile."

The hopes of the federal officials also revealed their

anxieties. Cost-benefit analysis offered the means of solving two

of the program's problems. As an experimental program, vocational

rehabilitation faced the constant threat of extinction. In the

twenties, unlike later eras, federal social welfare programs

sometimes went out of existence; Congress simply refused to

reappropriate funds. Throughout the twenties, the program's very

existence was precarious, with Congress often delaying the

appropriation of funds. Not until the passage of the Social

Security Act in 1935 would the program become permanent. Cost-

benefit analysis, therefore, provided advocates with ammunition

to use to sell the program to Congress.

Not only did the analysis strengthen the program's case with

Congress, but it also solidified the role of the federal

employees who supervised the program. These federal officials,

after all, did no casework; they were not involved in

rehabilitating the handicapped. The role of the federal office in

a program that operated on the principle of grants-inaid to the

states was just being invented. By undertaking cost-benefit

analysis, federal officials were doing work that helped to boost

the program, work that could not be done as effectively by the

27
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states themselves.

These facts helped override any lingering doubts about the

propriety of applying economic analysis to a social endeavor. In

the 1927 annual report, the program officials included a long

discussion of this matter. They distinguished between people who

viewed the program as an operation in "social salvage" and those

who saw it as engaged in "economic salvage." The former group

believed the benefits of the program lay in the way in the way it

relieved the handicapped of their anxieties and their natural

feelings of inferiority. The latter group thought that the

program's strength centered on the way it restored the

handicapped to "self-supporting ability." The federal officials

entertained no doubts on this matter. They identified with the

economic point of view because it enabled them to apply the

concept of efficiency to the program. "During the last year,"

wrote the program officials, "there has been a very marked

increase ...in the acceptance of the economic point of view with

a corresponding readiness to consider problems of securing the
11

greatest social return for a dollar expended."

Despite the boldness of this statement, the federal officials

felt an ambivalence that would continue to characterize the

program. On the one hand, vocational rehabilitation represented

an important entitlement, an o.iligation on the part of society

regardless of whether or not the handicapped repaid the

investment made in them. On the other hand, the program did pay
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for itself and that feature made it all the more attractive.

"Vocational rehabilitation is an investment in human welfare that

is wholly self-liquidating," argued program officials in 1953,

even as they stressed that the program deserved support because
of the "American tradition of a fair chance for all." There was

then a duality about vocational rehabilitation. It fell under the
domain of society's charitable activities and yet it could also

be justified in more pragmatic terms, as a convenient undertaking

that made economic sense. Depending on the economic conditions,
the program could take on a protective coloration to suit the12
times.

Intermezzo: The Thirties and Forties

The thirties represented a supreme, test of the program's

adaptability. This depression decade changed the American style
of social welfare decisively. Efficiency motives took second
place to a more straight-forward mode of social welfare that had

the virtue of getting money, not training or other services, into

people's hands quickly. At the same time, the earlier styles of

social welfare did not disappear. Instead, the major social

welfare laws of thirties, such as the Social Security Act of 1935

and the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, tended to strengthen
older programs even as they introduced new ones. Despite this

acceptance of older programs by newer ones, the older programs,

particularly those that depended on the now much-weakened private
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13
labor market, could not easily survive in the thirties.

If cost-benefit analysis proved to be an important asset for

those who defended the validity of vocational rehabilitation, it

also underwent many tests during the thirties. Program officials

maintained a general silence on the results of cost-benefit

studies in the thirties. In 1931, however, there appeared a

revealing follow-up to the studies conducted earlier. The

officials made no attempt to cover up the effects that the

depression had on the program. For example, the group of a

thousand people studied had no earnings before rehabilitation in

69 percent of the cases, and immediately after rehabilitation 73

percent earned over fifteen dollarsa week. In the years

intervening between their rehabilitation and 1927 (the group had

been rehabilitated between 1920 and 1924), the percentage earning

fifteen a week had risen to 80 percent. In 1931, by way of

contrast, this percentage had slipped to 61 percent. Program

officials believed that the hourly wages of most rehabilitants

remained the same, but the depression had forced them to reduce
14

the number of hours they worked.

When viewed on a more aggregate level, the numbers illustrated

the effects of the depression even more clearly. The state and

the federal government invested $291,000 in the rehabilitation of

the thousand cases. Their earning capacity before rehabilitation

amounted only to $332,132. Immediately after rehabilitation, this

capacity rose to $1,035,780 per year; by 1927, the capacity
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reached a high of $1,243,301 per year, and by 1931 it had slipped
15

to $929,702 per year.

In modern times, such results might have called the entire

exercise into question. The first cost-benefit studies had, in
effect, posited ro unemployment for the people rehabilitated and
no cuts in the level of wages. The 1931 follow-up showed the
vulnerability of rehabilitants to macroeconomic forces and made
it quite plain that an economic downturn would reduce the
benefits that accrued to rehabilitation. Such reasoning did not
occur to contemporary observers. They were not attempting to
fine-tune the terms of licy analysis. Instead, they were

demonstrating a simple point: rehabilitation paid dividends. Like
any financial venture, the dividends varied from year to year to

reflect business conditions. The important point, however, was
that the program continued to pay its dividends; that fact alone
made the program worthy of remaining in business. In fact,

program officials decided not to follow up the group beyond 1931.

"No attempt is made to predict the period of years they will
continue to be productive," wrote the program officials. After
all, the rehabilitants had already proven their worth to society.
"All future production of these persons will represent so much

16
additional return upon the original investment."

Even when economic conditions improved in the forties,

program officials launched no major new cost-benefit studies.
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Despite the passage of a major new rehabilitation law in 1943,

program officials showed little inclination to refine the terms

of cost-benefit analysis. The new law in 1943, which permitted

the states to pay for the physical restoration of clients with

federal money, had as much to do with the exigencies of war and

veterans' politics as it did with the use of cost-benefit
17

analysis as a policy tool.

Cost-benefit analysis became something of an afterthought in

discussions of vocational rehabilitation. It was not

represented as an important part of a continuing process of

evaluation; rather, it received mention from year to year as an

incidental demonstration of the program's value to society. The

presentation for 1943 was typical of those throughout most of the

decade. The program managed to rehabilitate forty-two thousand

people in that year. Eighty-five percent of those people were not

working just prior to rehabilitation; in fact, 31 percent had

never worked before. These 31 percent represented a segment of

the population that decided to enter the labor force as a result

of the expanded labor market nurtured by the war. The remaining

15 percent of the rehabilitated population had worked before

rehabilitation but at very marginal jobs that paid low wages.

Even including welfare payments from sources like the rapidly

fading Works Progress Administration (WPA), the average pre-

rehabilitation wage for the group was eighteen dollars per week.

Those conditions permitted a very broad comparison between the
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program's costs and its benefits. In the 1943 case, the program
expenditures increased the group's earnings from $ 5,913,648
before rehabilitation to $65,165,828 just after. This

demonstration ended the discussion, leaving people to wonder what

element of the program had been responsible for these impressive
returns. This year, as in the years before, the statistics tested

18nothing. Instead they showed that a good deed also paid.

Even as the war expanded opportunities for rehabilitation,
many questions remained. In 1944, with the economy booming, the
states maintained a register of 269,960 handicapped people. Only
145,059 of these people received services. As many as 61,565
people were investigated but not served any further. The reasons

were reported in the most vague and general of terms. Some of the

people--how many people was not reported- refused to accept the
services. In other cases, the services were not needed, perhaps

because the wartime economy demanded little of its labor force

participants beyond a willingness to work. In still other cases,
the agency found the person not sufficiently cooperative to make

rehabilitation possible. Clearly, these investigations that led
no further represented costs to the agency that yielded few

benefits. The agency never pursued the matter. It did not believe

its obligation extended to discovering all of the program's costs
and benefits. A clear declaration of the program's value,

buttressed by a statistical demonstration, remained enough.
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In the forties, these demonstrations had a curiously static

quality. No one made an effort to compare the results from one

year to the results from another year. Had someone bothered to do

so, he would have discovered that the statistics indicated a

declining benefit-to-cost ratio from year to year. Since the

ratio remained well above one, it did not matter. Each year the

agency performed the same calculation with different numbers, and

each year it came up with a glowing report on the program. Using

the now standard methodology of comparing earnings before and

after rehabilitation, the program officials came up with a

twelve-fold increase in 1944, a six- fold increase in 1945, and a
20

four-fold increase in 1946.

Was the program expanding to take advantage of the disparity

between marginal benefits and costs? On the contrary, the program

was languishing. The pioneering generation of program

administrators had been replaced by a benign but unenergetic

group of federal employees. The number of rehabilitations fell

from 44,000 in 1944, to 41,925 in 1945, to 36,106 in 1946. By

1946 the cost-benefit demonstration had become so half-hearted

that the agency simply extrapolated data from less than half of
21

the rehabilitants to the entire group.

The next year, 1947, marked a transition between the pride and

optimism of the twenties and the apex of the cost-benefit

tradition in the fifties. For the first time in many years, an

agency dressed up the rhetoric it used in its annual report. A
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sharp increase in the number of people rehabilitated accompanied
the new rhetoric. The changed rhetoric suggested a new awareness
of the way In which rehabilitation linked with other societal
efforts. The difference between the amount expended on
rehabilitation and the amount that the rehabilitants earned now
represented "an increase of about $54,000,000 in the annual
earned income of the nation." Not only a sense of national income
accounting but also a new conception of the benefits of
vocational rehabilitation appeared in the report. Rehabilitation
transformed people from recipients of public flInds into
taxpayers. In only a short time, the cost of rehabilitation wo,,Ald

return to the federal and state governments in the form of taxes
paid by the rehabilitants. Something new had arrived on the22
rehabilitation scene.

Ten to One: The Ultimate Demonstration

The 1948 Annual Report of the Federal Security Agency, the
home agency of the vocational rehabilitation program since 1939
and the forerunner of what would become the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare in 1953, included its usual report on
vocational rehabilitation. One of the staples of such reports was
the case history that showed the program to best advantage. In
this year, the agency featured the story of a young
hemiplegic who also suffered from what the agency called
defective vision. Only sixteen years old, the boy faced a
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lifetime of expensive inactivity or, with the right sort of help,

an entire career of productive employment. The boy dropped out of

high school, further diminishing his chances for a successful

career. Then the agency discovered him, tosted his aptitude, and

paid for a course in bookkeeping and typing. Still, it was not

enough to liberate the boy from dependence on others. His

attitude remained poor; he demonstrated "personal maladjustment"

and "emotional instability." The answer to this problem was

psychotherapy, and by virtue of the 1943 law, the agency managed
to gec him this help. Now the newly well- adjusted boy went nut

and got a job, earning $75 a week as a demonstrator of home
23

furnishings.

If the emphasis on psychiatry was new, the example was very

old. Putting the rehabilitation into uplifting human terms had

always been the personal counterpoint to the statistical cost-

benefit demonstrations. This year, however, the agency pushed the

cost-benefit demonstrations into a new realm. It emphasized that

the formerly disabled hemiplegic would now pay income taxes. It

was almost as if those taxes served as a form of repayment for

the advice, the training courses, and the psychotherapy the boy

had received from the government.

The 1948 report contained the boldest statements the program

officials had ever ventured to make. In the long run, the

vocational rehabilitation program cost the federal government

"nothing." Instead, it returned "pyramiding profits in what well
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may be termed an investment in human welfare." After all, the
boy, like many of his fellow rehabilitants, was quite young. The

average age of rehabilitants in 1948 was only 31 years. That left
34 more years until the age that the Social Security Act had
established as the new standard for retirement. If one assumed
that the person worked 85% of that time, "he may be expected to
return, in federal income taxes alone, approximately $10 for
every dollar the federal government expends upon his24
rehabilitation."

This ten to one figure soon became the new cost-benefit
stand 4. It possessed an innate simplicity and elegance and
argued in very powerful terms for the continued expansion of the
vocational rehabilitation program. Like the previous efforts at
cost-benefit analysis, the new figure represented the outcome of
a demonstration rather than of a careful analytic process. For
all of that, its appeal proved to be irresistable.

What assumptions underlay the demonstration? In reality, the
agency did not know how much a person made in the year after his

rehabilitation. All the agency had were weekly earnings figures
for the period immediately after rehabilitation. To obtain a

yearly figure, it multiplied this weekly figure by fifty weeks.
Then it made the fundamental assumption that a person would work

85% of the time until retir ment age. Such assumptions might have

overstated the level of earnings the group would obtain. A severe
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depression, for example, would make it difficult for the group to

be working 85% of the time. On the other hand, the demonstration

almost definitely understated the amount of federal income tax

the group would pay. The agency assumed that the level of income

tax payments would not be increased, that earnings would not

rise, and that the group would not have more children after being

rehabilitated. Still other factors affected the calculation but

in no clear direction. Earnings for farmers and housewives, for

example, were not included in the calculation. All in all, the

assumptions behind the calculations underscored the delicate
25

nature of the calculation.

Beyond these technical matters, the new cost-benefit

demonstration owed its existence to changes in American public

policy. The second world war sharply 'escalated the level of

federal spending. Postwar spending levels, although lower than

wartime levels, never returned to the low levels of the

thirties. Increased spending tended to solidify an innovation in

public firance that the war had brought about: the institution of

withholding federal income taxes from a worker's paycheck. The

forced payment of income taxes during each pay period made the

federal income tax much less of an abstraction and much more of a

reality. To say that a social welfare program saved federal tax
26

money suddenly meant something.

Another postwar i..:-.ovation also accounted for the appearance

of this new demonstration. In reporting the ten-to-one figure to
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the state rehabilitation offices, Joseph Hunt, the federal

official in charge of such matters in 1948, reported in passing

that the calculation had been performed for the benefit of

Congressional committees and of the Council of Economic Advisors.

This last group had been created only in 1946 as part of a more

general societal interest in economic planning that had produced

the Employment Act of 1946. The 1946 act owed its existence to a

fear that the prosperity of the war would yield to the grim

conditions that had characterized the thirties. Many people

believed that the federal goverment could act as a sort of

catalyst for the economy and, by initiating the right sort of

macroeconomic measures such as public works, maintain the level
of employment. The completed act stopped well short of the

desires of committed planners, yet it established the Council of

Economic Advisors, a new component of the President's bureaucracy

to keep him informed of economic trends. The Council became a new

consumer of economic information. The vocational rehabilitation

program kept this new consumer supplied with upbeat reports on
27

the program's accomplishments.

Whatever the motivation for the construction of the 10-to-one

figure, it played well in Congress, where it mattered. Well into

the sixties, Congress retained its tight hold over program

appropriations, free from pressure to meet spending targets. It

fell to program administrators to appear before the appropriation
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committees and make the best possible case for the program. In

the case of vocational rehabilitation, prospects brightened in

1950 when Mary Switzer took over as director of the program.

Bright, energetic and supremely motivated, Switzer made the most

of the cost-benefit demonstrations. Unlike her predecessor

Michael Shortley, Switzer came from the branch of the bureaucracy

concerned with such matters as education and public health. The

rhetoric of investment suited her, and in her capable hands it

became a staple of Congressional testimony. In this way, it

helped to raise the level of program appropriations and28
expenditures.

Although Switzer might not have invented the ten-to-one

figure, she utilized it to its fullest. Early in 1955, for

example, she appeared before her friend Congressman John Fogarty

and recited the program's virtues. Aware that the initiative for

increased appropriations had to come from the Congressman rather

than from her, Switzer planted a question. "How much will the

Federal Government get in return for every Federal dollar that we

spend in rehabilitation?" asked Fogarty. Without hesitation

Switzer announced that she had the figures available. "Yes, we

have that figure, and it stands up too," she said. "You ought to

get back over a period of time, $10 for 1 in Federal income

taxes, if our estimates are right. That's what we say."

Fogarty hastened to put the matter into even less abstract

terms. He asked how much the government could expect to receive
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from an Investment of $39 million dollars, and Mary Switzer

reassured him that the government could ultimately expect $390
29

million dollars.

In the Congressional setting, no one bothered to correct Mary

Switzer's economics. No one made mention of concepts such as the

present value of $390 million dollars and questioned whether it

was worth more or less than the $39 million dollars Congress

would appropriate now. At the same time, Congress often

challenged the figure, only to be reassured of its validity by

Mary Switzer. "Everyone," she said, "is skeptical of this

statement at first." To check the figure, she reported, the

agency had met with the Treasury, and the figures held up.

Looking for a reason to appropriate money to the program,

Congressmen seldom pursued the matter. Such subjects as the

proper bureaucratic location for the program animated them far

more than did the terms of cost-benefit analysis. On occasion,

however, a Congressman stumbled upon a potential weakness of the

analysis. Senator Dennis Chavez of New Mexico once asked Mary

Switzer if the program followed up the rehabilitants. "Suppose

they only worked for 1 day?" the Senator asked. "We follow them

up," said Mary Switzer. "We have found over the years that the

total group stat'stically works on the average of 85% of the

time, which is pretty good." Indeed, it was good, yet it rested

on the thinnest of evidence. The appeal of rhetoric overcame
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doubts based on methodology or evidence. If something increased

apprQpriations, then it worked, and the ten-to-one figure30
worked.

In the early fifties, the program literature made almost

constant reference to income taxes spent and saved. In 1953, for

example, the program announced that "rehabilitation is more than

an expenditure per se; it is an investment which produces

tangible dollar returns, along with the human rewards." There

followed an analysis of what had happened to the 60,000 people

who had been rehabilitated in 1952. Their earnings had increased

from 17 million to 115 million. This group, it turned out, would

pay 9 million dollars in federal income taxes in the first year

after their rehabilitation. Over the course of the next three

years, they would completely pay for their rehabilitation, and

over the course of their lives they would return 10 dollars in

federal income taxes for every federal dollar spent on them. The

President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped aggregated

the numbers across the years. In the years between 1943 and 1955,

642,000 people were rehabilitated. As a result, they increased

the national income by more than three billion dollars and paid

more than 300 million dollars in federal income taxes. Indeed,

they had already paid for both the state and federal costs of the
31

program. It made for a wonderfully felicitious calculus.

Another Benefit: Ending Dependence

Although wonderful in itsalf, the ten-to-one demonstration
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brought further benefits to the program when used in conjunction

with another argument. As program advocates had always

maintained, vocational rehabilitation transformed individuals
from a condition of dependence to one of self-support. The

rehabilitants started as a net cost to society and ended as a net

benefit. In the program's early years, the costs of dependency
remained sketchy, as one might expect in a social welfare system

that spread its programs between the public and private sectors

and among the states, localities, and federal government. After
the second world war, however, these costs took the much more

explicit shape of the federal-state public assistance program.

Created in 1935, the public assistance program generated little

controversy during the depression. After the war, however, people

perceived a threatening paradox: welfare costs continued to rise,

even when the unemployment rate fell. The costs of dependency, as

defined by the welfare program, became both more visible and more32
menacing.

Such conditions suggested a natural comparison between the

vocational rehabilitation approach, with its promise of returning

10 dollars for every dollar spent, and the public assistance

approach, with its continual debilitating demands on the public

purse. Not only did the vocational rehabilitation program cost

nothing, it also ended dependency. '-:1 the late forties and

fifties, this latter feature became all the more appealing and
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received more frequent play from program officials.

Events served to strengthen this new item on the benefit

side of the cost-benefit equation. The original federally

assisted welfare categories included the blind, the elderly, and

dependent children. In 1950, just when the ten-to-one figures

began frequently to appear, Congress aided a new category to pay

welfare to the permanently and totally disabled. This action came

in the middle of a protracted debate over the advisability of

adding disability protection to the social security system, a

debate that extended into the Korean War years. During those

years, people questioned the need for handicapped people to be

dependent on others when they could make obvious contributions to

the war efforts. Each of these things tended to make the problem
33

of dependency more visible than previously.

The subject of dependency caused Mary Switzer to wax

philosophical. She often called rehabilitation "a philosophy of

life," and she looked for trends that helped put social welfare

policy into perspective. In 1953 she identified one such trend

and put it into the form of a question before Congress. "Why do

we have such a heavy relief load in most places in a period of

high employment?" Part of the answer, Switzer believed, lay in

the fact that "a very large percentage of this welfare load of

ours is due to neglected physical disability." True to the hard-

headed tradition of humanitarianism in vocational rehabilitation,

Switzer attached numbers to the statement. Counting tHb various
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programs, she arrived at a figure of 400 million a year to

reflect the welfare-related costs of disability. That figure met
34

only the very barest of needs.

Rehabilitation, it need hardly be added, was not a welfare

program. It put people people into jobs, rather than keeping them
35away from jobs. "That is the basis of it," said Mary Switzer.

There followed increasingly elaborate estimates of the cost of

public assistance matched with the now-standard estimates of the

returns to vocational rehabilitation. In 1952, for example, the

bill for public assistance came to $395 million, with Aid to

Families of Dependent Children consuming the lion's share. ADC
payments created two sorts of burdens. They affected the

physically disabled parent, and they spread their influence to

the next generation of children who would grow up in a household
marred by dependency. Children symbolized potential, and public

assistance blighted that potential. The average payment for ADC

amounted to $863 per family. Such expenses could continue for

several years, possibly through the entire childhoods of an

entire family. Rehabilitation, it need hardly be added,

represented a one-time expenditure. "These facts are the simple

arithmetic of rehabilitation," the federal office for vocational

rehabilitation reported in 1952. "They are the hard dollar-and-

cents realities which establish the ...program on a sound36
economic basis."
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On the state level, the process by which vocational

rehabilitation saved money could be followed with special

clarity. Apocalyptic rhetoric--on the order of, "In the face of

the Nation's many requirements to maintain adequate military

power, to exert influential leadership toward world peace, and to

meet domestic needs, it becomes imperative that we examine all

costs which in any way interfere with our capacity to fulfill

these responsibilities."--carried the program only so far. It

worked much better to detail the program's accomplishments in a

state such as Pennsylvania, which in the fifties maintained one

of the nation's best vocational rehabilitation programs. In 1952

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania rehabilitated 3,352 people. Of

that number, 695 people had been on public assistance. That meant

they received $762,684 annually in public assistance Vocational

rehabilitation ended that burden and substituted $1,406,912 for

the previously negative earnings. As the state reported, "they

were tax consumers through no fault of their own. Now they are
37

taxpayers in their own right..."

It remained to determine the number of people who became

rehabilitated from the public assistance rolls on a national

basis, and by 1954 the program literature began to include that

information. For fiscal 1953, one out of 5 disabled persons

rehabilitated during the year was receiving public assistance at
38

the time services were begun.

Always sympathetic to the jargon of psychology, program
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officials painted the conditions of dependency in the darkest of
terms. At the very least, dependency meant a loss of financial

independence. In reality it led to far more serious problems. The

individual on public assistance faced damaged morale reinforced
by an impaired living standard. And what of this individual's
family? All too often, such dependency meant "dissolution of the
home and destruction of the family." The Office of Vocational
Rehabilitation developed an elaborate illustration in 1953. At
first, the diagnosis reflected "on the personal tragedy in one
life." Then a host of by-products materialized, never well
understood in relation to one another but all of them related to
the disability. The person lost his job, income, and savings. So
far, the illustration stayed well within the bounds of economic
analysis; then, it branched off into the realm of psychology. "As
standards of living go down, emotional stress goes up. Other
ills, physical or psychogenic, emerge in the family to complicate
the initial disability. Children deprived of the love and

guidance of their parents find substitutes elsewhere and society
calls it delinquency. When the situation finally overwhelms the
group, then welfare and other public agencies must take over the39
case."

Nor would the problem go away. As the nation became older, it

would face more and more problems related to dependency. Science

produced wonderful gains, such as increasing the life span of an
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individual at birth from 49 to 68 years over the course of the

twentieth century, yet it also generated difficult quandries.

More older people meant more retired people, more dependent

people. The ratio of productive to non-productive workers would

decline, and ever larger numbers of aged, chronically ill, and

disabled people would have to be supported by those who worked.

The taxpayers needed the sort of relief that rehabilitation could

provide. They required the sort of technology that enabled people

to be lifted from public assistance, workers' compensation, and

the other public programs that threatened to grow at alarming

rates. They needed to transform those dependents, remove them

from institutions and other places of passivity, and transform

them into taxpaying workers, allies in the struggle against
40

dependency.

Conclusion

The development of figures on dependency completed the

weapons in the vocational rehabilitation armada and defined the

terms of cost-benefit analysis until the revival of the Council

of Economic Advisors and the beginnings of what might be called

an econometric consciousness in the sixties. The cost side of the

model remained undeveloped. The costs of the program were

measured quite directly by formal program expenditures. The

benefit side of the model exhibited a dynamic teriency to grow

with the times. At first, benefits consisted of a worker's wages;

by the fifties, the benefits grew to encotpass the income taxes
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paid by the rehabilitants and the welfare costs saved by tha

rehabilitants.

Modern observers might criticize the model on any number of

grounds. To cite one obvious example, the program officials never
tried to separate one rehabilitant from another. They assumed
that public assistance recipients cost as much to rehabilitate
and returned as much in income taxes as did other rehabilitants,
yet they never tested that proposition. Working with broad
averages, they lacked the technical means to complete the tests.

Before one dismisses the early exercises in cost-benefit
analysis as invalid or naive, one needs to bear in mind their
real purpose. These analyses did not seek to compare the program
to another; instead they sought to provide a rationale for the
program that would demonstrate the program's worthwhile nature
and win Congressional appropriations. In a more subtle sense, the

demonstrations also formed a bridge between the psychologically
and individually oriented process of casework and the necessities

of public policy. Some programs that relied on casework, such as

public assistance, lacked this sort of bridge and suffered in the

appropriations process. Vocational rehabilitation grew at a much

faster rate than many of its social welfare competitors. Without
question, the cost-benefit demonstrations helped.

Perhaps Congressman Roy Wier of Minnesota put the matter best.
If the program wanted funds for expansion, he said in 1953, "I
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think it will be well if we had some idea of how many, because

you have to sell this program,...salvagable people there are, an

estimate of the people who are now drawing funds from some

sources of the incapacitated condition,....drawing them from

society somehow to live. I think that ought to be the place where
41

we substantiate the need for this program."

Congressman Wier understood the exigencies of politics.
Although the program continued to be run on the principles of

psychological casework at the state level, it benefited at the

federal level from the use of economic demonstrations in the form
of cost-benefit analysis. The analysis of dependency served to

link the economic and psychological analyses to one another.

When statisticians tried to do a more modern form of cost-

benefit analysis in 1966, therefore, they stepped into a program

with its own set of traditions. On the one hand, progran
officials welcomed cost-benefit analysis and felt comfortable
with it. It had, after all, served to show the program to best

advantage. On the other hand, the program had developed its own

form of cost-benefit analysis. This form of analysis reflected
the policy environment in which the program had developed. The

HEW statisticians and their successors would cope with these

contrasting aspects of the tradition of cost-benefit analysis in

the vocational rehabilitation program.
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Chapter 2

WELFARE MEASUREMENT FOR COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Douglas Blair and William Milberg*

Introduction

Cost-benefit analysis finds its theoretical foundation in
welfare economics, especially in the branch of welfare economics
referred to as the theory of social choice. Social choice, by
definition, requires evaluating changes in well-being (welfare)
of more than one individual. This chapter will attempt to
explore the logic of social choice theory and critically analyze
its components. We will first analyze the link between
individual and social welfare. Then we will analyze in depth the
theories of individual and social welfare measurement.
Throughout, our concern will be the link between theory and the
practice of cost-benefit analysis.

The chapter will be in three parts. In the first section,
we will outline more rigorously the concept of welfare
measurement for individuals and groups of individuals. We will
see that there are logical difficulties at both levels,
indicating the need for caution in using these measures for cost-
benefit analysis. We will briefly review the cases, involving
strict assumptions, where we may treat the group as one
individual.

* Associate Professor of Economics and Research Associaterespectively, Rutgers University.
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In the second section, we will analyze in some depth the
problem of measuring welfare and welfare changes for the
individual consumer. Specifically, we will compare cardinal and
ordinal measures and evaluate their relative usefulness in
measuring individual welfare changes. We will then discuss the
traditional measure of welfare change, consumer's surplus. Wewill show some limitations of this measure and define some
alternative measures, based on "willingness to pay." We will
conclude this section with a review of some recent innovations in
individual welfare measurement. These innovations indicate that
limitations discussed in the earlier parts of the paper may be
surmountable.

The last section treats the problem of aggregating
preferences over individuals to measure social welfare. We will
conclude by explaining the apparent popularity among cost-benefit
analysts of one rule over others, and then pointing out the
limitations of this rule. Cost-benefit analysis is the
measurement and balancing of the carts and benefits of a public
policy in order to compare the policy to alternative policies andto the status quo. The objective of cost-benefit analysis is
thus to determine

society's ranking of the alternatives. While
this paper concentrates on the theoretical problems inherent in
cost-benefit analysis, we do not advocate a cessation of its use.
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Instead, we hope to emphasize that such analysis requires
numerous theoretical assumptions and that cost-benefit analysis
is most valuable when these assumptions and their implications
are made explicit.

Z. The Scope of the Measurement Problem

A cost-benefit analysis of a proposed policy has two parts.
The first is to estimate individuals' changes in welfare due to
the proposed policy. The second part is to aggregate the
IIestimates for individual agents in order to determine society's
IIranking of the alternatives.

Assuming we had a satisfactory way of calculating the
IIindividuals' welfare (utility) changes, then the most general,
individual-based method for aggregation is the social welfare

11 function, introduced by Abram Bergson in 1938, and later by Paul
IISamuelson [16,27]. The general form of this function is that
social welfare (W) is a function of the utility levels of all

II
individuals (U , where Joel to n):

i
(1) W=F(U ,U ,...,U ).

II

1 2 n
To determine the change in social welfare, we take the total

differential of the social welfare function:

II(2) dW ( @F / @V )dU +(@F/@U )dU +...+(eF/SU )dU .1 1 2 2 n n
II

In the equation above, the dU expressions are the changes ini
individual welfare described as the first part of cost-benefit

II analysis. The partial derivatives @F / @U (i=1 to n) can be seen
i
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as weights applied to each individual welfare change. The
weights determine, in a sense, how much value society places on
each individual's welfare. Depending on these weights, the
specific social welfare function could take on vastly different
forms. Figure one presents two possible

functions. In short, to
render the social welfare function operational, the policy makermust specify both the functional form of the social welfare
function and the values of the parameters (e.g. weights) of that
function.

While it is a normative task to specify individuals' weightsin the social welfare function, this specification does not solveall the cost-benefit analyst's problems. We still must measure
the individual consumer's welfare changes due to, say, a changein prices. Recall the decomposition of the change in socialwelfare, equation (2). The aU terms are the changes iniindividuals' utility. This term can itself be dissected, sincean individual's direct utility is a function of commodity
consumption:

(3) U - U (X ,X ),
i i ii i2 in

where x refers to consumption of commodity j by individual i.ij
Totally differentiating (3) gives an expression for the change in
individual welfare when consumption changes:
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(4) dU =(OU /0X )dX +(0U /@X )dX +...i i ii ii i i2 i2
+(OU /OX )dX .

i in in

The Bergson-Samuelson view is to ignore this decompositionand look at dU as a single quantity to be measured. But anotheri
view of dU shows the importance of its decomposition. In (3) wei
express utility as a function of commodity consumption; such a
function is known as the direct utility function. Alternatively,we can express utility as a function of prices and income by
replacing commodities with demand functions for them. This formis known as the indirect

utility function:

(5) V - V (p ,p ,...p )i i 1 2 n

Substituting the individuals' indirect utility functions for the
direct utility functions in the Bergson-Samuelson social welfare
function (1) gives the following:

(6) W = G(V (P,I ),V (P,I ),...,V (P,I )),1 1 2 2 n n

where P is a vector of all prices, and I is individual i's
iincome.

Using etas formulation of the social welfare function, the
change in social welfare due to a change in, say, income, can be
expressed as follows:
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(7) dW f@G/@V )(@V /@I )dI +
1 1 1 1

(@G/@V )(@V /@I )dI +...+(@G/@V )(@V /@I )dI2 2 2 2 nnnn
Comparing (7) to (2) we see that in (7) we are no longer

obligated to measure individual welfare changes. The expression
(@G/0V )/(@V

i
/01

i

) is the marginal social welfare change from a
$1.00 change in individual i's income. Like the weights, @F/@U ,

in (2), the marginal social welfare change requires a normative
judgment of the benefit to society of changing an individual's
income. But in (7), the remaining problem is dI , compared to

idU in (2). Utility changes generally are not comparable across
individuals (as discussed below), whereas income changes clearly
are. Thus the formulation of social welfare change in (7)
simplifies the problem. While the normative dimension remains,
the task of the cost-benefit analyst is reduced to finding
monetary measures of the effect of a project on individuals.
Below we will explore in some depth alternative monetary measures
available to the practitioner of cost-benefit analysis.

The formulation of social welfare change in (7) allows us to
consider an important case in which the normative problems can be
ignored. That is, if:

( @W /@V )/(@V /@I )i i iis equal for all individuals, then social welfare increases if
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and only if aggregate income has increased- In this situation
cost-benefit analysis is solely concerned with measuring changes
in income across individuals. Much of applied cost-benefit
analysis has, in fact adopted this perspective,

as evidenced by
the popularity among users of the potential Pareto improvement
criterion [21, and sae below).

The jump from CO to concern only with income changes,
dI

requires the marginal social welfare of a change in income be
equal for all consumers, that is, that a redistribution of incomehas no welfare effects. In short, this is the case where the
many-person economy can be represented, for analytical purposes,as a one-person

economy. Richard Tresch has outlined three casesin which "one-consumer equivalence" holds [13].
The first case is attributable to Paul Samuelson. Samuelson

considered the case of a society maximizing social welfare. He
showed that all individuals in such a society would have the same
marginal utility of social income. Society could therefore be
analyzed as a single, representative consumer.

That is, let society's objective function be expressed as:
(9) W W(V (I ))

subject to a budget constraint:

(9) I Ii
In this case, the society maximizes social welfare when the
marginal social utility of real income is equal for all
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1

individuals. Samuelson showed that in this case, social
preferences could be represented with social indifference curves,
and social welfare maximization is the positive task of o)taining
the highest social indifference curve.

Even if the distribution of income is not, at the outset,
optimal, the assumption of homothetic and identical preferences
guarantees that social welfare will not change with a
redistribution of total income.

Homotheticity is the property of
a function which is a monotonic

transformation of a homogeneous
function. Homothetic preferences imply a constant income
elasticity of demand. That is, the relative composition of
consumption is invariant to income changes. Homothetic
preferences give rise to income-expansion paths that are a ray
from the origin, as depicted in figure 6. Identical preferences
implies equal income elastie.ties of demand for all consumers.
Thus, assuming homothetic and identical preferences, for any
change in the distribution of income, the percentage increase in
demand due to a gain in income for some individuals, will be
exactly offset by the percentage decline in demand by thosz
losing income. Social ,.:elfare is unchanged.

Feldstein defined the "distributional coefficient" of good
k, 0 , as the sus of all individuals'

marginal social welfare of
consuming good k, weighted by each individuals' share of total
consumption of good k:
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(10) 0 [ ( @W / @V )(gi / @I ) (X /X ).k i i i ik k

The distributional coefficient for a good is the sum of the
product of each individual's marginal effect on social welfare
from an income change and her share of consumption of that good.That is, it is a weighted average of the individuals' marginal
social welfare., with relative consumption as the weights. Whenwe assume preferences are homothetic and identical, we guarantee
that the distri`ational coefficients for all goods are equal.

The last case where the "one-consumer equivalence" is an
acceptable simplification of the social welfare measurementproblem was derived by Jerry Green. He showed that if the
covariance of ( @W / @V )(VI / @I ) with X /X equals its covariancei i i ik kwith X /X across all goods and consumers, then the marginalij j
social welfare of a change in income is the same for all
individuals.

The conditions necessary for cost-benefit analysis to ignore
distributional considerations in evaluating a project are
admittedly stringent. More important, according to Treech, "none
of the three sufficient conditions is a likely description of
reality." [13, p. 85) But in the event that any of these
conditions holds, the cost-benefit analyst can concentrate
strictly on the individual real 'income changes (dI ) resulting

ifrom a project. These monetary measures and their
aggregation

across individuals will be the concern of the rest of this paper.
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II. Individual Welfare Measurement

A. cardinal versus Ordinal Utility and Welfare Analysis

11 A cardinal magnitude is a variable whose measurement permits
arbitrary choice only of zero-point and unit interval. For an
ordinal magnitude the only meaningful comparisons are equality or
else ordering of magnitudes.

Tempereture is an example of a
cardinal measure; centigrade and farenhekit scales differ, but
only in terms of the zero point and unit interval [4].
The distinction between ordinalism and cardinalism in consumer

demand theory is that an ordinal utility function generates a

11
ranking of different consumption possibilities without specifying
the intensity of satisfaction from each bundle. Thus ordinal
rankings are invariant to any monotonic transformation of the
utility function. A cardinal ranking of consumption

11 possibilities provides more information about preferences. Such
a ranking is invariant only to increasing

affine transformations.
The ordinalism of utility functions is expressed in the fact

that numerical values assigned to indifference curves may be
transformed without influencing the representation of demand
behavior. Thus, in figure 2, whether the indifference curves are
latolled according to U or V has no bearing on the implied demand
behavior.

The original margina:4sts, such as Menger, Walras and
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Gossens, viewed the utility function as a way of measuring
individual well-being in cardinal terms. But Fisher and Pareto
recognized that cardinal utility was not necessary to a theory of
demand. This argument was clearly put forth by J. Hicks in his
1937 book, Value and Capital. Hicks showed that all the results
of utility maximization could be generated without assuming
cardinal utility, but only ordinal utility [3].

What meaning does the ordinal/cardinal distinction have for
cost-benefit analysis? The issue is perhaps clearest by
recalling (1), the Bergson-Samuelson social welfare function, w =
F(U ). If utility is ordinal, then U is invariant to any1

monotonic transformation. But as a measure of the magnitude of
welfare levels of individuals, U is useless. Ordinal utility

ifunctions thus require the development of a scale, a way of
measuring in common units, preferences of different people.
Since we cannot measure utility directly we must find an indirect
method of measuring individual intensity of preference for or
against a change in economic conditions. Such measures would
provide a foundation for cost-benefit analysis and be consistent
with modern consumer theory.
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B. The Evolution of Consumer's Surplus

Before defining the Hicksian measures of individual consumer
welfare, we will first discuss the traditional, and still most
popular, measure - consumer's surplus. Even today, most cost-
benefit analysis is largely an extension of work on consumer'ssurplus dons by the engineer

Charles Dupuit in the 1840's andCambridge economist Alfred Marshall at the turn of the 20thcentury [6]. After defining consumer's surplus and tracing its
evolution in the history of economic thought, we will outline its
theoretical limitations. Than we define the alternative Hicksian
measures, before moving on to the issue of aggregating individualwelfare change measures.

Dupuit's famous 1844 article, "On the Measurement ofUtility of Public Works," was the first recognition that theprice paid for a good is, generally, not equivalent to the valueof the good to the consumer. Jean-Baptiste Say had earlierargued that price equals the average utility from consuming thegoods. But Dupuit claimed the price represents not the average
utility of consuming the goods, but the utility gained in
consumption of the last unit of the good, that is the marginal
utility. Dupuit assumed that individuals' preferences exhibited
diminishing marginal utility. If smaller quantities of the good
were supplied, then the value of the last good consumed would
have brought greater satisfaction. Since in the market, in the
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absence of price discrimination, a uniform price is charged on
all goods, the price paid by the consumer represents the utility
to that consumer of the last unit purchased. For other units the
consumer would theoretically have been willing to pay more than
the market price. Thus actual expenditure

understates the total
utility in consumption.

Dupuit's understanding of price as marginal, as opposed to
average, value led to an interpretation of the demand curve as
the marginal willingness-to-pay curve. That is, the price
associated with any quantity on the consumer's demand curve is
the maximum amount the consumer is willing to pay for the last
unit consumed. From this, the notion of a consumer's surplus,
the basis for much of contemporary applied welfare analysis,
follows almost trivially. It is the aggregate of satisfaction,
in dollars, achieved from the consumption of a quantity of a
good, less the dollars spent to purchase this quantity.

Like Dupuit, Marshall viewed the market demand curve as a
reflection of the "aggregate of satisfaction" derived from the
consumption of the good. Marshall gave a geometric
representation of consumer's surplus. This is area DOHA in
figure 3, which depicts the market demand schedule for tea.
Subtracting from this the amount paid for the tea, the price of
tea times the quantity consumed (area OCAH), gives the amount of
consumers' surplus derived from tea consumption at price AH, or
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area DCA.

C. The path-Dependency Problem

Before analyzing the conditions that allow us to use
consumer's surplus as a measure of utility change, we first note
that consurer's surplus need not be well-defined in cases when
the price of more than one good changes, or when prices and
income change. That is, we may generate

different values for
consumer surplus depending on the order in which we consider the
various price and income changes. Consumer surplus may be
sensitive to the "path of adjustment." This is the so-called
path dependency problem [5].

For example, consider the case where the price of two goods
changes simultaneously,

depicted in figures 4(a)-(c). The prices0 0 1 1of q and q change from p and p to p and p . Let L and1 2
1 2 1 2 1

L be two possible paths of adjustment. They are depicted in
2

figure 4(a). Along L , the p change is considered first,1 1causing a rise in consumer surplus equal to area U. The p fall
1also causes D to shift out, resulting in a rise in consumer2

surplus of X + Y when the p fall is subsequently considered.2Along L the p fall is considered first, bringing a consumer2 2
surplus increase of X plus, when the D shift is taken into

1account, an additional consumer surplus rise of area U + V. The
changes in welfare under paths of adjustment L and L - areas

1 2U+X+Y and U+V+X - respectively are in general not equal. The
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orde- in which the cost-benefit analyst considers the price
changes vill affect the ultimate welfare change estimate. This
non-uniqueness of consumer's surplus also arises when a price
change occurs along with a change in income. Clearly this is an
unacceptable property for a welfare measure, and .s thus a
serious deficiency of consumer's surplus.

We can determine, however, the condition; under which
consumer's surplus is independent of the path of adjustment. If
these conditions hold, we say consumer's surplus is path
independent, i.e. it at least provides a unique measure of
welfare change. When nany prices and income change, consumer's
surplus is unique if and only if the income effects of price
changes (and thus income elasticities of demand) of all goods
for which prices possibly change along the path of adjustment,
equal zero.

That such a condition
guarantees uniqueness of consumer's

surplu3 can be seen in the case of two commodities wit% the use
of indifference curves. If a single price and incora change,
consumer surplus is unique if the demand curve does not shift
following the income change. This occurs when indifference
curve: are vertically parallel, as depicted in figure 5. A rise
in income, say from ml to m2, results in no increase in the
consumption of good one. In other words, the income-consumption
path for the good is vertical. As income changes (at a constant
price) the same demand curve is generated, as shown by demand
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curve D in the figure.

If many prices change, the condition for the uniqueness of
consumer's surplus is that the impact of the price change of good
A on the demand for good B be equal to the impact of the price
change of good E on the demand for good A (i.e. equality of
cross-price effects). This condition must hold fJr all pairs of
goods for which prices possibly change in order to have
uniqueness of consumer's surplus for the clams when many prices
change. This condition is equivalent to the condition that all
income effects be equal for those goods whose prices change.

The uniqueness condition is easily extended to the case hen
all prices change. But when income elasticities are equal for all
goods, the fact that consumers must satisfy budget constraints
implies th,..T; income elasticities of demand equal unity. This
condition on preferences rIives rise to income-expansion paths
that are rays from the origin, as depicted in figure 6. Consumer
preferences satisfying SUCA a restriction are called homothetic,
as defined above.

The important issue is whether these elaborate cc41ditions
over hold in the real world, or whe'-'7Ar they are approximately
true. Tte answer is of ,course an empirlcal one, but the evidence
to date ii overwhelming that income effects are significantly
positive told that, income elasticities of demand are different for
d.iff-:ent goods. One recent contribution to the debate
concludes, "Generally, the conditions for uniqueness of consumer
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surplus change may be so restrictive as to be unrealintiz in many
cases." [5, p.80]

The non-constancy of the marginal vtility of income thus
renders consumer's surplus meaningless as a measure of individual
welfare change. Using consumer's surplus for this purpose is,
according to Eugene Silberberg, "using the inappropriate to
measure the undefinable." [11, p. 362]

D. Willingness-Tr-Pay Measures of Individual Welfare Change
Consumer -urplus is a valid measure of welfare change only

under very restrictive conditions. In the 1940's British
economist John Hicks proposed four measures which, while still
not directly linked to utility, are a direct reflection of
consumer preferences. Hicks' measures are based on the concept
of willingness-to-pay, that is a monetary equivalent of the
consumer's preference for or against a change in economic
conditions (i.e. prices and/or income). The four Hicksian
measures, first presented in his famous 1941 article, "The
Rehabilitation of Consumer's Surplus," are easily illustrated
using consumer indifference curves [25].

Consider a consumer assumed to be a utility maximizer with a
strictly quasiconcalm (twice differentiable) utility function.
This consumer's preferences are depicted in figure 7. Initially,
the consumer 1.4ces prices P1 and consumes at point a, where her
"nice" (i.e. strictly convex) indifference curve, Ul, is tangent
to the budget line with slope P1. Now suppose government policy
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lowers the price of good x and the consumer now faces the budget
line with slope P2. The rational consumer now consumes at point
b, the tangency of hsr indifference map with the new budget line.
This indifference level represents utility U2. where U2 > Ul.

The question facing the cost-benefit analyst is, "How much,
in monetary terms, has our consumer's welfare improved as a
result of the price drop (ceteris paribus)?" As the theory of
index numbers implies, an infinite nteaber of measures are capable
of representing this welfare change. Two suggested by Hicks are
particularly appealing because of their reliance on the idea of
willingness-to-pay.

The compensating variation (CV) is the change in income
necessary to just compensate the consumer for the loss of utility
due to a price increase. The equivalent variation (EV) is the
amount of income that would have to be taken from the consumer to
make the consumer as well off after the price decrease.

The CV and EV can be derived using the expenditure function,
also known as the coat-of-utility

function. The cost-of-utility
function is derived by determining the minimum expenditure (at a
given set of prices) required to attain a certain level of

0utility. The cost-of-utility function, E = E(P,U ), thus
determines, in dollars, how much money is needed for the consumer
to attain a fixed level of satisfaction, given prices. This
concept lends itself nicely to welfare analysis. The CV and EV
can be calculated as the difference between two expenditure
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0
functions. That is, let P , U be L. ..!l prices and utility0
conditions and P , U be price and utility conditions following1 1

1 0a public investment project. Then EV is E(P ,U )-E(P ,U ) and the0 0
0 0CV E(P ,U ) - E(P ,U ) c14].

1 0
Another derivation of the CV cal, be made by drawing an

imaginary budget line parallel to the relevant budget linefollowing the price change (i.e. with slope P2), tangent to theoriginal indifference curve. The compensating variation can thenbe measured along the vertical axis ov,.ich measures all goodsother than x, or income) as the distance
between the two parallelbudget lines. In figure 8 it is distance m2-ml.

The equivalent variation can be measured along the verticalaxis by drawing an imaginary budget line parallel to the initialbudget line (i.e. with slope P1) but tangent to the newindifference curve. The EV is the vertical distance betweenthese two parallel budget lines. In figure 8 it is distance m3-m2.

Notice tlAt in the case of a price fall the equivalentvariation may not be bound4d since the indifference curve may be
asymptotic to the vertical axis. This is also true of the CV inthe case of a price rise.

Hicks defined two other willingness-to pay measures of
welfare change. The compensating surplus (CS) is defined as the
increment of a single commodity that could be removed from the
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new consumption bundle such that the consumer would be
indifferent between the modified bundle and the original bundle. I
In figure 9, let point 1 be the original consumption point, and
consider a move to point 2. Then the compensating surplus is
dX . Taking this amount of X away from the consumer leaves hern

n

11
as well off as originally.

The equivalent surplus (ES) is the increment of a single
commodity that must be added to the original bundle, such that
the consumer would be indifferent between the modified bundle and
the new bundle. In figure 9, let point 1 be the original
consumption point, and consider a move to point2. Then the1
equivalent surplus is -dX

. Adding this (negative) amount ton
11

the original bundle leaves the consumer as well off as with the
move from point 1 to point 2 (22].

Considerable debate prevails over the relative merits of the
four Hicksian measures. One problem of the CS and CV measures is
they are based on the original

consumption bundle and measure the
money (in the case of CV) or amount of the good (in the case of
CS)required to reach the new level of welfare. As a result, two
different original consumption bundles that lie on the same
indifference curve will bring different measures of money or
goods needed to achieve a new welfare level. Figure 10
illustrates this problem for the case of the CV:

Consider consumption bundle a, contained in U . If the
1price of good x falls, the consumer now consumes at point c, on
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U2. The CV from this price change equals m4-m3, the amount of
money the consumer must be compensated to forego the price change
yet attain the new level of welfare. Now consider initial
consumption bundle b on Ul. Suppose the price of x falls such
that the consumer can optimally reach U2. The CV of this price
fall equals m2-ml. In general m4-m3 does not equal m2-ml. But
the welfare change, as far as the consumer is concerned, is the
same in both cases. The CV, because it is based on the initial
bundle, may map different values on to identical welfare changes.
The EV and ES do not have this shortcoming because they are based
on the new welfare level, that is, the welfare level following
the price or income change.

A comparison of consumer surplus with CV and EV is helpful
in understanding economists' affinity for the latter two measures
compared to the area under the Marshallian demand curve. The
comparison requires the use of Hicksian demand curves. Hicksian,
or compensated, demand curves represent the locus of amounts of a
good consumed at different prices, holding the utilty level
constant as the price changes. The derivation of the Hicksian
demand curve is easily seen with the use of indifference curves.
In figure 11(a), points a,b and c represent bundles (of x and y)
consumed when the price of x changes but utility is fixed at Vi,
The combination of prices of x and consumption o2 x are
transferred into P , Q space in figure 11(b). The locus ofx x
these points, labelled H(P,U ), is the Hicksian demand curve.1
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The compensating variation can thus be represented as the

area under the Hicksian demand curve demand between the old and

the new price of good A. This follows from the definition of CV:

the amount of money which must be taken away from a consumer

after a price (and/or income) change to restore the consumer's

original welfare level. That is, if the price of x falls from p
1to p then money must bid taken away from the consumer if that

2

consumer is to be left as well off as originally. The area under

the Hicksian demand curve between the original and new price is

that amount of money. The EV can also be expressed as the area

under a Hicksian demand curve. But for EV, the measure is made

under the demand curve whose argument is the new utility level.

The Marelallian or uncompensated demand curve can similarly

be derived with the use of indifference curves. The Marshallian

demand curve is the locus of tangencies of indifference curves to

the budget line as the price of the good changes. That is, it is

the price expansion path for a good, plotted in p,q space. This

is depicted in figure 12. As the price of good x falls [and

assuming the good is normal, that is, its demand increases

(decreases) with a rise (fall) in income], the income and

substitution effects reinforce each other, leading unambiguously

to a rise in the quantity demanded of x and, ceteris paribus, a

igher level of consumer satisfactiun.

As stated above, the consumer surplus change associated with

a price fall from p to p it the area under the Marshallian, or
1 2

uncompensated, demand curve oeeen the original and new prices.
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How are the Marshallian and Hicksian demand curves related? An

answer to this question gives also the link between CV, CS, ES

and EV. Intuitively, we can see that for prices below the point

of intersection of a Hicksian and Marshallian demand curve, the

Marshallian demand curve lies to the right of the Hicksian demand

curve. We are, of course, ruling out the possibility of a non-

normal good. A fall in the price of good x brings, with income

and substitution effects, a rise in the consumption of good x.

But if utility is held constant, then the price change will

induce only a substitution effect and thus a smaller increase in

the consumption of x. Conversely, a price above the price at the

intersection of the Hicksian and Marshallian demand curve will

reduce consumption of x more if utility is not compensated (i.e.

along the Marshallian curve) than if utility is not allowed to

fall (as with the Hicksian curve). Thus the Hicksian demand

curve is everywhere steeper than the Marshallian demand curve.

And if we derive Hicksian demand curves at two different utility

levels, U and U , the Marshallian demand curve will intersect
1 2

each of these demand curves at a single point. Obviously, the

two Hicksian demand curves, by definition, can never intersect.

This comparison is limmarized in figure 13. The Hicksian

demand curves are everywhere steeper than the Marshallian demand

curve. Consider a price fall from P to P . CV is area A, the
1 2

area under the Hicksian representing the original utility level.

The change in consumer's surplus is area A + B, the area under
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the Marshallian demand curve. The E'J, due to the plice change,

is area A + B + C, the area under the Hicksian demand curve

representing the newly attained utility level. Thus, in general,

CV < consumer's surplus < EV.

The exceptional case in the above analysis is when there are

no income effects. In this case the Hicksian demand curves and

the Marshallian curves coincide. This is a particularly

interesting case for our welfare measures. When there are no

income effects, CV EV a consumer surplus.

VI. Recent Innovation in 1,11fare Measurement

When income effects are positive, the Hicksian demand curies

and Marshallian demand curve do not coincide, and CV < consumer's

surplus < EV. Robert Willig attempted to develop bounds on the

difference between the consumer surplus measure and the accurate

measure of welfare change as measured by the EV or CV L30].

Willig's article, "Consumer Surplus Without Apology," is now

commonly cited as support for the ube of uncompensated demand

curves in applied welfare analysis. According to Willig:

These bounds can be explicitly calculated from observable demanddata, and it is clear that in most applications the error of
approximation will be very small. In fact, the error will oftenbe overshadowed by the errors involved in estimating the demandcurve... the results in no way depend upon arguments about theconstancy of the marginal utility of income. [30, p.58]

The derivation of the error bounds is mathematically

complex, but graphically it is easy to see what Willig is

proposing. In figure 13, described above, we see that, for a
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single price change (from P to P ), the companaatirng variation
1 2

is area A, the equivalent variation area A +B +C and consumer's
surplus area A+B, We have already noted that if there are no
income effects, then the three curves coincide, areas B and C
disappear, and the three measures are identical. But further, as
Willig shows rigorously, if areas A, B and C can be estimated
from observable phenomena, then the consumer's surplus measure
can be adjusted so that it closely approximates the CV and EV.
Area B can be approximated using the income elasticity of demand.
The adjustment derived . by Willig is thus a function of the
elasticity of demand and the observable price and quantity
change:

For a sing3 price change, if
0 0

/NA/2m 1<g .05, /MA/2m /<= .05
0

and if /A/m / < .9 then
0

0(i) (M/A/)/2m (C-A)//A/ (N/A/)/2m

and
0

0(ii) (M/A/)/2m <- (A-E)//A/ <a (N/A/)/2m

where

A a consumer's surplus area under the demand curve between
the two prices (positive for a price increase and negative for a

price decrease)

C = Compensating variation corresponding to the price
change.

E a Equivalent variation corresponding to the pr_ce chn-,ge.
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Willig argued that only yn "rare cases" will such percentage
error bounds be exceeded. But his approach has other
limitations. For one, his formula relies on the change in real
income due to a price change being a very small fraction of
total income. Moreover, if the income elasticities of demand
used in the formula are ccrrectly estimated, such estimation is

a full system of demand equations. But if information exists
to estimate a full system of demand equations, then the Hicksian
demand functions can also be estimated. In this case, the CV and
EV can be calculated directly and do not have to be approximated.

While Willig's approximatiors" have been taken as a

justification for continued use of consumer's surplus in applied
welfare analysis, Yrgo Vartia recently developed an algorithm for
calculating compensated income (and thus CV and EV) in terms of
direct demand functions (29). Vartia relies on the assumption
that the integrability conditions hold. These commonJy-assumed

conditions on preferences allow one to posit the existence of

well-behaved utility function. But instead of proceeding to

discover this underlying function, (often an impossible algebraic
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task), Vartia develops an algorithm to direr' ulate the
compensated income levels needed to make an "exact" measure of
welfare change duo to a change in (tconomic conditions. This
makes possible the calculation of CV and EV for classes of
p-eferences previously excluded from applied welfare analysis.
Accoreing to Vartia:

Our analysis allows the assumpticn of explicit parametric form ofthe 'tility function to be dropped...our paper makes it possibletc work with and estimate more general forms of demand functions,adjust the estimated functions to "atisfy the integrabilityconditions ...in thA relevant region, and carry out arbitraryordinal welfare compar2.sons in this region (29].

This is a significant breakthrough because specific
functional forms require very restrictil,e assumptions, such as no
income effects (constant returns to scale Cobb-Douglas), or
constant elasticity of substitution (CES).

To summarize, recent efforts to use observable phenomena to
calculate accurate welfare change measures have gone in two
directions. Willis, derived error bounds for consumer's surplus
as an approximation of EV or CV. Vartia, in perhaps a more
fundamental innovation, found an algorithm for deriving
compensated income (and thus CV and EV) from observable price and
quantity data without integrating back to the explicit utility
function. Unfortunately Vartia's innovation has not, vo date,
been integrated into applied welfare analysis,
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Social Welfare licasurement

A. Aggregation for Cost-Benefit Analysis

If there is controversy over the optimal measure

individual welfare, there is perhaps even greater dispute over

the method of aggregating individual welfare changes to measure

changes in social welfare At the disaggregated level,

consumer's surplus serves as a kind of benchmark, to which other

measures are compared. Analogously, social welfare measures are

commonly compared to the principle of Pareto optimality [See, for

examplc.;, the presentation in 2j.

Pareto optimality is defined as a state where no one can

improve their welfare without someone else's welfare being
reduced. Accordingly, the Pareto criterion calls for selecting

any project that increases the welfare of at least one in;.ividual

without leaving anyone else worse off.

The main weakness of the Pareto principle is that it does
not provide a basis for comparing different Pareto optimal
points. Generally, a decision rule that can judge the merits of
all possible alternatives is called complete. The Pareto

principle does not satisfy the completeness property.

In an attempt to overcome this shortcoming of the Pareto

principle, Kaldor and Hicks developed in 1939 the compensation

principle as a basis for social welfare decisions [24,26]. The

compensation principle states that a project should be undertaken

gains from the project exceed individuals'
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those who are made worse off w:th the --I-ojer-t; anc: se,, after

paying compensation, be better off than with the rroect. The

Hicks-Kaldor criterion is thus known as rhP compensation

principle.

The link between the compensation princip]e and the Pareto

principle is important. The compensation criterion says that a

project should be accepted if gainers could potentially make

losers as well off as without the project and still be better off

themselves. Appropriately, the compensation criterion is also

known as the potential Pareto improvement criterion. The

important point is that, as Hicks and Kaldor stated the

criterion, whether compensation occurs is irrelevant. The cost -

benefit analyst should, according to this rule, only point

the potential superiority of one state over another, no'-

recommend that the movement he made or not. If compensation

takes place, then we have a Pareto improvement.

useful tool in determining preferred allocations according

to the Kaldor-Hicks criterion is the Scitovsky indjfference

curve. Figure 14 shows how the Scitovsky indifferece curve
1, 2herein SIC) is derived. Suppose initially output is q q and

allocation is at Pareto optimal point a. The SIC cr,rro=cnel,nq

to is derived by holding and Fince
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11

0 is fixed, A's indifference map stays the same; B's is altered.A
Change 0 such that B's indifference map contains an indifferencea

B
11curve representing the same utility as U and is tangent to A's

1

Aindifference curve containing a, representing utility level UB 11
1The new output bundle, 0 , that gives ouch a result is contained

1
on SIC . In general, the Scitovsky indifference curve is the1

locus of total output bundles just sufficient to allow all agents
to achieve a vector of specified utility levels [5].

The Scitovsky indifference curves are thus helpful in
evaluating alternatiie "states of the world" according to the
Kaldor-Hicks criterion. Output levels lying on a SIC above (i.e.
north east) the SIC containing t'le alterrative bundle are

11
superior to this alternative bundle by the Kaldor-Hicks
criterion. The logic can be seen in Figure 15. 1

SIC corresponds to output bundle 0 and allocation a.1

Compare 0 to 0 . At point b individual A is better off andB B
individual B is worse off. Thus by the Pareto criterion b is not

11
superior to a , and a is not superior to b. But the Kaldor-Hicks
criterion depends on the magnitude of the gains and losses to

11each individual. Thus if the gains to individual A are greater
(in money terms) than the losses to individual B, then b is
superior to a by the Kaldor-Hicks criterion. How do we know if
this is, in fact, the case? Point f could be attained in an 112 2
economy producing q q and point f, since it lies on SIC ,1 2
could support an allocation where all agents are as well as
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*
at point a. But 0 lies to the northeast of point f. Thus a
move from 0 to 0 could Icc-A7'74 everyone better off. This moveB B
thus satisfies the potential Pareto improvement criterion.

T. Scitovsky pointed out that the Kaldor-Hicks (herein K-H)

criterion leads to reversals of sozial choice [28]. That is, if
state A is superior to state B by the K-H criterion, once the
move to A is made, it is possible for state B to he superior by
the same criterion. Figure 16 depicts a reversal. Compare 0 at* *

Ba and 0 at c. 0 at c is superior to 0 at a by the K-Hb b Bcriterion, since from c we could move to d where all are better
1off. Point d at 0 corresponds to SIC . If no compensation is

2paid, then compare 0 at c with 0 at a. From a, we could moveB Bto b, where all are better off than at c. Thus 0 at a is
superior to 0 at c by the K-H criterion. Point b at 0B

Bcorresponds to SIC . This is the reversal, which arises because11
the status quo is compared to all allocations from the
alternative state.

Scitovsky attempted to overcome the reversal problem by
establishing a criterion whereby a is superior to b if a is
superior to b by the K-H criterion and b is not superior to a by
the K-H criterion. According to Scitovsky:

We propose, therefore, to make welfare propositions on thefollowing principle. We must first see whether it is possible inthe new situation so to redistribute income as to make everybodybetter off than he was in the initial situation; secondly, wemust see whether starting from the initial situation it is notpossible by a mere redistribution of income to reach a positionsuperior to the new situation, again from everybody's point of
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view. If the first is possible and the second impossible, weshall say that the new situation is better than the old was. Ifthe first is impossible and the second possible, we shall sayboth are impossible, we shall refrain from making a welfareproposition. [26, quoted in 2, p.149]

An important problem with the Scitovsky criterion (and the
K-H criterion as well is that it may lead to intransitive
ranking of alternatives. That is, it is possible for a to be
preferred to b and b to be preferred to c, but for c to be
preferred to a. [see 1, 9, 18]

Paul Samuelson criticized the K-H and Scitovsky criteria
essentially on these grounds, and proposed an alternative [27].
Samuelson said that even if the gainers could compensate the
losers and the losers could not then profitably bribe the winners
to reverse the project (i.e. the K-H aed Scitovsky criteria are
satisfied) then we can still not determine the preferred
alternative. What is required is not to compare all accessible
bundles from one allocation to another bundle, but to compare all
accessible bundles from one allocation with all those accessible
from the other allocation. Samuelson used the concept of the
utility possibility frontier, or the locus of combinations of
levels of utility in a given state of the wored. By Samuelson's
definition, an unambiguous social choice could be made between
alternatives only if the utility possibility frontier under one
alternative is everywhere above the utility possiblity frontier
for the other alternative. If the utility possibility frontiers
ross, then there exist accessible distributions in each state of
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the world superior (by the Pareto criterion) to disc.ributions in

the other state of the world, and thus no clear superior

alternative exists. In Samuelson's words:

The Scitovsky conditions are themselves definitelyunsatisfactory. It is not enough to double ne 1939 conditions[i.e. the Scitovsky criterion] - we mus° increase theminfinitely. Instead of a two point test we need an infinitelylarge number of tests - that is to say, we must be sure that oneof the utility-possibility functions everywhere lies outside theother...Just as Scitovsky has criticized Kaldor and'compensationists' for assuming the correctness of the status quoante, so we must criticize him for assuming in some Fense thecorrectness of the status quo ante and/or the status quo post.[27, p.10]

Figures 17(a) and (b) illustrate Samuelson's argument. In
figure 17(a), b is superior to L. according to the Scitovsky
Samuelson calls this result "false because there are points on
each frontier superior to some pnts on the other frontier. To
Samuelson, the only satisfactory definition of a social
improvement (in his words, an increase in real national income)

when the utility possibility frontier is above the other
frontier, as shown in figure 17(b).

Samuelson's result dealt another blow to the attempt to
establish objective criteria for social decision making. He
states, "The new welfare econcmics does not go all the way in

settling the problems of normative policy: taken by itself, and
without supplementation, it goes virtually none of tre way..."
[25, p. 11]
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B. Which Criterion for Cost-Ber,kfit Analysis?

Cost-Lnnefit analysis is sometimes taken to be synonymous
with the application of the Kaidor-Hicks criterion. As described
above, this criterion is not above criticism. Yet it is simple
to apply and it is complete, that is all alternatives can be
compared. The Scitovsky and Samuelson criterion do not give much

more information than the Pareto criterion, which itself was seen
to not satisfy the property of completeness. Moreover, we saw
that the social welfare function, while theoretically moat
general, is difficult to apply in practice because of the
contentious issue of the appropriate weights. As a result, the
Kaldor-Hicks criterion is often adopted for cost-benefit
analysis.

We saw that on a purely logical level the Kaldor-Hicks
criterion suffers from potential reverses. Obviously a cost-
benefit analyst should not recommend that the bridge be built,
then upon further analysis recommend it be destroyed. But also
rrom a normative viewpoint, the potential Pareto improvement
criterion has been criticized for ignoring the distributional
impact of public investment. This consideration of distribution
in cost-benefit analysis is a contentious issue among economists.

There is a strong tradition that views distributional
considerations as outside the proper scope of cost-benefit
analysis. This view is perhaps most explicitly presented by
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Harberger, in his famous article, "The Three Postulates of

Applied Welfare Economics: An Interpretive Essay." [21: The

third postulate states:

when evaluating the net benefits or coste of a given action(proj3ct, program or policy), the costs and benefits accruing toeach member of the relevant group (e.g. a nation) should normallybe added without regard to the individual(s) to whom they accrue.
Harberger's argument for ignoring distributional considerations
is based less on logic than tradition and pragmatism. He claims:

The three basis postulates ... provide a de minimus answerto this need: their simplicity, their robustness and the longtradition that they represent all argue for them as the mostprobable common denominator on which a professional consensus onprocedures for applied welfare economics can be based.

According to Harberger, economists are no more (or less)
qualified than anyone else to make distributional value
judgments. This point seems to confuse the issue, however.
Economists would unanimously agree that the normative issue of a

desirable income distribution is a societal question. However,

economists are the best qualified to estimate the distributional
impact of public investment. Thus, while economists should not
impose their own judgments, they should help policymakers
formalize their distributional goals.

Walter Hettich [23] and others have argued that there is no

theoretical basis for ignoring distributional issues in cost-
benefit analysis. Harberger implicitly assumes that the marginal

utility of incfme is the same fo:-: all individuals. This is a

difficult assumption to swallow it a model based on individualism
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and consumer sovereignty.

Harberger has also argued that the distributional act of

a giver publIc project is usually so small compared to the income
level of affected people that such distributional consequences
can be ignored without altering the cost-benefit analysis. But
Hettich insists the analyst cannot, on a priori grounds, make
this assumption. Moreover, it seems obviously false in the
analysis of large-scale infrastructure projects in developing
c,.untries. Such an assumption requires prior empirical analysis.

Thus the Kaldor-Hicks criterion, because it considers only
potential welfare gains, ignores the distributional effect of
projects. If compensation is not paid, then, unless decision
makers value gains (losses) to all individuals as equally
(un)desirable, a project that satisfies the potential Pareto
improvement criterion might not be a socially preferred outcome.
Of course if income transfers were costless, then the implicit
distributional weights of the potential Pareto improvement
criterion would be acceptable. Robin Boadway has pointed out the
difficulty (i.e. cost) of carrying out compensation. As a
result, he claims, the same public investment project with and
,4ithout compensation should be analyzed as two separate projects.

Just, Hueth and Schmitz agree with this view but, appropriately,

see it as a distributional issue subject to normative judgements.
Iney state:

one of the problems with the principle is that.
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based on potential rather than actual gains. Thus, in any policycontext, the payment of compensation is a matter that must bedecided by policy makers endowed with the authority to determineincome distributional issues.[5]

A final limitation of the Kaldor-Hicks criterion, relevant
to all the compensation criteria as well as the conception of the
social welfare function by Bergson and Samuelson, is its
inclusion of individuals' valuations exclusively. There are
cases where government decisions override individuals'
valuations. The concept of merit goods (or bads) is an attempt
to deal theoretically with this phenomenon. Examples of such a
case are mandatory education until age 16 and outlawing the use
of certain narcotics. While perhaps these laws would be
unacceptable under the Kaldor-Hicks criterion, such a cost-
benefit analysis has not been performed due to the sirple
imposition by society of such "consumption patterns." The
decriminalization of marijuana in some states is an example that
even paternalistic social values change over time.

Despite the limitations of the Hicks-Kaldor criterion, it
has become the starting point for cost-benefit analysis. This is
largely due to its conceptual simplicity, its link to

willingness-to-pay measures of individual welfare change and,

perhaps most important, the lack of a viable alternative. The
social welfare function, of which the Kaldor -Hicks criterion
could be considered a particular form, simply was never developed

into a useful tool of applied analysis.
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Chapter i

rFIT AND COST MODE

hn D. Worrall*

Benefit-cost analysis of the Federal/State Vocational
Rehabilitation (VR) program has become a virtual cottage
industry. There have been dozens of such studies in the last two
decades. A handful of these have appeared in the economics
literature and, with the remainder, :lave served as inputs in the
management information systems and public policy decision making
sets of program directors and legislative bodies. The goals of
chess studies, as well as the sophistication of their designs
have differed markedly. In this paper we shall consider the
generic problem of attempting to determine (a) the impact of a
treatment or treatment effects on future wages in the face of a

nonexperimental design .nd, (b) some of the measurement problems
specific to the vocational rehabilitation program. Although the
former is exceedingly difficult, the latter may be even more
problematic. We shall examine the implicit designs of some of
the studies of the Federal/State programs, and contrast them with
the methods that have been recommended or applied in the
evaluation of other remedial manpower programs. The studies
chosen for analysis highlight some of the difficulties in this
type of research.

*Associate Professor of Economics, Rutgers 11:;:iversty
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The ;mast of a Treatment (VR) on Future Wages

Consider a group that enters a rehabilitation program at
some time (0). Assume that there are J people in the group. We
observe the wages of that group at time (0) and again at some
fixed point in .time, (0 + k), after the application of the
treatment. a) Suppose the wage of the ith individual at time
(0 4 k) is greater than at (0), can we deduce that the exposure
to the VR program caused a wage gain? b) Or, if the sum
(1) wT >wT (2) 4 T

r1 ri0+k i0

Wi0+k' G wio
i.1

of the differences between wages at closure (0 + k) and at
opening (0) is positive, can we be reasonably certain that
exposure to the treatment caused the wage gain? Obviously there
are a host of reasons why we cannot. For example, the wages of
the group may have grown over time without the application of
treatment.

Suppose we attempt to guard against this obvious threat to
validity by examining the wages of another group of size J that
was not exposed to the treatment. We might contrast the wages of
the treatment group at time (0 + k) ( woT+k ) with the wages of the
comparison group at the same point in time (w.4.4 ), If we

J wT
cJ wc

i0+k i0+k11
we still could not be certain that the treatment caused higher
wages. It may be the case that the wages of the treatment grot.p

(3)
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) at time (0) were greater than those ,)f the comparison group
(w ) at the same point in time. We might postulate that the
wages of the comparison group ware lower than those of the
treatment groups at time (0) and (0 + k) because of sore
unchanging characteristic of both groups. Perhaps, we could
control for this unchanging characteristic (fixed effect) as well
as for the effect of the passage of time with some differencing
technique, 1 7

w) (wc - we ).
iO4,1c ioiE

(4) i 1 fo
=1

such as that given in (4), where the difference in differences
might be attributed to the treatment effect. The choice of (2),
(3) or (4) as an estimate of wage gain reflects the researcher's
belief about the nature of the treatment and comparison groups'

1decision to participate in the VR program, and the time path of
wages.

Random Assignment

If eligible applicants for VR services were randomly
assigned to a treatment, group (T) or a control group (C), then
the decision to participate would truly be controlled and the two

groups could be considered homogeneous. The wage gain, if any,

esti:netted by (3) above would serve as the true measure of
2

treatment effect at time (0 + k). In such a researcher's
paradise, it would appear that all of our measurement problems
would be solved.
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Although random assignment, and hence participation, is the
ideal, access to social service programs in general, and '^ a VR
programs la particular, is not granted on the basis of the
desires of program evaluators. Denial of service on such bases
might be immoral and unethical. We suggest some "moral" designs
below, but first we shall consider some potential problems with
measurement even with random assignment.

The population served by the VR program is a young one. It
is not unusual to find a rehabilitant in her twenties who leavesthe program at time (0 + k). She may have a life expectancy of
more than fifty years, the bulk of which she may choose to spend
in the labor force. Suppose her wage is typical of the rest of
her treatment group and we can use it as the mean of the other J-

, T
J-

1 subjects. If her wage at time (0 + k), w /exceeds that of0+k
1

-cthe mean of the control ( wo ), we still do not know if or how
long the effect of the treatment will last. Our data is rightT Ccensored. The time paths of W and W may converge, diverge, or

3continue along parallel paths. (See Figure 1.) In Figu 1,we use t* as the end of the treatment period and (0 + k) as the
time at which group wage differences are measured. Tn many
studies of the VR program; the elapsed time from the end of
treatment to the time of measurement of the wage gap (0 + k) -
(t *) is either sixty (recent studies) or 30 days (older studies).
Suppose we assume that the wage gain will remain constant from
(0 + k; to (0 + r) where r is the date of retirement. How do we
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value the aggregate wage gain over this time period? What
interest rate do we use to discount this gain to present value?
We do not know with perfect certainty.

We might also question whether the control group had been
contaminated (See ORR, 1983) by exposure to the agency (VR)
administering the treatment. We shall return to these and
related issues below.

Moral Designs

Although services currently are not denied on a random
basis, clients who are found eligible for VR services can be
randomly assigned to different treatments, and the efficacy of
the VR program can be analyzed. Clients could be assigned to the
treatments by a disinterested third party or university with "no
axe to grind." Treatment groups might consist of:

Group 1 = Federal/State Program

2 = Private rehabilitation practices

3 = Voucher tied to purchase of rehabilitation
services

= Cash payment equal to an estimate of the value of

foregone services.

If those in group 4 received a cash payment of $10,000 each, and
were not permitted to participate in the VR program, they would
provide a measure of a pure income effect.

Although such a design would provide a rudimentary measure
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of the relative efficiency of the VR program, many problems in
addition to the time path of wages measurement problem would
remain. Th* gains from the program are not limited to the
pecuniary ones. Researchers have not been successful in
measuring psychic gains from the program (see Cardus, Fuhrer, and
Thrall; 1982). A design that allowed those eligible for services
to purchase them would yield the rehabilitation client's
evaluation of the monetary equivalent of the pecuniary and
ronpecqniary gain associated with the program.

If group 4 were given the cash equivalent of foregone
services and denied service. a fifth group could ba given the
same payment and given no instruction about what to do with their
cash award. Subjects in different, randomly chosen, areas could
be presented with rr.1,7.e schedules for various rehabilitation
services that are designed to derive demand schedules for such
services. The cost of this design would be miniscule in
comparison with the cost of the Income Maintenance Experiments or
the billions of dollars that have been spent in the Federal/State
VR program since its inception.

It is not clear that denial of services on a random basis
need be immoral. It has never been established, in any
Scientific manse, that the VR program is cost-beneficial, or that
the individuals who participate in the program actually have
their productivity (and wages), health status, or net utility
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increased by program participation. There is evidence that the

program is cost-beneficial, in an intuitive sense, from the

perspective of program participants. Millions of people with

work disabilities have revealed their preference by program

participation. Their expected utility gains outweighed the

opportunity cost of their time. Society, in some loose sense,

has also revealed its preference, through its elected

representatives and their changing levels of program support over4

time.

Recently, real levels of program support have begun to

decline. The continued p.eseure for cuts in social welfare
programa im not likcly to lead co a decline in the number of

attempts to arrive at a "number" with which to categorize our

largest remedial manpower program.

NON RANDOM ASSIGNMENT

Much of the research that has been done has attempted to

determine an absolute benefit-cost ratio for the VR program. The

program evaluators have never had the luxury of a rardomly

assigned treatment and control group, hence, they have had to

resort to nonexperimental designs in their attempts to fashion

comparison (or quasi-control) groups. Some of these quasi-

controls have been quite crude when gauged against the potential

threats to internal and external validity.

We shall follow Bassi (RESTAT, Feb 84, 66(1), pp 36-43) and

LaLonde (1984) and set out a simple taxonomy of estimates of
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treatment effects, specification and assumptions. We shail
consider the principal findings of LaLonde's comparison of these
estimators with known treatment effects, Bassi's suggested
statistical tests and findings, and Long, Mailer, and Thorton's
(1981) application of one of the techniques to an evaluation of
the JOB Corps. Our problem is to estimate one of the benefit
components in a benefit-cost analysis of the VR program, wage
gain. Our primary difficulty is that we do not know if program
participation is random.

Rehabilitatiml clients may differ in
both observed and unobserved characteristics. Program
participation may vary systemmatically with them.
cnaracteristics. Such characteristics may be fixed or may change
over time. The specification that we choose will affect the
properties of our estimators.

LaLonde has demonstratsd that most of the specifications
considered below provide poor estimates of the treatment effect,
especially for males, of the National Supported Work
Demonstration. Nonexperimental methods generally understated the
value of the treatment effect for males, frequently producing
negative estimates of wage gain, when the wage gain was actually5
positive. The nonexperimental methods provided more accur..
estimates of the treatment effect for women, but the range was
quite wide depending upon the comparison group, and the earnings

6and participation specification chosen. We turn to
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LaLonde's model of earnings and participation.

Suppose we hypothesize that an individual's earnings at time
t dopenu upon whether that individual received vocational

rehabilitation services (lilt) at time :I, and a set of exogenous

characteristics °Cud.' We could specify this earnings equation
as:

(5)

(5)

Yit B 8Vir + ti + Cc + it
where is an individual fixed effect

is a time specific, effect

and is a serially
correlated error, with

cit0c
it-1 'iv

it, E( vit E(v
is

vit) 0, awl E( vit
2)

and m rion^tes pratzedtment time.

Suppose that we further
hypothesize that participation in the vet

program is a function of a set of exogenous variables, X2ic' and
current and past income. We could specify the participation
equation as:

2a c

(7)

(8)

V X +AY +..+7Yit 2 2ic 0 it g it-g

where Y is an individual fixed effect,

and nit is a serially =correlated error

If

E( nit) Ng E( nil,. nit) 0, E( c

vis 1Y" , for t > j , anct vita.° fcr

v . v Vtt.0 for allIS

Both LaLonde 1).16-17) and Ba3si (p. 37) assume

1.20
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a: -ince of serial correlation or a first order aa ,regre:sive
scheme.

LaLoademakesexplicittheassumptionthatl.andand
Vit are uncorrelated for the czles he considers. Bassi warns her
readers that the first order autoregressive scheme may be too
simple to capture the unobservables. Finally, LaLonde notes that

xiis or a subset may be in )(zit, and that the participationvariable is probably a reflection of supply and demand8
interaction.

Aggregate and Individual Data

The need for aggregate or 4 44ro _g

for the
measuzement of wage gain, and for a VR benefit-cost

analysis,depends upon the structure given in 5-8 above. Any attempts to
estimate the treatment effect with econometric techniques, given
nonrandom program participation require individual client andcontrol observations, such as those provided by the SSA-RSA data
link.

Many of the earliest studies of the VR program adopted the
estimator given in 2 above. They assumed that program
participation was random, or that if it were nonrandom it was a
function of an individual fixed effect - i.e. an individual
specific unchanging component of the error term. Rewriting 2,
for convenience, in terms of earnings and dividing by 3, will
yield

(2')
Yt
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as the estimate of earnings gain attributable to the program
given the assumptions above. The Federal Board for Vocational
Education adopted this estimator in its 1926 Annual Report
with the further assumption that YT , and the social rate of
discount were zero. This, however, was followed rapidly by

71.
federal evaluations that not only attempted to control for -J_I,
but also were concerned with the time path of wages.

The Federal Board's 1931 Annual Report measured the earnings
change from opening (1920-1924) to the 1927-1931 period. The
Board did not assume that Yi_Lwas zero and they examined changes
4" unamp1.5yilient over time. This measurement of wage gain for
specific individuals over such a long period of time has not been
matched, and their mapping the time paths of individual aarnings
was unmatched until the SSA-RSA data link studies of the 1970's.

9
Although the 1931 Annual Report showed insight into the problem
of the time path of wages and attempted to control for fixed
effects, it did not allow for an aggregate time effect.

It still implicity adopted (2 ). If the board had extended
its concern with the time path of wages to a comparison group and
allowed earnings to be a function of an aggregate time component,
they would have had (4 ) as their estimate of the program's10
effect.

Rewriting (4) for convenience, with necessary
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aggregations and divisions will yield

(4') k

7T VT )

j-1 ;F(VC( C .)

the difference in differences (see LaLonde, p.18) that, together
with more elaborate specifications, has been the basic model of
more recent Benefit-Cost studies of the VR program. These
efforts have been ad hoc attempts to get estimators in the (4' )

family. Typically, as a control group is not available,
investigators will attempt to adjust the stream to net out .

The work of Ronald W. Conley (1965,1969) has served as the
basis for most of the VR Benefit-Cost studies of the last several
d3cades. The most sophisticated extensions are currently being
used to evaluate various state vP program:. rarhap5, the most
widely used extension of Conley's model applied to aggregate
data, is the Berkeley Planning Associaes (BPA) model developed by

11Frederick C. Collignon and his associates. The BPA model
reduces the stream by adjusting wages at opening by one-third
to reflect transitory low wage effects and then reduces the
benefit attributable to the program by 20 percent to capture a
portion of the change in earnings streams that was not caused by
the program. The earnings stream is projected using age-earnings
profiles constructed from Census data. Gains attributed to the
program are also subject to a decay function. The BPA model is
used to estimate a benefit-cost ratio for the entire program as
well as for various aggregate subgroups. Numerous adjustments
are made to the benefit and cost estimates, in order to provide
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realistic estimates, and the adjustments are 3cted
sensitivity analysis.

Cardus, Furher and Thrall (CFT, 1982) adopt the BPA model's
methodology for estimating the monetary portion of benefits and
costs of the VR program. However, (CFT) propose the more
ambitious analysis of all benefits-monetary and nonmonetary.
They point out that those who receive the VR treatment may have
improved physiological, psychological and interpersonal
functioning (BEN 2); and that the program may promote independent
living (BEN 3), as examples of nonmonetary benefits. They
propose measuring BEN 2 from the change in a group of items on
the YinnAao4-m runctional Assessment Inventory (FAI) and BEN 3
with the Life Functional Index (LFI). If BEN 1 is the monetary
benefit of VR, they want to map the net benefit flow from BEN 1,
2 & 3 into a single number (see CFT, 1982, pp. 11, 15-17; and
CFT, 1980, pp. 29-41, 63-71). CFT suggest using the program
manager's value judgments to determine the weights necessary to
map the net benefit vector into the single value number.

Bellante (1972) used individual observations from R300 tapes
to compute earnings gains. He regressed these earnings gains on
a set of socio-economic variables in order to produce estimates
of stratified benefits. Worrall (1978) used a similar method to
arrive at stratified benefit-cost ratios. Worrell used a crude
method in an attempt to construct a quasi-comparison group and

144
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control for time effects. He used the mean wages of all thosewho had wages before the VR treatment and were either accepted c.*rejected for treatment. He estimated that mean wages were onequarter higher than median wages. Ha used the mean wages toconstruct cross section age earnings profiles, controlling foreduction, sex, race and disabling condition. Using a methodintroduced by Becker (1964) and applied by Conley (1969), Worrall
dynamized these cross section

pretreatment age-earnings profiles.Worrell followed the same procedure to construct post treatmentale-earnings profiles. However, he used median wages to adjustthe post treatment flows to further reduce gains attl'ibutable tothe program. H( regressed the difference in the przsant value orthe earnings streams on a set of
socio-economic variables toretrieve estimated benefit variables for stratified benefit-costratios.

Each of the studies of the VR program discussed above washampered by its lack of a control group.
Methodologically, allwere seriously flawed. The BRA studies and Worrall paper, forexample, all but explicit4 stated the belief that the program

participation decision and earnings function were related throughboth fixed effects and transitory components of income. The SPAgroup offered the transitory income components explanation aspert of the rationale for adjusting wages at opening. Withoutcontrol groups and micro data, neither the SPA nor the Worrallpaper could have instrumented the VR participation
variable, or
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ccntrolled for it through elaboration of specifications in the
(4 ) family. LaLonde reviews these specifications, so we shall

be brief in our discussion of them here.

With individual observations on both a treatment and
comparison group, (4 ) can be specified as
(4A) Yit - Yis 6Vit + 81(Xiit Xlis) (c

it
- c

is
)

This specification allows for the fixed effect and its negative
correlation with V , as well as an aggregate time effect and
Changes in exogenous characteristics between the pre and post
treatment period. Unrestrictad versions of (4A), such as
(48) Yit = 6V a IL

Lt -1 lit + R1X2i3 B3Yis cit or

(4C) Y4t SIX1 +B
iii 4.

it

can also be estimated.
Choosing (43) allows for the impact of a

transitory component of income on participation, and (4C) extends
this to control for the impact of exogenous factors in the
program participation decision. LaLonde has demonstrated that
consistent estimates can be retrieved with (4B) and (4C). (See
LaLonde pp. 22-30). LaLonde has also demonstrated that
consistent estimates of the treatment effect can be retrieved
from the reduced form (40), or with instrumentation of the

11 treatment variable. from structure (4E).

(40) Yit 6V.t B X_
I lit R1X2is 83Yis F-ic

(4E) Yit 6Vit
31Xlic cit

There has been one study of the treatment effect the V17-
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program t4at had individual data on the treatment and omparison
groups.

The Rutgers University Bureau of Economic Research drew a
random sample of those who were referred to or applied for
services but did not receive such services. The sampling frame
was the New Jersey Federal-State R300 tape of 1975 fiscal yearcase service records. The Bureau hired rehabilitation
counselors, who were amployed by the New Jersey program, to
interview the sample of those who did not receive services. All
interviews were conducted after the counselors normal working
nnurs.

Nowak (1983) used the Rutgers' interview results, the Survey
cf ::cal= and Work Adjustment, to form a comparison group to
contrast with a treatment group drawn from a random sample of New
Jersey clients who received services and were closed in FY 1975.
To estimate the treatment effect. she estimated the parameters of

(9) Yi Yis twit
81Xlit (cit cis).

This attempt to estimate the effect of the VR program represented
an improvement over earlier studies, but even this specification
can lead to both biased and inconsistent parameter estimates, if
the error structure and participation decision assumption is
incorrect.

If Nowak believed that participation was random after
controlling for a set of exogenous characteristics, she could
have simply regressed Ylc on VIc, X

lic and c
ic

If she believed
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that there was a fixed effect, she could have used tl'e

specification given in (4A) above, and then only age need appear
in the X vector. Suppose there are no higher order age effects
and age is a good instrument for the change in age, then using
Nowak's specification would be equivalent to estimating (4A), and
the rest of the X vector should have no influence on the change
in earnings. Nowak does not report joint F statistics, but does
report individual t statistics. When she discounts arnings
flow at 10 percent, two of her four age variables, and two of
eleven of the other variables in X are significant. With a 5
percent discount rate, three of the age dummies, and only one of
the remaining eleven dummies are significant. Nowak does not
believe that the participation decision is random (see Nowak, v.
23); however, she did not attempt to estimate the specifications
given in (43) to (4E), although data were available for some
tests.

The Survey of Health and Work Adjustment did not have
information on at least one key variable, disabling condition.
Consequently, Nowak omitted this variable from her treatment
effect runs, and probability of successful program completion12
regressions. Worrell (1978), using me,%imum likelihood
techniques, found a significant

relationship between 7 of the 11
disability conditions he studied, and successful completion of
the program. If the participation decision varies systematically
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with the disability conditicn, and there ark tra nsitori inceme
effects, estimation of specification (4C), (40) or (4E with data
from the Survey of Health and Work Adjustment may not be possible
without the disability condition variables.

Worrell (1976) also terted the hypothesis that applicationfor VR treatment varied systematically with disabling condition.He found that 7 of the 11 disabling condition variables were
significant in a probit analysis of the probability ofapplication for VR services. In general, he found that the
incremental probability of application varied directly withexpected wage gain. His right hand side variables, with theexception of the disability

conditions, were nearly identicalwith those Nowak used in her 1983 study.
Bassi (1964) suggests that the fixed effects model (4A)above is not likely to hold for the CETA program. Her

observation can readily be extrapolated to the Vocational
Rehabilitation program. She pointed oat that there may be self
selection into the CETA program on the basis of nonconstant
unobeervables, for example failing health. Or there may be
creameng, as administrators have incentive to select those with
negative transitory error terms (see Bassi, p.. 37). Worrell and
Berkowitz (1975) have found that the probability of acceptance
into the VR program varies systematically with age, the
unemployment rate, referral source, and disabling condition.
reline of eleven disability variables were significant in their
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probability of acceptance runs. Given this kind of evidence,
is difficult to believe that participation is random.

Bassi (1984) suggests a hierachy of tests to be used when
estimating treatment effects in the face of non-random selection.
She recommends starting with the estimation of

(10) Y
is

X
is
S +`NYC + w

s is

with 8s providing a test of the correlation between participation
and the error term, and a Chow test providing a test of earnings
function structure. If these pre-program random effects tests
are passed, i.e. as - 0 and the treatment and comparison groups'
earnings function is the same in the absence of the treatment,
then the YR treatment effect could be estimated with a random
effects model. Simply estimating (5) with OLS would yield
maximum likelihood estimates (see Bassi, p. 38). If the tests
are failed, a fixed effects model might be appropriate.

Bassi then applied the same tests to a fixed effects model.
She conducted her error and structure tests with the base year
one year prior to training and with the base year two years prior
to training. This provided her with information on "creaming".
If, as she found with her minority women sample, the error and
structure tests can 'Jet rejected with a base period one year prior
to training but cannot be rejected with the base period two years

13prior to training, there is reason to suspect creaming.

Bassi integrated a first order auto-regressive scheme into
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the fixed effects model (4A above), and illustrated a recursive
scheme for retrieving point estimates of the treatment effectwhen "creaming" is present. The tests of homogeneous earnings
function and common structure are also applied to this
specification.

Long, Mailer, and Thorton (1981) retrieved structuralestimates of the effect of Job Corp treatment on earnings. (See
specification 4E above). They chose their comparison group in a
fashion that enabled them to identify the participation decision.They began by attempting to limit treatment contaminotion. They
eliminated geographic areas that were near treatment celltera orwhere program publicity,

outreach and recruitment were strong.They then matched the characteristics of prograr, sites and
comparison sites, and drew a random sample of t'e comparisonsites. Finally, they selected a sample of individuals who were
similar to program participants, but who had never applied to the14
program. They were able to use distance from the treatment
centers, knowledge of the program and access to publicity to
identify the participation decision.

Social Security
Administration-Rshabilition Services

Administration Data Link: Suggested Models of Treatment
Measurement

The SSA-RSA Data Link provided the data that would have
enabled estimation of models in the (4' ) family above.
Unfortunately, such estimation was not undertaken,

the data link
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has been discontin'ad, and the data link computer tapes are not
available. We shall briefly review the data link studies and
suggest how the data link could be re-instituted and applied to
systematic VR program evaluation.

The R-300 Case Service Records of those who ware closed in
Fiscal Year (FY) 1971 were matched with the Social Security
Administration's narnings Summary Record (ESR) and Master
Beneficiary Record (MBR). The Rehabilitation Service
Athenistration (RSA) provided SSA with a computer tape containing
756,716 FY 1971 records. SSA was able to match 639,900 of these
to the MBR and ESR. Of those VR clients' whose records were
matched, 34 percent had completed the program successfully
(closure status 26), 11.5 percent had been accepted for services
but had not successfully completed the program (closure statuses
28 and 30), and 50.6 percent had not been accepted for services15
(closure statuses 00-08). The ESR provided the history of
wages and self-employment income reported to SSA, and the MBR
provided a monthly record of cash benefits paid under the Old
Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance program (OASDI).

The data-link was used to contrast the wages and employment
percentages of successful closures, nonsuccessful closures and
those not accepted for services. This research effort is
summarized in two excellent articles by Joseph Greenblum (1977,
1979). SSA and RSA realized that the participation doc!ision
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might not be random (see Greenblum, 1977), but the participation
decision was not explicitly modelled. Instead the main focus ofthe analysis was shifted to comparisons of successful and
nonsuccessful closures, on the assumption that since both ofthese groups were participants this would provide a control.This method may provide a partial control, but both groups have
received the treatment, albeit with different intensities.

Some of the "nonsuccesses" may have received the full
treatment and not been employed when their cases were closed. Ifthey found employment subsequent to closure, no benefit wouldhave been attributed to the treatment. In the data-link studiesthe earnings from the year before referral, which varied for
individuals, through 1972 the year after closure, were used. RSAdefined successful program completion as having been employed for16
30 days or more.

Greenblum realized that there were factors, some exogenous,
that would affect the level of wages. He assumed that these
factors were not as likely to affect the probability of
employment. Consequently, not only were the level of wages of
rehabilitation clients contrasted, but the percentages employedwere also. Greenblum (1979) also provided cross section age-
earnings profiles by sex-race-education and by disability
condition for both successful and nonsuccossful VR clients, as
well as those not accepted for services. Although interaction
affects were considered in the Ciata-link studies, no full
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multivariate analysis was undertaken.

IRS Confidentiality and Program Evaluation

A new data-link would provide the data necessary to estimate
models (4 ) through (4E), and to conduct the tests suggested by
Bassi. However, SSA earnings records are subject to the
confidentiality requirements of the United States Internal
Revenue Service. These confidentiality requirements are designed
to prevent the identification of any individual taxpayer. Models
such as (4C), (40) and (4E) require a full vector of X variables.
Consider that the X vector might contain age, race, se,
education, marital status, family size, disability condition
code, referral source, and the presenco of severe or multiple
disaiilities. If these variables were cast as polytomies and an
investigator were parsimonous, with 6 age, 2 race, 2 sex, 5
education, 2 marital status, 3 family size, 11 disability
conditions, and 5 referral source categories, there would be
39,600 distinct combinations of these variables. Even at the
national level, it would be highly likely that individual clients17
could be identified. Individual state program evaluation by
non-social security investigators would clearly violate IRS
confidentiality requirements. However, estimation of fixed
effects models such a- (4A) and (4B) require only a few
variables, and are no.. likely to result in violations of the IRS

confidentiality requirements.
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Estimation of (4A) and its elaborators and the related
tents suggested by Bassi (1984) would require just age and
disability variables. For aggregate evaluation of the program,
the age variable alone would suffice. The disability variableswould enable benefit-cost ratios to be derived by disabilitygroup. Estimation of model (48), which allows for both fixedeffects and transitory error effects, requires no data onexogenous variables (other than the treatment) for an aggregateprogram evaluation. Provision of the age and disabilityvariables would allow for stratified benefit-cost analysis.

In order to apply Bassi's test, the earnings data providedby the new Data-Link would have to be provided for a period
18beginning at least 3 periods prior to referral. In addition,although few VR clients will exceed the earnings limits for thepayment of Social Security taxes, if the earnings streams wereprovided on a quarterly basis, maximum likelihood techniquescould be used to provide earnings estimates for the entire year.Use of information from a data-link

may obviate some of theproblems in estimating the VR treatment effect; however, many
problems and questions remain. We conclude with some of these.

Some Problems and Questions,
We have seen that the data-link would allow us to apply

econometric techniques to consider individual fixed effects,
aggregate time effects and transitory income effects. We canalso test for the appropriateness of the models that we are
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using. However, the research of LaLonde should convincJ us that
the application of these techniques is not foolproof. He found
that they did not necessarily provide a good measure of the
treatment effect. Bassi found that none of the models we could
estimate without violating the confidentiality requirements was
appropriate for an evaluation of the CETA treatment effect in
white males. Although La Londe's results with the National
Supported Work treatment and Bassi's findings with her CETA
treatment need not be generalizable, they should give us pause.

Nowak has come the closest to applying the method we
recommend. She computed benefit-cost ratios using some of
variable cost only. Casual observation suggests that if her
denominators were leveraged to reflect the full cost of the
treatment (i.e. to arrive at average benefit cost ratios), the
benefit-cost ratios could fall below one. Even if modern
econometric methods indicated that the benefit, as measured by
the earnings gain, did not exceed the cost, we could not
demonstrate that the program is not cost beneficial from a social
perspective. None of the methods suggested above provide for an
estimation and valuation of full utility gains as a result of the
treatment. Nonetheless, we should employ the methods suggested
and contrast them with the estimates derived from the ad hoc
methods employed by Conley, Bellante, Collignon and Worrell.

Full benefit-cost analysis of the VR system may not be.
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ultimately, possible. We might consider turning to less
ambitious program evaluation goals. Perhaps, we should examinethe relative efficiency of the various state programs, examiningwhat they achieved in the production of multiple outputs, e.g.
earnings-employment-health, as compared with what they could haveachieved if they had followed "best practice." The research ofLavin and Stafford (1985) on frontier production and costfunctions and their application to an evaluation of theEmployment Service (ES) provides the direction for such work.
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use participa-te as

maximizing choice on the part of a person wirh a work disabillty.

Actually, the process is far more complicated as it involves a

helping professional's (the Program) decision co "accept" the

"client" for services as well.

2. And we could apply the classical statistical tests of the

difference in means of the two groups, calculate confidence

intervals for the wage gains, etc.

3. Many subjects earn wages while receiving the rehabilitating

"treatment". We show the "typical" age earnings profile in our

figure, i.e. concave. LaLonde (1984) using the NSW data found

wage gaps that decreased from t* to (0 k).

We realize that for individuals participating in the program,

expectations are _cequently not met. Fully one third are not

sucessfuliy closed, for example. Hance, we cannot use

"participation"

Similarly,

legislators

as proof that the program is cost-beneficial.

we cannot use the fact that a coalition of voters or

reveal their preference for a program as a proof

11:s cost-beneficiality without additional knowledge. (See Palr

& Milberg, in this report).

The mean earnings gain meas-.)red from experimental data

wltn a standard error of f::,476. :See IaLonde's

was



Hence, the ;'B,: =t2.1ence

treatment eff'ct manv of ooe estlratcrs from

tne econometric ter.hni.Tir,s were iaro ind nt?-jatl.;e. :hese

=experimental estimates rancTed from -S15, 5-,I< 01,,,:6

7LaLonde's Table 0.1, p. 68.

The mean earnings gain measured from experimenta: data for

females was $851, with a standard error of $307 (See LaLonde's
Table 1.8, p. 22). The 95% confidence interval for the treatment
effect is ($246 treatment effect $1,456). Nonexperimental
estimates of the treatment effect ranged from $3,575 to -$3,363
with 95% confidence intervals of ($3,023 treatment effect
$4,130) and (-$3,993 treatment effect -$2,733), respectively.
These confidence intervals have been derived from LaLonde's Table
1.0. The figure there for the highest estimate differs by $3

from that rep::2-ted in his Table 0.1.

7. We have changed the notation slightly. See LaLonde p.16.

Although the Arkansas R & T Center has done work on client-

-c'.:_nselor interaction, we know of no benefit-cost analysis of the
-P. system that has modeled the applicant and gatekeeper side.
The analysis usually proceeds with the implicit assumption of a

utility maximizing process on the part of The

Attempts to make this process explicit and to specify a model

h'--ve been very sophisticated. See Cra-'crd and Ylllingsworth



See Edward Berkowitz, _he

,ocational Rehabilitation." Berkowitz di-zc'uss

earlier efforts in his paper in c'Jr Report.

10. Our (3) above rewritten as (3') to

a

'.31) allows for the aggregate component, it Ion

is iandom.

11. See Frederick C. Collignon, Richard B. Dodson, anJ Gloria

Root (1977) for a clearer exposition of the model.

12. See Yatchew and Griliches (1985) for a discussion

specification error in Probit model =.

13. See Bassi, p. 40 and Table. 1.

'I

of

Mailar (1979) outlines the design, estimation tec"niqu e,

some econometric issues and results.

15. The remaining 3.9 percent wt,re for clients whose closure

status was unknown. See Grsenblum, 1979, p, 37.

16. Crawford and Killingsworth ;1984) suggest a model which

takes advantage of information on the intensity of the treatment

to ,Measure the impact of the VR proaram.

If included a dummy variable for the state general

program, we could have far mole unique variable combinations than

VR clients in any individual year.

18. Bassi used as an instrument for to eliminate

correlation with and in her fixed effects model with a

first order auto-regressive scheme. It is crucial to have a good

instrument to begin to solve her model recursively - See her
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FTGURE 1

' GE TIME PATHS

0 0
0+ic 0+ r

TIME

both treatment and control (equal by random assignment)xxxxx
treatment, &scatted zero during the period of treatmentccccc control, assumed to have an aggregated time effect0 beginning of treatment

t* end of treatment
04k and of observation period
0+r retirement
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Chanter

MODEL OF THE VR PROGRAM ON INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR

Duncan Mann*

This document develops a theoretical model of client

participation and individual program design by a counselor in a

state vocational rehabiliation (VR) program. The framework

incorporates optimizing behavior by both client and counselor and

provides a structure to facilitate the empirical analysis of

client and counselor decisions. A context is provided within which

the measurement of benefits and costs of a VR program can be

better understood. To a large extent the discussion of client

behavior builds upon unpublished work by Crawford and

Killingsworth (Mimeo, October, 1983).

The benefits from a vocational rehabilitation program are

varied and difficult to measure. They include the utility gains

of individual clients, productivi'zy gains to society, and

pL__ible external effects such as utility gains for relatives and

friends of clients. These benefits result frrn VR program

services which are designed to improve client health and job

functioning skills. Improvements in health may directly increase

a client's utility as well as increase earnings in the labor

market, ind'rectly increasing utility through greater

*Assistant Professor of Economics, Rutgers University
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consumption. (See the discussion in Chapter 2 on when income
changes can be construed as benefit dollars and added across

individuals.) Other program services that improve a client's
ability to function in a job may also increase earnings and,

through consumption, utility.

Competitive labor markets can tranElate a client's

productivity gains into a measureable wage or earnings. However,

capturing the direct effect of health gains on client welfare or

any external benefits is exceedingly difficult if not impossible.

Improved health may be very important to one person and only

moderately so to another. Thus, although quantitative measures of
health gains for individuals may be deriveable from data, the
value of these improvements is subjective and summing these

valuations across individuals problematic. This issue is similar
to the difficulties of using the sum of changes in consumers'

surplus as an indicator of social welfare as discussed in Chapter
2.

The client population considered here includes individuals
who satisfy two conditions; all have been accepted into the VR

program and have a spe:ific set of individualized program

services, and each client h s agreed to begin (and actually does

begin) the program. Individuals accepted into the program but
who have not received any program services for one reason or

another constitute a "control group." This collection of
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individuals provides a population with characteristics both
observeable and unobserveable that closely approximate those of
the client population. The benefits of program participation
that arise from increased productivity or wage income can then be
isolated by subtracting the wage gains of the control group from
the wage gains of the client population.

It should be noted that such a control group is not the ideal
since there is presumeably something that differentiates this
group from the client population. If there is an unobserveable
systematic difference between these two grourq our measurement of
benefits could be poor. However, individuals are identified with
the control group for a variety of reasons, several of which are
seemingly random events, for example, moving out of state. The
data need to be analysed carefully for any suspected
unobserveable differences.

The difficulties of extracting consistient, unbiased
estimates of a "treatment effect" with non-random assignment,
such as in a VR program are discussed in Chapter 3 where
previous attempts to circumvent these problems are surveyed. Our
approach here is evolutionary with respect to this issue in that
we believe the control group identified is a distinct improvement

over past studies.

program implies that the expected utility of participation is
greater than the clien_'s status quo position or reservation
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utility level. Since a client does not bear the actual cost of
program services this only ensures that the benefits of
participation are positive.

A client's decision consists of how long to remain in the VR
program. The client also agrees to the the particular type or
intensity of services in their program. From a client's
perspective there are both benefits and costs to remaining in the
VR program. The benefits of continued participation include
incremental gains to health and work skill levels. The
opportunity cost of remaining in the VR program consists of
higher wages that may be earned in the labor market compared to
compensation within the VR program. This tradeoff can be
formulated and analyzed as an optimal stopping problem.

The counselor's decisions include designing the substance or
intensity of services provided to each of their clients and a
determination of when a client should leave the program. The
counselor must choose the best way to allocate limited agency
resources to the client population. The counselor's objectives
can be viewed as serving either humanitarian, social service

1goals or self-interested ones, or all of these. Since both the
counselor and the client decide when a particular individual
should leave leave the VR program, the observed decision is the
minimum of the client's and counselor's choice for length of
program participation.

The next two sections analyse the client's and counselor's
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optimisation problems.

Client

Each client is assumed to have a utility function thatdepends on levels of consumption (c) and health (h). Forsimplicity, the utility a client enjoys at a point in time isassumed to take a particular form:

(1) U(c(t), h(t)) a bc(t) + :(h(t))

where t represents time, b is a positive number and q is anincreasing function. Over a period of time, say from t to t ,

2. 2
utility can be represented 014:

(2) f2(bc(t) + IOW))
-qcdtel

where q is the client's discount factor.
At any time a client can purchase a level of consumption2that is constrained by their current ircome . Client's incomemay come from non -vase sources, I, as well as wage sources, w.Non-wags income is assumed to be fixed at a level I over time.While participAting in the VR program a client is assumed to havea fixed level of "maintenance" income and thus consumption, E.This fixed level of income and consumption is net of any directexpenses or indirect costs of participating in the program.
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The benefits of participation in the VR program are
described by changes in the "health" and "adaptability" status of
individual clients. Better health is of direct interest to a
client since it is an argument in their utility function.
Individuals in good health are better able to enjoy what life has
to offer. Health is also important to a client tor its influence
on earnings. Ths clear positive relationship between health and
earnings is well documented in the literature.

Adaptability is here construed to mean basic skills
necessary for functioning on a job. The level of a client's
adaptability will influence their earnings when employe14.. P. wage
or earnings equation for an individual can be written as:

(3)
v(t) 0 + Oaa(t) + 0412(t) .

We further suppose that the effect of the substance or
intensity (s) and duration (d) of an individual client's program

3participation adaptability and health takes the form :

(4)
a(t) aveNaa - Odd

h(t) hoa(Yhsa - db)d

The initial levels of health and :_laptability are h and a .

0 0Parameters Yll and Is represent the rate at which a level of
services translate into gains in health and adaptability. The
parameters Y

h
and i are "depreciation" factors for health and
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adaptability. Notice that it is assumed that different
intensities of health and adaptability augmenting services may be4
received, s and s

h a
The client's problem is to choose the optimal time to leavethe VR program:

l(ha(t) + =(2(t))) e-Atdt
0

T
+ 1(be(t) 02(t))) a-Itdt

{S.T. c(t) Z + I

I + v(t)
t < d

d

w(t) In 0 + 04a(t) + Ohh(t)

hos.(Thh dh)t t < d
h(t) gm

a(t)

gow.(y,and - dht)
t > d

a oa(Yaa da)t t < d

(y - t)II 4 it AL a t d0

A11 of the constraints can be substituted
directly into theoblective function to yield an unconstrained

maximizationproblem. The necessary condition for an optimum is:
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(6)
+ 0 + 0hhoaCrhsh

0aa
0e ( Yale 46)d +

(b(i + + $(30.(Thsh ds)d)}6-qd

ICV.ThahOhhoa(Yh%d 60) + a 0
a
a aa

+ s'YehhoYead 'ht) -qtde
This expression

simplifies to:

log a(0) - log bYleb% Ohs cf s - ) b.ra0 41 ae h h h e(yasa - da)h "r q + q
(7)

a

% eSh)d) .41

l - q
whore 2,(0) - b t1/4110 + Oita°

is the "cot" of participating in the program at time zero. This
simplification also assumes that the time horizon over which the
client is concerned is sufficiently long that nothing is lost in
equating T to infinity.

The first two terms in (6) represent the consumption losses
due to the, presumably low, fixed compensation received while
in the program compared to a market wage reflecting health
and adaptability levels at time d. This "cost" could be negative,

example, a person with a recent severe injury may be
virtually unemployable prior to receivinc adequate rehabilitative
services. The third term measures how incremental

consumption
and health gains from further participation affect future utility
levels.
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Counselors

Counselors must decide how to allocate a limited amount of
rehabilitative services across the client

population. Eachcounselor is assumed to have a fixed dollar level of services attheir disposal (k). The number and type of clients eachcounselor deals with are also exogeneously given. Thecounselor's utility function is assumed to be monotonically
5,6Increasing in the number of wsuccessfUl" cases . This effecton utility could result from increases in future compensation orless quantifiable gains associated with helping others or acombination of these.

t counselor can select the substance or intensity level ofservices related to health (s ) and adaptability (s ) for each
a

client. The duration of participation (d') may also be7determined for each client by a counselor
. These choices areassumed to be made at the start of a client's

participation andare not modified
through time. The probability that a particularclient becomes a successful closure is assumed to be a functionof the levels of health and adaptability they take to the labormarket.

(8)
i!1 1 I tot. 1:40i, elp a + ahhote(qhei

6h)

i et 1...h
(n s - 6 )(it

i
+a*

1.
ai aa 0

The counselor's budgetary constraint is:
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i9)

(Wilial whhi)di

The prices of adaptability and health related services are w and
a

w
respectively. The objective function of a counselor can now

h
be written as:

(10)

gas
s ,s ,4'ai hi i

( a +
hhOis(4hsai dh)di +

a
a
Oie(lasai 6a)di)

ial

S.T. 1 (sr
a
sai

ial
+ whshi) di

The first order
conditions to this problem can bemanipulated to yield a relation between the substance orintensity of health and adaptability services for an

individualclient:

naaaa
Oia a

s
ai - a

a
)

a
n
aaahOi$(40114. 6h) Wh

This
"efficiency" condition is

interpreted as equating the ratiocf
productivity in

adaptability and health
services to therelative .prices of those services. Notice t?tt, other thingsequal, a reduction in a client's initial health

(adaptability)status would be reflected in an increase in the
intensity orsubstance of health

(adaptability) services. Other
comparativestatics are easily obtained. This comparative static can be
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1

a

1

identified directly from this relation because the first orderconditions for s and s do not involve any of the otherai hichoice variables - in particular those conditions are independentof d .

The duration a counselor would choose for different clientssatisfy the next relation, also derived from the first orderconditions:

(12) di - di
al I" r(Ilhahi

dh) h a (4hsh1 411 ) + (nasal d
a
) a au.3 A1

0
a
s
aj - da) .

1" ((%ehi
6i) ahhOis (40hi 4h) + s

ai - da) gas
Ois(lasai 6a))

This equation explains
differences in length of programparticipation chosen by the

counselor. The
orm.paneousselections of s a s and s as well as parameters

ai aj hi hjaffect these duration choices. Other things being equal, clientswith relatively lover levels of health and
adaptability would begiven longer periods of service.

The third equation that is of interest is the counselor'sbudget constraint which determines the absolute levels anddurations of services received by clients.
The sotnal duration of program participation by a particularclient is the minimum of the client's own choice, d and thecounselor's choice d 1.

i
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Estimation of the various relations derived here will requirefurther work and consideration of the econometric
issues raisedin crawford

and Eillingwvorth.
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POOTNOTES

Another area for research might consider the decisicns

regarding duration and substance or intensity that would be p,ade

by a social planner maximizing a social welfare function.

Mechanisms or incentive schemes that make client and counselor

decisions congruent with a social planner could be investigated.

2. Borrowing is ruled out. This restriction could easily be

relaxed, however it would seem appropriate to assume that

individuals in a state VR program do not have significant income

smoothing opportunities.

3. Simpler or more complicated functional relationships are

possible for these as well as other of the effects described.

These are manageable and captured the important elements of

choice. They also (hopefully) yield some empir.,_cally testable

results.

A We may find it desirable to actually disaggregate the VR

population into two groups. Preliminary discussion suggests that

there may be a large group of individuals who receive primarily

health related services and another group that receive mostly

adaptability related services. Further analysis of the data and

discussion of this issue is needed.
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11

Tne definition of a "successful" ease is arbitrary

is assumed to -oincide with 60 continuous days of employment.

8. Alternative goals such as maximizing the sum of clients'
earnings increases yield similar results since earnings as well 11
as successful cases are assumed to depend on levels of health and
adaptability.

7. If the counselor ca-' choose distinct lengths for health and
adaptability services, d ' and d respectively, the expressions 11h a
derived later relating choice variables to parameters are

significantly simplified.



Chapter 5

THE R-300 DATA SET

Ernest Gibbs
Anita Hall-Kane*

The national R-300 data set for Fiscal Year 1982, provided
by the Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA), supplies the
basic information pertaining to each individual closed from the

rehabilitation program. This set contains data on each
individual from the time he is initially referred to the program,
through the possible acceptance into the program and on to
closure from the program.

The information concerning each VR client is collected by 50
state agencies serving all eligible clients and 30 specialized
agencies. In addition, there are reporting agencies such as Guam,
Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, Washington D. C. and kmericam Samoa.
In all, there is a grand total of 86 separate agencies.

R-300 Classification Codes

For fiscal year 1982, the national R-300 data set contains

720,612 individual obsertations. Table 5.1 is the record layout
of all information available in the national R-300 data set
together with a brief description of some of the variables

*Research Associates, Bureau of Economic ResearchRutgers University
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Table 5.1
Tape Layout for R-30 Data

(FY 1982)

Position Variable

1 "1" Card Number
2.3 Agency Code

4-13 Case Number
14.16 County Code
17-21 Zip Code
22.25 Referral Date
26.27 Referral Source
29.29 Age at Referral

30 Sex
31.33 Disability as Reported
34.42 Social Security Nunber

43 SSDI Status at Referral
44 SSI Status as Referral
45 Race

46.47
Months in Statuses 00.02

48 Spanish Origin
49 Reason Not Accepted
50 Outcome of Referral

51.53
Major Disabling Condition

54.56
Secondary Disabling Condition57 Outcome of Previous Closure

58-59 Months Since Previous Closure60 Marital Status
61 Number of Dependents
62 Number in Family

63-64
Highest Grade Completed

65
Work Status it Referral

66.68
Weekly Earnings at Referral

69
Family Income at Referral

70 Type of Public Assistance at Referral71.73
Monthly Amount of Public Assistance
at Referral

74 Time on Public Assistance at Referral75-76
Source of Support at Referral

77.78 Type of Institution at Referral79.80 Blank
81 "2" Card Number

82.83 Agency Code
84.93 Case Number
94.97 Date of Closure

98 SSA Status at Referral
99 SSA Claim Type

100.102
Federal Special Program Identification103.107 Total Cost of Case Services108.112

Cost of Rehab. Facilitites
113.117

Social Security Trust Funds118.122
Supplemental Security Income Funds123 SSDI Status at Closure

124 SSI Status at closure
125 Work Status at Closure

126.128
Weekly Earnings at Closure

129 Type of Public Assistance at Closure130.132
Monthly Amounts of Public Assistance

at Closure
133.135 Occupation at Closure
137.138

Months Spent in Status 06139.140
Months Spent in Status 10.24141-142
Months Spent in Status 18143.144
Months Spent in Status 20-22145 Outcome of EE/VR

146 Reason not Rehabilitated
147

Diagnostic Services Provided
148

Restorative Se-vices Provided
149

College Training Provided
150

Other Academic Training Provided
151

business Training Provided
152

Vocational School Training Provided153
On-the-Job Training Provided

154
Adjustment Training Provided

155
Miscellaneous Training Provided

156
maintenance Services Provided

157
Other Serives Provided

158 Family Member Services Provided159-160 Blank
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pertaining to benefit cost analysis. A further explanation of
these variables and how they are used in benefit cost analysis isgiven below.

Closure Status

The observations on the R-300 data set represent closed calmsfrom all 86 agencies in one or the other of these possible codes:08, 26, 28, 30. Before an individual is accepted as an activecase, that individual must be certified as meeting the threebasic elgibility requirements for for VR services. Theseeligibility requirements are:

1) the presence of a physical or mental disability
2) the existence of a substantial handicap to employment3) a finding that a reasonable expectation exists that

vocational rahabiliation services may be of benefit in
terms of employability.

There are four different closure statuses.
1. If an individual fails to meet these requirements he isclosed in status 08. Closure status 08 signifies all persons not

accepted for VR, whether closed from referral (status JO), closedfrom applicant status (status 02), or closed from extended
evaluation (status 06).

2. Closure status 26 indicates a successfully
rehabilitatedclient. The criterion for successful closure is employment for aminimum of 60 days, except for homemaker placements.
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3. Closure status 28 indicates cases closed
unsuccessfully,

i.e. not rahabiltated eater acceptance into the program but after IIreceipt of services.

4. Closure status 30 indicates cases closed after acceptance IIfor VR services, but before receipt of VR services.
Table 5.2 gives the frequency count of individuals in eachclosure status, together with some of the reasons why individuals IIwere not accepted into the program. The explanations range fromsimply being unable to locate or contact the client, to the death IIof the client, or to the absence of any disabling condtitions.

Table 5.2Distribution of the Outcome of Referral Process

Closure Status Number of
Clients Percentage

of Total Data Set08
369,681

51.3%26
215,569

30.0%28
98,935

13.7%30
36,427

5.0%

720,612
100.0%Of Those Closed as Status 00 or 02The following is a Distribution ofReasons for Non-Acceptance: Number of

Clients
Percentage
of Total

1) Unable to locate of contact, moved 35,532 27.84;
2) Handicap too severe or unfavorable

medical prognosis
20,499 16.1%3) Refused services or further services 31,638 24.8%4) Death
3,543 2.8%51 Client

institutionalized
4,689 3.7%6) Tranafersd to another agency
2,094 1.6%7) Failure of cooperate

29,617 23.2%8) No disabling condition
0 0%9) No vocational handicap
0 0%
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Age at Referral

The age of the client at referral is recorded as a
continuous variable. Most clients are found to be le to 65 yearsof age with an average age at referral of 33 years of age. The
distribution of ages at referral is given in Table 5.3. Age is an
important variable when analyzing the benefits of VR because ofthe correlation between age and earnings. The relationship ofearnings to age over time increases then at some point in time,
flattens and begins to decrease. In chapter 7, we calculate tnese
'age-earnings profiles' to examine the relationship between ageand earnings.

Table 5.3*
Distribution of Client Age at Referral

Age at Referral Number of
Clients Percentage

of Total Data Set
Ages 1 to 15

10,220
1.42%Ages 16 to 25

252,955 35.10%Ages 26 to 30
103,202

14.32%Ages 31 to 35
85,242

11.83%Ages 3S to 40
66,849 9.28%Ages 41 4 Over

196,269
27.24%

714,737
99.19%

* Frequency counts for Tables 5.3 to 5.11 may not be equivalent
to the total number of observations in the data set (N720,612)due to information not reported by the client.

Client Gender

Table 5.4 gives the distribution of client by sex. Sex of a
client is an important variable in determining benefits because
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of the poosible role it may play in the determination of wages.Also, many woken are closed as unpaid homemakers and thus have IIzero wage at closure.

Gender

Male
Female

Table 5.4
Distribution of Client Gender

Number of
PercentageClients of Total Data Set

416,715
57.83%289,796
40.22%

706,511
98.05%Client Race

The client's race may a significant bearing on theprobability of success in the VR program and on the benefitsattributable to the VR program.
Traditionally, because of betterlabor conditions, whites will have higher benefits thannonwhites. In chapter 7, in the benefit cost analysis, we comparebenefit and costs for only the white and black racial groups,since most of the clients fall into one of these twoclassifications. In Table 5.5 the distribution of client race isgiven.

Table 5.5
Distribution of Client Race

Racial Identity

White
Black
Indian
Others
(Oriental, etc.

Number of
PercentageClients of Total Data Set

519,962
138,236
4,645
9,757

672,600
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education
classifications: loss then 8 years of education, 8 to

12 years education, and more than 12 years education. The
distribution of client education is given In Table 5.7.

Three personal characteristics: the level of education,current age, and major disabling condition, are often used asproxies to measure the ability or aptitude to work of
rehabilitation clients.

Table 5.7
Distribution of Client Education

Education Level Number of
Clients

No Education
207,1831-5 Yrs Education
18,2056-11 Yrs Education

210,36712 Yrs Education
206,785Some College
58,797College Graduate
14,853Post-Graduate Work
4,422

720,612

Percentage
of Total Data Set

28.75%
2.53%

29.19%
28.70%
8. 16%

2.06%
.61%

100.00%

Disability as Reported at Referral-Major Disabling Condition

The variables pertaining to disabling conditions areorganized in 7 broad condition categories as shown in Table 5.8.It is not possible to assess the actual severity of a client',major disabling condition by reference to the condition
classifications. Two persons with identical conditions may farequite differently in the labor market due in part to differencesin the severiti ,-Jc their conditions.

There is no information on
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Client Marital Status

Table 5.6 gives the distribution of client marital status.The marital
status variable is often used to capture af,acts such 11as motivation, effort and the stability of the client -- factorsthat may ultimately have an impact on the

rehabilitation outcome. IISome regression equations include variables to measure the IIeffects of being married with a spouse present versus otherwiseon the probability of successful completion of the program.

Ta'lle 5.6
Distribution of Client Marital Status

Marital Status Number of
Clients Percentage

of Total Data SetMarried
7.66,524

23.11%Widowed
20,808

2.89%Divorced
86,555

12.01%Separated
43,707

6.07%Never Marriec
274,556

38.10%

592,150
82.18%

Education

The highest grade completed by clients educated under aregular educational system is recorded in a continuous format.For clients who report mental retardation as a major or secondary
disabling condition their highest grade completed is not recordedas zero, but as a separate easily identifiable code. In thestratified benefit cost analysis (Chapter 7), we use three broad
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Tablet 5.8
Distribution of Disability as Reported at Referral

Disability Typo

Visual Impairments
Hearing Impairments
Orthopedic Deformity
or Functional Impairment

Absence or Amputation of
Major or Minor Members
Psychoneurotic and
Personality Disorders

Mental Retardation
Other Conditions with
Etiology Unknown

Number of
Clients

46,366
8,951

176,269

11,056

161,175
43,072

45,351

720,612

Percentage
of Total Data Set

6.43%
1.24%

24.32%

1.54%

22.37%
5.98%

3.95%

100.00%Client Weekly Earnings

Client weekly earnings at referral and at closure areintended to provide actual data on the cash earnings of theclient in the week of referral (or closure regardless ofearnings prior to the week of referral (or closure). The
distribution of client weekly earnings is given in Table 5.9.

To calculate benefits, we seek to learn how much of a gain
in client weekly earnings from referral to closure can be
attributed to participation in the VR program. But such a
problem is still not completely solved. Various solutions havebeen suggested in the literature, but all are leas than perfect
duo to the lack of an ideal comparison or control group. Due to
the nature of the R-300 data set a researcher can only draw
conclusions based on the .siccess of a client (status 26) relative
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the R-300 data set about specific functional limitations or 11motor movements which may affect performance in the labor market.Such information would be useful in the estimation of predictions 11of successful completion from VII or of the benefits and costa IIattributible to VR
participation. (See Chapter 13).

However, through a variable recorded at the time of closure IIfrom the VR program, (the federal special program identifiervariable) a counselor will designate a client as severelydisablet, the definition of severe disability as defined in the IIRSA Manual is met. This provides a general measure of severityof impairments.

In our stratified benefit cost analysis we make analternative specification of the disability
classifications to IIlower the required number of explanatory variables in aregression equation. In this analysis we broaden theclassifications as follows:

Combine the Visual (RJA codes: 100-150) and Hearing (200-230) Impairments into ono "sensory" limitation, the Orthopedic(300-399) and Amputation (400-449) Impairments into a "physical"impairment, split the Ment:al,
Psychoneurotic and PersonalityDisorders category into 2

classifications: into an "mentalillness" 'variable (500-522) and into a "mental retardation"variable (RSA codes: 530-534) and then place the remainingdisability groups into the "other" classification.
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Cost of Case Services

A major portion of the total costs estimated in the benefit
cost analysis of the VR program, are case service costs. The R300
case service record provides the amount of case service costs to
the vocational

rehabilitation agency for each client. Table 5.10gives a breakdown of the number of clients reporting a givenamount of case service cost.

Table 5.10
Distribution of Costs of Case Services

Dollars of
Services
Purchased Number of

Clients Percentage
of Total Data Set$ 00 to $ 50

295,771
41.0%$ 51 to $ 200

40,779
5.7%$101 to $ 150

33,252 4.6%$151 to $ 200
19,236

2.7%$201 to $ 300
21,225 2.9%$301 to $ 500
30,476

4.2%$501 to 41000
40,805 5.7%$1000 to $5000
77,719

10.8%Over $5000
161,349 22.4%

720,617
100.0%

Service Provide, by the VR Agency

Aside from evaluating the actual case service costs per VRclient, it .s often informative to know the usage frequency foreach t-pe of service or training. With the use of categorical
variables it is possible to discern how much of an influence orlack of it, each cervice or training type has on the client's
anticipated success from the program. Table 5.11 shows the number
of clients receiving a given type of service or training.
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to the remaining
nonsuccessfully rehabilitated clients (statuses08, 28, 30).

A selection. 'ias problem is introduced in the analysis IIbezause all clients, whether successfully rehabiltated or not,have made a prior decision to participate in the VR program. (See IIchapters 8 and 9). Here, the problem is that individuals whodecide to participate in a rehabilitation program haveLAaracteristics that differentiate them from individuals who have 11decided against
participation.

Table 5.9
Distribution of Client Weekly Earnings

Number of

Earnings Per Week
Clients

At Referral
At Closure Percentage

of Total Data Set$00 to $50
523,241

72.61%53,513
7.43%

$51 to $100
18, 1..3

2.52%25,010
3.47%

$101 to $150
19,034 '.64%55,654

.72%
$151 to $200

9,676
1.J4%41,463
5.75 %

Over $200
10,280

1.43 %38,938
5.40 %

Not Reported
140,248

19.46%506,034
70.22%

720,612
100.00%
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truly random sample since each client's record it selected at
random and not stratified by any client

characteristic.
The resultant 1 percent sample has 7193 observations. The

population has 720,512 observations.

Our basis for using 1 percent of the population data asopposed to 100 percent of the data lies in the argument of
increased sampling precision versus additional sampling cost. Asthe standard error of the sample mean decreases the precisionwith which the sample mean can be used to estimate the populationmean incroases. Since the standard error of the sample mean isinversely related to the size of the sample, the larger thesample size the smalls,- the standard error. However, theincreased precision may not be worth the additional samplingcost..

Representativeness of the Semple

If our sample is truly a random sample, there should be no
significant difference in the mean value of a variable in thesample and the mean value of the variable in the population. we
conducted various tests and examinati,sas of the sample to checkthe representative:Ass of toe sample. Table 5.12 shows the
calculation of a 9:4 percent

confidence thterval for certain key
continrous variablet.. For each of the 12 -ariables, the sample
maim fail within the confidence interval, thus we conclude that
there is significant difference in the sample and population
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Distribut4.
Table 5.11

on of Services Provided by the VR Agency
Servicc
Service
Provided

Diagnostic
and Evaluation

Restoration
(Physical or
Mental)

Training:
College
Elementary
or High Sch.

Business Sch.
or College

Vocational
School
On-the-Job
Personal and
Adjustment

Misc.
Maintenance
Other Services
Services to

Provided ProvidedW/Clst W/0 Cost
To Agency To Agency

208,720
38,554

78,077

25,342

4,947

5,914

28,768
7,268

46,700
27,164
57,616
69,063
4,495

3,327

6,413

1,277

6,319
6,612

21,043
9,049

13,982
-8,762
2,977

Provided
W/ 4 W/0

87,239

9,773

1,560

1,719

7,343.

1,440

To Agency

II24,213
16,358

7,435
4,518
6,843

15,195
395

Other Family
Members

Selecting e 1 percent
Sample,

From the national R300 data set we selected a 1 percentrandom sample with each data observation having an equalprobability of being selected for inclusion in the sample.
The selection technique involved the

initialization of arandom number stream with a "seed". The seed was set equal to acomputer clock observation which returned an observation for thesample based upon the clock reading. This tecninque draws a
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Table 5.12
Population and Sample Means
of Continuous Variables and

Variable

Hoof

Obsery.

(Pop.)

MHO

(o9.)

Calculation of the .95 Accepoanoe

Standard Ne.of

Deviation Misery. Mean

(Poo.) (Sanele)

Region

Std Error

of Sample

Mean

upper

Contidect

:ntervil

Low
Confidence

Interval

ASEREF 714,737 33.03 13.17 7,142 33.24 0.1606 3;.35 32.72EDUC 515,140 10.10 2.65 5,120 10.12 0.0370 10.47 10.83FAMIll 510,101 2.14 1.14 5,887 2.11 0.0243 2.11 2.79A01024 341,644 21.86 10.32 3,493 21.55 0.343: 22.53 21.11WEA111 70,041 $140.6, 131.41 683 $11.21 5.0240 4150.41 $130.19VEARNRI 510,364 $, ..: 64.70 5,775 $17.51 0.8314 $11.64 115.11VERN 111,103 $141.44 99.40 1,826 $164.77 2.1261 4146.00 56.81WEANNCZ 214,571 $136.26 108.41 2,154 4111.61 2.3376 5144.84 $131.67SERVO 331,317 S1,054.13 2,344.88 1,517 11,121.10 31.1521 11,130.86 1971,39SERVOZ 374,101 $651.32 1,922.10 5,741 $705.14 25.3477 1701.04 $401.60RERA11 80,413 11,441.64 2,444.81 847 $1,417.25 14.0073 $1,606.11 $1,277.01REHAIO 635,173 1183.13 994.89 6,332 $200.21 12.5025 1207.64 $151.63

NOTE:

AGEREF ' Age at Referral

EDUC Highest Level of Eduction

FARSIZ Featly Site

110102i Rothe in Statuses 10-24

WEAN* Weekly earnings at referral (excluding those reporting no earnings at referral)WEARNR2 Uglily earnings at referral

WEAANC Weekly earnings at closure feehuding loaliedkers)
lemma Meekly esraimis at referral

SERVO Total service purchased (etcludiel those retorting no service dollars purchased)
SERVDZ Total service dollars purchased

RENARD Total rehabilitation duller', purchased Including those reporting zero dollars purchases,RENA111 Total rehabilitation dollars perches..

Rypethesis testing wi maw

Large swigs with epaietiei stesdird deviations tnove.
e4MONIIIMII...1.11.

de derived the .11 mteptame isterval as follows:

Upper Hut II 1.160e

Lower licit U - *.ticryt

where u is the peevish°s mean,

crlis the standard error of the seam

1.46 is the t raise for the .03 siquifancs level

if the 'smelt was falls vithin this confidence interval,

se can accept the hypothesis that there is no iifference

betplin the pripula:on eels and the sample mean.
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means. In Table 5.13, we test the
significance of specific IIdiscrete

variables including race and sex. Here, the test is to
determine whether or not the sample proportion lies within a 95percent confidence interval. If the sample proportion falls IIwithin this interval then we conclude that there is no differencebetween proportions. we reach this conclusion for all thevariables we tested.

Limitations of the Sample

One limitation of this randomly selected sample is the lackof opportunity for statistical
interrogation intosubclassifications within the sample. Our random sample was

11
intended to give a broad representation of the population dataset as a whole. If an in-depth analysis of successfulrehabilitants by arse at referral, sex, race, education andmarital status is desired (See chapter 7), then a stratifiedsample would more accurately reflect the

characteristics of thepopulation. Or, if an in-depth analysis of successfulrehabilitants from predefined regions across the United States,by age at referral, sex, rcxe, education and marital status is

11

desired, than cluster sampling techniques would produce a moreprecise sample from the population.

11
The size of the random sample can also be a limitation. Ifone is lonductirg analysis on the national level, the 1 percentrandom sampl be adequate. However, if one is conductingstate by si to analysis or analysis across disability

groups, the
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Table 5.13
Population and Sample Proportions

of Discrete Variables and Calculation
of the .95 Acceptance Region

Variable

.W.......
Sex

Proportion Proportion Proportion Interval Interval

..ipases
Kale 0.59 0.584 0.005856 0.4015 0.5715Female 0.41 0.416 0.00456 0.4215 0.3105Race

White 0.773 0.775
0.005114 0.1130 0.1630Mach 0.206 0.206
0.0049'4' 0.2157 0.1963Other 0.021 0.019
0.00174, 0.0244 0.0176Marital States

harried 0.281 0.278 0.005843 0.2125 0.2695Other 0.711 0.722
0.005843 0.1305 0.7075Closers States

States 01 0.513 0.31 0.005843 0.3246 0.5014Status 24 0.3 0.302 0.005403 0.3101 04114Status 21 0.137 0.137 0.004054 0.1449 0.1291Status 30 0.051 0.051 0.002594 0.4561 0.0459How lisahility

Hitless% 0.164 0.169 0,005153 0.1741 0.1539Kreterd 0.271 0.274 0.006186 0.2131 0.2519Physical 0.565 0.558 0.006900 0.3785 0.5315Service Received

Edax 0.177 0.186 0.00771 0.1922 0.1411Restertive 0.499 0.499 0.010185 0.5190 0.4790?riming 0.324 0.325 0,004531 0.3421 0.3053

Hypothesis testis; of proportions

Large wells with pepelatioe
proportions Mono.

Ve derived the .95
acceptaect tetorvel as follows:

upper lied 8 p + 1.94 OR
lover linit a p 1.94 cd:

ghee pit tr sisseistiss pontos
alp is tlis stator! we' of the proportion

1.90 is the t vales fer the .05

If the cassis preeortios falls oldie this accepters:, rivals,
IA co accept the hypethetis that there is no difference

betties* the populatice and fuels proportions
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1 percent sample may be too small to fully represent thepopulation. It this is the case, a ran coal sample of 5 percentcould be created and would provide a better
representation ofthe population.
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Chapter 6

SIMPLE BENEFIT COST RATIOS

Errest Gibbs*

In this section, we calculate and compare simple benefit

cost ratios for the population and the random sample. We then

check to see if there are any major differences in the benefit

cost ratio calculated from the population data and the ratio

derived from the random sample. In calculating the benefit cost

ratios, we use a simple methodology that has been used by the

RSA. In later work we calculate these benefit cost ratios using

more complex methods. (See Chapter 7). Our use of this simple

method is designed to test the representativeness of the sample

and not to condone the method of calculating these ratios.

It should be noted that if the total costs and benefits

estimated from the sample data are comparable to the results from

the population, then the benefit and cost figures from the sample

should be approximately 1 percent of the corresponding benefit

and costs figures of the population.

Computation of Cost

The major costs of the VR program consist of program costs -

case service costs, which are variable costs, and overhead costs,

* Research Associate, Bureau of Economic Research
Rutgers University
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which can be considered a fixed cost. When estimating the total

costs in the benefit cost ratio, we must take both types of costs

into account. To estimate the total case service costs, we take

the average costs of clients with positive case service costs and

then aggregate to attain a total cost figure.

The total case service cost for the 215,569 clients

successfully rehabilitated (closure status 26) in the population

was $253.9 million. However, of the 215,569 clients, only 154,338

clients incurred a case service cost of at least one dollar. It

was from these clients that the non-zero cost of case services

was computed. The non-zero mean cost of case services for the

215,569 clients in the population who were successfully

rehabilitated was approximately $1,645 (See Table 6.1).

In our random sample, the total case service cost for the

2,169 successfully rehabilitated clients was $2,807,688. However,

only 1,582 clients of these 2,169 reported a positive case

service cost. The non-zero mean case service cost was computed

for only those 1,582 clients who incurred or reported a case

service cost of a least one dollar. This non-zero mean cost of

case services rehabilitated was $1,775. From our hypothesis test

(see Chapter 5), we know that this sample non-zero mean is not

significantly different from the non-zero mean of the population.

Next, we estimate the case service cost for those clients who

either reported no case service cost or who incurred zero case
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(2)
(1) Number

Closure Closed
Code (Sample)

08

26

28

30

TOTAL

=!===SUR
3,673

2,169

984

367

7,193

(3)

Number

Closed
(Population)

369,681

215,569

98,935

36,427

720,612

Table 6.1

Total and Mean Case Service Costs
By Closure Code for the

Population and Random Sample

(4) (5)
Number Number

Reporting Reporting
Positive Positive

Ccists Costs
(Sample) (Population)

mum
1,073 110,081

1,582 154,338

700 70,439

232 23,679

3,587 358,537

(2) (3)
Total Total

Reported Reported
(1) Service Service

Closure Costs Costs
Code (Sample) (Population)

(6) (7) (8) (9)
Total Total Non-Zero Non-Zero

Mean of
Service

Mean of

ServiceService
Dollars

Service

(Sample) (Population)
(Sample)

Dollars

(Population)
===i=322 Ciii====n111 ...1r=SX=S= XXXX=XUSE
$245,399 $24,961,504 $228.70 $226.75

$2,807,688 $253,870,873 $1,774.77 $1,644.90

$939,797 $93,138,765 $1,342 57 31,322.26

$56,479 $5,971,811 $243.44 $252.20

$4,049,363 $377,942,953

Table 6.2
Estimation of Total Case Service Costs

By Closure Code for the
Population and Random Sample

(4)

Total Service
Costs Received
By Those Not
Reporting or

Reporting Zero
(Sample)

08 $245,399 $24,961,504 $594,620

26 $2,807,688 $253,870,873 $1,041,790

28 $939,797 $93,138,765 $381,290

30 $56,479 'i,971,811 $32,864

TOTAL. $4,049,363 $377,942,953 $2,050,564

(5)

Total Service
Costs Received
By Those Not
Reporting or
Reporting Zero
(Population)

$58,866,896

$100,718,872

$37,679,121

$3,215,046

$200,479,934

* These costs are estimated using the RSA methodology.
The total cost for those who did not report or did
not incur any costs is calculated by multiplying the
number reporting either zero or not reporting any
costs by the non-zero mean.
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(6) (7)
Total Case Total Case

Service Service
Cost Cost

(Sample) (Population)
(2)+(4) (3)4(5)

$840,019 583,828,400

$3,849,478 $354,589,745

$1,321,087 $130,817,886

$89,343 $9,186,857

$6,099,927 $578,422,887
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service cast. The method used to estimate these costs to

assign the non-zero mean rehabilitation cost to this group of

clients. This method will tend to overestimate costs by assigning

the non-zero mean to those who reported zero case service costs.

This is because some of these clients received only "in-house"
services, such as placement, counseling, administrative, or

overhead costs and had no case service costs. Assuming the same
mean rehabilitation cost of $1,645 for the remaining 61,231
successfully rehabilitated clients in the population, yields
$100.7 million. Thus the grand total case service cost of all

215,569 successfully rehabilitated clients is $354.6 million (See

Table 6.2, column 7).

Using this technique to estimate cost for the 587 clients in
the random sample successfully rehabilitated but who incurred
zero case service costs or who did not report any case service
cost, one arrives at a total of $1,041,790. This makes the grand
total case service expenditure of the 2,169 success ally

rehabilitated in the random sample 53,841,478.

These total expenditures are incomplete since they omit cost
for services received by clients whose cases were closed not

rehabilitated and on others who were not accepted for VR services

(i.e. closure statuses 08, 28,30). The method outlined above was

used to estimate the total case service cost of these persons.
The non-zero mean of case service costs of each closure status

was assigned to clients in that status (See Table 6.2, columns 6
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and 7).

Given this method of c)mputing costs, the estimated case

service costs on all cases closed in Fiscal Year 1982, was $578.4

million. The estimated cost figure overestimates the service

costs as reported in RSA-2. In this report, the total case

service sxpenditures to all individuals was $521.6 million.

For the random sample, the estimated case service cost on

all closures was approximately $6 million.

Another major cost area in the provision of rehabilitation

services is expenditures for guidance, counseling, placement

assistance, and the admini7;t-ation of the program. Based on data

contained in Form RSA-2, these costs were 55.3 percent of all

rehabilitation expenditures in Fiscal Year 1982. The remaining

44.7 percent of total expenditures was the case service costs

reports_.; in cases closed in Fiscal Year 1982. Therefore, the

grand total cost of services rendered to clients can be obtained

by dividing the total case service cost of 578.4 million by .447.

For the population, this yields a grand total of $1,294 'million.

Again this figure overestimates the $1,166 million reported in

RSA-2 as the total obligation. Fcr the random sample, the

estimated grand total is $13.6 million. These total cost figures

serve as the denominator of the benefit cost ratios.
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Computation :yf Long-Term Improvement in Earnings

In this benefit cost model, we define the benefits of the VR

program as simply the difference of wages at closure and at

referral. The annual increase in weekly earnings of all clients

rehabilitated in 1982 is $1,207.6 million (See Table 6.3). This
is calculated by taking the difference in the mean weekly

earnings of clients from referral to closure and aggregating over

all rehabii_ persons, including those with zero earnings.

This figura is then raised to aggregate annual earnings changes

11by multiplying by 50. Again, using this method, the annual

increase in weekly earnings of the clients in the ranaJm sample

is $12.4 million.

The aggregate earnings improvement is then uiscounted over a

thirty year period. The thirty year period is chosen because the
average age of rehabilitated clients is approximately 35, which
would leave approximately 30 working years until the assumed

retirement age of 65. The discounting function used w=s twelve.

percent. The present value of one dollar received annually for

thirty years discounted at twelve percent per year is $8.055.

Multiplying this factor by $1,207.6 million yields $9,727.2

million. This is the projected lifetime improvement in earnings

accumulated over tnirty years which VR maintains is attributed to

vocational rehabilitation intervention. For the random sample,

the projected aggregated lifetime improvement in earnings

accumulated over the thirty year period is $100.1 million.
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Number
of

Clients

Mean weekly Earnings;

Table 6.3

Mean Weekly Earnings of Successfully
Rehabilitated Clients at Referral

and Closure, Projected at Annual Rates

Annual Aggregate Earnings: (3)

At Referral At Closure
At Re,erre (1) At Closure (2) (in thousands)

2,169 $25.08 $139.68 $2,720 $15,158

215,569 $24.22 $136.26 $261,054 $1,468,672

I(1) includes those reporting no weekly earnings at referral

(2) includes homemakers

I(3) weekly earnings were annualized by multiplying by 50
and then by the total number of rehabiletstions

1

I Period

111

5 years

10 years

I15 years

2n Years

I
25 years

30 years

Table 6.4

Benefit/cost Ratios
Present Value of Improved Earnings
Projected for Five to Thirty years

and Discounted at 12% per Year

Present Value
of One Dollar

Discounted
at 12 %

Future Earnings
Discounted

at 12 %
Per Year

(Population)

Future Earnings
Discounted

at 12 %
Per Year

(Sample)

Benefit/

Cost
Ratio

(Population)

53.605 $4,353,461,224 $44,802,940 $3.36

55.650 $6,823,039,090 $70,218,200 $5.27

66.811 58,225,083,051 584,647,108 $6.36

$7.4A9 $9,019,695,391 $92,824,732 $6,97

57.843

58.055

59,41 1,344,351

$9,727,359,269

$97,472,804

$100,107,540

$7.32

$7.52
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Differnce Between
Referral and
Closure Earnings
(in thousands)

S12,421

51,207,618

Benefit/

Ratio

(Sample)

$3.28

$5.15

$6.20

$6.80

$7.14

$7.34



Dividing the disounted life-time earnings aggregates by the

total cost of the rehabilitation produces benefit cost ratio of

$7.52 (i.e. 59,727.2/$1,294 = $7.52) for the entire population,

(See Table 6.4). ?or the random saffple, the benefit cost ratio is

$7.34 ($100.1/$13.6 = $7.34).

Comparision of the Results

As shown, the computed benefit cost ratio for the population

was $7.52 as compared with $7.34 for the random sample. Since we

can not statistically test to see if the difference is

significant, it is left to individual judgemert to decide whether

or not these ratios are approximately the same. For all the

benefit cost ratios calculated (see Table 6.4), the largest

difference between the ratio for the population _lnd the ratio for

the sample is 18 cents. Given that there are many estimations

needed to derive the figures necessary to compute these ratios,

this difference does not seem meaningful.

Besides comparing the benefit cost ratios of the population

versus the sample, one might also want to compare the total costs

and benefits calculated for each group. If one multiplied the

total costs and benefits estimates of the sample by 100, they

should be approximately equal to those of the population. Again,

it is not possible to statistically test the differences, but it

i ar judgement that the figures are roughly tne same.
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Chapter 7

BENEFIT COST RATIOS USING MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS

Ernest Gibbs

In Chapter 6, we examined a simple benefit cost model. Inthis chapter, we apply some of the corrections cited in Chapter 3and complicate the simple benefit cost analysis by emrloyinymultivariate methods of measurement. We use regression analysisto satinets benefit cost
relationships for subgroups or cohortsof clients in the Vocational Rehabilitation program.

We stratify the clients on the R-300 data set by age, race,sex, education, and disabling
condition. There are many possibleways to stratify individuals and thousands of possiblecombinations of characteristics. In our study, we choose five ageclasses, three education groups, five disability classifications,along with two groups for both race and sex. Table 7.1 shows themethod and categoies used to saitL:y the data set. we now can-nalyze the impact of say, additional education, while

controlling for disabling condition, age, race and sex.
Given this method of stratification, we have a total of 300

cohorts or cells. Table 7.2 gives the frequency of individuals in
each cohort.

*Research Associate, Bureau of Economic ResearchRutgers University
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Table 7.'

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS

NAME CODE

AGE

SEX

RACE

AGE 00
AGE 25
AGE 35
AGE 45
AGE 55

SEXM
SEX

RACEW
RACEB

EDUCATION ED8
ED9
ED13

DISABLING SENSORY
CONDITION ORTHO/AMPUT

MILL
MRET

OTHER

VALUE

if 14 - 24, 0
if 25 - 3k, 0
if 35 - 44, 0
if 45 - 54, 0
if 55 - 64, 0

otherwise
otherwise
otherwise
otherwise
otherwise

1 if Male, 0 otherwisf.

a 1 if White, 0 otherwise
xi 1

if Female, 0 otherwise

- 1

i 1
is 1

if Black, 0 otherwise

if 0 - 8th grade, 0 otherwiseif 9th - 12th grade, 0 otherwiseif 13+, 0 otherwise

As 1 if sensory, 0 otherwise /1- 1 if orthopedic
or amputation,0 otherwise /2

me 1 if mentally ill, 0 otherwise /31 if mentally
retarded,0 otherwise /4

is 1 if other, 0 otherwise /5

/1 SENSORY includes disability codes 100 to 229./2 ORTHO/AMPUT includes tamability codes 303 to 445-/3 MILL includes disability codes 50C to 529./4 FRET includes disability :odes 330 to 534./5 OTHER includes disability codes greater than 500.
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Table 7.2

FRECUINCY 3, SUCCESSFUL
UHASILITANTS 1Y COHORT

WRITE MALE
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

COHORT /ACE 15-2i 25.34 35.44 45.54 55+ 71TALSENSORY 205 179 229 430 1,590 2, i33
ORT40/AMPUT 609 601 1,-.' 940 573 3,929
MENTAL ILL 1,403 787 624 uS 231 3,490
OTHER 734

P.34 594 764 558 3,184

9 12 YEA'S EDUCATION
SENSORY 1,472 752 675 681 1,718 5,298
ORTMO/AMPLIT 7,192

5,649 3,448 1,774 847 19,110
MENTAL ILL

6,268 4,889
4,209 1,098 359 14,623

OTHER
4,945 2,059 1,323 1,146 706 10,179

13. YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY

272 393 176 158 425 1,424
ORTNO/AMPUT 1,172 2,293 993 469 237 5,164
MENTAL ILL

696 2,252 1,170 577 184 4,379
OTHER

647 833 368 359 207 1,414

SLACK MALES
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

COHORT /AGE 15.24 25.34 .35-44 45.54 56+ TOTALSENSORY 72 49 56 97 210 464
ORTMO/AMPUT 118 152 264 263 220 1,021
MENTAL ILL 399 272 162 122 44 1,019
OTHER 156 111 150 214 169 am

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION

SENSORY 310 220 147 93 93 663
ORT140/AMINT 780 893 541 297 109 2,620
MENTAL ILL 1,442 1,589 640 194 53 3,918
OTHER 743 532 319 188 73 1,655

13+ YEARS EDUCATION

MOOR? 34 57 32 15 16 154
ORTNIMPUT 107 261 105 48 23 544
MENTAL ILL 120 390 152 44 9 715
OTHER 98 118 63 33 15

327
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Tab:* 7.2

(can't)

FREOU/NCY OF SUCCESSFUL
REKASILITANTS SY COHORT

wwiTt FINALES
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

CONORT/AGE 15.24 25,34 35.44 45.54 55+ TOTALSENSORY
205 279 229 430 1,590 7,633

ORTNO/AmPuT 272 330 411 620 564 2,197
',VITAL ILL 607 519 441 409 131 2,107
OTHER

501 543 737 918 770 3 469
9 12 MAI EDUCATION

SENSORY 1,472
752 671 681 1,71$ 5,298

ORTNO/ANOSIT 3,828 2,757 2,436 1,889 1,054 11,964
MENTAL ILL 4,554 4,635

2,798 1,443 402 13,532
OTHER

4,360 2,961
2,025 1,461 829 11,636

134 YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY

272 393 176 158 423 1,424
C4TNO/ANPUT

835 1,156 676 442 224 3.333
MENTAL ILL

798 1,957 949 463 143 4,332
OT it

604 710 360 210 92 1,976

SLACK FEMALES
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

C0M0817AG1 15.24 23.34 35.44 45.54 55+ TOTALSENSORY 44 45 59 158 440 749
ORTNO/AMPUT 59 77 111 195 232 674
MENTAL ILL

168
153 127 90 26 564

OTHER
104 111 235 389 302 ',141

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY 24 2i6 142 221 290 1,115
ORTNO/AmPuT -41

534 544 427 223 2,111
MENTAL ILL

1,109 531 223 46 2,816
OTHER

697 892 J01 610 226 3,226

134 YEARS EDUCATION

SENSORY 37 58 23 39 44 201
ORTNO/ANPUT U 164 114 72

31 461
MENTAL ILL 148 294 117 55 7

.,21
OMER 140 172 103 55 20 490

MENTAL RETARD

15.24 25-34 35.44 45.54
550 TOTAL

WNIT1 HALL 7,205 1,710 737 399 194 10,285
SLACK NAL1 3,841 420 117 56

24 4,458
WIT/ FEMALE 4,489 1,366 606 329 146 7,336
SLACK MALI 2,321 405 149 59 15 2,949TOTAL 70,160 51,220 31,550 22,691 16.575 192,796
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Methodslem for Stratified Benefit Cost Ratios
The basic methodology for the stratified benefit cost

analysis using regression methods was set forth by B ilante
(1971, 1972). The basic model is described below.

The benefit cost ratios in this chapter are computed withthe following formula:

[P (. (1-P )13 ) /[P (C ) (1-P )C ]s s sn s s s n
where P the probability that an individual with given

characteristics will be successfully rehabilitated;
(1-P ) the probability that the individual will notbe rehabilitated;

B the estimated lifetime benefits generated fromthe successful rehabilitation of a client with given
characteristics;

B the benefits attributed to tte rehabilitation
process for a client who is unsuccessfully
rehabilitated after acceptance into the program. (In
this present analysis, we assume B to be zero; in

nchapter 8 we impute earnings to persons closed out in
statuses 28 and 30);

C the estimated cost of rehabilitation of a client
with given characteristics who is

successfully
rehabilitated;

C the total estimated cost associated with a

'SS



client with a given set of characteristics who is
closed unsuccessfully after acceptance into :he
program ,i.e. closure .status 28 or 30).

P , the Probability of Success

P , the probability of success, is determined by regressing_e dichotomous dependent variable of success or lack of successon the given
characteristics of each individuals.

Success is defined ds being closed is status 26. To estimatethe probability of success, the categorical independentvariables, listed in Table 7.1, as well as the dependentvariable, are converted to dummy variables. The regression forprobability of success was run over the entire population of350,931 clients. The ordinary least squares results of theregression are presented in Table 7.3. From these results, we seethat the probability of success is positively relatee to age. Theresults also show that women are more likely to be successfully
rehabilitated than men. This result may be due in part to thefact that women are more likely to be closed

successfully asunpaid homemakers then men. Controlling for the other variables,whites have a higher probability of success than blacks. We alsosee that the education is positively related to the probabilityof success, the more education one has the more likely one is
closed successfully.
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VARIABLE CODE

Table 7.3

RESULTS OF REGRESSIONS

COST
SUCCESS (SUCCESS)

COST
(NONSUCCESS)

AGE 00
(basis)

0 0
0

/1, 5
J04 -949,,J, -429.27

AGE 35
Ci.0081 -1237.39 -672.40

AGE 45
0.0172 -1489 11 -911.45

AGE 55
0.1047 -2446.82 -1167.61

SEXF
(basis)

0 0 0

SEXM
-0.0625 -444.65 -84.45

RACER
(basis)

0 3
0

RACEW
0.0719 585.44 151,69EN

(basis)
0

0 0

ED9
0.0349 -444.65 -209.24

ED13 0.0821 -165.32 4.03
MET
(basis)

0 0 0

SENSORY 0.0121 1266.56 1285.79
ORTHO/AMPUT -0.0954 914.11 596.86
MILL -0.1639 - 516.10

-471.13
OTHER -0.0357 586.64 29.51
INTERCEPT 0.6294 4044.36 2498.97
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The probability of success across disability groups, fromhighest to lowest, are the sensory disability group, the mentallyretarded, those classified in the other
disability group, theorthopedic/amputation group, and those

classified as mentallyill, whc have the lowest probability of success.The average probability of success of the basis group, thoseindividuals having a zero value for all nf the dummy
variables,in given by the intercept term. The estimated probability thatan individual, with a given set of

characteristics will besuccessfully
rehabilitated, P , can be calculated by summing thecoefficients for the selected

characteristics and adding thisresult to the intercept value The probability of success for eachcohort is reported in Table 1.4.

Costs for Success and Nonsuccess

The costs for success, C , and the costs for nonsuccess, C ,are estimated by regressing case service costs on the same set ofindependent variables. TI± regression of C was run over the192,796 successful
rehabilitants, while the regression of C was 11run over only the 158,135

non-rehabilitants. The results of theseregressions will yield the estimated
predicted case servicecosts. Ix addition to these costs, we must assign fixed, overhead 1

costs. We multiply the estimated case service costs by the samefactor as used in Chepter 5, in order to estimate the totalcost figure.
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111

1

1

1

1

T41616 7.4

65

0.54

0.47

0.64

0.60

SENSORY
0.73

ORINO/AMPUT
0.63

MENTAL ILL
0.56

MENTAL RET
0.72

07NER
0.69

P,014.48ILITY OP SUCCESS

UNITE MALES
0 a YEARS EDUCATION

15.24 25.34 35.44 45.54 55*

0.65

0.54

1.48
0.64

1.60

0.73

0.63

0.56
0.72

0.69

0.66
0.55

0.48

0.65

0.61

9 12 YEAPS EDUCATION

13. YEARS EDUCATION

0.74

0.63
0.57
0.73

0.69

SLACK MALES
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION

0.67
0.56
0.49
3.6-1%

0.62

0.73
0.64

0.57
0,74
1.70

0.76
0.65
0.58

0.74

0.71

0.84

0.73
0.66
0.83
0.79

DISABILITY/AGE '4.24 25 34 35.44 45.54 55
SENSORY

3.58 0.58 0.59 0.60 0.68
ORTNO/AMOuT 0.47 0.47 0.48 0.49 0.58
MENTAL ILL

0.40 0.40 0.41 0.42 0.51
MENTAL RET 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.58 0.67
OTHER

0.53 0.53 0.54 3.55 0.64

SENSORY 0.61 0.61 0.62 0.63 0.72
ORTNO/AMPUT 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.52 0.61
MENTAL ILL 0.44 0.44 0.45 0.46 0.54
MENTAL UT 0.60 0.60 0.61 0.62 0.71
OTHER 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.58 0.67

134 YEARS EDUCATION

SENIOR 0.66 0.66 0.67 0.68 0.77
COTLWANK7 0.55 0.55 0.56 0.57 0.66
MENTAL ILL G.49 0.49 0.49 0.50 0.59
MENTAL RET 0.65 0.65 0.66 0.67 0.73
OTNER 0.61 0.61 0.62 0.63 0.72

II/ DISABILITY /AGE

SENSORY

ORT010/AMPuT
MENTAL ILL
MENTAL RET
OTHER

SENSORY
0.69 0.69 0.69 0.70 0.79

ORTNO/AmPUT 0.58 0.58 0.59 0.60 0.68
MENTAL ILL

0.51 3.51 0.52 0.53 0,61
MENTAL RET

0.67 0.67 0.68 0.69 0.78
OTHER

0.64 3,64 0.65 0.66 0.74
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"ibis 7.4

(can't)

m04444117 OF SUCCESS

0NITE FEMALES
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

itILITYi4cf 1424 25.34 35.44 45.54
55+SENSORY

0.71 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.82
06110/A14NT

0.61 0.61
0.61 0.62 1.71

MENTAL ILL
0.54 0.54

0.55
0.55 0.64

MENTAL RC'
0.71

0.70,
0.71

0.72 0.81

OTHER
0.67 0.67

0.67 0.68 0,77

9 .

12 YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY

0.75
0.7S 0.76 0.77 0.85

ORT410/ANIUT
0.64

0.64
0.65 0,66 0.75

MENTAL ILL
0.57 0 "

0.58 0.59 0.64
MENTAL RET

3.74
0.74

0.74 0.75 0.84

OTHER
0.70

0.70
0.71 0.72 0.81

1 YEARS EDUCATION
004SORY

0.80
0.80

0.80 0.81 0.90
ORTNO/AMPuT

J.69
0 69

0.70 0.71 0.79
MENTAL ILL

0.6Z
0.62

0.63 0.64 0.72
MENIAL RET

0.78 0.74
0.79 0.80 0.89

OTHER
3.75

0.75
0.76 0.76 0.85

SOCK FEMALES
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

DISASILITY/AGE
'4.24

25.34 35.04 45.54 55+SENSORY
0.64 0.6k 0.65 0.66 0.71

0RT40/AMPUT
0.53 0.53

0.54 0.55 0.64
MENTAL ILL

0.47
0.47 0.47 0.48 0.57

MENTAL RET
0.63 3.63

0.64 0.65 0.73
OTHER

0.59 0.59 0.60 0.61 0.70

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY

0.64 0.68 0.68 0,69 0.74
ORTNO/AMPUT

0.57 0.57 0.58
0.59 0.67

MENTAL ILL
0.50 0.50 0,51 0.52 0.61

MENTAL RUT
0.66 0.66 0.67 0 63 0.77

OT1411
0.63 0.63 0.64

0.65 0.73
134 TEARS EDUCATION

SINOP 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.83
aNTIOVAIIPUT

0.62 0.62 0.62 0.63
0.72

MENTAL ILL 0.55 0.55 0.56
0.56 0.65

MENTAL RET
0.71 0.71 0.72 0.73 3.82

OTHER
0.64 0.68 0.64

0.69 0.73
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The results of the regressions on costs for successful and
unsuccessful cases are given in Table 7.3. One car estimate thetotal cost for any client with a given set of cha -cteristics by
summing the dollar amounts of the coefficients of the desired
characteristics and adding these to the intercept term. Estimatedcosts for successful and unsuccessful cases are reported inTables 7.5 and 7.6, respectively. These values will yield thevalues of C and C , which are used in the benefit cost ratio. Tocompute the expected costs of a client with a particular set a
characteristic, we add the product of the probability that thatclient will be rehabilitated and the estimated total cost ofsuccess to the product of the probability that the client willnot be rehabilitated and the estimated cost of nonsuccess. Thatis, P 'C ) + (1-P )C is the expected cost of a client. This

s s s nexpected cost figure is the denominator of the benefit costratio.

Benefits

this analysis, we measure the benefits of Vocational
Rehabilitation to clients as simply the difference of earnings at
closure and earnings at referral. This wage gain is then
compound*: over the client's work life. However, the data
concerning many clients earnings,at referral and closure, is
incomplete. To correct for this we must make

assumptions aboutthe future earnings of these individuals.
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Tabt* 7.5

COSTS OF SUCCESS

Atli MALES
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

DISAIILITY/40 14 24 25.34 35.44 45.54 55,SENSORY
5 452 4,502 4,214

3,963 LOC)
oRTmO/AmiouT

5,099 4,149
3,862 3,610 2,652

MENTAL ILL
3,669 2,719 2,432 2,180 1,222

MENTAL RET
4,185 3,235

2,948 2,696 1,738

OTHER
4,772 3,522 3,534 3,283 2,325

9 12 YEARS EDuCATIOM
SENSORY

5,007
!..,057

3,770 3,318 2,560
ORTNO/AmPUT 4,655

3,705 3,411 3,166
2,208

MENTAL ILL
3,224

2,275 1,987 1,735 778
MENTAL III

3,741
2,791

2,503 2,251 1,2%
OTHER

4,327
3,377

3,090 2,538 1,880

13 YEARS
EDUCATION

SENSORY
5,286 4,337 4,049 3,797 2,840

IRTNO/AMPUT
4,934

3,984 3 697 3,445 2,487
MENTAL ILL

3,504
2,554 2,266 2,015 1,057

MENTAL RET
4,020

3,370 2,782
2,531 1,573

OTHER
4,606 3,657

3,369 3,117 2,160

BLACK MALES
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

OISASILITY/AGE 14.24
25.34 35.44 45.54SENSORY

4,866
3,916 3,629 3,377 2,419

ORTMO/AMPUT 4,514
3,564 3,276 3,025 2 367

MENTAL ILL
3,084 2,134 1,846 1,595 637

MENTAL RET
3,600 2,650 2,362 4,111 1,153

OTHER
4,186

3,237 2,949 2,697 1,740

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY 4,422

3,472 3,184 2,933 1,973
ORTNO/APOW 4,069 3,119 2,832 2,580 1,622
MENTAL ILL

2,639 1,689 1,402 1,150
192

MENTAL RET
3,159 2,205 1,918

1,666 705
01N18

3,742 2,792 2,504
2,253 1,295

13. YEARS EDUCATIONIOW 4,701 3,731 3,444 3,212 2,254
ORTNO/ANIVI 4,349 3,399 3,111

2,859 1,902
MENTAL ILL 2,91 1,968

1,681 1,429 471
MENTAL Or 3,434 2,435 2,197

1,945 988
0TNER

4,021 3,071 2,784 2,532
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Toti;6 7.3

(con);)

COSTS OR !MUSS

0
WHITE (YALE:
8 TEARS EDUCATION

OISASILITY/Ao6 14.24 23.34 35.44 45.54 55+SENSCRY 5,896 4,947 4,659 4,407 3,450
cf,,T00/ANPUT 5,544 4,594 4,307 4,055 3,797
MENTAL ILL 4,114 3,164 2,876

2,625 1,667
MENTAL REY 4,630 3,680 3,392 3,141 2,183
OTmER

5,216 4,267 3,979 3,727 2,770

9 - 12 YEA'S EDUCATION
SEAPORT 5,452 4,502 4,214 3,963 3,005
04TO0 /A1PU1

3,099 4,149 3,862 3,610 2,652
MENTAL ILL

3,669 2,719 2,432 2,180 1,222
MENTAL RET 4,185

3,235 2,948 2,696 1,738
OTHER

4,772
3,822

3,534 3,283 2,325

13 TEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY

5,731 4,781 4,494 4,242 3,284
ORTNO/AMPUT

5,379 4,429 4,141 3,889 2,932
MENTAL ILL

3,948 2,999 2,711 2,459 1,502
MENTAL RET

4,464
3,515 3,227 2,975 2,018

OTHER
5,051 4,101

3,314 3,562 2,604

SLACK FEMALES
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

DISABILITY /AGE 14.24
25.34 3544 45.54 55*SENSORY

5,311 4,361 4,074 3,822 2,364
ORTHO/AMPUT 4,958 4,009 3,721 3,469 2,512
MEN'AL ILL

3,528 2,578 2,291 2,039 1,081
MENTAL RET

4,044 3,095 2,807 2,555 1,598
OTHER

4,631
3,681 3,394 3,142 2,164

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION

SENSORY 4,866 3,916 3,629 3,377 2,419
ORTHO/AMPUT 4,514 3,564 3,276 3,025 2,a67
MENTAL IL', 3,084 2,134 1,646

1,595 637
MENTAL RET 3,600 2,650 2,362 2,111 1,153
OTHER 4,186 3,237 2,949 2,697 1,740

13* YEARS EDUCATION

SMUT 5,146 4,196 3,908 3,656 2,699
optlwalmetrt 4,793 3,843 3,556 3,304 2,14e
NOT& ILL 3,363 2,413 2,126 1,874 916
MENTAL IRT 3,879 2,929 2,642 2,390 1,432
WW1 4,466 3,516 3,228 2,977 2,019
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Tame 7.6

COSTS OF NONSUCCESS

UNITE MALES
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

DISARILITY:ol 14-24 2534 35.44 45 4 55+SENSORY
5,894 3,465 3,222 2,983 2,726

ORTNO
3,205 2,776 2,533 2,29* 2,037

mINT4'. ILL
2,137 1,708

1,465
1,226 969

MENTAL NIT
2,604 2,179 1,936 1,697 1,441

OTNER
2,633 2,208 1,965

1,726 1,471

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY

3,655 3,255
3,012 2,773 2,517

ORTNO
2,996 2,567 2,323 2,084 1,828

RENTAL ILL 1,928
1,499

1,255 1,016 760
MENTAL 481

2,399
1,970 1,727 1,488

1,231

01N11
2,428 1,999

1,756 1,517 1,261

YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY

3,898
3,469 3,226 2,987 2,730

0R1N0
3,209

2,780 2,537 2,298 2,042
MENTAL ILL

2,141
1,712

1,469 1,230 974
MENTAL IIT

2,612 2,183 1,940 1,701 1,445
OTHER

2,642
2,212 1,969 1,730 1,474

SLACK MALES
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

OISASILITY/AGE 14 24
25.34 35.44 45.54

SENSORY
3,700

3,271 3,025 2,789 2,533
ORTOO

3,011 2,582 2,339 2,100 1,844
MENTAL ILL

1,943
1,514 1,271 1,032 776

MENTAL RIT
2,415 1,985 1,742 1,503 1,247

OTHER
2,444 2,015 1,772 1,533 1,276

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY

3,704 3,062 2,819 2,793 2,323
ORTNO

3,015 2,373 2,130 2,104 1,635
MENTAL ILL

1,947
1,305 1,062 1,036 567

MENTAL RET
2,419 1,776 1,533 1,507 1,038

OTHER
2,444 1,806 1,562 1,537 1 067

13. YEARS EDUCATIONUMW
3,491 3,275 3,032 2,580 2,537

MUD
2,802 2,566 2,343 1,891 1,844

NINYAL ILL 1.734 1,44 1,275 823 780
MENTAL REY 2,205 1,90 1,746 1,294 1,251
mai

2,235 2,019 1,776
1,323 1,280



1.b(. 7.6

(can't)

MST, OP NONSUCCESS

UNITE FEMALES
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

6ISASILITY/A41 14.24 25.34 35.44 45.54 55SENSORY 3,978 3,549 3,306
3,067 2,811

ORIN°
3,290 2,860 2,617 2,378 2,122

MENTAL ILL 2,222 1,792
1,549 1,310 1,054

MENTAL SIT
2,693 2,263 2,020 1,781

1,525
OTHER

2,722 2,293 2,050 1,811 1,555

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY

3,769
3,340 3,097 2,858 2,602

CATMO
3,080

2,651 2,408 2,169 1,913
MENTAL ILL

2,012
1,563 1,340 1,101 845

MENTAL RET
2,483

2,054 1,911 1,572 1,316
°TAW

2,513
2,084 1,841 1,601 1,345

13. YEARS EDUCATIONsway
3,982 3,553 1,310 3,071 2,815

ORTNO
3,294 2,864 2,621 2,382 2,126

ASINTAL ILL
2,226 1,796 1,553 1,314 1,058

MENTAL RET
2,697 2,,67 2,024 1,781 1,529

OTHER
2,726 2,.,7 2,054 1,211' 1,559

SLACK FEMALES
0 8 YEARS IDUCALON

DISABILITY /AGE 14.24
25.34 35.44 43.54

stwsnay
3,7111 3,355 3,112 2,873 2,617

0I1A0
3,096

2,667 2,423 2,184 1,928
MENTAL ILL

2,028 1,599 1,355 1,116 860
MENTAL RET

2,499 2,070 1,827 1,588 1,331
OTHER

2,528 2,099 1,856 1,617 1,361

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION
SEAWAY

3,S76 3,146 2,903 2,664 2,408
ORTHO

2,887 2,457 2,214 1,975 1,119
MENTAL ILL 1,819 1,119 1,146 907 651
MENTAL *ET

2,290 1,84 1,617 1,378 1,122
OTHER

2,319 1,190 1,647 1,408 1,152

13 YEARS EVOCATION

*WOW 3,764 3,360 3,116 2,377 2,621
°STAB 3,100 2,671 2,427 2,188 1,932
MENTAL ILL 2,032 1,603 1,359 1,120 864
MENTAL Rif 2,503 2,074 1,831 1,592 1,335
OTHER

2,333 2,103 1,860 1,621 1,365
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W.je at Referral

IFrom the R-300, we have information on the wage of the clientat referral, which is defined as the wage the individual earned IIduring the week prior to their entry into the program. Thus, ifthey were unemployed during this period, their wage at referralwould be zero. One assumption that could be made is that thoseindividualq whn had zero earnings at referta, 'Joule! have
ze e4rni.4gs if they had not entered the VRprogram. In our first measure of the benefits of VR, we followthis assumption.

This assumption, however, could lead to grossoverestimation of benefits. it Is unrealistic to assume thLt aperson who reports no earnings at referral would continuewithout earnings for the rest of their life. One alternative isto atsume that those persons who reported zero wage at referralwould have eventually earned the same mean wage au persons intheir cohort 'ith positive wages, even without the interventionof the VR program. V". the remaining two measures of benefits, wefollow this assumption, A third way to deal with the problem ofzero reported earnings at referral, would ba to use a two - stage
selection bias method to impute earnings for these particularclients. This work is done in the next chapter.
Wages at Closure

Wages for successful rehabilitants that are reported on theR-300 data set, are based on the wage they earned after 60 days
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on their job. However, some rehabilitants, especially homemakers,
are placed in unpaid positions. To attain a measure of their
value in the market place we assigned these individuals the mean
wage of their cohort.

The wages at referral and at closure are not assumed to
remain constant over the work life of th rehabilitant. They must
be adjusted for several factors, which include unemployment,
productivity and mortality. The future wages must also be
discounted by an appropriate social discount rate.

To account for periods of unemployment, wages at closure are
adjusted downward by 20 percent in each Jf the measures of
benefits. In the last two measures of benefits, where we assigned
the mean wage at referral to those clients who reported zero
earnings, we adjusted wages at referral downward by 30 percent.

To account for the productivity growth of labor over time,we adjusted by a productivity growth factor. Iii our ratios we
used growth rates of 2.5 and 3 percent.

Another factor that must be accounted for is mortality,
because not all rehabilitants will live until the normal
retirement age, which we have assumed to be 65. Therefore, the
projections of wages at referral and closure were adjusted using
mortality rates found in the Life Tables for the United States.

Future wage gain must be discounted by an appropriate social
discount rat. The choice of a discount rate is important, since
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it can crucially affect the resulting benefit cost ratios. In our
analysis we use discount rates of 10 and 12 percent.

Wage Projections

After accounting for these adjustments, wages must be
projected over the work life of the clients to compute a measureof lifetime earnings, In the first two models we used the
following formula to project wages and calculate benefits:

64
N-A+0.5 N-A+1B - [(WC ) (M ) (U ) (1+P)

)/(1 +R)N-A N N N
64

N-A+0.5 N-A+1c(wR ) (M ) ) (1+12) 1/(1+R)N-A N N N

where: B i the discounted benefit stream;
WC u the client's

wage at closure;N
WR me the client's wage at referral;N
M u the mortality

adjustment;N
U - the unemployment

adjustment;N
P am the productivity adjustment;

R us the social discount rata;

A us the client's age.

In the first measure of benefit, we assigned the mean wagsat closure to those clients with zero wage at closure, but did
not assign the mean wage to those who reported no wage at
referral. In the second measure, we assigned the mean wage to all
clients who reported zero wage, either at referral or closure.
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For both of these measures of benefits, we conducted
sensit47ity analyses to examine the effects of different
productivity growth rates and social discount rates. The benefit
variables and combinations of productivity increases and discount
rates associated with them are as follows:

Benefit
Variable Productivity

Rate
Discount
Rate

Ben1.11
0.025 0.10Beni. 12
0.025 0.12Ben1.21
0.03 0.10Ben1.22
0.03 0.12**

Ben2.11
0.025 0.10Ben2.12
0.025 0.12Ben2.21
0.03 0.10Ben2.22
0.03 0.12

Beni denotes those benefit variable estimated using thefirst assumption.**

Bent denotes those benefit variable estimated using thesecond assumption.

Age-Earning Profiles

This type of projection method is one of simple compounding.
Another method to project earnings would be to assume that the
wages of an individual would follow an age-earnings profile. The
methodology of using age-earnings profile to project wages in
benefit cost analysis is set forth by Conley (1973) and Worrell
(1978). We use the mean earnings of the strat.:.fied cohorts to
calculate the estimated future mean earnings of a worker, age 18,
as he move into successive age groups. Thus we are able to
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convert our cross sectional data into a time

used to dynamize the cross section is:

n-18
2V W (1+P) Cl + (1+P) + (1+P) . (1+P)

I
The formula

i
where W AB the mean earnings in the age interval in 1982;

n us the lowest age in interval;

i ID number of years in age interval;
P 'is the productivity

adjustment;
To construct the age-earnings profile for wages at closure,

we used the mean wage of the stratified cohorts. We adjusted allearnings downward by an assumed 20 percent
unemployment rate. Theage-earnings profiles for each cohort is reported in Table 7.7.Figure 7.1 illustrates the shape of some of our estimated age-earning profiles.

In a third measure of benefit, we use these age-earningsprofile to project wages at closure. We assume that the earningsof the individual over the course of his life will follow theshape of his cohorts age-earnings profile. We also assume aconstant difference between his wage and the mean wage of hiscohort. In this method of computing benefits, we also constructage - earnings
profiles to project wages at referral. Here weassigned those clients who reported zero wage at referral thenon-zero mean wage of their cohort at referral and assumed a 30%

unemployment rate for wages at referral. This measure of benefit
was derived using a 2.5 percent

productivity growth rate and a 10
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1

1

Tsbi 7.7

EXPECTED FUTURE EARN:s.
FOR AN IS YEAR OLD

(IN DOLLARS)

WHITE MALES
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

DISASILITY/AGE 15.24 25-34 35.44 45.54 55+
SENSORY 3,827 5,776 7,629 8,820 5,647ORTHO/AMPUT 4,897 7,923 10,655 11,730 9,223MENTAL ILL 5,815 7,934 10,821 12,419 '3,475OTNER 5,053 6,910 10,100 12,234 11,728

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION

SENSORY 7,802 9,449 11,665 11,718 7,799ORTNO /AMP'JT 8,014 11,015 13,87$ 15,323 11,612MENTAL ILL 6,741 9,698 12,421 15,038 15,916OTHER 7,518 9,668 12,989 16,112 16,664

13+ YEARS EDUCATION

SENSORY
S,o94 12,073 14,705 17,396 10,487ONTHO/AMP4JT 10,026 12,314 16,022 18,269 17,792MENTAL ILL 7,580 10,410 14,106 18,372 19,947OTHER
9,822 11,091 15,975 21,042 25,546

BLACK MALES
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

DISAIILITY/AGE 15-24 25.34 35.44 45.54 551
SENSORY 4,205 5,714 4,684 5,874 4,859ORTrO/AMPUT 5,057 5,342 8,102 9,081 6,'58MENTAL ILL

5,550 7,358 9,295 11,969 '0,983OTHER
5,448 6,817 8,525 9,543 9,981

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION

SENSORY 6,399 7,432 7,789 6,300 4,335ORTHO/AMPUT 6,469 8,398 10,453 10,987 9,101MENTAL ILL 5,873 8,230 11,239 13,178 13,900OTHER
6,281 8,005 10,157 12,154 14,015

13+ TiAAS EDUr1T10N

SENSORY 7,242 8,614 12,734 13,186 5,503CCM/MINT 7,800 10,812 13,674 16,090 11,208MENTAL ILL 6,632 9,415 12,879 17,430 21.019OTHER 7,288 9,304 12,48$ 17,291 17,311
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Tsbto 7.7

(can't)

EXPECTED FUTURE EARNINOS

DISABILITY/AGE

SENSORY

0RTNO/AMPUT
MENTAL ILL
OTHER

SENSORY

ORTHO/AmPuT
MENTAL ILL
OTHER

15.24

2,348
3,066
4,042

3,216

5,528
6,192
5,571

5,595

25.34

3,217
3,836
4,979
4,205

5,474

6,777
7,085

5,847

FOR AN 18 YEAR OLD
(IN DOLLARS)

WHITE FEMALES
0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

35.44 45.54

3,079 2,895
5,996 5,760
5,927 6,674
5,184 5,667

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION

6,187 5,744
6,432 8,720
8,755 9,816
7,397 8,319

55.

1,367

4,032

5,319
4,428

2,415

6,474
9,696

7,501

13. YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY

6,863 8,772 8,419 10,858 3,197
0RTHO/AMPUT

7,670 9,392 11,067 12,987 11,365
MENTAL ILL

6,757 8,816 11,261 13,142 12,711
OTHER

7,283 8,719 11,022 13,109 13,094

BLACK FEMALES
) 8 YEARS EDUCATION

DISABILITY/AGE 15.24 25.34 35.44 45.54 554-
SENSORY

2,403 3,101 3,232 2,394 1,555
ORTHO/AMPUT 2,244 4,383 5,093 5,291 2,931
MENTAL ILL

3,946 4,928 5,976 4,986 5,,47
OTHER

3,528 4,324 5,353 5,062 4,990

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY 5,104 4,987 5,281 3,758 2,146oRTHO/ANPuT 6,337 6,571 7,593 6,670 5,517
MENTAL ILL 5,323 6,575 7,572 8,110 9,100OTHER

5,184 5,896 7,034 7,187 6,968

13. YEARS EDUCATION

SENSORY 3,923 8,118 11,136 8,988 3,729ORTNO/ANPUT 7,280 8,367 10,670 10,258 6,654MENTAL ILL 6,568 7,916 9,833 11,021 14,302''HER 6,363 7,136 10,346 11,473 8,112

MENTAL RETARD

COHORT /AGE 15.24 25-34 35.44 45.54 55
wit MALE 4,155 4,249 4,333 4,059 4,743SLACK MALI 4,493 5,355 5,976 7,204 6,457UNITE FEMALE 2,858 3,003 3,327 3,450 2,943SLACK FEMALE 3,257 4,222 4,969 5,666 5,384
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FIGURE 7.1

ESTIMATED FUTURE EARNINGS
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discount rate. This measure of benefits is denoted as ben4.
We regressed these benefit values on the same set on

independent variables in Table 7.1. The results of these
regression are reported in Tables 7.8. To compute the estimated
benefits for an individual with a particular set of
characteristics, the coefficients of the selected characteristicsare added or subtracted to the intercept value. This yields the IIvalue of B which will be used in the benefit cost ratio.

To calculate the expected lifetime benefits we simplymultiply P , the probability of success, by B , the estimatedbenefit. This is the numerator of the benefit cost ratio. Theexpected cost of a client, the denominator of the benefit cost
11

ratio, is simply P (C ) )C . Dividing the numerator bythe denominator yields the benefit cost ratio. Selected benefit

s s s n

11

I

Ii

I

I

I

Iderived using the first measure of benefits
range from a ratio

207

cost ratios of our three models are reported in Tables 7.9, 7.10and 7.11.

Our tentative conclusion is tr.at these adjustments may
improve the calculation of benefit cost ratios but that they donot solve the problem of providing an unambiguous measure that
would be widely accepted. The benefit costs ratios we calculated
are very sensitive to the assumptions

concerning zero wages at
referral and to the specification of the productivity grtowth
rata and social discount rate.

The weighted average of the strat Pied benefit cost ratios
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Table 7.9

BENEFIT COST RATIOS

(8EN1.12)

0 8 YEARS EDUCATION
BLACK MALES

DISABILITY/AGE 14-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55. 14-24 25.34 35-44 45-54 55SENSORY 5.96 5.87 5.60 3.93 1.16 5.56 5.47 5.21 3.52 0.46
ORTNO/AMPUT 7.69 8.08 8.09 6.74 5.20 7.23 7.66 7.74 6.42 4.86
MENTAL ILL 9.51 10.81 11.34 9.83 8.82 9.14 10.72 11.58 10.27 10.15
MENTAL RET 9.47 10.30 10.39 8.40 5.91 9.31 10.35 10.60 8.56 5.86

OTNLR 6.69 6.81 6.59 4.61 1.07 6.41 6.5-- 6.41 4.33 0.10

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY 8.36 872 8.62 6.92 4.82 7.86 8.43 8.38 6.48 18.39
ORTNO/PMPUT 10.38 11.37 11.66 10.36 10.00 9.11 11.14 11.58 9.92 10.40
MENTAL ILL 13.47 16.37 17.87 16.96 22.33 12.75 17.23 19.67 17.58 37.52
MENTAL NET 13.18 15.23 15.91 14.10 14.75 12.98 16.02 17.16 14.75 18.75

OTHER 9.56 10.41 10.50 8.54 6.11 4.20 1t1.56 10.83 8.41 6.20

13 YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY 10.00 9.97 8.37 6.90 9.36 9.79 9.82 8.39 20.04
ORTNO/AMPUT 11.47 12.58 12.90 11.67 11.80 11.46 12.43 12.90 12.20 12.36
MENTAL ILL 14.61 17.49 18.86 17.96 22.95

11"..:.38 18.33 20.45 22.14 32.34
MENTAL RET 14.37 16.53 17.21 15.57 16.99 15.00 17.37 18.47 17.70 20.78
OTHER 10.69 11.69 11.84 10.06 8.55 10.93 11.91 12.24 10.83 9.12

UNITE FEMALES
BLACK FEMALES0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

DISASILITY/AGE 14-24 25-34 35-44 45 54 55 14-24 25-34 35-44 45.54 55SENSORY 4.04 3.56 3.08 1.22 -2.48 3.69 3.17 2.67 -2.45 1.04
ORTNO/PMPUT 5.89 5.84 5.59 3.97 1.24 5.53 5.49 5.27 0.38 5.25
MENTAL ILL 7.09 7.46 7.37 5.23 1.04 6.80 7.31 7.33 -0.17 9.45
MENTAL RET 5.00 4.58 4.00 1.40 -4.52 4.71 4.26 3.64 -4.21 1.20
OTHER 5.92 5.74 5.42 3.38 -0.44 5.67 5.56 5.21 -1.03 4.54

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY 6.15 5.99 5.62 3.68 -2.93 5.84 5.69 5.32 -0.43 4.82
ORTNO/AMPUT 8.25 8.65 8.58 6.93 1.48 7.97 8.45 8.46 2.95 10.32
MENTAL ILL 10.39 11.83 12.28 10.27 1.44 10.18 12.30 13.16 4.30 25.79
MENTAL RET 7.e6 8.14 7.82 5.11 -5.79 7.78 8.20 7.94 -1.22 9.08
OTHER

9.00 1.85 6.77 -0.54 8.48 9.08 9.03 1.94 10.94

13. YEARS EDUCATION
SENSORY 7.25 7.27 6.97 5.15 -2.81 6.99 7.02 6.75 1.22 6.97
ORTNO/ARPUT 9.31 9.85 9.83 8.29 1.40 9.06 9.72 9.78 4.53 12.15
MENTAL ILL 11,56 13.13 13.61 11.82 1.23 11.61 13.64 14.49 6.63 25.45
MENIAL PET 9.13 9_65 9.46 7.04 -5.21 9.13 9 -84 9.74 1.44 12.23
OTHER 9.66 10.27 10.20 8.29 6.01 9.64 10.43 10.46 3.89 13.02
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DISABILITY/AM 14-24 25-34 35.44 45.54 55+

SENSORY 1.21 1.06 0.86 -0.28 -1.63ORTIOJAMPUT 2.20 2.28 2.21 1.20 0.4CMENTAL ILL 2.52 2.79 2.79 1.32 -0.13MENTAL RET 2.50 2.64 2.53 0.96 -0.58MIER 2.90 3.13 3.10 1.09 1.17

SENSORY 1.02 1.77 1.59 0.32 -1.02ORTNO/AMPUT 2.95 3.20 3.19 2.06 1.55MENTAL ILL 3.60 4.28 4.50 2.87 2.23MENTAL RET 3.51 3.97 3.98 2.25 1.08DINER 3.85 4.34 4.41 3.10 2.80

SENSORY 1.90 1.45 1.68 0.43 -0.81N3 ORTNO/AMPLIT 3.03 3.26 3.24 2.14 1.64)'.. MENTAL ILL 3.62 4.21 4.35 2.79 2.170 MENTAL RET 3.54 3.94 3.92 2.27 1.24oiNER 3.87 4.31 4.35 3.08 2.76

MUTE fEmALES

OISAIIILITY/AGE 14-24 ?5-34 35-44 45-54 55+

SENSORY 1.16 1.00 0.76 -0.35 -1.66011110/AMPUT 2.18 2.23 2.13 1.11 0.32MENTAL ILL 2.46 2.64 2.58 1.12 -0.29MENTAL RET 3.20 3.47 3.42 2.04 1.18OMER 2.09 2.10 1.95 0 68 -0.53

SENSORY 1.75 1.67 1.48 0.23 -1.960R1NO2AMPuT 2.90 3.09 3.05 1.93 0.39MENTAL ILL 3.45 3.97 4.06 2.44 -0.41MENIAL RET 4.24 4 63 4.90 3.39 1.52OTNER 2.88 3.07 2.97 1.57 -0.64

SENSORY 1.82 1.75 1.56 0.14 -1.88ORTNO/AmPuT 2.96 3.14 3.08 1.98 0.37MENTAL ILL 3.47 3.91 3.95 2.42 -0.35MENIAL RET 4.24 4.77 4.80 3.34 1.3601NER 2.91 3.08 2.98 1.63 0.67

Table 7 10
BENEFIT COS; RATIOS

($112.21)

0 - 8 YEARS EDUCATION

14-24 25-34

1.60

2.55
3.05

3.15
3.45

12 YEARS EDUCATION

2.24
3.31

4.13
4.25
4.43

13+ TEARS EDUCATION

2.42
3.59
4.58
4.49
4.69

0 8 TEARS EDUCATION

1.55

2.75

3.62

3.55
3.89

2.37
3.83
5.61
5.28
5.40

2.46
3.90
5.43

5.17
5.32

RLACA MALES

35-44 45-54

1.39

2.76
3.85

3.59
3.99

2.26
3.95
6.31
5.57

5.69

2.35
3.99
5.93
5.38
5.54

0.27

1.81

2.49
2.04
2.83

0.98

2.78
4.42

3.66
4.25

1.14

3.05

4.96
3.89

4.48

SLACK FEMALES

55+

-0.94

1.36

1.96

0.96

2.59

5.25

2.90

8.62
4.16

5.20

5.18

2.89
6.25

3.80

4.62

14-24 25-34 35.44 45-54 55.

1.57

2.57
3.03

3.89

2.63

1.49

2.74
3.49

4.43
2.81

9 12 TEARS EDUCATION

2.24
3.40

4.25

5.15

3.56

13. TEARS EDUCATION
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2.32

3.47
4.24
5.12

3.58

2.28

3.7/

5.25

6.17
4.00

2.36

3.81

5.09
6.02
3.96

1.33

2.71
1.61

4.52
2.74

2.15
3.82

5.68
6.49
4.05

2.23
3.84

5.40
6.26

3.99

-0.71

0 81

0.71

1.75

0,31

0.27

2.51

4.11

5.19

2.19

16 1.32

1.65 4.17
2.20 9.57
3.28 9.29
1.25 4.23

-0.03

1.72

2.17
3.22
1.32

1.43

4.09
7.79

8.31

4.03
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UNITE MAILS

DISABILITY/AGE 14.24 25-34 35-44 45.54 55+

SENSORY 3.40 -1.33 -3.43 -7.67 -11.84PIING/A/WU' 9.25 5.87 4.44 0.67 0.11MENIAL ILL 16.71 14.48 13.75 9.70 15.12NENTAL RET 14.98 11.35 9.73 4.85 5.86ORNER 8.85 4.46 2.47 -2.25 -4.80

SENSORY 5.13 0.05 -2.24 -7.04 -11.56ORIPMFAMPUT 11.82 8.38 6.93 2.94 2.99MENIAL ILL 21.57 20.31 20.19 15.91 30.15MENTAL RET 19.07 15.87 14.42 8.95 13.27OTHER 11.63 7.15 5.07 -0.29 -2.31

SENSORY 8.47 4.06 2.13 -2.21 -4.42ORTNO/AMPuT 15.06 12.25 11.13 7.60 9.74MENTAL ILL 25.34 25.01 25.36 22.06 38.77MENTAL NET 23.04 20.91 20.02 15.49 23.56OTHER 15.25 11.70 10.14 5.56 6.70

WHITE FEMALES

DISABILITY /AGE 14.24 25.34 35-44 45-54 55+

SENSORY -0.58 -6.04 -8.45 -12.96 -18.67ORTGO/AMPUT 5.48 1.24 -0.62 -4.61 -7.47MENTAL ILL 11.74 7.60 5.99 0.92 -0.41MENTAL SET 4.78 -1.40 -A.31 -10.37 -17.29OTHER 8.32 3.81 .00 -2.76 -5.24

SENSORY 0.65 -5.29 -7.95 -13.03 -22.03011110/411PUT 7.44 2.97 0.97 -3.50 -8.96MENTAL ILL 15.37 11.64 9.91 4.11 -0.57MENTAL RET 7.16 0.56 -2.66 -9.68 -22.19OTHER 10.86 6.24 4.12 -1.00 -6.39

SENSORY 3.57 -1.28 -3.56 -8.20 -21.15ORING/ANPuT 10.66 6.84 5.19 1.20 -8.49MENTAL ILL 19.18 16.54 15.45 10.77 -0.48MENTAL AEI
OTHER

11.28

14.39
5.95

10.63
3.45
8.96

-2.52

4.50
-19.95

4.95

Table 7.11

BENEFIT COST RATIOS

(8E114)

SLACK HOLIES0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

14-24 25-34 45-5435-44
55+

2.41 -2.52
8.20 4.74
15.66 13.55
14.21 10.39
7.91 3.21

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION

-4.79 -9.34 -14.89
3.25 -0.52 -2.05

12.97 8.61 15.60
8.64 3.13 3.21
0.98 -4.35 -8.71

3.99 -1.33 -3.85 -8.86 9.3410.47 7.24 5.70 1.34 0.6419.86 20.22 20.69 14.52 45.3918.10 15.38 13.90 7.21 12.6310.49 5.94 3.58 -2.53 -7.03

13' YEARS EDUCATION

7.61 2.82
14.50 11.26
26.16 25.27
23.45 20.91
14.98 10.88

0 8 YEARS EDUCATION

0.72 -4.06 16.30
10.13 6.65 8.44
26.32 25.46 52.11
20.17 15.86 26.37
9.20 4.22 4.65

BLACK FEMALES

14.24 25-34 35-44

-1.59
4.52

10.82

3.66

7.44

-7.36

0.09
6.63

-3.23

2.59

9 12 YEARS EDUCATION

-0.47

6.47
14.71

6.07
10.09

13+ YEARS EDUCATION

111 IRO 111111 VIII 111111 WI Olt MI

-6.86

1.71

10.79

-1.45

5.04

45.54 55+

-10.01 -15.72 -21.09
-1.93 -7.06 -9.09
4.62 -2.58 -2.34
-6.67 -15.05 -22.71
0.33 -5.84 -7.24

-9.84

-0.49

8.89
-5.37

2.64

-16.42
-6.41

0.15

-15.54

-4.51

-22.77

-8.28
4.41

-25.84

-5.25

2.94 -2.69 -5.23 -11.22 -14.819.79 5.7o 3.99 -1.28 -0.5118.74 16.17 15.16 8.33 19.6910.49 4.57 1.65 -6.83 -9.2713.82 9.81
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of S 1 to a ratio of 12 to 1. As stated earlier, these ratios
are exaggerated since they tend to overestimate the wage gain of
rehabilitants.

In the second measure of benefits, the average benefit cost
tatios ranged from 3 to 1 to a ratio of 4 to 1, depending on the
discount and productivity rates used. By assigning the mean wage
to those clients who roported a zero wage at referral, this
measure of benefit may underestimate the wage gain of
rehabilitants.

In the last measure of benefits, where we used the age-
earnings profiles to project benefits, the overall average was
approximately 8 to 1.

However, these ratios are only rough averages of the
benefits and costs of the Vocational Rehabilitation program. If
the objective is tA., measure the efficiency of the program--to
determine if the expenditure of the marginal dollar yields more
than a dollar of benefits--these measures fall short. Such a
conclusion cores as no surprise since it is the same conclusion
reached earlier in our examination of the models.
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Chapter 8

CORRECTING FOR ZERO WAGES AT REFERRAL

Anita G. Hall-Kane*

Ronald Conley has pointed out that a "striking measure of
the economic value of the rehabilitation program is obtained by
comparing the increase in estimated annual earnings of
rehabilitants between time of acceptance and time of closure
relative to the costs of the program," (7, p.55). However,
before a meaningful comparison can be made a persistent problem
in vocational rehabilitLcion (VR) data, the lack of earnings
data recorded at the time of acceptance, must be acknowledged and

During the fourteen year period from 1945 to 1958 on average
88 percent of all accepted cases did not report Earnings at
acceptance (See Table 1). In the following years numerris
attempts were made to alleviate this missing data problem. In
the hopes of capturing more information upon which to measure
improvements in earnings as a result of VR, over the next five
years the Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA) would
alter the time period before acceptance, within which to measure
earnings. By lengthening this time period it might be possible
to capture work histories of otherwise non-reporting clients.

* Research Associate, Bureau of Economic Research, RutgersUniversity.
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The danger of this approach is a period too lengthy might includeearnings by rehabilitants prior to onset of their disablingcondition. A time period too brief would fail to take intoaccount a client's work history if the client were unemployed atacceptance due to their disabling condition. As Conley states"presumably there is an optimal period where the errors wouldjust offset each other, but we have no way of knowing what thisoptimal period is" (7, p.69].

In 1939 and 1960 VR clients we.: requested to report theirtotal earnings 12 months prior to acceptance. In addition, "casesfor whom no earnings
were reported

were assumed to have the sameproportion with earnings and the same average earnings as all
1

other renabilitants before and after services" (7, p. 57]. As aresult, the combined effects of requesting client earnings 12months prior to acceptance and imputing earnings to the non-reporting clients helps to explain the over four-fold increase inthe percentage of the accepted clients reporting earnings atacceptance, [See Table 1].

During 1961-1963 the RSA again changed the time period forreporting earnings at acceptance. For these three years, clientswere requested to report their earnings for the three awvhsprior to acceptance, as opposed to 12 months prior as in 1959 and1960. The percentage of clients reporting earnings at acceptancedropped by over 50 percent. In 1961, the RSA officially adopted
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Table 1

vercentage of v, Clients Reporting Earnings At Acceptance
1945 - 1063

Year Number of N6Aber with Percent

Cases Accepted Earnings at
Acceptanve

1945 66,826 13,056 11.58%
1946 80,380 14,770 10.91%
1947 66,692 10,420 15.17%
1948 88,357 12,337 13.9i%
1949 99,202 12,626 12.73%
1950 92,009 1:,936 12.97%
1951 90,603 11,512 12.71%
1952 88,922 11,241 12.64%
1953 84,397 11,946 12.97%
1954 78,045 9,622 12.33%
1955 82,269 9,331 11.34%
1956 93,555 13,421 11.14%
1957 14,125 11,863 11.39%
1958 113,855 13,006 11.42%
1959 121,559 63,011 51.84%
1960 126,839 63,760 54.21%
1961 140,476 29,044 20.68%
1962 148,763 37,361 21.75%
1963 160,651 31,725 19,75%

Source: Derived from Conley [7, ,. 54, 573
ithles 4-1, and 4.3
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the practice of imputing an earnings value for all clients
reporting no earnings at acceptance, based on the average
earnings of all other clients (7, p. 59). Conley reports "the
effect of this practice on the estimated

annual rise in earnings
was insignificant in 1961. In 1962 it depressed the estimated
annual rise in earnings by about $2 million, because of the
greater numbers for whom data were not reported at acceptance."
L7, p. 59].

Since 1964 the RSA has been requesting earnings for one week
prior to the date of acceptance.

The Problem

Given that a change in the earnings of rehtbilitants between
the time of referral and closure is an acceptable, but less than
perfect, criterion to evaluate the economic impact of the VR
program, at least three problems arise when a VR client reports
no weakly earnings at referral.

First, from the perspective of the VR program, how much
of a positive impact on earnings can be attributed to VR
participation when a client reports zero earnings at acceptance
into the program and positive earnings at closure? Using 100
percent of the difference between weekly earnings at referral and
at closure to evaluate the economic impact of the VR program
assumes that: [7]

the client's earnings actually represents all of thebenefit of their participation in the VR program
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the client's pre-program earnings would have remainedunchanged in the absence of VR participation

clients designated as non-successful rehabilitantsreceive no significant impact on their earnings as a result ofbeing in the VR program

the level of rehabilitant's earnings at closure will beconstant over the remaining measurement period.
If these are unacceptable

assumptions how can we separatethe improvement in earnings attributable to VR participation fromthe improvement due to previously obtained skills or knowledge?
Second, from a human capital perspective, if a clientrgports zero weekly earnings at referral, should that value beaccepted as representative

of the actual market value of theirstock of human capital? If the market value of a client's stockof human capital (i.e.
weekly earnings ) represents the value oftheir marginal product, can it truly be the case that a

rehabilitant has so little human capital to offer in the marketto warrant zero earnings? Should a minimum value of humancapital be assumed for each client reporting zero earnings at
acceptance?

Lastly, clients reporting zero weekly earnings at acceptancepose econometric problems. One solution to the problem is to
estimate their expected earnings (if working) based on the
information reported by clients who are reported as working at
referral. However, in general, it is unacceptable simply to run
a regression on a sample of clients working at referral and than
apply the resulting coefficients to clients not working at

216
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reLerral to impute an earnings figure for them. There are likely
to be

unmoasurable characteristics that irfluence both the work-
not work decision and the measured earnings if working. If these
are not accounted for, biased estimates are likely.

The presence (or absence) of a client's reported weekly
earnings at acceptance can be modelled by a jointly determined
decision criterion. This decision criterion simultaneously
optimizes a labor force participation choice and a labor supply
decision.

The labor force participation choice is specified as:

(1) P = Pr(D = 1) al f(X U )

4i 4i
where P = probability of labor force participationi

X = a matrix of
exogeneous variables4i

U = a normally
distributed random variable4i

which captures the effects of
unmeasurable variables

D = 1 if participating
in the labor forcei

D = 0 if not participating in the labor forcei

The probability that client i is in the labor force, P is a
ifunction of various exogereous variables X , such as education,

4isex, age, family income, and a random variable, U .

4iThe labor supply decision is modeled in an earnings equation
form. A client's earnings equation is specified as:

217
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(2) y = f(X , U )

i 2i 2i

where Y
client's weekly earnings

i
X
2i a matrix of exogeneous variables

U
2i a normally distributed random variablewhich captures the effects of

unmeasurable variables
The presence of earnings at acceptance is also a function ofvarious exogeneous variables, X , not necessarily mutually2iexclusive from the exogeneous variables in the participationmodel, X , and a random

variable, U . The random variables U
4i

2i
2i

and U are generally modelled to be correlated. Correlated
4i

exogeneous variables pose no problems in estimation. However,correlated unmeasurable variables pose serious problems. Asmentioned in a previous paragraph, if the correlation betweenU and U is not accounted for, OLS estimation of equation (2)
2i 4i

will produce biased coefficients and lead to biased estimates ofbenefits in further analysis.

The Theoretical Model

One solution to correct the zero weekly earnings at referralproblem is to treat earnings within a censored sample framework.Heckman (13] introduced a method to generate consistentestimators using a two-stage technique for censored samples.
The sample is censored because nearly complete informationis available for each client with the exception of thoseindividuals who report zero weekly earnings at acceptance which
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is the dependent variable. These clients are defined to have
"censored" weekly earnings at acceptance. Heckman posits a
method to impute earnings to the clients which revolves around
unmeasurables, represented by the error term in regression
equations. If the errors in the earnings function and the
participation equation are correlated then a sample selection-
bias problem exists. Regressions estimated using a sample of
clients with positive earnings at referral will not constitute a
random sample. Regression equations based on a non-random samplewill bias the estimated coefficients and therefore will lead t4
biased estimates of the imputed earnlngs of non-reporting
clients.

To alleviata these problems,
the influence of an error term

on work status and subsequently on the availability of the
earnings data and the selection-bias problem, the model can be
recharacterized within a specification error framework.

By using a subset of data from clients reporting positive
earnings at referral, I am selecting a non-random sample. I can
identify observations for inclusion in the sample by the sample
selection rule. Using this subset of data from clients reporting
positive earnings data, I can specify a function including a
sample selection rule such as:

(3)
ref

E t Y 1 X , sample selection rule)i 2i

XB+E( U ;sample selection rule)2i 2 2i
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ref
where Y the weekly earnings at referral of client ias determined by the market

X
2i akximatrix of all observable exogeneousvariables

inakxlvoctor of generated coefficients2

U the earnings error term for client i2i

If the expectation
o'.1 U

conditional upon the sample2iselection rule is zero then the salected sample will meet all the IIrequirements for consistent OLS estimates. However, this isgenerally not the case.

ref
Let the client's weekly earnings reported at referral, v

1
he a function of a vector of exogeneous (measurable) variables,X , and an

unmeasurable variable, U . And let the client's
2i

res 2ireservation earnings, Y also be a function of a vector ofi
exoge.leous

(measurable) varables, X , and an unmeasurablevariable, U
3i

(4a)

( b)

3i

ref
Y a x 13 +

2i 2 2i
res

Y 4X B + U
1 3i 3 3i

1where II is a vector o° paramters, n is 2,3

ref ref
11

n

If a client is reported a* working, then Y > 0 and Y >i
i

res ref res
ref

II

Y and Y - Y > O. The market earnings I , will be
1 i

1
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res
observed but Y will not be observed. For VR clients at
referral, I propose a sample selection rule as follows:

Assuming every client stated as working at program
acceptance will also report positive earnings at acceptance,
then the Pr(working at referral) vs Pr(D - 1)

ref res
Pr(Y i > Y i )

and conversely,

Pr(not workin

res
where Y

ref res
Pr(Y - Y > 0)

referral) 1 - Pr(D ag 1 )

ref res
Pr(Y > Y )

1 1

represents the client reservation earnings

The client will be drawn into the labor force if the offeredvalue of time in the labor force is greater than the value of
time out of the labor force. This is more commonly expressed as
the condition that the offered market earnings exceed the

refclient's reservation earnings. Let the probability that I isres
greater than Y . be denoted as

ref res(5) P a Pr(D in 1) mg Pr(Y > Y )i i i i
ref res

Pr(Y Y > 0
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a PrC(X B +U ) - (X B > o
21 2 2i 3i 3

PrC(X B -X B) > (U -U2i2 313 3i 2

Pr[X B > U 3 Pr[U > - X B4i 4 4i 41 41

(6) and I - P 1 - Pr(D 1 ) otherwise.i i
where P

D 1. indicates a client is participating in thelabor force

represents the labor force participation choice.

D 0 otherwise

X the union of X and X4i
3itJ z u

3i 2i 4i

(0
\

22 24

Q
a

42 44

If equation (4a) were estimated on a sample of clientsreporting positive earnings at referral using ordinary leastsquares, biased results are likely to be observed. One of theprimary assumptions under which the method of least squaresyields consistent estimates is that the expectation of the errorterm, U , conditional on the exogeneous variables be zero for
2i

each client; ECU IX 3 0.
2i 2i
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,et P be a function of a vector of xogenecus vari les,
X and an unmeasurable variable, U
4i

4i

(7)

(8)

p f(X , U )

41 41

where B is a vector of parameters
4

Using (3) and (4a,b) I can respecify my equations as:
ref

E[Y IX ,D 1] E [X 13 + U ID 1)i 2i i 21 2 2i i

X B + ECU ID 1]
21 2 21 i

X B +E[U IU > - X B ]2i 2 2i 4i 44 4

In order to continue to use the method of least squares to
estimate unbiased

parameters for equation (4a) the expectation ofthe error term, U , conditional upon the measurable variables21
(X ) and unmeasurable variable (U ) in equation (8) must be41

4iequal to zero;

(9a) ECU I U >- X H ] 0.
2i 41 4i 4

In general it is not the case that the expected value of U in
4i(7) be zero. It is not unreasonable to expect that U and U

21 4ibe correlated. In fact, it has been shown that: C12, 1.11,

( b) ECU I U > - X B =
21 4i 41 4
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where

ECU 1U > -X13
41 4i 41 4

44

n
.-44"

(Zi)
84

( Z )

AsshowninGraphl,x.is the ratio so,' the ordinate of astandard normal and the tail area of the
distribution. The tail IIarea represents the probability that a population observationwith

characteristics X will be selected into the observed II4isample.C13, p.479).

Continuing on with the stated objective of estimatingequation (4a) it can low be rewritten as the following:
ref /

24(10) y X B -----
ki 2 (cr

44 21
from

ref
ECY IX ,V ,D 2111

21 21 i

... X B + ECU IU > - X B : * r'2i 2 2i 41 2i 4 2i
24 1la X B + --?4 Ai

2i 2 (C44)11

]

41 41 4

in order to use OLS on equation (10) it must be shown that theexr...;ted value of the new error term V , conditional upon tna21other variables be equal to zero;
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1

Graph 1.

A Probability
Density Function For U4
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c
24 ,Let V m U Ai

2i 2i (cr
44)1/4

Using (11) equation (10) can be respecified as
`7.240.2) EC (U

21
- li),IX

21 1
4 A. ,U

:i
- X

r44 4'

ECU IX , A ,U > - X2i 2i i 4i 41 4
c r

- EC 24
Xi IX ,X ,U > -XS)

(044 )13 2i i 4i 41 4

024 024
Xi

r44 )1/4 (a
44 )1/2

o

where the expectation of the left hand side war previouslygiven and the expectation of the right hand side, a constant, isa constant.

Equation (10) demonstrates that the missing data problem in the
dependent variable can be respecified within a specification
error framework with respect to the explanatory variables and the
error term. A likely specification of the earnings equation in
the style of equation (4a), for my estimation problem, fails to

c
.

take into account the correlation of U and U by omitting-21 4 i

(a44}1/2

as a regressor, and would therefore provide biased coefficients
if equation (4a) were estimated by OLS. Equation (10) is purged
of any sample selection bias when using the subset of data of
clients having positive earnings at referral via the x term
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being included as a regressor and by ensuring the new error termV has a conditional expected value equal to 0.2i

The previous exposition of equation (10) and (11) are of novalue unless x and Z can be explicitly
estimated. Heckmani i

[13) has shown for censored samples it is possible to estimatethe probability that an observation has missing data so that itis possible to estimate Z and therefore Xii

InordertocatimatetheA.(via the Z 's) we must beginwith the labor force participation equation. The dependentvariable in equation (1), D , is set as a 0 - 1 variable andiregLAIsed on a vector of exogeneous variables, X , and an
4iunmeasurable variable, U . After the regression, the predicted4ivalues of the dependent

variable, P are constrained to fallinside the interval from 0 to 1. These predicted values erainterpreted as the probability that an individual is or is notparticipating in the labor force, given a vector of exogeneousvariables and an unmeasurable variable, hence the 0 to 1 interval
constraint.

Recall that for clients participating in the labor force weknow:

(13a) ref resP Pr(D 1) is Pr(Y - I > 0 )

Pr(U > Z
41 i

Pr(U > -X B )

4i 41 4
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and conversely
for clients not participating in tile labor force:

ref res
( b) 1 - P 1 Pr(D 1 ) i 1 - PrCY Y > 0 ]1

- Pr (U > -X 8 )
4i 4i 4

The maximum
likelihood estimation of the probit modeldetermines clients to be in or out of the labor force byrefcomparing their individual values (Y aXII+U) relativeto a threshold

level, (Y X H ¢ U ).
41 4 41

T TTT
Since the probability of participating in the labor forcemust tall between 0 and 1, P must assume the form of aicumulative distribution function, 4' . Further, by the centrallimit theorem and by

standardizing with respect to theparticipation equation, I, is assumed to be distributed standardnormally.

More formally, the distribution for clients determined to bein the labor force is:

(14)
P Pr(D 1)

Pr(U > - X a )

41 4i 4

L Pr U > - Y. IS

4i 41 4

Prrti > - X
4i 4i 4

[74: 04i
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1

XT3T 14/
CIT

1 - ( -xTly
CITE

4i U41.
2041 j

where e
4i

and thu distribution for those determined to be out of the laborforce:

(13)
1 - P 1 - Pr(D 1)

I. - Pr 41.

0 > - Z 5
ni di 4[

-XTaT
1

prISra
. 4i

( -XIXT / QT)

The liklihood function for the sample is:

TI { 1 - 0 (-x a /o)
R t 1.(-x B /0 )i*x T T T T T T

-U 24i 4/
2a41

where id K represents clients determined to bein the labor force with positive weeklyearnings at .eferral

i c R otherwise

Graph 2 represents the probability density function forparticipating and
non-participating clients.
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Graph 2

A Standardized
Probability

Function for (14/a4
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-x
right of the threshold level I are considers to be in seta,
K and clients to the left are in'set R.

At '-xajB4i, the height of the probability density function0'43
represents the probability client j is included into sample R.
This is estimated by

(17) A

T T T
-XT T

Alternatively, a client j' located to the left of
have an estimated

lambda value of

./a )43 43 4j

a
(18) 1)(-x 1 /a .)4j 4j 43

will

(-X
T T/8T )

This represents the probability that client j' will be includedinto sample K.

Therefore, via probit analysis it is possible to estimate Afor every working and nonworking client in the sample, and
equation (10) can be directly

estimated.
The Data

A one percent random sample (11*.7193) of clients drawn fromthe fiscal 1982 national R300 data set (14'4720,612) was used inthis analysis, [24]. Kay variables were tested for
represantativones* relative to the data set from which they were
drawn. As expected for randomly generated samples, no
significant differences were found between the population and
sample statistics.
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Tables 2 and 3 give descriptive statistics of the variables
principally used in this chapter. The variable of primary focusIn this chapter, weekly earnings at referrral, has, only 685individuals or 9.52 percent of the Gne percent sample reportingnonzero earnings.

The Empirical Model

In order to apply the theoretical model of this chapter, theeconomic and statistical
specifications of the models must be setforth and examined.

Table 4 lists the definition of each explanatory variableused in the probit and earnings
equations. For the earningsequation, client's earnings at referral, the dependent variableis expected to be postitively related to years of schooling, jobexperience and inversely

related to health status, (1, 21, 22).The more severe the diabling condition reported at referral, thegreater the likelihood a of negative
impact on earnings capacity.Therefore, I have included a 0-1 variable representing thepresence or absence of a severe primary work disabling condition.

2
I expect this variable to be inversely

related to earnings. Inaddition, to measure the cumulative effect of more than onedisabling condition on labor force participation and earnings Ihave included a 0-1 variable
to indicate the absence or presenceof a secondary disabling condition. I expect this also td beinversely related to client earnings. Lastly, I have split the
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Table 2

variable Peens tY Sax, PY Egmtico

MEANS FOR VARIABLES IN THE CARVINGS
EQUATICOS Sr SAMPLE:TAR t MILE

MANS FOR VARIABLES IN THE LAISCO
FORCE PAATICIPATICN

EQUATION
IT SAMPLE:

WALE
N 2341

FEMALE
N 221

KALE
N 2062

FINALE
N 1565

revs of Schooling
11.43

11.46
10.901 11.08Age at Referral

34.00
36.99

33.20 35.52
2

Age et Referret
1323.30

1545.50
*ace

0.85 0.82
Physics( Impairment

0.76 0.79
0.72 0.74Alt Other

Psycheneuretic
and Personality Disorders

0.12
0.14

0.16 0.23
Pretence of s Savers

0.42
0.33

0.54 0.49

Primary Disabling
Condticw,

Presence of s Secondary
0.:6

0.Z8
0.28 0.30

Disabling Condition

Number of Dependents

1.08 0.75
2

Number of Dependents

3.54 2.00PrtsoncO of Public
Assistance

0.16 0.23
Payments Received by the
Individual

Family Income

324.49 337.11Lambda (Estimated)
1.4242 1.3767

0.18583 0.22437

Source: 1982 National
8300 Data Set, (231
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Table 3

DoscPiptive Statistic* of the One Percent
Aandos Ste taken from the
istionst R300 FY1942 Oats Set

variable
N

'OM

X of Rendus

Sample

SEX

Fessisa
2931

40.84%
Metes

4117
57.24%

-"PTV'S

RAC(

Aft.
Slack 5224

1385
72.63%
19.81Other (Indian,

Asian, Etc)
128

17.80%
Not Reported

4S6
6.34%

-71171
611 AT REFERRAL

17 and Under
547

7.60%
18 24

1841
25.59%

35 44
19,4

26.61%
45 54

1288 17.91%
55 - 64

941
13.18%65 and Over

471
6.55%mot Reported

133 1.85%
51

0.71%

71,93

Mean Age
32

MARITAL STATUS

married
1643

22.84%wiC*4114
193

2.68%Divorced
893

12.41%Separated
435

6.05%Never berried
2749

38.22%Not Reported
1280 17.80%

MUNI NADI COLLETED

1 9 Teen
1166

16.21%10 11 years
1063

14.81%a Toms (Nigh School Grad) 2074
28.83%13 IS Veers

602
8.37%16 Years (College Need)

136
1.89%Greeter then Colton @: ad 56
0.78%Identification Code xx

2073
28.82%mot Reported

31
0.43%

-701
Moan Education

10.9

Identification Code xx represents ctients with a majoror secondary disabling condition of mental
recordation.

o the nen education
of clients excluding theidentification Code XX client..
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Table 3 (Continued
DeserfptIve StatIaltica of the One Fervent

Random Smote taken from the
wat1onet 8300 PY1982 Data Sot

marIable
N

X of Random

ate
urn). OF MOISTMLY

FAMILY IMCCMI

9149 OR Leas
1570

21.831
9150 TO 199

308
4.2819200 TO 249

310
4.42%

9250 TO 299
211

3.911
9300 TO 349

260
3.611

1330 TO 399
218

3.0319400 TO 449
296 4.12%9450 TO 499
195

2.71%$300 TO $90
341 4.741Over $600

1322
18.381Not Reported

2084 28.97*

717
CLIENT EARNINGS AT REFERRAL

$ I TO SO
116

1.61%$S1 TO 100
I68 2.34%$101 TO 150
195

2.71%$151 TO 200
99 1.34%Over 200
107 1.49%Others (Not

reported, missIng
6506 90.46%and zero)

--7N!
REPORTED AS 6CRKINO AT REFERRAL

Y

937
13.03%NO

6256
46.97%

7193

PURITIES SARNI= AT REFERRAL AMI
REPORTS AS WORKINO AT REFERRAL

Total:

Yee
661

9.19%No
6532

40.41%

-713
Ey Seas

Yee, Nato
343

8.40%*Yee, Females
307 10.45%

Expressed as a percentage of 'heir
respective sex

PUBLIC 481STANCS PAYMENTS RECSIEED

Yet
1162

16.15%No
6031

83.83%

--711

234
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Table 3
(Contlnuf,d)

Descriptive Statisitice of the One Percent
Random Sample

token fres the
National 8300

FY1962 Data Set

variable
N % of Random

Sample

MUMMA OF DEPENDENTS

1812
25.192

Zero

348
4.84%

I 9
23

0.322
Not Reported

1279
17.78%

MAJOR DISABLINO
CONDITION

AS REPORTED AT REFERRAL

Physical Impairments
Codes 900 SOO, 600

3334 44.58%Mantra( Retardation
1415

19.67%Codes SOO -520
Alt Other

Psychoneurotic
and Personality

Disorders
868

12.07%
Cause of Disabling

Condition 1574
21.88%Not Known at Referral

PRIMARY DISMILtma ccgDiTioN IS
CEF1NED AS SEVERE

Yes

3359 46.70%
No

3834
53,30%

-7111
SECONDARY 00481.1110
CONDITION 18 EVIDENT

Yes
5651

71.62%
No

1538
21.38%



Table 4

Definitions of Vivi:Otos Used In The

Earnings and Participation Equation

vARIASLI

rears of Schooling

Age at Referral,

ASCII

Major Disabling Condition:
Physical lepeirment

Mental Retardation

At( Other
Psychoneurotic

end Persontlity
Disorders

Presence of a Severe Primary
Oissbling Condition

Presence of a Secondary
Disabling Condition

muMber of Dependents

Presence of Public
Assistance

Payments Received by the
Individual

Family Income

DEFINITION

mighest grade of school completed

Age of client
st program referral

Dummy variable squill to I If client is white

Dumiev Variable equal to 1 if the "Major
Disabling Condition/ is 100.500 inclusive
or 604 and 'rester

Dummy variable squat to 1 if the "Major
Disabling Condition is between
520 inclusive end 600 exclusive

Dummy Variable 'duet to 1 if the "Major
Disabling Condition is between 500 inclusive
end 520 exclusive

OuoNV variable is equal to I if the
Special Federal Program Identlf4er
is greater than or equal to '00

Dummy variable equal to 1 if any
Secondary Disabling Condition is reported

The number of dependents for whom
the individual is recognized as the
"head of the household

Dummy variable equal to 1 if Public AssistancePayments are received by the individual

The amount of family income for the
month prior to referral. (See footnote
for creation explanation)
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1major disabling condition at referral into three general areas,physical impairments, mental retardation conditions, and allother
psychoneurotic and personality disorders. The disablingcondition information available on the R300 data set is varygeneral, and is limited in its usefulness. Splitting the variableinto three areas allows for only a broad look at the impact ofthe disabling condition on earnings.

Other personal
characteristics accounted for in the modelinclude race, age and experience. Since no explicit earningshistory is available for each client I have used age at programacceptance squared as an experience proxy. In "traditional"human capital theory the expected effect of lifetime experienceon lifetime earnings is for earnings over time to rise, reach apeak and then begin to fall [22]. Since this is also theexpected relationship between age and earnings, age at programreferral squared serves well as an experience

variable. I expectit to have a negative effect on lifetime earnings representing aquadratic function similiar to Graph 3.

The probability that a client will be in the paid labor forceIs a function of many of the same variables as the previouslyspecified earn4 igs equation.

The probability of client i being in the rlid labor force atthe time of program acceptance is expected to be positivelyrelated to age at program acceptance, years of schooling, andinversely related to health status, the presence of non-work

L)4
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Expected
Eutaw,
Wage

0

Graph 3

A Non-Linear Age - Earnings Profile

le
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income, family inrnme, and the number of dependents.

Identical health status variables are used in this equationas in the previous earnings equation. I have included the number IIof dependents squared to account for the expected non-linearrelationship between family obligations and labor force
participation. It is expected that the presence of dependents Iwill have a diminished impact on labor force

participation beyondsome presently unknown number of dependents.
Therefore, I expect Ito find a negative relationship between the number of dependents'Tared and labor force

participation.
Lastly, I expect to find an inverse relationship between IIfamily income and labor force participation and an inverserelationship between the 0-1 variable

representing the receipt of
3

public assistance payments and labor force participation.
Application

The one percent sample was divided by sex into twosubsamples. Cleaning the data sat of missing data in the primary
4

variables resulted in data sots of 2062 males and 1565 females.
Further, I identified clients who reported positive earnings atacceptance and those who indicated they were working during the5week of acceptance into the VR program. The identification ofthese individuals was based on the assumption that every clientworking at acceptance will also report positive earnings atacceptance. This was generally found to be the case.
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I first ran an earnings regression /or all clients reported
as working and reporting positive earnings weekly at referral, (n

221 females, n - 238 males). I then used the coefficients
generated from this regression with the characteristic matrix of
all other clients to obtain an unadjusted

prediction of potential
weekly earnings.

Second, I used Heckman's (13) technique desc:7ibed in the
previous section to compute an adjusted weekly earnings estimatefor all other clients not reporting earnings. To obtain the
probability that the value of time in the paid labor force is
greater relative to the value of time out of the paid labor
force, probit analysis was used. Via the probit analysis
lambda, A , was calculated for each client. The A 's purge
the equation of selection bias to produce for unbiased estimates.Then an OLS earnings equation was estimated for all clients
reported as working with positive weekly earnings at referral
including A as an explanatory

variable. The coefficients fromthe adjusted earnings regression were used to compute unbiased
predicted weekly earnings for all other clients in their
respective subsamples.

Lastly, I compared the results of the unadjusted and
adjusted OLS regressions.

Empirical Results

'.114 two-stage sAlection-bias correction technique predicts
earnings for nonworking male and female VR clients that are
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roughly double the nonzero, nonmissing mean for male and femaleclients reported as working and having positive earnings atreferral, CSee Table 6]. These predictions
represent earningsthat are purged of any unmeasurable characteristics found to beunique to clients working and reporting positive earnings atreferral. Predicted earnings uncorrected for sample

selection-bias are closer to the nonzero, nonmissing mean in both samples.However, these predictions are fundamentally
incorrect due to thelack of a correction for the sample

selection-bias.
For the OLS adjusted

model lambda, A , is large, negativeand easily significant at a one percent level for both sexes.This finding offers important evidence supporting the assumptionthat there are indeed unmeasurable
characteristics thatdistinguish clients working with positive earnings from all otherclients. The negative

coefficient of x represents the existenceof negative correlation between the error term of theparticipation equation and the earnings equation. Adding moreoverall support for the inclusion of an exogeneous variable topurge OLS coefficients of their
selection-bias is the change in

2
the R value. Inclusion of the lambda term in the earningsequation more than doubled the explanatory power of theindependent variables on the dependent variable, for both sexes,[Sea Tables 8 and 9].

In the participation equation I find interesting results,

251)
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[See Table 7]. The most interesting Is the effect of dependents
on participation with respect to sex. Males and females were
found to have opposite signs for the coefficients of the number
of dependents and dependents squared variables. Although none ofthe coefficients are statistically significant theX suggest animportant observation. The presence of dependents beyond somepresently unsolved for level have a positive impact on the labor
force participation of men and a negative impact on women.

It is observed that the presence of public assistancepayments received by male and female clients is a significant6deterrent to labor force
participation. However, family incomeis observed to be positively related to labor force participationfor both sexes.

The presence of a severe primary disabling condition is alsofound to be a strong deterrent to labor force participation forboth sexes, while the presence of a secondary
disabling conditionhas no statistically significant effect on either sax.

Lastly, I find no significant relationship between the typeof major disability and labor force participation for either sex.In the earnings equation there are no clear parallelsbetween males and females. Years of schooling has a positive andsignificant J.mpact on men's earnings before and after correctionfor sample selection -bias, but not so for females.
Likewise forage at referral. Men appear to strongly adhere to "traditional"human capital theory assumptions before and after correction but
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less so for women.

A curious result is found in regard to the change inimportance of the presence of a severe primary disablingcondition. After correcting for sample selection-bias thepresence of a severe primary disabling
condition is positive andsignificant in its affect upon earnings. The presence of asecondary disabling condition has no significant impact onearnings, amd its coefficient is negative for both sexes. Nosignificant findings can be reported

with regard to the typo ofmajor disability. It is difficult to critici,a the modal ft.4r*this failing given the considerable latitude the client has whenreporting this information.

The finding that nonworking VR clients are predicted to haveearnings at referral
approximately double the earnings of clientsreported as working at referral is perhaps against one'sintuition, but is theoretically and statistically possible.Nonworking clients at referral could be observed as notparticipating in the labor force simply because their value oftime in the home (the reservation wage) is greater than theirvalue of time in the labor force, (the market offer wage). Aclient's value of time spent participating in the labor force isobserved to be the market offer (accepted) wage. The value oftime for clients out of the labor force is a function ofdisability and all other transfer payments.

Burkhauser and

2
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Haveman [6, p. 543 provide a good explanation for why reduced
work effort can be expected given a generous income replacement
program.

Consider a client whose guaranteed ligval of disability
insurance (e.g. SSDI) is $400 per month, and whose impairment has
sufficiently improved to warrant $750 per month if working fulltime. Further assume this client is subject to an earningsceiling of $350. This client can tarn up to $350 per month andstill receive all of the allotted $400 per month transferpayment. Beyond $350 in earnings per month, this client is nolonger eligible for the disability related transfer payment.Assuming leisure is a "normal" good, a utility maximizing clientwould choose to work part time earning $350 and remain eligiblefor $400 in disability transfer payments, rather than work fulltime for an identical

amount of total income, $750. Burkhauserand Haveman also report the disincentive effects of transfer
payments on labor force participation increases with decreases in
health status, (6, p. 53). Therefore, the notion the VR
nonworking clients are typically the most severely disabled withthe fewest skills to offer in the labor market does not
invalidate the fintings of this thesis. Table 6 reports weekly
earnings for clients reported as not working at the time of
referral that are to be interpreted as the value of their time in
the home. Again, the value of time spent in the home (out of the
labor force) is increased by their disability transfer payment
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income. The value of time spent out of the home (in the labor IIforce) must be greater than the disability transfer income tofully draw these clients into the labor force. Therefore, it can IIbe sta;:ed nonworking clients have higher reservation earnings 11than clients already in the labor force whose reservationearnings have already been exceeded by the market offer II(accepted) wage. Consequently, from higher
reservation wagesfollows higher predicted earnings for nonworking clients. 1Statistically, the finding that predicted earnings fornonworking clients are greater than working clients is possibledue to the difference in the denominator for lambda for workers 1/and nonworkers A and A' respectively.

It is reported in Table 6'that the estimated lambda in the IIadjusted model for working male and female clients is greaterthan the estimated lambda for all other
(nonworking) clients.Using equations (17, 18) and Graph 2 it can be demonstrated whythe denominator of A' is generally taken to be smaller than thedenominator of A . To the left and right of zero, thestandardized mean, the observed values are negative and positiverespectively. A positive and relatively larger denominator of A 11should yield a small yet positive number, while the negative andrelatively smaller denominator of A should yield a large andnegative number. As a result of averaging over the samples ofman and women, the average A; is very very small yet positive
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1

Table 6

Predicted Weekly Earnings at Referral, ty Six,For the selection lies unadjusted
and Adjusted modois

MAL/ 'DIALS

mormero, Moreftaing
Kean

S154.06
5112.79

(no238)
(na221)

keen Predicted Weekly Earnings
for Clients Working

and Reporting
tuning' at Referral

Unadjusted Model
$154.06 $112.79
(r14311) (n221)

Adjusted Medal

Moen Wads (Infested) S154.06

1.4242
11112.79

1.3766
(na231) (na221)

Mean Predicted
Weekly Earnings forAl! ether Clients

Using the:

Unadjusted Model

Adjusted Model
mean Lambda (Estimated)

$293.67 $107.12
(n.1824) (n1344)

$327.79 $243.86
.18583 .22637
(r 1$24) (ne1344)
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Table 7

Probit for
Participation Choice,

Sex

variable

*LIS
N 2062

maximum Standard
Likelihood Error
Estimate

(Asymptotic
T Statistic)

FEMALES
N 1565

Maximum
Standard

Likelihood Error
Eaelree

(As)mPlatic
I Statistic)

Yetkra Of Schostina
0.337507

0.01!93 **
0.041076

0.01790(2.119)

(2.295)
Aga At Reforest

0.007415
0.00329

0.006363 0.00313 a.(2.273)

(2.094)
Number of Dependents

-0.090166
0.06307

0.163726
0.039702 (1.430)

(1.823)
Number of Dependents

0.019418
0.01153 *

0.038116
0.02331(1.614)

(1.635)
Public Assistants

-0.587286
0.15370 ***

0.692705 IP1110.14360

Payments Received
at Referee(

:-3.820)

(4.823)
1 Yes, 0 No

Family income

0.002569
0.00022 ***

0.0411138 1111*0.00022

at Referral

major Disability:
(11.663)

(8.188)
Physical Impairments

-0.099065
0.10180

0.046430 0.11670

100.149, 600.699

(0.974)

(0.415)
Mental Illness

0.006445
0.12550

-0.174967
0.12830

50C510

(0.051)

(1.364)

Mental Retardation

520534 (Reference
Variable)

PreSSACO of a lavers
0.371219

0.08501 *IP*
-0.450345

1441P0.09100

Primary Work

(4.167)

(4.949)

Limitation
1 Yet, 0 No

Presence of a Secondary
0.016703 0.09205

0.017653
0.09588

work Limitation

(1.81)

(0.184)

1 Yea, 0 MO

Constant
2.491290

0.23930 ***
-2.237990

0.28120 **(10.413)

(7.958)
-2 x likaliheed

retie
-2(.617.43)0"

2(550.72)**1'
Oapordmit Variable IS Working

at Rtfarrstwith Positive lernings at Referral

*
Significant at a 10% level**
Significant at s 3% loyal8**
Significant at a 1X level
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Table 8
Earnings Equation for 014(4 Clients Reportedas Working with Weekly

Earnings at Referral
(N VA)

UMADJUSTED MOM
ADJUSTED MODEL

variable Coefficient Standard
Error
(T Statistic)

Coefficient

rears Of Schooling
13.1157

2.776 mho
7.1135(4.726)

Age At Referral
6.4729

2.872 ***
5.6014

(2.95)2
Age At Referral

.0.09473
0.03592 ""

-0.0651
(2.636)

Races
1 Whitt, 0 OtharAise 14.1578

16.5
11.3774

(0.768)Major Ofsabilitys

Physical impairments
23.3853 17,41

21.2797
100.149, 600.699

(1.344)Mental Illness
-34.7919 21.73

-27.7270
500.510

sante Retardation

520.534 (Reference
(-1.601)

Variable)
Presence of a Severe

.11.4408 14.2
3'.92046

Primary Work

(-0.806)Limitation
1 Yes, 0 No

Presence of a Secondary -24.1169
15.34

-21.5003
Work Limitation

(-1.572)1 Yes, 0 No

Constant
-173.114

59.55 l,*
141.8910

(-2.907)
Lambda

,1429290.

1.4242 a
2

R
0.17536

0.349

OacereMmt Variable is Weekly Earnings at Referral

Significant at a 102 level
Signifisant at a 28 levet

l* SignifiCant at a 12 level

a The Mean Lambis for Male Clients
Retorted as Working with Positive
weekly Earnings at Referral

Standard
Error

(T Statistic)

2.521 ***

(2.322)

2.465

(72121::
0.03082 ",

15.99

0.712

15.35

(1.386)

18.8

(-1.478)

13.28 "
(2.404)

13.32

k-1.614)

(26.32315.9)

16.4

(-8.716)



Table 9
laminas Equation for female

Clients Reportedas working with Weekly
Earnings at Referral

(M 221)

variable

UNADJUSTED MOM

Coefficient Standard
Error

(T Statistic)

ADJUSTED MODEL

Coefficient
Standard
Error

(T Statistic.
Years Of Schooling

5.0263
1.827

0.933 1.638(2.751)

(0.570)age At Roferrol
4.6343

1.865
1.5670 1.573(2.411)

(0.996)

2
Alle At Referral

-0.0492
0.02301

-0.0196 0.0193
taco:

(-2.138)
(1.010)

1 Whits, 0 Otherwise
22.8763

11.44
13.1401 0.886(1,999)

(1.329)

Major Disability.

Phyaical impairants
-2.8639

12.64
-11.1813 10.46

100.149, 600.699

(-0.227)

(-1.069)

Mantel Illness
-5.4243 14.48

12.1812 11.86

500.510

(0.375)
(1.027)

Mental Rstardation

520.534 (Referents

Variable)
Presence of a Severe

6.0672
9.456

39.0788 8.651 I,

Primary Work

(0.642)

(4.517)

Limitation
1 * Yes, 0 No

Presence of a Secondary -14.746; 9.953
8.5516 8.609

work Limitation

(-1.482)

(-0.993)

1 Yes, 0 111 NO

Constant
-53.9463 41.57

210.7150 46.42 **
Lae axis

(1.298)

.109.569

(4.540)

12.38 **
1.3766 a (-8.843)

2

0.0950

0.2998

Dominant V6riabla is Weakly Earnings at Wirral

2 Sinnificant st a 10% twit
!ignitions* st a 5$ level
Significant at a 1% level

a Ths Mon Loads for iremalla Clients
Reported as Working With Positive
weekly lamina at Referral

1
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while X is also positive but larger.

The adjusted earnings equation for the male and female
samples (See Tables 8, 9] estimate lambda coefficients that are
large, negative and statistically significant at a one percent
level. These negative coefficients when multiplied by their
respective lambda values will lower the predicted weekly wage
more for VR clients working at referral than for clients not7

working. Hence, the observed
average predicted weekly earnings

for nonworkers is greater than the average predicted weekly
earnings for workers.

Conclusions

The usual foundation on which to begin estimating benefits
attributable to the VR program is to use client earnings prior to
and after program participation. Two problems are encounteredwhen one attempts to measure the change in earnings capacity
attributable to the VR program for clients with zero earnings at
referral and positive earnings at program closure. The first is
sample selection bias. The second is a data set problem.

This chapter addressed the need for, as well as, describing
a technique for correcting sample selection bias. It may be
unrealistic to believe a client who reports zero earnings at the
time of referral has no earnings capacity. In the absence of
zero earnings capacity prior to the beginning of the program a
value for this earnings capeTity might be imputed to these
clients so as to not drastically

overstate the value that VR
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participation has upon earnings. Obviously the differences in
earnings attributable to VR will be enormous when comparing
methods imputing earnings to clients reporting zero against
methods lecing zero reported earnings unchanged.

One method to predict earnings for clients reporting zero
earnings at referral is to use the method of ordinary least
squares. However, in general it is unacceptable simply to run a
regression on a sample of clients working at referral and thenapply the resulting ccsfficients to clients not working at
referral in order to impute an earnings figure for them. This
chapter presents an improved method of imputing earnings to
clients reporting zero earnings at referral to the VR program.Both of these methods for imputing earnings values at referral
are a function of earnings

information from workers who enter the
program and report

positive earnings at referral. They are also
dependent upon many other characteristics of workers such as
education, the number of dependents, age, race and sex.

The model will have shortcomings depending upcn the
perspective one takes in measuring the benefits attributable to
VR- participation. Benefits accruing to the client are not
necessarily the same as benefits received by society or the VR
agency itself. The predicted weekly earnings at referral
estimated in this chapter for clients reporting zero earnings at
referral represents each client's reservation earnings. These

(;fl
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reservation earnings also represent each client's opportunitycost of
forfeiting disability traAsfer payments for paid labormarket activities. Therefore, from the client's perspective if$400 in guaranteed disability benefits at referral are forfeitedfor full-time employment of $750 at closure, the individual'sbenefit attributable to VR participation would be $750 - 400 g$350. However, if the individual worked part-time earning $350in addition to the guaranteed benefit of $400 for a totalearnings of $750 it is unclear if any benefit to the individualcan be attributed

to VR. On the other hand, if at closure thisindividual earned $760 by working full-time and not receivingdisability payments the benefit to society would be $400.Moreover, the individual is no longer dependent upon governmentfunding.

The technique proposed in this chapter to predict weeklyearnings to clients reporting zero earnings at referral is bestsuited to measure the benefit received by individuals as a resultof VR participation. It is not possible to infer benefitsattributable to the VR agency nor to society through thistechnique. The two-step technique can not produce predictedearnings for each client solely as a function of their labormarket skills (human capital) and personal
characteristics. The

technique instead predicts reservation earnings in the context ofwhat a client would have to earn to draw them into the labormarket, not what they could earn for a weeks work in return for
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their labor. The VR agency ideally strives to improve the human 11
capital of its clients. Measuring improvements in human capital 11
due to VR participation requires a different modal, which II
control for the reduced work effort disability transfer payments
induce.

The second problem that must be addressed when working with

11

R-300 data is a missing information problem. The R-300 data are
veported by counselors based on case records and client-counselor
tnterviews. Checking and editing of the data appears to be
casual. Two percent of the clients in the one percent sample donot have a reported sex, six percent do not have a reported race.While this is not a large missing information problem, it does
represent deficiencies in the editing process. The magnitude of
the nonreported data grows as the nature of the information to be
collected becomes less

straightforward. Better data on client
earnings, characteristics and disabling condition could add
significantly to the robustness of my findings.
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ENDNOTES
1

I understned this to mean clients who have reported noearnings have this value imputed to them, but clients who reportzero earnings remain as zero values.

2

The severity of the primary work disabling condition isidentified by a counselor check 'tem. Sae the RSA Manual [23, P.
56-64].

3

The Family Income variable is collected in discrete, even
money intervals by the RSA. I have converted each client's
family income response into a continuous variable by converting
each response into the midpoint of the indicated interval.
4

Variables "cleaned" of missing data are: Weekly Earnings at
Referral, Age at Referral, Work Status at Referral, Years ofSchooling, Number of Dependents, Family Income, Major DisablingCondition, Sex, and Race.

5

According to the RSA Manual [23, p.44] a person who did any
work at all during the preceeding week is to be classified as
working in one of the first six categories.
6

The possibility exists that this variable could be negativelycorrelated with labor force participation. The RSA manual (23)indicates this variable refers to money payments made to the
client under the federal program of Supplemental Security Income(SSI), AFDC, and General Assistance (GA).
7

This occurs because the lambda value for working clients is onaverage greater than lambda values for nonworking clients.
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Chapter 9

IMPUTING BENEFITS TO PERSONS CLOSED NOT REHABILITATED

David Dean and Robert Dolan*

Introduction

One possible source of the bias in benefit cost calculations

is the assignment of zero benefits to clients who are closed not-

rehabilitated in Status 28, even though the total cost of

services received by this cohort are fully weighed in the

denominator. Of course, the reason for this approach is also

clear. Ry definition, Status 28 case files do not contain

earnings data. Even so, the presumption of zero benefits for

Status 28 clients in the conventional benefit-cost model seems

unjustified on both conceptual and factual grounds.

First, from a conceptual standpoint, economic evaluation

should not lose sight of the broad intent of the program -- to

reduce the extent to which functional limitations restrict work.

The earning gains reported for rehabilitated clients are merely

the best empirical proxies available to assess the extent to

which a functional limitation has been mitigated. While earnings

are a legitimate measure of program benefits for Status 26

closures, it may be inappropriate to presume the converse is

true; i.e. that a lack of earnings as indicated by a 28 closure

necessarily implies an absence of benefits. This emphasis on the

* Research Associate, at Rutgers University, and Assistant Professorof Economics, University of Richmond, respectively.
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existence or absence of earnings has thus led evaluators to take
a binary view of program performance.

However, functional capability, though admittedly
difficult to measure, is a continuous variable in that any
changes that occur are incremental.

So too is the nature of
service receipts. Logically, it seems unduly conservative not to
infer some level of benefits to clients who receive substantial
amounts of services but, nonetheless, are deemed not
rehabilitated due to a dichotomous view of success based on a
rather arbitrary sixty-day vigil.

Furthermore, as a purely factual matter, there is evidence
indicating that many clients closed in Status 28 do ultimately
get jobs (See Chapter 14). Recent studies of the long-term
impact of vocational rehabilitation services have found that
several persons closed unsuccessfully in the traditional VR
nomenclature did indeed have post-closure earnings. For example,
of those persons treated and closed by VR in 1975, Social
Security data link records for 1977 reveal that the
"unsuccessful" Status 28 population had average earnings of
$3,662. Moreover, these earrings were not dramatically lower
than the $4,041 averaged among VR's successful Status 26 clients.

Finally, these actual earnings needn't be all that
surprising when one recognizes the important respects in which
the Status 28 cohort is similar to their "successful" Status 26
counterpart. Th,,, data in Table 9-1 illustrate this point.
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Observe that in terms of clients characteristics, the Status 28

population reflects attributes which are strong predictors of

earnings in traditional labor market analysis. For example, note

that the two cohorts are virtually the same mean age, have

Table 9-1

Comparing Status 26 and 28 Populations

Status 26

Mean

Status 28

Mean

Description (n -2969) (n-1722)

Client Demographics:

Age at referrral 30.72 30.62
Mean years of school completed 9.46 9.29
*Gender (Z male) 57.0Z 60.0%
*Race (Z white) 70.02 64.02
*arital status (Z married) 26.01 20.0Z

Service Duration:

*lime in restoration (months) 3.57 5.57
*lime in training and/or education (months) 12.59 10.14

Service Expenditure:

Value of restorative services $ 1080.59 5 1198.33
*Value of educational services $ 1968.82 $ 1339.71
*Value of training services $ 254.88 $ 584.85
*Value of total services $ 1654.18 $ 1178.34

* Denotes that the difference in means is significant at the .05 level.

Source: Virginia Department of Rehabilitative Services, FY 1982, Richmond, Virginia.
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comparable educational backgrounds, and are of nearly the same

average marital status and racial composition. Table 9-1 also

reveals that the Status 28 cohort receives a substantial level of

VR services. Compare, for example, the duration and value of

specific services received across cohorts. In total, the average

Status 28 client in Virginia received $1178 of services. Note

that this level of service receipts is not substantially below

that of the average Status 26 client.

In sum, there is adequate reason to believe that many Status

28 clients derive significant benefit from their VR experience,

even though researchers lack the convenient sixty-day earnings

datum to measure it. While it is true that the earnings gains

are probably not as great as for successful clients, and that

many clients closed Status 28 are in fact "too severely disabled"

to be placed, it is also true that many clients are deemed not

rehabilitated for reasons such as moversnt out of state, which

are quite unrelated to either function capabilities or the VR

program. Hence we contend that it is inappropriate for the

benefit-cost analysis to assign zero benefits to these clients

while fully accounting for their service costs.

Imputing Status 28 Earnings

There is a growing body of literature within labor economics

dealing with the type of missing data issue encountered here

IGronau (1973); Lewis (1974); Heckman (1976, 1979); Heckman,

Killingsworth and MaCurdy '1981); Bloom and Killingsworth (1982);
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and Killingsworth (1983)]. In a generic sense, cur attempt to

estimate earnings for the Status 28 population falls within a

censored sample framework. The Status 28 client represents a

"censored" observation because the case service file, though

complete in every other respect, lacks the earnings datum

necessary to measure benefits.

One way to adjust for a censored sample is to fit an

earnings datum to each censored observation from the closure

earnings reported in the Status 26 case files. These earnings

may be assigned based on similarities in demographic

characteristics, education, impairment and services receipts

across clients in the two cohorts. Though this procedure is

defensible in many research settings, such as political

prognostication, it is n't entirely appropriate for our purposes.

Drawing such cross-inferences presumes the two populations are

"identical on average", which is probably not true with respect

to the two closure statuses. Though we have argued

that the

Status 28 cohort certainly receives something greater than the

zero benefits traditionally assigned them, we are not suggesting

that they are equalii Fuccessful as their Status 26 counterpart.

In short, such an assumption would press the thesis of this

Chapter a bit too far.

Indeed, we would argue that there is very likely an

important element of "unobservable" difference between successful
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and unsuccessful clients. One might characterize this
unobservable attribute in the Status 26 cohort as an attitudinal
variable across clients -- call it "a preference for work",

"stick-to-itiveness"_ or "a need to succeed". We are not
suggesting that this type of demeanor, which clearly influences
the likelihood of successful closura, is unobservable to the
counselor. Rather, it is simply an attribute which, is not
reflected in the R-300 data. In other words, there is a subtle
yet systematic difference between Status 26 and 28 clients, and
probably even a salient one in c-Nunselors' eyes, but nonetheless,
this difference is not apparent from the data profile. Unless we
can control for the part which "stick-to-itiveness" may have in
explaining the earnings of a Status 26 client, the earnings
imputed to Status 28 clients from the Status 26 case files would
tend to overstate the future earnings capability of

"unsuccessful", yet otherwise similar, VR clients.

As shown in Chapter 8, a statistical method of ad-iusting for
this problem has been developed by Heckman (1976, 19-9). This
solution incorporates a "two-stage, selection bias-corrected
regression technique. The core of the estimation is an earnings
equation. The purpose of this equation is to identify how
closely earning gains by VR clients are associated with a broad
array of client and program characteristics. The earnings
er:uation is written:



(1) EARN = f(MST, SEXM, RACEW, AGE , EDUC , EARN

RTIME, TTIME, $REST. $TRAIN, $EDUC, DCOND)

EARN is earnings at closure, the outcome variable of the
C

program. The top row variables are in general non-programmatic

characteristics that exist within the VR clientele. MST, SEXM,

and RACEW are "either/or" binary variables distinguishing clients

who are married, male, and/or whit?. AGE , EDUC , and EARN ,

r r r
denote clients, circumstances at program referral regarding age,

last year of education completed, and earnings if any. The

second row variables reflect programmatic dimensions: time in

restoration (RTIME) and/or training (TTIME); dollars of services

in restoration ($REST), training ($TRAIN), and/or education

($EDUC); and the nature of disabling conditions (DCOND). This

specification of the earnings equation departs from convention in

two respects. First, because earnings in most labor market

analyses vary widely, it is common to rescale the dependent

variable as the natural log of earnings. This was not done here

in order to retain the most intuitive interpretation of the

regression coefficients possible. Second, it is mor .::ommon to

control for the influence of sex and race by sub-sami_ing on

these attributes rather than including them as independent

regressors. This partitioning was done but the results were

consistent with those reported here. In the interest of economy,

we do not present results for the four individual race/sex sub-
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Samples. A summary of the variables appears in Table 9-2.

Equation 1 represents a multivariate regression model (OLS).
The appeal of the OLS technique is that it approximatas a

randomized laboratory experiment which controls for the

contribution to closure earnings that may be more correctly
attributable to non-service variables, specifically pre-service
client characteristics such as education, age, earnings history,
etc. Estimation of this equation based case service data
yields an estimated coefficient for each of the variables listed
on the right-hand side of the equation. The interpretation of
the estimated coefficients is straightforward and intuitively
appealing. Generally, a coefficient reflects the predicted

Summary of Variables Used in Earnings Regression

Deperr'..mt Variable Q Feekly Earnings

Indepenient

Variables Descdptidn

AGE
Client age entering VR

EDOC
Average number of years schoolingVST
Marital status (Z married)

SE.X21
seer (Z male)

RUM;
Race (Z white)

EA
Weekly earrings prior cc ($)RIZME
Time I:. restoration (months)TTY Time in educar'on 6/or training (months)$MAIN
Value of trlanilz

serviles received ($).7LDLC
Value of educ,"on

services received ($)SRESTOR
Value of restorative

sen.ces received ($)'CRY
V'sual or hearing impairmentWYSIC
Amputee or orthopedic impairmentyou t.
Emotional disorders

RET .0
Mental retardation

Fean

26 & ze
Cohorts

(113691)

34.7

9.4

23.Lh

)8.17.

67.5:

$7.23

1.3

6.3

$232.13

$340.39

$407.02

5.71

27."
20.07.

2'
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change-in-earnings that may be associated with a "unit" change in

the level of the right-hand variable, holding all other variables

constant. Of course, the particular interpretation of a "unit"

change in each case depends upon how the variable is measured --

either continuously, as in the case of years of education, or as

a binary condition, reflecting whether a client is male/female,

white/non-white, or married/non-married.

If one were comfortable with the assumption that the Status

26 and 28 cohorts are roughly identical on average, benefits

could be Imputed to Status 28 clients from the coefficients

obtained by estimating Equation (1) with the complete Status 26

case data However, if, as we have argued, a systematic

difference exists, a strict earnings extrapolation would impute

benefits to the 28 cohort that are upwardly biased. Thus we

employ the Heckman bias-correction technique.

The Heckman adjustment generates a new variable, Lambda ( ),

which may be broadly interpreted as controlling for the possibly

"unobservable" impact of "stick-to-itiveness" on both the

like.Uhood of successful closure and the level of earnings. The

inclusion of Lambda renders an augmented earnings specification

differentiating the two cohorts. The significance of this

variable indicates lat.lt differences which may exist between 26

and 28 clients, In other words. the addition of the variable

allows for a possible redistribution of the explanatory power

across the variables in the earning equation and purges the
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right-hand sidr regressors of any correlation with the error

term. If the anticipated bias exists, this adjustment may reduce

the magnitude, though not necessarily the significance, of the

coefficients Oh the variables in the earnings equation. Hence,

these bias-corrected estimates become valid parameters upon which

to impute earnings to the Status 28 population.

The results for the OLS bias-corrected estimates appear in

Table 9-3. R.-all that the general interpretation of any

coefficient is the amount that the dependent variable (EARN )

correlates with a change in a given independent variable, holding

other variables constant. For example, observe that a client is

predicted enjoy $5.75 higher earnings at closure for each

additional year of education at referral, other attributes being

the same. Similarly, the coefficient on SEXM indicates that male

clients close with $31.36 greater earnings than an otherwise

identical female.

For our purposes, it is convenient to discuss the results in

the context of two composite clients, one each from the Status 26

and 28 cohort. These two clients are composite constructions in

that they take on the mean vali.e of each demographic, service,

and disability variable for the respective cohorts. Though such

a client is fictitious, this is an appropriate heuristic method

by which to identify the likely source of earnings differences

that exist between the Status 26 and 28 cohorts.
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Table 9-3

Status 26 and Imputed Status 28 Earnings

SOCID/DEMOGRAPHICS

Las- Corrected

Status 26

Fe=
Earnings

ImpactCoefficients

AGE -0.06 30.72 -$1.84IDOL 5.75 9.46 $54.40HST 17.43 0.26 $4.53
..`2.62 31.36 0.57 $17. 0.60RACE 13.81 0.7 $7.57EARNK 0.17 7.73 $1.31

(E:RVICE D1RATION

RIDE 0.64 3.57 $2.28TIDE 0.69 12.59 $8.69

SERVICE EMI:CURE

$REST -0.0002 344.47 $-0.O7
$ EDUC -0.0000 245.85 $0.00
STRAIN -0.019 192.91 $-3.67

DISABLING CONDITION

SENSORY 8.97 0.07 $0.63
PHYSIC -0.18 0.22 $ -0.04
MENTAL -20.25 0.16 $ -3.24
RETARD -13.45 0.19 $-3.90

SELECTION BIAS CONML

LAMBDA 7.75 0.56 $4.34

INTERCEPT 59.88 1.00 $59.88

ESTIMATED WEEKLY

EARMCS
$148.73

Earnings

Mean Impact

30.62 -$1.84

9.29 $53.42

0.20 $3.49

$18.82

0.64 $6.92

6.37 $1.08

6.57 $4.20

10.14 $7.00

443.30 $-0.09

395.22 $0.00

245.88 $-4.84

0.03 $0.27

0.22 $-0.04

0.26 $-5.27

0.31 $-4.17
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The bottom row of Table 9-3 indicates that the estimated

weekly earnings for our hypothetical Status 26 and 28 clients are

$148.73 and $138.81 respectively. These figures are obtained by

multiplying the bias-corrected OLS coefficients times the

corresponding mean characteristic values and summing, along with

the "Intercept", across characteristics. Recall that the bias-

correction technique now permits the use of the OLS parameters

since any unobservable differences between the two cohorts that

may contribute to Status 26 closure is captured in the

coefficient on Lambda. Note that Status 28 clients do not have

earnings imputed to them based upon this coefficient since they
do not possess the unobservable attribute we have referred to as

"stick-to-itiveness".

It is important to note that, under our revised methodology,

there appear to be two broad sources of difference between the

Status 26 and 28 cohorts which contribute to differential

earnings. First, in terms of observable factors, it is clear

that the Status 26 cohort, though similar, is not identical to

the Status 28 counterpart. We verify that Status 26 clients are

on average slightly more educated, more married, more white, and

enter the program with a slightly higher earnings record.

Accordingly, the Status 26 cohort is predicted to close with

modestly higher earnings. Collectively, these observable

attributes account for $5.58 of the $9.92 weekly earnings

difference previously cited. The remaining difference of $4.34
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in Status 26 earnings is systematically ref 4-ed to "successful"

closure as traditionally defined. Though unobservable, this is

the effect gleaned from the construction and insertion of Lambda

in the earnings equation. "he coefficient on Lambda therefore

reflects a fraction of earnings which shold not be imputed to

non Status 26 clients. In sum, however, our results suggest that

the Status 28 clients achieve substantial earnings following

their VR experience.

Conclusion

The main point to stress is perhaps obvious. Indeed, the

statistical inference that the "average" Status 28 client may

actually enjoy earnings of $138.81 is rather startling juxtaposed

a methodology which has traditionally treated these clients as

receiving no measurable benefits. The impact that our revised

methodology imparts to the benefit-cost ratio is also clear since

it suggests adding Status 28 benefits to a calculation which has

typically considered only the service cost of this cohort. For

example, in the Virginia VR program to which these data

pertain,our model implies additional closure earnings of almost

$11.9 million. Moreover, this figure represents a 54 percent

increase in closure earnings as conventionally measured. In the

context of these inferences, it is worth reflecting on one

previously cited fact about Status 28 earnings. Recall the RSA-

SSA data link study which found that the 1975 Status 28
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I
IIpopulation actual annual earnings in 1977 which were only

11

$379 less than those of the Status 26 clients. It is interesting

to note that the weekly earnings estimates cited in Table 9-3,

annualized, suggest a roughly similar difference of $496.

It is also appropriate that these types of extrapolations be

greeted cautiously. Indeed, these figures are presented largely

to underscore our basic premise and should be appreciated more

for their conceptual significance than quantitative precision.

Our point is simply that program evaluation needs to consider the

earnings prospects of Status 28 clients. As a minimum, this

might involve a further refinement of the selection-bias

correction technique applied here.
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Chapter 10

BENEFIT COST ANALYSES c":0NDUCTED BY STATE AGENCIES

Frederick C. Collignon*

What benefit cost analyses are currently being considered by
the state vocational

rehabilitation agencies? What data are being
used? What models are being followed? The purpose of this
report was to provide answers to these and similar questions.

In this initial review of selected states' experiences, the
following conclusions were reached.

(1) The H-300 was the principal base of data used by states
for such analyses when undertaken.

(2) Most states at some time have now used benefit cost
analyses to justify their programs to their state legislatures.
They often will use RSA-issued studies directly (national data)
to indicate the worth of their program, or will use what
economists would term fairly crude calculations emphasizing
change in earnings projected over a lifetime for clients in that
state compared to average client costs. A number of states have
done more sophisticated analysis.

*Berkeley Planning Associates, Berkeley, California
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The basic model for these studios, whether explicityrecognized by the states or not, has been Ronald w. Conley'smodel sat forth in The Economics of Vocational
Rehabilitation.The four generations of models developed by BPA derive from thatmodel. Even when states cite sources other than BPA or Conley,when looked at closely, the models are quite similar.(3) Though similar in structure, there is high variabilityacross states in analytic findings. These differences are due,not only to state program performance, but to the types ofbenefits and costs included in the model. Those states which usemore comprehensive lists of

benefits dc. not have higher benefitcost returns because they tend also to use a more
comprehensivelists of costs, and to be more rigorous in their

measurement.(4) Invariably, state report favorable benefit cost ratios.Only in the more sophisticated
models does one occasionallyencounter an unfavorable

finding (i.e., negative results) for aparticular disability group. This could be seen as simply alogical agency response -- if a finding is negative, don'tpresent it. But in fact, we could identify no example of a statethat had not found generally positive findings, even withextended adjustments to R-300 data.

There were major differences among states in their relativeperformances. State sutdists tend to coupe:e results to nationalstudies if they are favorable. They are silent on suchcomparisons if the state performance is less than the national
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average.

(5) States generally consider only VR program costs in
their analyses. They do not attempt generally (except for
California) to measure similar benefits or the costs borne by
clients, other agency programs within the state, or indirect
federal costs (e.g., training, R&D, administration) in achieving
rehabilitation.

(6) When subgroup analyses are done, states are willing to
consider change in earnings and direct program costs as recorded
on the R-300. The worries among researchers concerning the lack
of data for a sub-population (e.g., disability- specific mortality
rates or follow-up data) are ignored by state programs. Since
such data don't exist, and perhaps could only be gathered at
great costs, the state agency practices are not unreasonable.

(7) We are unable to find any model more comprehenrIve in
structure or data-based in its co2truction than the California
State benefit cost study, which represented the fourth and last
generation of the Berkeley model. It still remains "state of the
art" among state studies.

There has been changes in state practices in use of benefit
cost studies since the late 1970's. We undertook to review some
states whose models have been praised by regicnal offices and
others. The information we found is summarized in the attached
chart. -ome information was received from the following states:
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Alaska, Arizona, Delaware, Michigan, California, Nevada, Oregon,
Virginia and Washingtcn. Six of these states are included in thechart. Th4 others were no longer doing benefit cost analysesother than simply earnings change compared t, cost, or in thecase of Virginia, working on a new model.

The model most cited among states in recent years has beenRoss Moran's model developed in Oregon as part of an RSA programwhere six states were made "model states" for evaluation. Itsfoundations were in the BPA models. Some regional offices haveb'en citing the Arizona state study as a model, but that study,in turn, acknowledges that it derives from the Oregon model.Both the Oragoh and Arizona models are analyzed in theaccompanying table.

Other discussions with state agencies by phone in this mostrecent review bore out a number of observations.
(8) When benefit cost analysis is used, its form is not oneof societal return for the resources being invested, but rathertaxpayer payback for the specific VR program expenditure offunds. Economists have long questioned such an approach but ita ;pears to be the approach most state agencies currently findmost responsive to the concerns of state legislatures. Suchanalyses permit separate calculations for the return to state aswell as federal taxpayers. State calculations do not include,however, analysis of the state's

contributions to the federal
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Illusttative Review of Major State 8/C Models

Source of MotI1:

Alnska Californ Michigan washington Arizona

X (Indirect)

LRreton
it

X"like NPA's" X
SPA

RSA

Other State State State State /Ott State
Type of Analysis:

Used
X X X

Taxpayer payback

9-C X Not used regularly X
X Rreak-even tate

of returnFrequency of Use Annual Monthly report
to DR

Haven't run in
2-3 years

Monthly Annual - used

once, but for
lest 3 years

I
Annual

Special Croups:

X
Ma or disabilities

Other SD's OE?

SD/non-SD
v.ocal level Severe/non SD 11 /nen-severe

agency referral

source (II) deaf,
mental illness - but

by source, not as

disability group____,

922

State unemployment
rate (al )

Assumptions:

702 of 26's

F-U survey
(I year

Yes (63.57)

State survey

Yes

2-year F-U
survey

For these 2 fee-
tors, respondent
said "we come in
with a variety of
options for the ad-
iniatt on to
eons:der

101 in test
74.52 in bowels
of model

Other audit*:
Arizona RSA annual
review,

Employment Ittent on

Sou:ee (F -U

follow-up)

Earnings increase bon. know Yes

State survey

Central population
in state rate A
income (7.42)

(Net given)

No

Assune wage Os off-
set retention As

.

Source

Homemaker 7aleation
.--01111--

No Yes

Replacement

costs by taxes
07772/yr)

Yes

R-300

Yes, early on

Not incl. later
years

"RSA study"

Yes

10X (R-300)

No

No

le

(Atlases die-

toecaps ell
homemaker closures

No

No

Mc

Source

Return Clients No

lasts
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&swims-strive Review of Major State 11/C Models (continued) TAI3LE 1 im NIS ism MIN 1111111 111111111111 ail Ilia 11111 NI NI 111111 MI 11111

Control Croup AAjustumt

Alaska California j Michigan lititAiniton Arisen. repo
Pre-post earnings
comparison

202 reduction on top
ef earnings change
State review of
cases - clinical

huligneat____
R-300

Accounting Dept.

Earnings change

(like Alaska)

Earnings change

(like Alaska)

Earnings change

(like Alaska)

Yes

201 reduction

source: SPA

lasts

R-300 basis

Other data source

1-300 (service)

budget to state
f-U survey

14-300, ISA2,

and RSA113
R-300

!eternal non-state
studies

state tax tables

6-300

State surveys

Costs included:

X X X X total

No state

Services

Similar benefits No
X 25t of case

service costs
No No

NoSalaries and admin.
X ON & cash salary x budget

xcase service S
Adjustment to Earnings

No Yes

RSA Audits /SPA

Average earnings
year prior,

from Intake inter-
view

No Yes

+ 392

Moran/Oregon

Yes

+ 391

state survey (42412)
with adjustnents

Prior to Referral

Amount

Source

Mortality expectation 65 - avg. age
- "worklife"
65

65

non-SD, - Society of

Actuaries

SD. - Railroad

Retirement board

Didn't know Yes

Didn't know

1.32 /year

Retirement sge
o f 62

Moran/Ore,

Ne

3.52/year

Age 62

bureau of Census,

1976 (adjusted for

vv111±111)

No

Age

Source

Allestkent for Young

No, see above Yes

1975 V.S. Celli'''.

age/earnings
profiles

SS1/01, CA,

AtOC (1-300)

Nedicsre

No NO

Clients

Oasis

.

PA Redvetionst

SSI/01,CA,
AFDC (from

1-300)

Same as Alaska,

from R-300
A-300 source "Tetai state PA"

Social security
SS1/SSD1 minimum

benefit mud (not

1300 il)

PA en R-300
freak -even 1-

calculated

R-300

Types included

Nov tar projected? Worklife Until payback
entente

One year

R-300

Over payback
period

Constant

Worklife

R-100

Oasis R-300 1-300

2b6
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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costs. Rather, they treat the federal contribution as implicitly
matched by tax payments by state residents to the federal
government. Sometimes (e.g., Arizona) they treat the federal
payment as a windfall, and do the taxpayer analysis solely in
terms of the return to the state treasury.

(9) Even those states which were among the first to do
extensive benefit cost studies and follow-up surveys of clients
on an ongoing basis have since cut back on such efforts.
Michigan was the lead state in such analyses in the earlier
1970's. It initiated routinized annual extensive follow-up
surveys in the late 1960's, long before any federal iniativa
encouraging states to do such studies. But Michigan no longer
conducts follow-ups. Its model is ncw quite simple. Similarly,
California, which for a number of years gave the state
legislature both a benefit cost model and a payback model, now
gives only a payback analysis.

(10) Federal leadership in providing forms, models, and
exhortations to ao benefit cost studies has always been 4
principal factor in indu.ing states to undertake such studies.
In recent years, the federal government has not been providing
such strong directives. States now carry out their own program
so long as basic accountability is ensured. In that environment,
many states have cut back on oing follow-up studies

(11) The current focus of states is more on cost-
effectivenctss analysis than benefit cost analysis. States
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routinely analyze the costs of achieving 26 closure with
different kinds of closures. Such data will be reported to
legislatures and used internally for resource allocation. Dollar
appraisals of the worth of such rehabilitation are given, when at
all, tc legislatures in the context of the overall state program,
and often using national memorandum issued by RSA rather than
individual state studies.

The "standards" suggested by RSA have bean more influential
than benefit-cost studies in shaping the kinds of analyses states
do internally. The effort of recent years by state and RSA
evaluation units has been in helping states understand how to
improve their overall performance in terms of numbers of
rehabilitants and reducing costs, not in terms of overall
benefit cost analysis.

A good example in many states has been state agency reaction
to supporting college education for disabled clients. Although
such support is often justified by benefit cost analysis for

disabled clients (albeit in the absence of control groups for
clients having that capacity), most states now dJ,scourage such
services. The costs per rehabilitant are high and the gain in
earnings is ignored.

(12) Interestingly, there is the perception in those states
which have done benefit cost studies that such studies are not
influential in persuading legislatures to allocate more money.
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This may be because in such states, all agencies are good at
analytic data-based justifications of programs, and thus those
programs which have survived with extensive funding over the
years are now thosw which all are justified in terms of benefit-
cost analysis. In such an arena of program competition, and
given the inevitable uncertainty in projection of future
benefits, success in getting resource allocations goes to those
programs which can also demonstrate efficiency (e.g., costs per
rehabilitant) and political clout.

(13) State agencies rarely use benefit cost analysis for
internal resource allocation among clients. Rather, benefit cost
analysis is principal by used to justify the overall program in
competition with other programs for legislative resource
liocation.

(14) States do use cost-effectiveness analysis for internal
allocation, however. It is used somewhat for setting priorities
among types of clie,s, but more often for setting priorities
among sources of referrals and among types of closures (e.g.,
giving low priority to homemaker closures).

The politics within programs maks it difficult for any state

program to rule out services to a particular disability group.
Most importantly, the mandate of the federal legislation -- which
is strongly backed by public opinion and state politics in most
states -- is to serve the most severely disabled. This mandate
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may be directly
adverse to the usual

prescription of benefit cost
analysis to serve those clients who can produce the most benefitsfor resources expended. To be sure, it might be that with propercontrol groups, it would emerge, that the severely disabled yieldthe highest benefit cost returns. Obviously only rigorousbenefit cost studies could answer such questions.

Reviewing this overall situation among states, Z would offerthe following
conclusions:

(a) The California
benefit-cost model still represents themost complete model yet used among the states.

(b) Federal leadership in providing easy models for stateuse and, most importantly, in providing better data on keyassumptions (e.g., control group adjustments, other indirectbenefits and costs) can be very
influential. States will adoptthat which is urged on them by RSA and made easy to use. Theinfluence of the Berkeley and, more recently, the Oregon modelswas largely because they were also presented it such a way thatth.y could be easily programmed by state agencies. With theadvent of microcomputers and their use in most states, it shouldbe much easier in the future for states to do benefit costanalysis, especially if the software were directly provided.Nonetheless, in a federal-state

environment, wrere states are notrequired to issue benefit cost retunts as part of federalreports, state agencies with performance problems or limited
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resource's will resist investing in such analyses. A comparative
analysis across states issued by a federal agency would be highly
controversial, but would be very effective in forcing state
attention to benefit cost analysis. If Social Security data
links were forged, such analysi would be feasiba.e. A
comparative taxpayer payback analysis would be difficult because
it would require separate analyses using different states° tax
schedules. But such data is obtainable.

(c) The current difficulty in comparing state studies is
that they vary in the benefits and costs included in the model,
and in the assumptions used. Some factors are more important
than others. Those most importan (but not in order of
importance) are: discount rate, follow-up data it assumprtions
on post-closure jov retention, mortality rates, earnings
increase, the value of similar benefits or other state/federal
programs used in achieving

rehabilitation beyond those directly
expended by the state vR program, valuation of homemaker
closurer-
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Chapter 11

COLI2CT:ON OF DATA BY STATE AGENc17.7-3

Stanley E. Portny*

Description of Agency 'Data

A. Overview

Fifteen State vR agencies were consulted to discuss their
interest in current and previous efforts to perform benefit/cost
analyses of their programs, as well as to discern the types of
information which they routinely or periodically collect which
might be of use in the conduct of such analyses. The Region in
which each agency is located, together with its combined Federal
and State obligations for Basic Support Services (Section 110),
the total number of cases served (statuses 10 - 10) and the total
number of successful rehabilitations (status 26) in FY 1982, are
presented in Table 11-1.

As the figure illustrates, though the States were not
selected by a strictly random or a structured sampling process,
they tend to represent a cross- section of the State VR agencies
throughout the country. All but two of t!Ne ten Federal Regions
are represented. The 15 agencies include six General, six Blind
and three combined. The agencies include some of the largest in
the country in terms of both obligations and clients served

President, Stanley E. Portny and Associates,
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Agency Federal and State
110 Obligations
FT 1982

Total Cases Served
(Active Statuses)

FY1982

Successful
Rehabil!tationl

FY1982
T--
o

1New Jersey General
1 II 1 $21,263,491 22,933 5,722

New Jersey Blind
1 II 5,191,791 1,653

3461

Delaware Blind
i III 562,061 105 241

Pennsylvania General
1 III 50,597,268 56,609 14,431
1

Pennsylvania Blind
1 III 7,588,035 3,326 569

1Virginia General
III 25,908,052 20,563 5,081

1Virginia Blind
3,212,006

1,566 404

1Florida General
IV 34,646,919 31,565 7,931

South Carolina Blind

Illinois Combined

IV

ei

2,533,084

38,959,743

871

1 29,735

221

7,051
Louisiana General VI 29,950,517 1 30,190 6,01d

1Texas General
VI 56,512,001 46,466 13,908

Iowa Blind
VII 2,518,046 1 542 90

1Wyoming Combined VIII 4,069,336 2,444 747
Nevada Combined ix 4,755,514 1 2,599 1,030

Selected Characteristics of Agencies Sirveyed



(Pennsylvania General and Texas General), as wel. as m nimum
allocation agencies (Wyoming Combined azid Nevada Combined).

In addition to reviewing background documentation about each
agency's information systems and program evaluation capabilities
and activities, key staff were interviewed over the telephone
regarding the agency's specific interests in and activities
related to benefit/cost analysis. The following issues were
discussed in this interview:

o The agency's general interest in benefit/cost analysis
and particular ways in which such information has been
used in the past, if any;

o Information routinely collected in the agency's client
statistical system (other than that included in the RSA-
300/911) which might be useful for describing the
program benefits realized by clients;

Information routinely maintained in the agency's
financial information system which might be useful for
describing the costs of services provided to clients;

How, if at all, information regarding the use of similar
benefits is maintained in the agency information systea.;



I
11

The substance and procedures of any follow-up studies
which the agency conducts of clients that have left the IVR program;

11
7hs nature of any functional assessment tools or
indicators which agency service delivery staff use to IIdescribe client capabilities and/or progress; and

The focus and analytical approach of any benefit/cost
assessments which the agency had dons of its ownservices.

Finally, 14 of the 15 agencies
interviewed offered to sendselected supporting materials which described particularactivities or systems of theirs which might have a specialrelevance for benefit/cost analysis.

Individual Descriptions of Agency
Capabilities and Activities

New Jersey Division of vocational
Rehabilitation

I

I

I

Services (NJDVRS)

Overview

NJDVRS is in the final stage of developing a comprehensive,integrated, on-line management information system which willmaintain and make available data on caseloads, individual clientsand financial
transactions. However, agency staff indicated thatbenefit/cost analysis is not a major interest of the agency at
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this time. Rather, the MIS will be designed to facilitate
monitoring of individual and agencywide case service dc,.ivery and
financial transactions. Because of its comprehensilL scope and
integrated structure, however, the MIS will be capable of
supporting a l'ariety of benefit/cost analyses in the future,
with special software development efforts.
Client Statistical Data

The statistical information maintained in the system foreach cliert will be essentially the same as that which was
included in the RSA-300.

Financial Data

The new MIS will maintain complete records of all financial
transactions related to purchased case services. The date and
amount of obligations,

cancellations and expenditures will be
kept, as will descriptive data regarding the type and amount of
service provided and the identification of the provider.
Information routinely available will include:

Total expenditures to date for each client, caseload and
the entire agency; and

Cumulative expenditures to date for the life of the case
(total and by individual service category).

Similar Benefits

The new MIS will have the capability to maintain records of
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similar
benefits received by clients.

Information will b' able 11to be kept about the type and source of the service, AS well asthe cost of the service and the client's outcome. Even though IIthe agency haA not chosen to make
benefit/cost analysis a toppriority at present, it appears that the

comprehensive andLlto7rated struc-tune of the system will effectively support this(and other types of) analysis.

Follow-up Stildies

In response to VR Standard No. 6, NJDVRS had designed andadministered follow-up
questionnaires to a sample of clients whohad ben closed from the program for one year. The majority ofinformation requested
concerned the client's satisfaction withthe program and the services received. However, severalquestions were included which attempted to elicit informationabout the client's work situation at the time of the survey, aswell as his or her current earnings, the number of jobs heldduring the previous 12 months and his or her principal

source offinancial support (not, however, the dollar amount of thatsupport).
Unfortunately, the information obtained suggestedthat, of the 10% sample of status 26, 28 and 30 closuressurveyed, only about 1/3 responded, thereby severely compromisingthe statistical validity of the information obtainel.

A second follow-up activity was conducted in 1984, inconjunction with a CSAVR nationwide survey. While thft



questionnaire used in this activity was almost identical to that
described above, the instr Aent was administered to all clients
closed, one month after they left the program. Once again,
however, preliminary rasponse rates were low (45, 30 am' 25% for
status 26, 28 and 30 closures, repectively).

In both instances, the reports prepared to describe the
results of the surveys basically just included frequency counts
of the particular

reponses rertived for each question asked. No
attempts were made to determine correlations between particular
responses to different questions or to examine the patterns of
responses in conjunction with selected characteristics of the
clients.

Functional Assessment Indicators

NJDVRS does not use a functional assessment intrument tc
support the diagnosis of client capabilities and needs gar the
monitoring of client progress.

Agency Studies

The agency evaluation unit will, from time to time, produce
studies which examine specific areas of program activities. Of
particular interest is a study prepared in 1982 which proposed "A
Program Cost/Benefit Model for New Jersey DVR." The study
attempted to describe benefits to the client, to the Government
and to society, in general, and to compare them to the costs of
providing service, to clients. The study was based on the
following assumptions which, to different degrees, limited the
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1

-falid,,,ty of the results:

o The difference in client income at referral and at
closure can all be attributed to the services receivedfrom the VR program;

Costs for VR services paid by clients and other sourcesare negligible; and

An appropriate proxy for cost per successful
rehabilitation is the total Basic Support Programexpenditures for the year (combined Federal andState) divided by the number of rehabilated clients.

In addition, only data
currently being collected by NJOVRSwas considered for use in this

analysis. While the reportdescribing the results of this study suggests that theinformation would be of use to agency decision makers, nospecific applications are discussed or illustrated.
In addition to previous work, the new integrated MIS will beable to make available a variety of data which describe variousaspects of the costs of services and the benefits received byclients. While the raw data collected and maintained will beslmost identical to that which had been collected provimusly, thenew system will help to improve the accruacy of those data and itwill make it easier to gat an array of specialized reportsdescribing the amount of purchased services which fel: into
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different categories. While certain report generators will be
designed into the new system, there will also be the possibility
of designing specialized analyses of the existing data, to
support the conduct of ad-hoc studies, as tYey arise.

2. New Jersey Commission for the Blind and Visually
Impaired (NJCBVI)

Overview

NJCBVI staff indicated that agency decision makers were
mildly interested in benefit/cost analyses, but that they had notbeen a priority to date. During the past two years, the
principal concern has been the design, .evelopment and
implementation of improved on-line client statistical and
financial information systems. The former has been operationalfor over one year, and it is anticipated that the latter will be
operational by June 1985. The primary objectives for both
systems are to insure

accountability and compliance with Federal
and State requirements, as well as to make available in a timely
manner accurate data to support service delivery and financial
transactions and overall agency management.

Client Statistical Data

Preliminary review of system descriptions suggests that the
NJCBVI client statistical information system includes essentially
the same data as the RSA-300.
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Financial Data

According to the design specifications, the new NJCBVI
financial information system will include current detailedrecords of all commitments, cancellations, invoices and payments.In addition, detailed records of the number of hours which NJCBVIstaff (other than counselors) work w2th individual clients willbe maintained. Besides straightforward listings of the service
expenditures to date for each client, the following services costinformation will also be available;

o Total expenditures for the life of a given case, by type
of service and/or vendor, if so desired;

o Tot.al expenditures for specified types of services in a
given fiscal year; and

Total expenditures for particular vendors in a given
fiscal year.

However, while all finaAcial transactions ;4,11 includeclient identifiers and an indication of the client's status atthe time of the transaction, preliminary discussions suggestedthat complete integration between the client statistical and
financial information systems is not planned at present.
Similar Benefits

The new financial information system will have the
capability to maintain records of sim:lar benefits provided to
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agency clients. However, the focus to date has been on 7etting
the system to maintain accurate records of purchased services;
and it is anticipated that the similar benefits recording
capability may be used at a future date.

Follow-up Studies

NJCBVI is planning to do follow-up studies of all clients
closed from the program one year after their date of closure.
They have developed and piloted their questionnaire and
methodology and will be forwarding copies with their supporting
materials.

Functional Assessment Indicators

NJCBVI has, for some time, been looking for an appropriate
functional assessment instrument which could help to facilitate
rapid diagnoses and determinations of program eligibility. They
have looked specifically at isle Functional Assessment Inventory
(University of Minnesota) and the Life Status Indicators (New
York University), but have not been pleased with anything that
they have seen to date.

Agency Studies

No studies have been conducted by the agency to date which
have attempted to assoss the relative benefits and costs of the
NJCBVI program. Agency staff referred to the benefit/cost
approach embodied in VR Standard 2 (see Appendix B); however,
they did nr indicate that these measures were extensively used
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to support any aspect of agency operations or decision making.
It appears that NJCBVI will have a wide range of data with

which to attempt to estimate program benefits and costs, once
their two information systems are operational. However, the
statistical and financial systems will not be integrated, so that
it will be difficult to attempt to explore detailed relationshipsbetween service costs r.ild selected client characteristics and
outcomes. Further, the information systems themselves appear tohave limited built-in capacity to support special studies and
investigations of the statistical and/or financial data.
Preliminary discussions suggest that such studies would have tobe performed with the use of a special high level databaseinquiry language.

3. Delaware Division of the Visually Impaired

Overview

DDVI has only had a mild interest in benefit/cost analysesof agency operations. Being a small agency, the majority oftheir information related activities have been focused on
collecting and reporting the caseload statistics which RSA has
required and on monitoring the agency's financial status. Whilethey feel that benefit /cost information would be useful to
support agency planning and resource decisions, any BC
methodology which they would consider using would have to be
based upon existing data and require a minimum of staff time to
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support.

Client Statisical Data

With minor exceptions, DDVI collects essentially the same
client statistical data as was included the RSA-300. The DDVI
client statistical information system is now maintained manually,
and there are no plans in the forseeable future to convert to an
automated support system.

Financial Data

DWI maintains those financial records which are required by
applicable Feleral and State regulations to allow the agency to
continue to qualify for program funding; basically these include
records of all revenue received and expenditures made. At
present, this information is maintained manually.

However, DDVI is currently in the process of developing an
automated system, which will operate on a Personal Computer, that
will keep track of authorizations, commitments and expenditures.
They anticipate that this system should be operational by April
1985.

Similar Benefits

DDVI currently does not track the types or amounts of
similar benefits used to support case service delivery.
Follow-up Studies

DDVI does not currently conduct follow-up studies of clients
closed from the rehabilitation program.
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Functional Assessment Indicators

DDVI service delivery staff do not now use a functional
assessment instrument to facilitate client evaluation and/or
monitoring. They have examined the Preliminary Diagnostic
Questionnaire (PDQ) dev,'.oped by the West Virginia Research andTraining Center, but they felt it did not adequately address manyof the special

situations characteristic of blind clients.
Agency Studies

To date, DDVI has conducted no benefit/cost studies of
agency operations, nor do they

have plans to do so.

4. Pennsylvania Office of Vocational Rehabilitation (POVR)

Overview

Benefit/cost analysis, per se, has not been a major focus ofPOVR, in large part because they have felt that they have not had
sufficient deza nn program costs and benefits. Consequently,agency staff have undertaken several efforts during the past fewyears to improve the scope and quality of data collected.
However, while the improved data which are becoming availablehave the promise of being able to support more comprehensive
benefit/cost assessments, the principal objective of the POVR
information system remains to support service delivery and
financial transactions and overall agency monitoring of budget
and program operations.



Client Statisical Data

The POVR client statistical system essentially a 4tait,s the
same data which were specified in the RSA-300.

Financial Data

POVR is in the process of introducing a new, on-line fiscal
system which will maintain records of all authorizations,
cancellations and expenditures; the target date for conversion to
the new system is June 1, 1985. Provision will be made in this
system to identify third party reimbursements for all purchased
services which ay. prid for by POVR and one or more external
funding sources. Included in this information will be any funds
which the client contributes for his or her VR services. Once
this system is operational, the following types of cost breakouts
and summaries will be readily available:

o Cumulative cost per client, total and by service category:

o Cumulative costs by service category, for the entire
agency;

o Costs of services by vendor, and so forth.

Similar Benefits

POVR has worked for several years to develop consistent and
reliable procedures for reporting similar benefits used. The
source, service type and amount and dollars saved are all
recorded by the counselor and maintained in the centralized MIS;
and a cumulative total of the cost savings to date for the life
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of the case is automatically kept. Several years ago to helpinsure a common understanding regarding how to estimate andreport similar benefits, special training was provided to allcounselors throughout the State.

Follow-up Studies

POVR conducts an annual follow-up study of a 5% sample ofall cases closed during the year from the VR program. In 1982and 1983, the survey focused on: 1) severely handicappedcompetitive, 2) non-severely handicapped competitive, 3) severelyhandicapped homemakers, 4) severely
handicapped not rehabilitated(28/30), and 5) non-severely handicapped not rehabilitated(28/30). In 1983, the survey consisted of an initial

mailout,followed by a second
questionnaire and a reminder

letter to thosewho had not yet responded; the final response rate was a littleless than 50%.

In addition to a variety
of questions designed to assess theclient's satisfaction with the VR program, the survey asks aboutthe client's current employment situation, the number of hoursper week worked, present earnings before taxes, principal sourceof support (but not the amount of that support), and the amountof money received the prior month from all sources of publicwelfare. Also, the client is asked to note his or her perceptionregarding whether his or her ability to perforr specified self-care functions has "stayed the same, improved or gotten worse"
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since leaving the VR program. Similar information i,s requested
from clients closed as homemakers regarding certain skills and
activities specifically related to homemaking,

Functional Assessment Indicators

POVR has tried both the West Virginia Research and Training
Center's Preliminary Diagnostic Questionnaire (PCQ) and the
University of Minnesota's Functional Assessment Inventory (FAI),
though they are using neither one at present. While counselor
reaction to the instruments

was basically favorable, they felt
that they required too much time tr' complete.

Agency Studies

POVR has not done any studies to date which have
specifically entailed a benefit/cost analysis of the agency's VR
program. While the information system which they are developing
will contain a range of cost data which might be useful for such
studies, it appears that special programming efforts will be
required to extract the data in the appropriate format required
to support such analyses.

5. Pennsylvania Bureau of Blindness and Visual ervices
(PBBVS)

Overview

Agency decision makers are interested in obtaining realistic
estimates of program benefits and costs. However, benefit/cost
analysis, per se, is not a current priority for PBBVS. While



both the client and Zinancial information systems are automated,
Central office and field staff frequently rely on backup recordsmanually maintained in the field for required program and IIfinancial information. Consequently, a primary agency interestis to improve the existing information systems, so that they are IIcapable of supporting effective and efficient service deliveryand program monitoring and management.

Client Statistical Information

The PBBVS client statistical information system containsessentially the same information that was required on the RSA-300.

Financial Data

The State accounting system includes a complete record ofall program expenditures made by the agency. However, since thepurpr.se of this system is to monitor and account for individualfinancial transactions, no provisions exist to facilitate theanalysis of this information on a client, service or vendorbasis. Thus, though the data exist, it is questionnable whether,with the present system, they would be available to supportassessments of program benefits and costs.

S:milar Benefits

Plans for using similar benefits are noted in the
Individualized Written Rehabilitation Program which counselorsprepare for each client; however, the dollar value of similar
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benefits actually used is not recorded, and no Information about
similar benefits is maintained in the agency's centralized
information system.

Follow-up Studies

PBBVS does not conduct follow --p studies of :-.1ients closed
from the program.

Functional Assessment Indicators

PBBS does not use functional assessments to aid in the
evaluation or monitoring of clients.

Agency Studies

PBBVS prepared an analysis of program benefits and costs in
1SS2, which was based upon methodologies used by the West
Virginia Research and Training Center and the Oregon VR Ldivision.
Benefit cost measures determined included the ratio of the
discounted expected future earnings of the client to the one-time
cost of rehabilitation and the ratio of the expected tax payback
(including income taxes to be paid and reductions in Public
Assistance and SSI/SSDI). The primary measure of client economic
benefit was taken to be the difference in the client's weekly
earnings at referral and upon closure. Further, the cost of a
rehabilitation was defined to be the total PBBVS program budget
divided by the number of successful

rehabilitations for the year.
It was noted that PBBVS had no way of accurately determining the
total cost over the life of a case. In addition, since the data
used for this analysis were obtained from the exist_rg PBBVS
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information system, the validity cf the

questionnable (see comments under Overview).

may be

6. Virginia Department of Rehabilitat..* Services (VDRS)

Overview

VDRS is continually exploring alternative approaches fciassessing the effects of VR services and for Aonitoringexpenditures and estimating the overall costs of servicesprovided to clients. In addition, specific indicators withrespect to which the program is assessed by the VirginiaSecretary of Human Resources and the Governor include selectedmeasures of financial benefits realized by clients served by the
program. However, VDRS has not established benefit/cost analysis,per se, as a specific initiative to be pursued at present.

In addition to the conduct of special studies of programoperations, the agency is in the process of developing a newclient and financial information system. Preliminary reviewsuggests, however, that the system will be primarily designed to
facilitate efficient transaction processing and service deliveryand financial monitoring; the extent to which the system willreadily support non-routine analyses of the type required toexplore program benefit/cost

relationships is not clear.
Client Statistical Data

The statistical information maintained for each client is
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essentially the satJ as tnat which was in I
4

In the RSA 00.

Financial Data

The current financial information system includes data on
authorizations, cancellations and expenditures for purchased case
services. In addition, the service type, an estimate of the
number of units of the service or good provided and the provider
are kept for each transaction.

While these data are currently maintained in the agency
financial data base, it is not possible at present to readily
develop special analyses of the data (such as, for example, the
amount of expenditures by provider, the average expenditure for a
certain type of service provided by a particular vendor, and so
on) or to combine the financial data with caseload and client
data (to yield, for example, the average expenditures for a given
type of service for all clients with a specified disability).
Such flexible analys!.s capability may be included in to the new
information system being designed.

Similar Benefits

While VDRS encourages counselors to use similar benefits
when preparing the client's service program and when attempting
to procure those services, there currently is no attempt to
collect and maintain centrally any information on the amount and
types of similar benefits actually used. The similar benefits
data which are maintained are kept in the counselor's field book,
and the formats in which these data are maintained vary greatly.
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Follow-up Studies

VDRS routinely conducts a follow-up survey of clients closed
in status 26 and status 28 who have been out of the program for12 months. The survey questionnaire, which is sent to between 20and 25% of those closed in each category, includes questionsregarding wrether, where and how many hours per week the client
is working; the client's average gross pay currently and at thetime of closure; and the identity of the client's principalsource of support. However, response rates tended to be between25 and 35%, which substantially reduced the validity of anyresults obtained.

Functional Assessment Indicators

VDRS declared an interest, back in fiscal year 1982, toconsider the feasibility and desirability of using one or morealternative functional indicators to describe the non-monetarybenefits received by program clients. Among those instrumentsand scales considered were the Life Status
proposed CSAVR Functional Gain Inventory and
Assessment Inventory. However, top management
for the Federal lead, before acting to adopt one
of these indicators.

Agency Studies

The most recent benefit/cost analysis
prepared of its program was done in 1978;
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methodology described by the West Virginia
Research and Training

Center.

Additionally, VDRS has included in its Executive Agreement
(that is, the "contract" which each agency head has with the
Governor regarding what the agency will be required to accomplish
during the year) the following indicators, under the heading of
"Cost/Benefits of VR":

o Average weekly earnings;

o Estimated increase in earned income of rehabilitants; and
o Estimated payments of taxes to governments.

While no special studies have been designed or are planned to
obtain these data, they will have to be provided in progress
reports on agency activity for the year.

7. Virginia Department for the visually Handicapped (VDVH)

Overview

VDVH has not declared program benefit/cost analyses to be a
specific agency priority. Their existing information systems are
designed to meet the minimum requirements for program and
financial accountability and compliance; and, even if data
relating to program benefits and/or costs were being maintained,
it would be very difficult to extract special tabulations or
analyses of these data to support benefit/cost assessments.
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Client Statistical Data

The statistical information which VDVH collects about the
clients of its VR program and maintains in Lal automated data file
is essentially the same as that which was included in the RSA-
300.

Financial Data

VDVH currently maintains records of purchased case servicesin two financial systems. Case Cost Records are kept manuallyfor each client served, which include a comprehensive listing ofall expenditures for purchased services. Additionally, VDVHmaintains automated records of all agency expenditures, as a partc): C.he State's general accounting system. However, there existno uniform procedures for maintaining ongoing records ofcounselor budgets, authorizations and cancellations.
Since the service codes used in the Case Cost Records andthe automated financial system are not the same, it is not

possible readily to develop breakouts of the total expendituresby type of service, by client or by vendor. While VDVH is
considering the possiblitiy of developing an integrated
statistical and financial information system at some time during
the next two years, there are no plans to automate the Case Cost
Records before that time.

Similar Benefits

VDVH encourages counoelors to use similar benefits, and it
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is required that the source and amount of similar
benefits which

the counselor expects to use be recorded in the IWRP. However,
this information is not reported or maintained centrally, and its
recording in case files is not closely monitored, either.
Follow-up Studies

VDVH used to conduct annual follow-up studies of clients
closed from the VR program when they were required by the VR
Standards. However, these studies are no longer conducted, and
no plans exist at present to resume them in the forseeable
future.

Functional Assessment Indicators

VDVH not use functional assessment indicators to
support diagnosis or case monitoring.

Agency Studies

VDVH has conducted no benefit/cost analyses of agency
3perations.

8. Florida Office of Vocational Rehabilita (FOVR)

Overview

FOVR has not identified
benefit/cost analyses zin a current

agency priority. However, they are currently in the process --
designing and developing an integrated, on-line statistical and
fitancial information system which wil maintain, on an ongoing
basis, a variety of data related to costs of service and benefits
received. Further, the flexible nature of the planned system
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suggests that analyses could be designed in the re which
woule, use these data to investigate agency benefit/cost
relationships.

Client Statistical Data

The basic client ',scriptors to be maintained in the new
FOVR information system will be similar to those included in the
RSA-300. However, several aspects of the planned system offerspecial opportunities to obtain improved measures of program
benefits and/or costs.

o The client information section of the information system
will be a part of the general CIS data base maintained
by the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services,
of which FOVR is a part. Therefore, it will be possible
to identify automatically other HRS agencies that are
providing services to the FOVR client or to his or her
family members.

While the RSA-300 iequired that the total monthly amount
of Public Assistance which the client was receiving at
application and at closure be noted, the new FOVR system
allows for the separate recording of three sourced of PA
and that monthly amounts associated with each. It doad
not, raver, note for how long those payments were
rectivad.
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o The number of hours which the client worked the week
prior to application and at closure will be recorded.

O The client's principal source of support at application
and at closure will be recorded, although neither the
dollar amount of that support nor the percentage of the
client's total support which that source represents will
be indicated.

o The monthly amount which the client is receiving under
Worker's Compensation at application and at closure will
be recorded.

o The following Functional Gain Indicators ei,riginally
included in the RSA-911 will be completed at acceptance
and at closure for the client and entered into the
system.

- Education

- Self care supervision

- Self care assistance (hours, days)

- Type of residence

- Mobility

- Expressive communication

- Receptive communication

Adjustment.

o The name and address of the client's employer at closure
will be maintained.
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o Whether the counselor had 1) direct or 2, indirect
involvement in the client's placement at closure will be
noted and maintained.

The following similar benefits data will be maintainedin the system for each client:
- Type of benefit

- Date of benefit

- Approximate value (specific guidelines have beengiven to counselors
throughout the State about how to

estimate the value of a similar benefit).
Financial Data

The payments Management Component of the FOUR informationsystem will include detailed records by client of allauthorizations, cancellations and payments for purchased caseservices, With each transaction entry will be stored the name ofthe vendor, as well as the category and number of units of theservice or good purchased. As the system will be fullyintegrated, any number of special reports containing the costs ofspecified services for clients with particular
characteristicscan be develop However, the system will have a built-incapability for generating the following information for clients

identified by one or more special identification crieria (such asdistrict, status, disability, referral agency, age and so forth.)c Number of cases
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Year-to-date costs

ti Year-to-date average cost

Life of case average cost.

Similar Benefits

FOVR is systematically estimating and recording similar
benefits used by counselors, as described under Client
Statistical:. Data.

Follow-up Studies

While they are not conducting follow-up studies currently,
FOVR staff have done follow-up studies in the past (the last one
was completed in fiscal year 1983) and plan to do them again in
the future. The 1983 survey, which was conducted by handing out
or mailing a copy of the questionnaire to the client at the time
of closure, with instructions to complete and return it, dealt
exclusively with issues related to the client's satisfaction with
the services provided. No attempt was made to elicit any
indicators of the client's economic or employment situation (and
this was probably approriate, since the survey was administered
right after closure). As the response rate was approximately
28%, however, it is not clear how reliable the results of the
survey were.

Functional Assessment Indicators

FOVR is using the Functional Gains Indica:ors originally
included in the RSA-911 in their new information system, as
described under Clients Statistical Data.
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Agency Studies

FOUR has not dorm any benaf it /cost analyses -;na ,r,:)gram
within the past five to six years.

9. South Carolina Commission for the Blind ;SCCB)

Overview

SCCB has done little work directly related to evaluating therelative benefits and costs of program services; however, agencydecision makers are very interested in obtaining betterinformation regarding total case costs and the benefits realizedfrom program participation, The agency has recently upgradedtheir computer hardware, and they are in the process of designingand procuring software to support expanded client and financialinformation systems.

Client Statistical Data

At present, 3CCB collects and maintains essentially the sameclient statistics as were included in the RSA-300. Current plansfor the revised Client Information System, however, call for the
collection and maintenance of records of whether similar benefitswere used to support services provided to the client in sach ofthe RSA-300 specified categories. If similar benefits were used,whether they were from government, non-government or unknown
sources would be noted. Further, in addition to recording the
total cost of purchased services for a case, the dollar values of
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similar benefits rsceived trom government,
non-gc-,vernment and

other sources, respectively, would be recorded.

Financial Data

SCCB currently maintains internal records of receipts,
expenditures and balance of funds remaining on a Burroughs L9000
computer, which is essentially an automated posting machine.
While the computer provides periodic summaries of all
expenditures to date, it is not possible to use it to prepare
reports in different formats, to develop expenditure summaries by
type of service or to perform any types of analyses of the
expenditure data maintained. While a new and much more flexible
financial infestion system is planned, it is not clear at
present exactly what information will be maintained in it, the
capacity it will have to support ad-hoc analyses of existing data
or the extent to which it will be irtegrated with the client
information system.

Similar Benefits

SCCB does not now track the extent of similar benefits use.
However, as described under Client Statistical Data, it is
planned to include in their new information system descriptions
of when similar benefits are used and estimates of the dollar
amount of similar benefits used for each case.

Follow_a Studies

SCCB does not regularly conduct follow-up studies of clients
closed from the program. While such studies have been conducted
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in the peat, they tended to focus on issues related to the
client's satisfaction with the services received, and the
response rates

were extremely low.

Functional Assessment Indicators
SCCB does not use functional assessment tools t.o supportclient assessment or progress

moonitoring.
Agency Studies

SCCB has not conducted any studies
specifically designed toassess the benefit/cost ratio of program services. There hasbeen general interest in gross measures of operating efficiency(such as, for example, the total program budget divided by thetotal number of successful

rehabilitations), but there has beenno attempt to develop accurate estimates of the total (includingindirect and administrative) costs of providing services anindividual client.

10. Illinois Department of Rehabilitation Services (ZDORS)

Overview

While selected efforts have been made in the past to performa benefit/cost analysis of the agency's programs, there is no
initiative to do so at present. Decision makers are emphasizingthe need to use similar benelits and other approaches forredv-zing the cost to the agency of services provided, and theIDORS information systems are designed to support the monitoring
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of these activities, as well as the monitoring and overall
management of financial and administrative

transactions involved
in the delivery of case services.

Client Statistical Data

The data maintained in the IDORS client statistical system
is essentially the same as that included in the RSA-300.
Financial Data

IDORS maintains detailed records of all authorizations,
cancellations and expenditures for purchased case services. As
these records contain th* name of the vendor and the type and
amount of good or servic_ provided, it would be possible to
obtain summary informatics; on the amount of expenditures for
different types of services. The financial information system is
not, however, integrated with the client information system, so
it would be difficult to obtain accurate tallies of the
expenditures for particular types of services for clients with
specified personal or closure characteristics.
Similar Benefits

IDORS has developed and promulgated throughout the agency
very detailed instructions regarding the use and recording of
similar benefits. Essentially, whenever similar benefits are
used, the following information is recorded and maintained in the
client information system:

c Source

o Service code
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Service description

Client's status when service was received
o Amount IDORS would have authorized for the servtcs, :f similar

benefits had not been received.

The agency routinely produces summaries, by service type and
geographic location, of the amount of savings realized as aresult of similar benefits usage.

Follow-up Studies

IDORS staff are currently designing a follow-upquestionnaire which they plan to administer to clients closed
11

from the VR program; they have not conducted such a survey forseveral yms-s. The planned
survey will ask whether the client 4.11 11working, whether his or her job is the same one held at closure

aA:d other questions related to the client's
employment situation.The survey would definitely be administered to status 26closures; and consideration is being given to expanding the

survey population to include status 28 closures as well.
Functional Assessment Indicators

IDORS does not use functional assessment tools to supportthe assessment or ongoing monitoring of clients in the VR
program.

Agency Studies

The most recent IDORS attempt to assess a program
benefit/cost ratio was done in 1981. This study used the same
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methodology contained in RSA Information Memorandum RSA-IM-80-40,
entitled "Distribution of Benefit/Cost Ratios: The State-Federal
Program of Vocational Aahabilitation", dated July 15, 1980. As
noted in the IDORS report describing the results of
investigation, the benefit/cost ratio derived only reflects total
program costs and projected earnings of rehabilitated clients; it
does not explicitly take into account savings due to reductions
in Public Assistance or Social Security payments or to additional
revenue that would be realized from increased income tax
payments.

11. Louisiana Division of Vocational Rehshilitic,n (L:vR)

Overview

While LDVR administrators are very interested in more
effective ways of estimating the costs and describing the
benefits of participation in the VR program, the agency has not
performed any benefit/cost analyses, per se, in recent years. At
present, LDVR Is in the process of completing a major redesign
and updating of its client and financial information systems. It
appears that the major objectives of these new systems will be to
insure accountability facility transaction processing and provide
a responsive data base to support

management oversight of agency
operations.
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Client Statistical Data

LDVR client statistical information maintained in the
centralized information system is essentially

the same as that
included in the RSA-300.

Financial Data

The new financial information system will maintain detailed
records of all authorizations and expenditure. for purchased case
services. As the final system design is not yet completed, it isnot clear whether the system will readily allow ad-hoc analysesof selected service costs or the integrated analysis of servicecosts for clients with certain specified characteristics.
Similar Benefits

While the agency encourages the use of similar benefits,
comprehensive data regarding the type and amount of similarbenefits actually used is not maintained in a central data baseat present.

Follow-up Studies

In the past, LDVR has conducted follow-up studies of client
closed from the program, as required by the VR Standards. The
questionnaire recommended for use by RSA in conjunction with the
Standards asked the respondent about present work situation,
total incase received by the respondent and by family dependents
last month and total wages earned last week.

Functional Assessment Indicators

LDVR does not use functional assessmert tools, at present,
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to support client evaluation or monitoring. However, agency
staff did indicate an interest in considering them in the future.
Agency Studies

LDVR has not conducted any studies specifically designed to
develop benefit/coat ratios for agency VR programs.

12. Texas Rehabilitation
Commission (TRC)

Overview

TRC administrators are definitely interests in the relative
benefits and costs of their VR program. In addition to
maintaining on-line client and financial information systc-s
designed to support efficient service delivery, the agency has
done several studies specifically designed to estimate
benefit/cost ratios for the program.

Client Statistical Data

The TRC client statistical data bass includes essentially
the same elements as the RSA-300. A notable addition, however,
is the recording at acceptance and closure of assessments of the
following Functional Gain IndicatorJ initially incorporated in
the RSA-911:

o Education

o Self care supervision

o Self care assistance (hours, days)

o Type of residence
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o Mobility

o Expressive communication
o Receptive communication
o Adjustment.

Financial Data

TRC maintains detailed records of all authorizations andexpenditures for purchased client services. Included with eachentry is a record of the vendor, the service type and the amountof the good or service procured.
Similar Benefits

TRC does not maintain centrally information on the amount ofsimilar benefits used to support client services.
Follow-up Studies

TRC last conducted a follow-up survey of former clients in1983.
Questionnaires were sent to a 2% sample of status 26, 28and 30 closures from 1981. In addition to questions about theclient's satisfaction with the services received, the surveyexplored the respondent's current work status, pay and number ofhours per week worked. Unfortunately, the response rate was onlybetween 20-30%, so the validity of the results obtained is

questionable.

Functional Assessment Indicators

As noted under Client Statistical Data, TRC currentlycollects data on the Functional Gain Indicators originally



included in the RS -911. However, after reviewlng thew to and
concluding that thy are of very limited value,

collecting them after this fiscal year.

Agency Studies

plans to stop

In 1982 and again in 1983, TRC performed an analysis of
program benefits and costs, in accordance with the methodology
outlined by RSA in its 1982 Information Memorandum.

13. Iowa Commission for the Blind (ICB)

Overview

TCB administrators are interested in benefit/cost analyses
of their VR program; they use such information to support budget
requests, as well as to provide information on program
performance to the public. However, being a small agency, ICBhas limited resources which it can devote to the design and
conduct of benefit/cost studies; and their existing manual
information systems are only able to provide limited support for
the requisite analyses which would be required. Consequently,
ICS has adopted existing methodologies used in the 711 field to
develop rough estimates of program benefit/cost indicators.
Client Statistical Oata

ICB maintains essentially those client statist'xal data
which were included in i 'e RSA-300. All client stat!,stical data
submitted to the central office are processed and filed manually.
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Financial Data

ICH maintains manually a detailed record of authorizations,
invoices and expenditures for client purchased services.However, even though the name of the vendor and the type c:service are recorded, I..: would be extremely time consuming to
develop special surmaries of cost data by type of service, not tomention by characteristic of client.

Similar Benefits

ICB does not routinely collect data on the value of similarbenefits used to support case services.
Follow -ups Studies

ICB used to conduct fDllow-up studies on clients closed fromtry VR program, when they were required by the VR Standards.However, they have not cwIducted such studies for the pastseveral years, though they are contemplating conducting one inthe future.

Functional Assessment Indicators

ICB staff have examined the Functional Assessment Inventoryand the Life
Status Indicators; however, they have not found an

instrument to date which they felt would be appropriate forclients of an agency for the blind. Consequently, though theyhave an interest in such instruments, they do not use any at
present.
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A2Incy Studies

While they have not undertaken a full blown benefit/cost
study of their VR program, ICB administrators have attempted to
adopt appropriate portions of existing

methodologies to developrough estimates of program benefits and costs. In particular,they have used portions of the methodology presented by the West
Virginia Research and Training Center to estimate programbenefits in terms of public assistance payments saved andadditional income and Social Security tax payments made by
rehabilitated clients who earn salaries.

14. Wyoming Division of Vocational Rehabilitation (WDVR)

Overview

WDVR has unuortaken
several activities designed to developimproved assessments of program benefits and costs. In additionto adopting availalle methodologies to develop approximate

benefit/cost ratios, agency staff have considered alternative
approaches for measuring non-vocational gains, the retention of
program benefits and the estimation of program costs. Further,WDVR staff are in the 4arly stages of redesigning their clientand financial information systems; they plan to have one
integrated information system for all client related information
within the next two years.

Client Statistical Data

The current WDVR client statistical information system
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maintains essentially :he same data elements fat,ne redin the RSA-300.

Financial Data

WDVR maintains detailed records of authorizations and
expenditures for all client purchased services. At present,however, there is no capability to do independent analyses ofWDVR financial data or to link the client and financial datafiles.

Similar Benefits

Data regarding similar benefits used are now maintained inthe client's case folder. It is planned to collect and maintainthis information centrally when the new integrated informationsystem is developed.

Follow-up Studies

WDVR now conducts follow-up studies of clients who have beenout of the VR program for five years. More detail regarding thecontent, methodology and response rates for these studies will be
provided when the supporting materials are received.
Functional Assessment Indicators

WDVR is interested in using a functional assessment
instrument to support client assessment and monitoring. Hovever,they have reviewed a variety of existing instruments and have notfound one which they feel suits their ne,..1s, so they plan toattempt to develop one of their own in the future.
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4t1iIngy Studies

WDVR staff have adapted existing methodologies to develop
some approximations of benefit/cost ratios for the WDVR program.
More detail regarding these studies and the reference
methodologies will be included when the supporting materials are
received.

. Nevada Rehabilitation Division (NRD)

NRD staff expressed interest in program benefit/cost
assessments, and have been pursuing a variety of activities
designed to provide improved information regarding program
benefits and costs to agency decision makers.
Client Statistical Data

NRD collects essentially the same client statistical data
that were included in the RSA-300. Staff indicated, however,that it is difficult to perform special or ad-hoc analyses of
these data, even though they are maintained on an automated
system.

Financial Data

NRD maintains detailed records of authorizations and
expenditures for all client purchased services. Additional
comments will be included when the supporting materials are
received.

Similar Benefits

NRD doss not track the amount of similar benefits used in

3A5
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their central
information system,

Follow-up Studies

Comments will be provided when
supportinga.erils arereceived.

Functional Assessment Indicators

Comments will be provided when supporting materials are IIreceived.

Agency Studies

NRD has performed benefit/cost studies which were patternedafter the California
Department of

Rehabilitation approach andthe methodology
described by the West Virginia

Rehabilitation and IITraining Center. More details will be included after thesupporting materials are received,
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Benefit/Cost Data Maintained By

Selected State VR Agencies

overview

The principal objective of this investigation was to explore
the information which State VR agencies have available that could
be used to support benefit/cost analyses of their programs. In
speaking with staff from 15 selected State rehabilitation
agencies, it was found that, while most indicated a gene-al
interest in the costs and the benefits of program services, lonehad declared the performance of a benefit/cost analysis to ce a
primary agency priority.

The majority of the agencien
interviewed have or are in the

process of developing automated systems for recording and
maintaining client statistical and financial data. The principal
objective of these systems is to provide accountability and
compliance with Federal and State program guidelines, as well as
to support efficient service delivery and agency program ana
financial management. As such, the core data maintained in these
systems are similar. However, there are a number of unique and
innovative approaches being taken by different agencies which
were dosignsd to provide information which would provide
increased insight into some of the aspects of the true costs of
service delivery and the benefits realized from program
participation. Following are highlights of these systems and
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practices which appear to be of potential use for
fit/costsanalyses in the future.

B. Client Statistical Data

All 15 of the agencies studied routinely collect andmaintain client statistical data similar to that which wererequired in the RSA-300; and 13 of the 15 agencies have or are inthe process ox developing automated information systems tomaintain these data. However, almost none of these
agenciescollect any additional client data which would be of particularuse for a benefit/cost analysis. Two agencies which do collectadditional information which would facilitate a more detailedanalysis of program benefits and costs are Texas General andFlorida General. Both agencies are using the Functional GainIndicators originally included in the RSA-911 to describe theclient's situation at acceptance and at closure; and both arestoring the results of these assessments for all clients in theircentralized client information systems. However, Texas plans todiscontinue this practice at the end of the current fiscal year,because agency staff have found the information to be of littleuse.

In addition to the Functional Gain Indicators,
Florida isplanning to include several information elements and proceduresin its new information system which will provide additionalinformation about the client's situation and program benefits
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received. First, all VR clients will automatically be entered
into the Department of Health and Rehabilitative

Services Client
Information System, so that it will be possible to determine
whether the client or any family members is receiving services
from other DIMS programs. Second, the sources and dollar amounts
received will be separately maintained for up to three sources of
Public Assistance. Third, in addition to earnings one week prior
to application and upon closure, the number of hours worked per
week in each case will be recorded. Fourth, the monthly amount
received from Worker's Compensation at application and at closure
will be maintained. Fifth, the client's principal source of
support at application and at closure will be noted. And
finally, note will be made regarding whether the client's
counselor had direct or indirect involvement in the client's
placement.

C. Financial Data

Each of the 15 agencies surveyed maintained detailed records
of all expenditures for purchased case services; it appears that
this information is required to satisfy program accountability
requirements. Most of these agencies also noted in these records
information about the type and amount of service provided and the
identification of the vendor. In almost all cases, information
was also maintained about authorizations for services.

However, though 13 of the 15 agencies had automated at least
some portion of their financial systems, the extent to which
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special groupings of this information, as well as integrated
descriptions of the costs of services for clients with particular
characteristcs, could be obtained varied greatly. Less than onethird of the agencies had or are developing automated financial
information systems which would be fully integrated with theirclient statistical dsta bases. Further, at least half of theagencies indicated that it would be difficult to run specialanalyses of the financial records to obtain totals of the amountsof funds expended by service category, vendor or other grouping.Several agencies noted that it would be difficult or impossibleto determine accurate estimates of the cost of purchased servicesover the life of a particular

case.
0. Similar Benefits

Virtually all of the agencies surveyed indicated that agencypolicy encouraged the use of similar benefits to support services
included in the Individualized Written Rehabilitation Program,whenever possible. However, only five of the agencies had orwere developing procedures for routinely collecting and
maintaining centrally information about the magnitude of similar
benefits used.

Pennsylvania General, Florida General and Illinois Generaleach have counselors record and submit for each client the
source, service type and amount and approximate value of similar
benefits used In their new financial information system which
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is currently being developed, Pennsylvania will record the dollar
value of third party reimbursement to the agency for all
purchased services paid for by the agent, and one or more
external funding sources (including the client him or herself).
In addition, each of these agencies has developed detailed
guidelines and procedures and conducted extensive training of
agency staff regarding the use and reporting of similar benefits.
In their new financial information system, the New Jersey General
agency will record the dollar value of similar benefits used.
And, the New Jersey Blind agency will have the capability in
their new financial information system to record this
information, but there are no plans to require field staff to do
so in the near future.

E. Follow-up Studies

Each of the agencies interviewed indicated that they had
conducted follow-up studies of clients closed from the VR program
in the past, when required to do so by the VR standards.
However, only Pennsylvania General and Virginia General regularly
conduct such studies at present. In addition to questions
regarding the client's satisfaction with services received, both
agencies solicit information about the client's employment
situation and earnings at the time of the follow-up.
Pennsylvania surveys 5% of selected groups of status 26, 28 and
30 closures and most recently has obtained about a 50% response
rate. Virginia surveys 20 - 25% of status 26 and 28 closures and



obtains between a 25 and 35% response.

Of the remaining agencies, six indicated that they were
planning to conduct follow-up surveys in the future and were invarious phases of questionnaire design and pilot testing; and, 11each indicated that the survey would seek information regardingthe client's current employment situation, the number of hours IIper week worked and the client's gross salary. The remainderexpressed no plans for follow-up studies at the present time.

F. Functional Assessment Indicators
Only two of the 15 agencies surveyed are regularly using

functional assessment indicators at the present time. Both 11Florida General and Texas General are having counselors completethe Functional Gain Indicators from the original RSA 911 for each
client at acceptance and at closure; Texas, however, will be
stopping this practice at the end of the current fiscal year.

Six of the 15 agencies have studied one or more existing
instruments, but have not chosen to adopt them. (The instruments
most frequently examined were the Preliminary Diagnostic
cuestionnaire from the West Virginia Research and Training
Center, the Iry ztional Assessment Inventory from the University
of Minnesota, the Life Status Indicators from "ew York University
and the Functional Gain Indicators from the original RSA 911.)
Several of the agencies for the blind which examined one or more
of these instruments felt that they did not adequately address
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specie). situatimls of blind people.

G. Agency Studies

Six of the 15 agencies
surveyed have conducted one or more

benefit/cost studies during the past six years. For their studymethodology, eao4 agency used an approach which had beendescribed in available literature in the VR field. Three of theagencies used the approach proposed by the West Virginia Researchand Training Center two cited the RSA approach discussed in a1980 Information Memorandum ertd one adapted the methodologyemployed by the Oregon Vocational
Rehabilitation Division.Each of the studies conducted relied on benefit and costdab_: currently

existing in agency files.
Consequently, cost ofservices was approximated by either the cost of purcnasedservices or the total

agency budget divided by the total numberof successful
rehabilitations for the year. And, increase inclient earnings was approximated by the difference between theclient's earnings at closure and the week before application.
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Chapter 12

USING A 'ETTER MEASURE FOR SERVICES

David H. Dean & Robert C. Dolan*

Current R-300 data reveal only the value of total services

prescribed to a client along with a dichotomous receipt/non-

receipt record of the service pattern. This recording of service

costs is less comprehensive than is required for economic

analysis in several respects. First, these data provide no

information regarding the intensity or duration of specific

services. These dimensions of the service pattern would aid

program evaluation which currently views the rehabilitation

process as a "black box ". Program evaluation based on specific

service data would further our understanding of the relationship

between earnings outcomes and the nature of service patterns.

This evaluative focus would yield information on the cost-

effectiveness of specific services and lead to recommendations

for allocating resources throughout the program.

There is some reason to question the accuracy of the total

cost data now available. The costs reported on the R-300 are the

value of services as estimated by a counselor from h.is or her

case records. In contrast the enhanced data set for the Virginia

* Research Associate at Rutgers University, Bureau of Economic
Research and Assistant Professor of Economics, University of
Richmond, respectively.
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VR program _o be discussed in t,,e first section was created from

"vouchered" services (i.e., services actually paid out). This

procedure revealed actual total service costs which were

different from the Virginia R-300 figures.

A third nroblem with the service data is that they do not

capture fully the range of services that a client can receive.

Because VR is the service provider of last resort, one duty of

counselors is to identify whether clients are eligible for

services under another program (e.g. VA, AFDC, SSI). In such

cases, clients receive "similar benefits" -- services prescribed

by VR but paid for by another state/federal agency. Even though

these services can contribute to a client's success in the

program, the value of similar benefits is not included in the

total service cost figure reported on the a-300. Efforts to

remedy this deficiency are presented in the second section.

Similarly, there is no specific accounting for counselor

services. Under present cost reporting, counselor input must be

treated as a component of overhead. This treatment is defensible

only if the quantity of counselor time spent per client was

uniform across clients regardless of the nature of

their impairment. An attempt to incorporate counselor time on an

individual client basis is presented in the third section.

The conceptual framework of this chapter will be to take the

dir^t costs of services provided (see Table 12-1) and to

alloce.te them on an individual client basis. It is then possible
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to get an accurate assessment of the services received by be
clients for the purposes of estimating benefit-cost rat.los

1

1

IDIRECT COSTS:

CASE SERVICES
SIMILAR BENEFITS
COUNSELORS

(NDIRECT COSTS:

EVALUATORS
. :UPERVISORS
F IELD SUPPORT

-IJHINISTRATIVE:

Table 12-1

ALLOCATION OF VIRGINIA DRS COSTS
FISCAL YEAR 1982

Q7 Q7 6c-0, , S5O
1z5,183,219
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Enhanced Service Cost Data

The data analyzed in this study reflect all closed cases for

the Virginia Department of Rehabilitative Services (VDRS) in

1982. This data set is more comprehensive than those typically
available under the Federal R-300 reporting system because it

contains matching demographic and service-specific cost files for
each client closure. This accounting renders two significant

improvements to the R-300 data. First, the data on service

costs are more accurate because they are compiled from records of

"vouchered" services (i.e., services actually paid out).

Second, client records containing individual voucher
services permit analysis of the pattern of services received.
This perspective differs from previous benefit-cost studies
which relied on total service cost per client. Such an

aggregative approach ignores the fact that services vary in their

nature and intensity. Even broadly defined, the services to a

c14,-nt represent a mix of diagnostic, restorative, educational,

vocational, and/or direct financial assistance. Studies which
relate total service expenditures to earnings cannot reveal how
the service pattern itself may influence outcomes. In terms of

policy, how dollars are spent in a successful rehabilitation

program is just as significant as how much is spent.

Figure 12-2 depicts the criteria applied in defining the

target sample. While VDRS recorded 17,622 closed cases in 1982,
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only 9,465 persons were accepted for either VR se= ices (Sta, us

10) or extended evaluation. The sample is further restricted by

the condition that clients report earnings at closure. This

condition eliminated two broad categories of closed cases.

First, clients who are "unsuccessfully" closed usually will not

report earnings. Second, even a "successful" closure does not

necessarily imply remunerative employment. For example, a Status

26 closure can be achieved through such placements as homemaker

or unpaid family worker. Together, these categories eliminated

5,098 clients -- 4,376 and 722, respectively. For most of the

remaining 4,367 closures, service-specific cost files were

available for any expense incurred during a four-year period

prior to closure in 1982.

Figure 12-2

Ail \'DRS Closures for Fiscal "car 1 952
17,622

Closed Cases Accepter' for Serv,ces
9,465

- Status 28 & 30
Closures

4,376

Non- Rcnuncra .e
Status 26 Closures

722

Status 26 Closures with Earnings
4,367

Status 26 Closures with
Earnings & Fiscal Records

3,570

Defining the Target Sa:nr):::
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These fiscal files contained information on the specific

type of service received as well as the frequency, date, and

duration of services provided. Consistency checks of the data

revealed that 797 clients did not Lave acceptable matching fiscal

records. Loss of these 797 clients reflects two factors: (a) 348

cases closed in 1982 had costs incurred more than four years ago,

beyond the longitudinal scope of our data; and (b) 449 did not

receive any "contracted service," most likely implying that this

group received only counseling and/or job placement services

which are provided "in-house" and thus do not show up as a

specific vouchered expenditure. These clients may also have

received "similar benefits" -- services purchased by a non-VR

agency. Loss of these observations left 3,570 clients in the

sample.

In summary, the sample contained clients closed from th..

program with earnings and complete records of specific VR

services provided. Since VDRS provides a total of 62 different

contracted services, these services were grouped within five

broader categories: (a) diagnostic, (b) restorative, (c)

training, (d) education, and (e) maintenance, transportation and

other. The clien. sample was also stratified according to the

following modified RSA disability classifications: (1) physical

impairment, (b) mental retardation, and (c) emocional impairment.
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Distribution and Value of Service Receipts

Table 12-3 provides a descriptive overview of service-

specific receipts. This table shows the number of persons

receiving each service, the mean value of services, and the

receipt rate within each disability category. The far right-hand

column presents all-impairment figures for each service category

and the bottom row reports the mean value of total service

receipts across each disability group. For example, education is

the most expensive service category, $2,024, while mentally

retarded clients receive the highest average value of services,

$2,112.

Table 12-3

Specific VR Service Receipts by Impairment Cohort

SERVICE
Variable
Description

IMRIVRMENT

Physical
(n=2180)

Mental
Retard
(n=876)

Emotional
(n=514)

All

Impairments
(n=3570)

Restorative Average Receipt $1,206 :389 $517 $1,061
# of Clienus 1,471 212 128 1,811
% of Clients 67% 24% 25% :,1%

Tz,-., fig Average Receipt *541 $1,076 $751 $825
# of Clients 301 406 229 936
% of Clients 14% 46% 45% 26%

Education . Average Receipt $1,586 $2,918 $1,732 $2,024
# of Clients 291 191 148 630
% of Clients 13% 22% 29% 18%

Ali

Services Average Receipt *1,462 $2,112 $1,547 $1,633
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The distribution of the remaining three service categories

across clients varies predictably with disability type. For

example, average restorative services of more than $1,200 were

provided to physically impaired clients and at the relatively

high receipt rate of 67 percent. In comparison, only 25 percent

of emotionally ill or mentally retarded clients received

restorative services, with a mean benefit value of $389 and $517,

respectively. On the other hand, mentally impaired clients

received the bulk of training services. Note that 635 of the 936

training service recipients were either mentally retarded (406)

or emotionally ill (229), with a mean service value of $1,076 and

$751, respectively. The receipt rate for training among the

mentally impaired persons was almost fifty percent. Generally,

these results reflect this cohort's neEd for personal or work

adjustment training. In contrast, the average training service

ref:eived by physically impaired persons was less that $541, with

a receipt rate of only 14 percent.

The design of Table 12-3 has omitted two of the specific-

service categories mentioned earlier -- diagnostic services and

maintenPnce, transportation and other (MTO). The omission of MTO

is based on the judgement that these expenditures tend to be of a

supportive rather than rehabilitative nature. Diagnostic

services were omitted because they are received by the vast

majority of clients in our sample (71.7%) and in relatively equal

amounts. Consequently, diagnostic services are unlikely to
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surface as a differentiating variable in the rehabilitative

process. However, one important fact is not revealed due to the

truncation of Table 12-3 -- 588 of the successful closures in the

sample (16.5) reported diagnosis as the only form of contracted

VR services received.

Accounting for Similar Benefits

Another deficiency in the traditional cost-benefit analysis

of the VR program is the lack of accounting for similar benefits

in the cost of the service package received by clients. Recall

that these are services that have been provided to a client of

the VR agency but funded by another federal, state or private

agency. From both a social accounting and individual client

standpoint it doesn't matter who pays for the service. Moreover,

a couLgelor may work just as hard to procure these services as

they do for those purchased by the agency or provided "in-house".

To get some estimate of the magnitude of the problem,

consider that for 1982 the amount of services purchased by the VR

agency totalled just under $13 million (see Table 12-1). The

estimated cost of the similar benefits provided during the same

period was over $5 million. Some 33% of services received by

clients are overlooked in a cost framework that only examines

those services purchased by the VR agency.

By neglecting to include these similar benefits in an

estimation of the impact of services on outcomes one encounters
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an omitted variables bias. This will present two different types

of problems. If these benefits are distributed equally among the

clients then the resulting analysis will overestimate the impact

of the purchased services. If these services are not evenly

distributed then this will bias the impact of the reported

services. To avoid these problems requires an aggregation of

both VR-purchased and similar benefits on an individual client

basis.

In order to incorporate data on similar benefits it is

necessary that these services be made compatible with existing

cost of service data. The R300 data set categorizes the services

received by a client into 12 different categories. If one of the

services is received it is designated as being provided with cost

to the agency, without cost or shared cost. The latter two

classifications represent similar benefit provision. The former

means that an outside agency paid for the entire cost of the

service while the latter implies some cost-sharing between the

VR agency and an external funding source. If the outside agency

furs-ed cal of the cost of the service then there would be no

record of this service cost on the R300 file. If there was a

sharing arrangement this means that only that portion of the

service funded by VR was recorded; the actual cost of the service

is not provided.

The breakdown of the services received in this schema are
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presented in Table 12-4. in only two service groups

maintenance and business school - were external funding sources

used to provide services for less than one-third of the clients

receiving such services. For six of the 12 categories more than

half of the services received were funded at least in patt by

similar benefits. For instance, the two most popular services

provided, diagnostic and "other" services, were funded by other

agencies for 62.3 and 95.6% of the clients.

Table 12-4

VR-PURCHASED SERVICES AND SIMILAR BENEFITS

NUMBER OF
CLIENTS

SERVICE RECEIVING

NUMBER
RECEIVING
PAID BY VR

NUMBER
RECEIVING
SIMILAR
BENEFITS

PERCENT
RECEIVING
SIMILAR
BENEFITS
- =

DIAGNOSTIC 9118 :4:6 5682 62.3%

RESTORATIVE 7444 2264 1180 74.3%

COLLEGE 561 348 21: 38.0%

OTHER ACADEMIC 771 49 232 85.2%

BUSINESS SCHOOL 168 116 ...,.,_ ,

.J 71.0%

VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 1005 ..-..,-,.....)

..- 480 47.8%

ON-JOB-TRAINING L62 96 166 67.4%

WORK ADJUSTMENT 1b98 Q76 42.5%

MISCELLANEOUS .--,
,,,,J 207 :68 44.0%

MAINTENANCE S41 6'.7 7d. 20.7%

OTHER SERVICES 41567 2,Y7 47-)4 9r- 6%

SERVICES TO FAMILY 6; 24 67-1%
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Given the magnitude of the oversight of not including such

costs, how can we correct for this deficiency? Many states keep

at least cursory records on the dollar amount of similar benefits

provided to their clientele. In Virginia, a record is provided

trj the counselor at the time the IWRP is drawn up of the

estimated costs of the services that are supposed to be

delivered. Note that these are not vouchered services. The

record contains the type of service provided, the estimated

dollar amount and if the service was funded by a governmental or

non-governmental agency. These records are cumulated in a file

that tracks all such services for a particular fiscal year

regardless of closure status.

The cost data for our sample should include all similar

benefits provided to the 9,465 clients closed during 1982.

Unfortunately, the last year that the VDRS maintained a file for

was 1982. Thus if a client received any similar benefits prior

to the fiscal year in which they were closed out in, there will

be no record of such service provision. Nonetheless, we were

able to obtain the file for the year in which the client was

closed.

There were a total of 5,882 records reported for this period

totaling $5,183,182- The average value of a similar benefit was

over $880. While one-sixth of these services were under $50,

more than 20% of the individual services were valued at over

$1000. In and of itself, this information demonstrates the
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magnitude of the oversight. However, since these were just

records of services and not tied to an individual recipient, the

remaining task was to try to combine these files with the

existing augmented 8300 data base.

The process of merging this data with the file of VR-

purchased services was filled with numerous pitfalls. The

similar benefit file contained records for clients who were still

active in the program. These records could not be used. A

significant portion of the closed cases received no similar

benefits. Many clients received more than one similar benefit

and thus multiple records were generated for them. These files

had to be combined into a single file in order to match the VR-

purchased data.

After these problems were resolved, a merged file was

created that contained the similar benefit information for the

cases closed in 1982 that had received any services. A total of

3,174 clients received some similar benefits in 1982, roughly

one-third of the entire sample. Since there are over 50

different services purchased by external funding sources, these

were grouped into the diagnostic, training, education,

restoration, and maintenance, transportation and other categories

to make then comparable to the VR-purchased services. The

amounts of each category received by the sample are reported in

Tables 12-5 and 12-6.
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Table 12-5

AVERAGE VALUE OF THE SIMILAR BENEFITS
IF A CLIENT RECEIVED ANY SUCH SERVICES

(N=3174)

RECEIVED

AmountService
Received

Average
Received'

Diagnostic $204.00

Restorative $461.00

Educational $254.00

Training $406.00

Maintenance, $210.00
TransOortation & Other

Total $1 , 535- 00

Table 12-6

VALUE OF SIMILAR BENEFITS RECEIVED

Service Number of Average Total Amount Average Services
Received Clients Amount Received As a Percent of

Receiving Received Total Services

Diagnostic lia $4,707 $649,610 52.601

Restorative 1468 $996 $1,462,500 11.131

Educational 406 $1,174 $805,:110 13,122

Training 1051 $1,227 $1,289,600 13.711

Maintenance, 787 $045 $665,330 9,441
IraGsportation & Other

Total $4,872,430 100.001



There are two ways of examining the results of this

procedure. First one could investigate the impact of

incorporating similar benefits into the accounting of services

for the average client who received any similar benefits. Note

that the average value of restorative and training services was

over $400. Diagnostic, elucation and maintenance, transportation

& others were each more than $200. The sum of these services,

again for the average client, was in excess of $1,500.

The other wa-2 to look at the impact of similar benefits is

to concentrate on those clients who received a particular

service. Only 138 clients received diagnostic services that were

at least partially funded by an external agency. However the

average amount received was quite high - some $4,700. These

clients received one-eighth of the total estimated expenditure

for external agencies during 1982.

The most frequently received service was those categorized

as restorative in nature. Almost 1500 clients, just under one-

sixth of the entire sample, received some $1.5 million of

restorative services that had previously been unaccounted for.

This turns out to be just under $1000 worth of services for these

clients that do not show up in an R300 cost accounting. To put

this underreporting in its proper perspective we note that the

entire VR-purchased expenditure for restorative services was

$4,108,417. Over one-third of the restorative services received

by a client in dollar terms are not reported.
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The most expensive service, and thus one whose absence

should cause the greatest distortion in prior analyses, are

training services. In excess of 1,000 clients received almort
$1,300 of such services. Finally, the impact of externall,
funded education and maintenance services should not go

unnoticed. The value of externally-funded educational services
was almost $1200 while maintenance and other support services

valued at almost $850 were provided to clients.

Counselor Services

The third component of the VR menu of services for which no

specific cost accounting is done concerns the value of counselor

services. Since this service dimension is treated as a component

of overhead, it is difficult to assess the cost-effectiveness of
counselor time spent with the client. Although one should not

extrapolate too far from a single datum, it is remarkable that

roughly one in every six clients closed from the program with

improved earnings received only VR-purchased diagnostic services.

This finding suggests that, for purposes of program evaluation,
current accounting procedures mask the conceivably major

contribution of counselor services in the VR process.

The emphasis of this section is to get a grip on counselor

time and attempt to monetize the value of such services on a per

client basis. It is then possible to compare the marginal

irnacts of counselor services on client outcomes in the same
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fc,sion that we examine purchased services. We will examine

various ways of allocating counselor time, suggest one possible

formulation using our enhanced state data base and see in what

respects this measure is still inadequate.

There have been numerous "cookbook" methods suggested to

allocate counselor costs in the absence of individual counselor

caseloads. As Collignon has noted,

The alternative allocation procedures are in terms ofthe percent of such clients in the total case mix (which
assumes each client generates the alms time requirements for
counselors), the ratio of the average case service costs forthe client group to the cost for the average rehabilitant(assuming that counselor time is most heavily influenced by
the complexity of the service plan required by the client),and the ratio of the average time in process for the client
group compared to the average rehabilitant (assuming that
counselors spend the same time per client each month).

The problem with these methods is that there is no

indication of the intensity or actual duration of the counselor

time provided. All that can be gleaned from the R300 file is the

total cost of purchased services and the elapsed time spent in

various service statuses. Incorporating the aforementioned

methods will lead to serious biases in the estimates. Given

existing national data, there is no way of determining whether

the counselor is merely serving ate a broker of purchased services

for the client or instead is actively providing guidance, job

placement and the like to the individual client. Moreover, the

fact that a client receives many purchased services or is in a

particular status for many months does not indicate that the
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counselor is providing his or her time concomitantly.

The augmented Virginia R300 data base has some additional

information that gives some insight into counselor time per

client. On each client record is the identification number of

the counselor coordinating the service provision. This enables

us to obtain the size of the individual counselor caseload. With

this information and the assumption that each counselor provides

the same amount of time to each client in their caseload, we can

get a crude proxy of counselor costa per client. Of course su-h

an estimate cannot discern the amount of client contact time,

which is the true measure of intensity.

It was determined that the average counselor seled 60

closed cases during 1982. On an average annual salary of roughly

$20,000, an hour of counselor time is valued at $10 per hour for

a 2,000 hour work-year. Dividing the salary by the number of

clients served obtains $330 of counselor services for the average

counselor. For the counselor with larger caseloads the cost per

client will decline. Thus for the clients in the counselor

caseload of 211, the average amount of counselor time received

would be valued at less than $100.

Given that this procedure is based only on closed cases and

that it cannot distinguish among time differentials for

individual clients, such an estimate is only marginally better

than previous estimates. However, it is an important first step

in deriving the total cost of services provided to the individual
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client.

Conclusion

Vocational rehabilitation programs provide a variety of

different services, funded by numerous agencies, to a group of

clients with vastly dissimilar capabilities. Given the host of

services and their disparate nature, it is reasonable to think

that the provision of these services will have different impacts.

The current federal reporting system does not examine the

individual components of the program, nor does it provide

estimates of the level of externally funded services or of

counsleor services provided within the agency.

This chapter has addressed methods to obtain the true

costs of services provided to individual clients of the

vocational rehabilitation program. This entails developing

augmented data bases available from individual states. Using

data from Virginia, an enhanced data set was constructed which

included specific services, estimates of similar benefits and a

proxy for counselor services.

From these three sources it was determined that the average

client received over $1600 in services purchased by the VR

agency, over $1,500 in externally-funded services if they were

eligible and over $300 in counselor services. By adding the

components it is possible to obtain the actual costs of the
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r4

services provided within the VR framework. This will enable the

analyst to get a clearer picture of the costs and benefits

associated with this program.



Chapter 13

USING BETTER MEASURES OF DISABILITY STAIL'S

David Dean and William Milberg*

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the additional

analytical precision obtainable with the use of an augmented

state VR data base compared to analysis using the standard

federal R300 reporting system. The federal R300 data base

includes information on client demographics, a condition

classification of client impairment and types and the duration of

services received. There are numerous shortcomings to such a

date. 17.ase as noted in detail elsewhere in this volume.

The enhanced state data base employed in this effort

includes all the information from the federal reporting system,

plus valuable information on the dollar amount of services

received by each client. In addition, the Wisconsin VR Agency

sample contain a new operationalization of health or

functioning, called the Functional Assessment Inventory (FAI).

The new state data base enhances our ability to perform

cost-benefit analysis of the VR program. Specifically, the

information on dollars expended on particular services enables us

to draw conclusions about the differential impact of service

* Research Associates, Bureau of Economic Research, R'tgers
Univen;ity.
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utilization patterns. In addition, the FAI data permit a

specification of functioning superior to that used in other
studies. This allows us to statistically control for health or
functioning in our estimate of the impact of VR services on
client outcomes.

Tne chapter is organized as follows. Section I presents the
standard earnings equation specification and discusses its

enhancement with the inclusion of a health variable. We will then
discuss alternative conceptualizations of health, including the
FAI. Section II provides a full description of the Wisconsin VR
Agency data set and a description of the variables used in our
specification of the earnings equation. Section III presents
results of estimation of the earnings equation using alternative

formulations of the health variable. Our results show
conclusively that the factor analytic transformation of the FAI
data gives the greatest explanatory power in determining the
impact of services on client outcomes. The concluding section
presents areas of further refinement in research into functioning

indices.
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Earnings Equation Development

There are numerous benefits that one can ascribe to the

vocational rehabilitation program. Using a formal cost-benefit
framework (Chapters 3 and 4), these benefits can be measured in
terms of changes in health status, job adaptability and earnings
capabilities. These models incorporate measures such as the
change in functioning or the change in earnings as outcome
measures with which we can then compare the effica,-.7 of the menu
of serve As provided by the rehabilitation process. Such a

framework entails a longitudinal study which requires measures of
pre-program earnings and functioning levels, ervices received
during the course of the program and post-program earnings and
functioning levels.

Current data collection methods employed within vocational
rehabilitation agencies do not support these types of research
endeavors. The deficiencies in the earnings data at referral
(Chapter 8) and closure from the program (Chapter 9) have been
investigated elsewhere in this volume. A much more serious
shortcoming is the lack of a measure of the change in client
functioning after completicn of the prescribed program. With
only a measure of client functioning at program referral. and a
crude one at that, it becomes all but impossible to meaningfully
estimate the impact of the regimen of services pro "ided to
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For inetance, consider two individuals with idQntical
observed

charac'eristics, program treatment and initial
functioning levels, but one client has a markedly higher
functioning capability upon program completion. This results inearnings levels of $150 and $250 per week respuctively. In theabsence of a measure of post-progzam functioning, the use ofstandard econometric techniques could not account for thedifference and it would be eissignird to the random error term andany other variables correlated with functioning.

Nonetheless, these potentially Pbtal variable omissions havenot daunted 'economic inquiries into the vocational rehabilitationprogram. The typical economic treatment (Bellante, Conley,Worrall [19771) has proceeded with the implicit assumption thatthe change in functioning is proxied by the change in clientearnings. These studies have then attempted t* statisticallycontrol for the initial level of functioning by incorporating theRSA R-300 condition classification format (e.g. heart .;(edition,
arthritis, mental retardation, etc.). While this measure wascrude, and as we shall see - wholly

unsatisfactory, it was the"only game in town" with which one could control for the level of
client impairment.

The purpose of this endeavor is to improve upon this
condition-classification measure used to control for health in an
earnings equation framework. This will enable us to examine more
concriitely the impact of the specific services provided by the VR
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agency. As Galvin et. al. have noted,

Since functional assessment attempts to measure the actualperformance of an inditdual while giving consideration to his orher environment, some program evaluators believe that functionalassessment data may contribute to the demonstration ofrehabilitation service outcome through the measurement of smallgains as opposed to the absolute fact of employment. [Galvin, et.al., 1985)

In recent years there have been a spate of attempts by
health researchers to operationalize the concept of

health/functioning into a meaningful construct [Jetts]. One such
instrument has been the Functional Assessment Inventory (FAI).
The remainder of this section will examine the necessity of

controlling foi health in an earnings equation, develop a

taxonomy of nealth indices which may be suitable for such
purposes, assess the deficiencies of previous attempts by
economists to incorporate these measures and look at the merits

and shortcomings of the FAI.

One can think of vocational rehabilitation as a manpower
training program designed for persons who meet a specified
disability criteria. The eligible client must have a hedically

determined disability which is a vocational handicap bu, which
can be remediated through the provision of VR services. The

typical economic treatment to quantify the impact of "poor

health" for such persons has been to append the Mincer-Becker

human capital framework. This consists of modifying the standard

earnings equation to incorporate the services provided and to
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"control" for the level of health in some fashion. Hence
(1) Ln Y a + bR + cX + dH + e

where Y is the individual's earnings, Ln is the natural log
function, K is a vector of human capital variables including
schooling and work experience, as well as vocational
rehabilitation services, X is a vector of demographic and family
background variables, H is the measure of this client's health or
functioning status, and is the random error incorporating
unobserved variation and measurement error. Note that a, b, c,and d are the interceIA and parameter estimates for the
respective variables. Clearly, in the absence of a control for
health this model suffers from omitted variables bias. This will
increase the magnitude of e, rendering all parameter estimatesless efficient and will also alter the magnitude of any
parameter estimates whose variable is correlated wi''h health.
Our interest here. then, is in the proper specification of the
client's health variable, not in a re-specification Lf labor
supply models.

Typically, economists estimate labor force participation
models (Does a person tork or not?), labor surrly models (How
many hours per period drys th* client work?) or earnings
equations (What wes the client's hourly wage rate?). The RSA R-
2C0 late set only provides information ms weekly client earningshlzh is an amalgam of hours worked and the hourly wage rata.
Given the paucity of data about client earnings, one should
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interpret any results with proper skepticism. Thus we shall
proceed to examine the various methods employed in prev4ous
studies to estimate health.

Recent economic inquiries into the impact of manpower
training initiatives have utilized a "fixed effects" framework to
estimate program benefits (Ashanfelter, Bassi, and see
discussion in Chapter 3). In such a model, programmatic impacts
of the "treatment" variable are isolated by examining the
difference in earnings prior to and after program intervention.
The prior earnings figure incorporates many demographic variables
that are independent of the treatment variable. Unfortunately,
with the dearth of information about pre-program earnings for
most clients it becomes impossible to operationalize such a model
in a VR setting.

Recognition of the need to include a health measure in the
earnings equation begs the question of the exact specification
this variable should take. Health is an amorphous concept and
has received any different representations in the literature.
Below we will discuss the ideal health/functioning measure. We
unen review past attempts to operationalize this construct. In
presenting a taxonomy of health measures we are able to classify
these previous efforts and identify their inherent shortcomings
both conceptually and econometrically for the purpose of
estimating an earnings equation. We will put particular emphasis
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on deficienclls with the measure currently used by VR agencies to
classify client disability. We will conclude the section with a
discussion of the merits and drawbacks of the Functional
Assessment Inventory, the variable incorporated in our augmented
state data bass model.

A. Past Attempts To Operationaliza Health

Above 44 discussed thu need to control for
health/functioning in an earnings equation. Having established
this need, we turn now to the problem of creating a conceptually
appropriate and administratively feasible health/functioning
variable. The appropriateness of a given measure will of course
be determined by the question we seek to answer, in this case the
impact of VR services on client earnings. The "search for a
health variable" has gone on for decades, and will no doubt
continue to go on as the questions we seek to answer requiring a
health variable change.

The first problem in creating a health variable is defining
health. This problem is not trivial.

According to Goldsmith,
"This difficulty of conceptralizing health is perhaps the major
constraint on the development and usefulness of health status
indicators."[Jette] Health is defined either according to an
assessment of medical condition or of functioning. Of course
each of these conceptions of health may be defined in many
different ways. For example, medical diagnostic measures could



vary from the dichotomous mortality indexes often used in

economics studims (See Parsons] to the over 100 condition
classifications used to categorize the disabled by the RSA.

Moreover, the latter conceptions of health - functioning - may be
refined to account for different levels of functioning, e.g. from
the level of independence at home (ability to dress, toileting,
etc.) to the ability to interact well with others in the
workplace. Defining health, then, is not a trivial issue, and is
the first step in creating a health variable.

The first link in the chain of health is a condition
classification, a medical diagnosis of a physical, mental or
emotional ailment. Such a condition may result from what Whitten
refers to as a "pathology" (Lambrinos]. "Pathology ... may be
the result of infection, metabolic imbalances, degenerative
disease processes, trauma, or other etiology." A diagnosed
condition may lead to an impairment, depending on the severity of
the condition. Level two is impairment, which indicates "a

physiological, anatomical or mental loss or other abnormalities."
An impairment may lead to a functional limitation, defined as an
inability to ?erform physical, mental or emotional activities.
The World Health Organization (WHO) definitions are almost
identical except for differences in nomenclature. Stewart
defined functional status as "the performance of (or the capacity
to perform) a 4 y of activities that are normal for people in
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good physical health." There are five categories of
functioning: self-care activities, mobility, physical activities,
role activities (work, school or household activities) and
leisure activities [Stewart]. We would simplify this taxonomy
and distinguish "role activities" as lob activity limitations.
The four other categories we define as basic activity
limitations. The WHO labels as disability what we call
functional limitation.

It is likely that if one is limited in the ability to
parlors basic activities, one would also be limited in job
activity functioning. The converse is not true, of course, sincejob activities usually regaire functioning beyond, or at least
different from functioning

required for basic activities.
Level five in the chain of health is disability or handicap

in WHO terms. Disability is not an absolute category. It
depends on social norms and economic factors as well as an
individual's job activity limitations. We cannot draw a one-to-
one correspondence between a functional limitation and a
disability. For example, the same back problem endured by
President Kennedy while in office might render a dock worker
completely disabled [Berkowitz, Nagi, Lambrinos]. The "chain of
health in society" is summarized in Figure 1.
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FIGURE I

The Chain of Health in Society

ETIOLOGY
/

I \
/

I \

WORK INJURY CONGENITAL DYSFUNCTION CHRONIC DISEASE\ /

CONDITION CLASSIFICATION (Level 1)

- - RSA R-300
- -Bartel and Taubman

IMPALIIENT (Level 2)

FUNCTIONAL LIMITATION

ACTIVITY LIMITATION (Level 3)

--LFI
- -PULSES
--RAND
--Barthels
- -FLS

--Skill Indicators
--PSFS
--Moskowitz and McCann

JOB ACTIVITY LIMITATION (Level 4)
--FAI
--PDQ
--Index of Well-Being

DISABILITY (Level 5)
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- -Health Insurance Study
- -Social Security
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H. Operationalizing Health Via a Functioning Scale

The question of how to create a conceptually appropriate
health variable can be rephrased as follows: At what point in the
chain do we seek to measure health? Deciding on this narrows
considerably the field of appropriate health variables. For the
analysis of the impact of VR services on client earnings. we seek
a measure of health assessing job activity limitations, that is
that assesses health at level 4 in Figure 1. Such a scale would
thus not necessarily evaluate health status at levels 1 - 3 and
certainly not assess the existence or extent of disability (i.e.
level 5). Health measured at levels 1 - 3 would probably not
pinpoint aspects of health most relevant to an assessment of
vocational capability and thus earnings.

There are many examples where medical illness would be
irrelevant in explaining employability and earning-. For
example, according to Crewe and Athelstan (1981, p. 299]:

...identifying a person as having a closed head injury doesnot tell a counselor whether the individual can speak, walk,handle perceptual tasks, or remember events from one hour to thenext. Furthermore, such a medical diagnosis says nothing aboutthe ability to relate to other people, vocational skills, or theenvironmental system. Functional assessment, on the other hand,can pinpoint such problems and can also call attention to thesimilarities among some clients with different diagnoses.
Health measured at level 5 would assess too narrowly a

client's vocational status. That is, the step from level 4 to
level 5 involves the imposition of very specific social and
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technological factors closely associated with partictlar jobs.
It is only at the 5th level that President Kennedy and the
dockworker would be assessed differently, in the example given
above, that is the dock worker is disabled, while JFK is not.
our analysis of VR service.* is interested in health functioning
related to work in general ways. We seek to isolate (and remove)
the sociological element in assessing the influence of
functioning on earnings. Such an assessment would provide the
most appropriate health measure for determining employability and
earnings potential. A particular disability may be overcome with
the provision of VR services. Thus knowledge of such a
disability may be a misleading

indicator of the impact of health,
per se, on future labor force participation.

The ideal health variable depends crucially on the context
in which it will be used. Bartel and Taubman saw fit to define
"en ideal health construct...as one that measured on some
continuous metric all bodily or biological functions." Clearly
they seek a level two variable in our schema. Since we are
interested in investigating vocational limitations of clients
receiving rehabilitation services, we seek a measure at a higher
level in the "chain." Berkowitz has defined an ideal health
variable more suitable for our analysis:

Ideally the variable we seek should be quantifiable,continuous, not dichotomous, independent of the requirements fora particular job, relevant to the requirements of functioning inthe labor market, independent of the decision to participate ornot participate in the labor force, and feasible.
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Like Berkowitz, our ideal health variable would be at thefourth level in the chain, that is one measuring job activitylimitation. Job activity limitation is the proper
specificationof the health variable for estimating the impact of VR serviceson labor market outcomes. A measure of disability (level five)would be too specific, in that it incorporates socio-economicelements that are not necessarily related to the functionallimitation which is most relevant to labor market outcome.

Most existing health indexes assess "health" at our assignedlevels 1, 2, or 3. One type of index used which fits in at levelone in our
configuration are mortality indexes (Parser*_ ;. Whilesuch measures have the virtue of not being endogenouslydetermined, there are numerous drawbacks which make themunsuitable for our purposes. By their very nature mortalityindexes are very crude, binary in nature, and also ignore allnon-fatal dysfunctions. Moreover, we have a

cross-sectional,rather than a longitudinal data set which requires that wee xamine differences across individuals,
effectively eliminatingmortality measures from

consideration.
Another example of a level 1 health index is the RSAcondition classification scheme. This health variable classifiese ach client

according to over 100 medical
conditions as definedby the RSA. That the variable is not the L'st appropriate forour analysis is evidenced by the earnings equation estimates
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presented below using alternative health variables.

There are numerous deficiencies with the condition
classification scheme used by the RSA in determining client
impairments. First, as Bartel and Taubman noted with regard to
their index - the presence of a doctor's diagnosis of a
particular disease:

Our measure of health differs from the ideal one in severalways. First, we have no indication of severity other than thepassing of some threshhold, and we do not know if there have beenany cures or remissions.
Second, a person can be ill withoutbeing so diagnosed. Third, a diagnosis can be wrong. As is wellknown, random measurement error, if uncorrelated with the trueindependent variables, will bias coefficients towards zero.

A second difficulty with this measure is that while it is
exogenously determined by a physician, tharo is no attempt to get
at the vocational limitation caused by the condition. For our
purposes, we are solely concerned with An inability to engage in
various aspects related to work, regardless of their etiology.
Different clients may have the same functional limitatior i.e
restricted use of an arm, with varying causes of the limitation.
This limitation could be due 'co arthritis, an amputation, a
musculo-skeletal injury, etc.. However, there is no way of
knowing this under the existing index used by the VR agency.

A third problem with this format is that it cannot account
for multiple camas or outcomes, except through the presence of a
secondary condition. This mutual exclusivity effectively rules
out interacting multiple impairments, which together are what
typically cause the client's vocational limitation.
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A final shortcoming of such a specification is that the
binary nature of the condition classification

Many of the indexes that attempt to assess functioning do soat level 3, the level of activity limitation..., as opposed tolevel 4, job activity limitations. The list of such indexes islong. Many of these, including PULSES, Barthel', the FunctionalLife Scale, the Programmed Summary of Functional Status, theMoskowitz and McCann index and Skill Indicators, measurefunctioning with respect to the so-called "activities of dailyliving" (ADL) [Halpern and Fuhrer]. A brief description ofseveral of these indexes is helpful.

The maim functions assessed by ADL measures are physicalmobility, transfers, home chores, kitchen chores and personal
care [Jetta, 1980]. For example, the PULSES scale measures six
categories of global functional status, where P stands forphysical condition including diseases of the viscera and
neurological disorders, U stands for self-cars activities (drink,
fetid, etc.) dependent mainly upon upper limb function, L stands
for mobility activities, dependent mainly upon lower limb
function, S stands for sensory components relating to
communication and vision, E stands for excretory functions and Sstands for intellectual and emotional stability, support from
family unit and financial ability.

The Rand Health Insurance Study functional status index goes
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slightly beyond the simple ADL scales, combining a functional
limitations battery (mobility, physical activities, role
activities, self-care) and a physical capacities battery
(Stewart)

The Sickness Impact Pmfile also goes beyond the standard
ADL measure. But this instrument has bee; criticized for its
imprecip'-- According to Jette, it "us:. multiple functional
activities within the same question whict may be performed at
different levels of function." [Jetta)

Crewe aad Athelstan's Functional Life Scal: essentially
assesses level 3 functioning. According to Crewe:
It can be used to provide a quantitati'' measure of anindividual's ability to participate in all the basic dailyactivities which are customary for the majority of human beings.The areas assessed include cognition, activities of daily living,home activities, outside activities and social interaction. Thescale appears to be very promising as a means of assessing theoverall effectiveness of a rehabilitation program in returning anindividual to averyday life. It does not deal with many of thefactors which would be most relevant for determining employmentpotential, however. For example, a diabetic might uzore well onthis scale and still face great problems in finding work."(Crewe]

There are several deficiencies in utilizing these activities
of daily living scales as a health construct in an earnings
equation specification. One major shortcoming is their emphasis
on physical functioning and mobility which neglects many of the
mental and emotional aspects of vocational functioning. Given
the high percentage of vocational rehabilitation clients who
experience the latter forms of dysfunctioning, this would render
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ADL scales
inappropriate for our purposes. Moreover, as

3Arkowitz has noted, there is not necessarily a correlation
between inability to perform such ADL skills and ability to holddown a full-time job. Remember that we desire measures whichmeasure a VR client's functioning with respect to vocational
limitations.

Level four is the level at which we would define our ideal
health variable. Several measures have been constructed toassess this type of

health/functioning. These include theFunctional Assessment Inventory (FAI), the Index of Well-Beingand the West Virginia Preliminary Diagnostic Questionnaire (PDQ).Our study wmploys the FAI. A brief review of these level-fourscales is thus helpful.

The FAI was designed to aid vocational
rehabilitationcounselors who must work with clients who may have a broad rangeof disabilities. Since counselors may not be aware of the

consequences of various disabling conditions, the FAI seeks to
summarize the pertinent vocational aspect of a disability.

Thus,
while it is largely diagnostic, it is concerned with vocationallyrelated functions. According to Crewe and Athelstan, its
originators:

The FAX was developed to provide an accurate description ofclient potential for vocational
planning...It identifies

strengths and limitations that may or may not be modifiable butwhich need to be taken into account in developing arehabilitation plan. [Crewe and Athelstan]
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The two strength* of the FAI vis-a-vis the other measures we
have examined are that it is counselor assessed and that it
examines eat/tional and mental functioning. As a counselor -
assessed measure of vocational limitations, the FAI avoids the
endogeneity problem that arises with self,- assessed measures 41.1

the problem of the exceedingly narrow focus of physician -
assessed measures.

The problems with the FAI are three -fold. First,
administration of the FAI requires extensive knowledge of the
client on the part of the counselor. Thia may cause problems of
the general applicability of the Inventory as well as its inter-
rater reliability. Second, its virtue as a diagnostic tool to
assess a variety of

disabling conditions also lads to occasional
lack of specificity in assessment. For example, the FAI contains
only one question about vision, while there exist measures with
a battery of questions relating to many different aspects of
visual acuity. Rolatdd to this problem is the third shortcoming
of the FAI. The scaling of responses is limited to four discrete
values (zero to three) which may lack desired sensitivity of the
degree of functioning.

The Index of Well-Being is more sophisticated yet, for our
purpose, less useful than other indexes that assess health at
level 4. This instrument asseses the level of physical
djdifunction in physical activity, mobility and social activity.
It gamin assesses expected future functioning. According to
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Jette:

They define health as the product of (expected values) ofthe social preferences assigned to levels of function and theprobabilities of transition among the levels over the lifeexpectancy of the individual or group. (Jetts, 1980, p. 572)
The speculative element in this instrument distinguishes it from
others, yet makes it inappropriate as the basis of an .explanatory
variable in an earnings equation.

The Preliminary Diagnostic Questionnaire attempts to assess
the functional capacities of a person in terms of employment,
that is level 4 functioning. In general, it covers cognitive
functioning, physical limitations, emotional functioning,
motivation and social, economic and personal conditions.
[Moriarty] It covers essentially the same areas as the FAI. The
two instruments differ, however, in that the PDQ relies heavily
on self-reported evaluation while the FAI is strictly counselor
assessed. Ths problems inherent in a self-assessed measure are
discussed below.

The final level (level 5) in our chain of health/functioning
is disability. The problem with incorporating measures of
disability in our scheme is that what is observed is the
interaction of the complex nexus between socioeconomic,
demographic and functional limitation variables. The most
prevalent health measures used in early economic analyses were
those that were gleaned from available surveys such as the Health
Insurance Study ano the Social Security Survey of Disabled and
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Nondisabled Adults. These health measures consist of measurea
such as the "number of bed-disability days" or "restricted days"
as well as self-rated work limitations and declarations of health
as "excellent", "good", "fair", or "bad". As Lambrinos notes,
exogenous health indexes can be created from any of the five
levels we have defined, except for disability. Such disability
measures do not reflect an individual's level of well-being but
rather their occupational status or taste for work.

One of the major flaws with such measures is that they cannot
objectively discern between differences in health levels. Two
individuals with vastly different functional capabilities may
declare themselves equally work disabled because they face
differing economic opportunities and constraints. Thus, there is
no indication of the actual severity of the impairment underlying
the perception of health. In specifying the earnings equation
with such a health measure there will be a great deal of
heterogeneity, r' .lting in large amounts of uncontrolled
variation.

In the same vein, the fact that two persons with the sane
"true" health level may view themselves in different etat6s of
well-being, or that one person rates themself "limited in kind or
amount of work" while the othe perceives that they are "unable
to work altogether* makes self assessed measurement
inappropriate as a control for health in the estimation of an
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earnings equation. Moreover, as Chirikos and Nestel observe:
A more significant flaw is that behavioral measures ofhealth are nit necessarily indspenden* of the labor forcebehavior that they are supposed to explain... Thus the behavioralevidence used to document poor health Jr classify the populationunder study as "disabled" may be identj.cal to the behavior to beexplained, namely, reductions in labor supply.

As other economic studies (Lambrinos,Parsons) concerned with
the labor force participation decision of disabled persons have
shown, socioeconomic conditions may induce a person to declare
themself in poor health. The problem with incorporating such
measures into an earnings equation

specification is that they
result in simultaneity bias. Inclusion of such health measures
alter the magnitude and significance of the desired parameter
estimates being investigated.

C. Other Criteria for a Health Veriable

In the first part of this section we mentioned two criteria
that should be used to evaluate health indeues. The first, that
it measure health at the appropriate "level" we have discussed in
some detail. The eecono, that it be administratively feasible,
in terms of time, money and assessor training, deserves
discussion. For one, we seek a measure which can provide
empirical data for large samples, at a low cost. The instrument
should not take too much time to administer. The skill level of
the assessor is also important. Self-assessed instruments create
potential endogeneity problems, discussed below. Physician-
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assessed instruments tend to be, those aimed at medical diagnosis.

Counselor-assessed measures are thus most appropriate for labor
market studies. It is also important that training of the

assessor (be it physician or counselor) not be too time consuming
or costly. Of course, the instrument should also exhibit
significant inter-ratar reliability.
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ill. Data and Variable Description.

The sample data set, forwarded to us by Abt Associates, was
collected by counselors from the Wisconsin Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation Services, for clients entering the program fromMarch through July of 1981. During this interval, 1,670 program
participants were surveyed. The data set includes specificservices delivered to each client (in dollars) as in Chapter 12and the

counselor-administered Functional Assessment Inventory,in adaition to the usual client demographic and programmatic
characteristics.

This data set differs from the standard RSA-R300 reportingsymtem in another significant aspect. The R300 data contains
information on all clients terminated from the VR program
sometime during the fiscal year. For this "customized" Wisconsinsample,the data gathering process was stopped at the end of
September 1983, irrespective of closure status. As a
consequence, the sample included clients of different status inthe program.

Specifically, some of the clients surveyed were still
receiving services and were designated as still active in the VR
presg.Tam. Those clients no longer active in the program were
assemeed either to have successfully completed the program by
being suitably employed for a miaimum of 60 days after receiving
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I
rehabilitation services, or unsuccessfully completed the

11
program. Of the 1,670 clients sampled, 524 (31.4%) were still

active in the program, 782 (46.8%) were successfully

rehabilitated and 364 (21.8%) were not rehabilitated.

The decomposition of the data set by VR program status is

important because analysis of the impact of services on earnings
requi..es client earnings data upon completion of the program.
Clients who were still active in the program can obviously not be

11 included for the purpcse of such an analysis. Also, earnings at
closure were not reported for those clients who unsuccessfully

11 completed the 7R program. Unfortunately, they must also be
excluded from analysis of the benefits of program services on

earnings, even though they may obtain demonstrable gains from the

11 program.

While we must exclude the actives and non-successes from the
earnings equation estimation, there was no reason to exclude them

from estimation of a health/functioning variable. There is ample
evidence that non-successes eventually report earnings (See
Chapter 9, RSA-SSA data link]. Furthermore, those clients who

were still receiving services will at some point be closed out of
11 the program either successfully or unsuccessfully, and therefore

may eventually report earnings. Using the information on the

health status of all clients should thus not bias the estimation
of the impact of the health variable on the reported earnings at
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closure of successful clients.

On the other hand,
non-successful clients and those who werestill active in the program may differ in socioeconomic anddemographic variables from those successfully

rehabilitated.Significant differences in these variables may indicate bothsystematic and unobservable variation. Each of these variationspresent problems in estimating service impacts on earnings.If there is unobservable variation among subsamplos, i.e.motivation to work,
perseverance, etc., then the estimatedimpacts of the explanatory variables on earnings may besignificantly biased. The fact that a client was still activemeans that the duration of services received was greater than fora client in the other
sub-samples. A client receiving servicesover a long period of time, e.g. education, may differunobservably ad well as systematically from a client

receivingsurgery or training.

For instance, the education of the father of the client isan unobserved variable (to the researcher) that may have somebearing on the earnings level of the client. It is notunreasonable to think that clients receiving a college educationmay differ in this urtmaitsured element from clients receivingwork adjustment training. To attempt to estimate earning impactsof services without accounting for the difference inunobsorvablos among the cohorts is unsound.
Second, if we find that the averages of the variables are
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different among the Aubsamplos, one can conclude that these

cohorts were not randomly assigned. Hence, it is inappropriate
to use the estimates of the impact of service variables on
earnings for one subsample to draw a conclusion about their
impacts on the other subsamples. This requires that we anaiyze
the difference in the tAio-samples for all the variables that are
traditionally incorporated in earning equation estimations.

The demographic and socioeconomic characteristics, RSA and
FAI disability classifications as well as services received for
Zhe sample of 1670 are presented below. They are described
briefly first for the total sample, then for sub-sample.
distinguished by VR program status, i.e. those who successfully
completed the program (status 26), those who did not complete the
program (status 2C or 30) and those still active, receiving
services (status 10-24). For each variable we performed a test
of significance of the difference of means across sub-samples.
These results are presented in the tables below. We will also
briefly aiscuss the expected impact of each variable on client
earnings.

Derographic Variables

The demographic variables include client age at referral,
race and sex. rable 13-1 summarizes the mean values for the Lull
sample and by program closure status.
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DENOGRAPHIC
VARIABLES

as ea or so ma 10 so 111

TABLE 13 -1

TESTS Of THE DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES FOR DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLESAMOK THE THREE COMMITS:
SUCCESSES, NON91CtESSES AND STILL ACTIVES

(FROM A SAMPLE OF 1,670 CLIENTS OF THE WISCONSIN ORS)

MEAN VALUES MEAN VALUES MEAN VALUES
T-STATISTICS MEAN VALUES T-SiATIST1CSFOR THE FOR FOR NON- FOR THE TEST iOR STILL FOR THE TESTFULL SAMPLE SUCCESSES SUCCESSES OF DIFFERENCES ACTIVES OF DIFFERENCES(N 1670) (N w 762) (N , 364) IN THE MEAN (N 524) IN THE MEAN

IntS2727.111
WItiMMUIRSXM =SXSZt".MZ t=7.1===MT.

ITMITT2====rttS WWWWX2=2X *_ 2=-LLS
AGE AT REFERRAL (YEARS) 30.2 31.9 30.3 2.00 * 27.8 6.20RACE (2 WHITE)

02.7 94.0 67.1 3.53 * 94.7 0.51SEX (X MALE)
62.4 62.5 61.5 0.32 62.7 G.09

* Denotes difference st the 52 level of significance
between tae successful cohort snd the nonsuccessful
end the still active ,:ohorts respectively



Aga,

The average aga of the clients in the total sample was fairly
young -- lust over thirty years -- with almost 38% being less
than 24 an4 just over 15% greater than 45 years of age. The sub-
sample of successfully rehabilitated clients had an average age
that was significantly higher (almost 32 years) than both the
non-successes (30 years) and those clients who were still
receiving services who averaged 28 years of age. (See Table I on
demographic characteristics). Not only is the average age lower
for the actives, but the age distribution of this sub-sample is
more skewed toward lower ages than the others. Specifically,
over 75% of the actives were under 34 , compared to only two-
thirds for the other sub-samples. As other characteristics will
also illustrate, the sample of clients still receiving services
are invariably receiving some educational services and thus it is
not surprising that they may be younger.

Traditional earnings equations (Mincer] based on human
capital theory have posited that the impact of age on earnings
rhould be quadratic. This implies that as a person gets older
one can expect to experience increased earnings but that they
will increase at a decreasing rate. In other words, the rateof
increase in earnings declines as one ages and the accumulated
stock of human capital "depreciates". For a clientele that is
predominantly mentally impaired, the expected impact of age on
earnings is less certain.
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Race

Almost 93% of the clients sampled were white The totalsample is comprised of successful and still- atct...a sub-samplesthat were some 04% white and the
non-successes which were only87% white. There was a

statistically significant differencebetween the successes and the
non-successes. Thus whale theactive and success sub-samples may be drawn !row the same samplein regards ~o this one variable, the non-successes exhibit asignificantly different racial composition than the othercohorts.

The impact of race on earnings has been the subject c2countless economic inquiries, Due to factors such as lowerinvestment in human capital,
discrimination, and the like it hasbeen found that earnings of blacks are lower than whites, ceterisparibus. The. expected sign of "blackness" on earnings is thennegative.

Sex

Over 61% of the clients sampled wiere male. Both successfullyrehabilitated and the
still-active cohorts contained virtuallythe same

percentage of males as the full sample. While the non-success cohort contained relatively more (1%) females, this didnot represent a statistically significant difference incomparison with the reference group of successful
rehabilitants.The impact of gender on earnings has also been the subject
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of numerous economic studies. The findings from such studies are
that woman earn less than men. Differences in earnings may be

attributed to less work experience, lower investment in human
capital, job discrimination as well as other factors. We expect
to find an inverse relationship between "femaleness" and
earnings.

Socioeconomic Variables

The socioeconomic variables include years of schooling
completed, client marital status and reported earnings at
referral to and closure from the program. The average values for
the variables are presented in Table 13-2.
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TABLE 13 -2

TESTS Of TNE DIFFERENCE* A MEAN VALUES FOR SOCIDECONCRIC VARIABLESAMONG TNE TWEE COHORT':
SUCCESSE:', NON-SUCCESSES AND STILL ACTIVES

(FROM A SAMPLE OF 1,670 CLIENTS OF THE WISCONSIN ORS)

MEAN VALUES
FOR TNE

MEAN VALUES
FOR

MEAN VALUES
FOR NON-

T-STAT!STICS
FOR THE TEST

MEAN VALUES

FOR STILL
TSTATISTICS.
FOR THE ,ESTSOCICIECOROMIC PULL SAMPLE SUCCESSES SUCCESSES OF DIFFERENCES ACTIVES OF DIFFERENCE!VARIABLES (M 1670) (M v 782) (N = 364) IN THE NEAR (N = 524) IN THE MEAN

EDUCATION (YEARS) 10.8 10.S' 90.6 1.10 10.9 0.10

MARITAL STATUS (% MARRIED) 29.2 33.4 23.9 1 210, 2A.7 2.56

EARNINGS AT REFERRAL

REPORTING POSITIVE 12.8 20.3 12_3 3.54 * 1.1 12.02 C

$ AMOUNT, IF ANY 155.00 161.75 0 s0 51,Z 9.80

EARNINGS AT CLOSURE:

% REPORT* POSillvT 45.5 91.2 4.7 vis

$ AMOUNT, IF ANT
160.08 n/a n/e rqn

Denotes difference at the 5% levet of significance

between the successful cohort and the non-successful
and the still active cohorts respectively
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Marital status

For the Wisconsin sample, only 29% of the clients were
married, approximately 50% were never married, while the

remaining 21% were either divorced , separated or widowed. Once
again, it must be emphasized that the sample consists of three
heterogeneous cohorts. The cohorts differed significantly froAl

the average for the entire sample with respect to marital status.
Over one-third of the successes were married. This

statistically differentiates this sub-sample from the others,
wherein roughly one-fourth of both cohorts were married. While
the still-actives were more represented by never being married
(almost 60% versus 44% for the successes), the non-successes had
a higher degree of divorce or separation, 23%, which is almost
twice the amount for those clients still receiving services.

Marital status is a variable that is typically in.Auded in
labor force participation estimations but not in earnings
equation estimations. The theory is that while being married
will have some bearing on whether a person works or doesn't work,
once that person chooalos to work, marital status will not have any
effect on the levol of earnings. For a population that is

predominantly mentally or emotionally impaired it may be that
marital status is a proxy for compatibility, committment, etc,.

Employers may value such attributes in the wage offer

determination. To the extent that these attributes have an impact
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on earnings, we would expect marital status and earnings to bepositively correlated.

Education

Most of the sample -- 61% -- had
complt.:Asd high school. About31% had at least some high ochool, with the remaining 8%receiving either only elementary education or enrolled in aspecial education program. The average number years ofschooling completed was just under 11 for the entire sample,which was not

statistically
significantly different for any ofthe subsamples. More of the
non-succevis had only elementaryschool education. This would more likely make them candidatesfor work training programs rat:er than formal education. On theother hand, the still- actives tended to have a greaterproportion with "some

college", indicating that they may be morelikely to receive college education as a service
from the VRAgency.

The "returns to education" is another variable that hasreceived considerable economic interest. It is generally thoughtthat the impact of education on earnings is positive, butdecreasing. This suggests a quadratic formulation of the yearsof schooling variable, similar to the
relationship positedbetween age and earnings.

Earnings at Referral

Perhaps the most important
variables for our analysis, save
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for a measure of the disabling condition, are the client earnings

upon referral to the program and after closure from the program.

Unfortunately, current data collection methods do not give
meaningful values for these variables. The earnings figures at
referral and closure, if reported, are given only for the week
prior to applying for services and 60 days after termination of
services. These figures are usually not indicative of either
true prior or post VR earnings. (For a fuller discussion see
Chapters 8 and 9.)

In any event, less than 13% of the sample reported positive
earnings at the time of referral to the VR program. Of those
with positive earnings, average earnings were $155 per week. Note
that only 1.-,; of the still-active sub-sample reported positive
earnings at referral. This was not surprising given the
prevalence of students in this cohort, who have little or no
employment history. Moreover, every one of these clients earned
less than $100 per week at referral, with an average of $54.
This differs substantially from the successful and non-successful
cohorts, in which 20% and 12%, respectively, reported positive
earnings. The average reported weekly earnings at referral for
both croups were more than $150 and are not statistically

significantly different. Of course, the reported earnings for the

rehabilitated and still-active cohorts differ dramaticalll.

It was found that over 5% of the Status 26 cohort reported
earnings of greater than $200 at referral.. Since these clients
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already had relatively gainful employment at the time of entry tothe program, one would expect a service pattern of relatively
short duration, consisting of mainly restorative services. Afterreceipt of the service the client would return to, or continueat, the same place of employment with the same earnings asreported at referral.

Earnings at Closure

The earnings at closure data must be interpreted cautiously.As shown in Chapter 9, an earnings figure 60 days after programtermination may not be
representative of the client's

"permanent"earnings capabilities. Furthermore, the cohort not rehabilitatedmay report earnings at a later date, some of which may beattributable to the impact of the VR services received. Toconsider these clients
"unsuccessfully" rehabilitated severely

underestimates the efficacy c' the services rendered.
The magnitude of this problem can now be put in context.Almost 55% (910 clients) of the sample reported either zeroearnings or did not report earnings at closure. Of these 910,890 were either i% active status or closed

unsuccessfully, thusby definition, having no earnings at closure. By implication,there were 20 clients in the sample who were closed successfullyto homemaker status, and therefore suitably employed, butreported zero earnings.

Of those reporting positive earnings at closure, the average
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I
was $160. Just ander one-quarter of these reported earning less
than $100. The majority of the positive wage earners (51.2%)

reported earnings between $100 and $200. Finally, just over one-

quarter reported earnings at closure above $200 per week.

Service Variables

Thirty-nine different types of services were provided by the
Wisconsin VR Agency. Those can be aggregated into five major

!I categories: diagnostic, education, training, restorative, and
others (which includes maintenance, transportation and other
miscellaneous services). Me percentage of clients recsiving a
particular service and its averagv dollar value are presented in
Table 13-3 below.

I
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TABLE 13-3 SERVICES

TESTS OF THE DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES FOR SERVICES RECEIVED
AMONG THE THREE COHORTS: SUCCESSES,

NON-SUCCESSES AND STILL ACTIVES
(FROM A SAMPLE OF 1,670 CLIENTS OF THE WISCONSIN DRS)

MEAN VALUES MEAN VALUES MEAN VALUES T-STATISTICS MEAN VALUES TSTATISTICS
TYPE OF

r,K THE FOR FOR NON- FOR THE TEST FOR STILL FOR THE TESTSERVICE
FULL SAMPLE SUCCESSES SUCCESSES OF DIFFERENCES ACTIVES GE DIFFERENCESRECEIVED (N n 1670) (M = 782) (N = 364) IN THE MEAN (N = 524) IN THE MEAN

- a

DIAGNOSTIC:

%RECEIVING 85.1 84.7 82.7 0.83 87.4 1.42
$ AMOUNT RECVD., IF AMY 248.17 222.7 261.27 1.98 278. 3.11 *

EDUCATIONAL:

X RECEIVING
25.8 15.2 7.0 3.78 54,1 15.33

$ kFCV0 AY 9353_38 654.75 264_72 4_04 1347 6.96

RESIORATIVE:

RECEIVIW, 10-? 11.5
5 CA: 0-89

$ AMOUNT 1 rr.N11-." 472.5' 46,1 n7 A 41Q 0.27

TRAINING:

X RECEIVING 19,1 20.2 13_5 2.94 21 7 0.51

$ MOUNT RECVD., IT ANY 95/.55 926.48 79' 20 1.73 1,174 1.30

ISAINT.,TRAM7ORT A owe-

% RECEIVING
45 3 S 12 55.5 3.65

S RTC
18_48 763.98 341 63 6.10 1061 S 16

TOTAL SI-Pv;,. 1i70.,!!3 875.13 449.96 7.18 * 1847 i0 38

Denotes difference at the 5% level of significance
between the successful cohort and the non successful
and the still active cohorts respectively
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TABLE 13-4

TESTS OF THE DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES FOR IMPAIRMENT PREVALENCE

AMONG THE THREE COHORTS: SUCCESSES, NON-SUCCESSES AND STILL ACTIVES

(FROM A SAMPLE OF 1,670 CLIENTS OF THE WISCONSIN DRS)

MEAN VALUES

FOR THE
MEAN VALUES

FOR

MEAN VALUES
FOR NON-

T-STATI.7.TICS

FOR THE TEST
MEAN VALUES

FOR STILL

1-STATISTICS

FOR THE TEST
TYPE OF FULL SAMPLE' SUCCESSES SUCCESSES OF DIFFERENCES ACTIVES OF DIFFERENCES
IMPAIRMENT
r :--

(N 1670)
.........

(N = 782) (R = 364) IN THE MEAN (N = 524) IN THE MEAN

VISUAL (% IMPAIRED, 4.4 4.9 2.7 1.83 4.8 0.07

HEARING (% IMPAIRED) 4.6 5.6 1.4 4.14 * 5.2 0.37

ORTHOPEDIC (% IMPAIRED) 27.7 25.6 26.4 0.29 31.7 2.38 *

AMPUTATION (% IMPAIRED) 2.2 2.6 0.8 2.35 * M 0.08

MENTAL (% IMPAIRED) 47.1 48.1 56.3 2.61 * 39.1 7_22 *

INTERNAL (% IMPAIRED) 14.1 13.3 12.4 0.44 16.4 '::54

* Denotes difference at the 5% level of significance
between the successful cohort and the non-successful
and the still active cohorts respectively
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In our sample, 47% were classified as mentally impaired,.

Just under 28% were orthopedically impaired and 14% were

classified as having other impairments. The remaining three

classifications accounted for only about 11% of the

sample.

When the condition classifications are examined across

closure status, some dramatic differences emerge. The

stratification by disability classification for the successful

cohort and the overall sample are remarkably similar. This

implies then that thie cohort must differ from both the non -

accesses as well as nose still receiving services. Indeed, we

find significant differences in several impairment groupings.

First, it should be noted that the non-successes have

significantly lower representation in the sensory disabilities -

vision and hearing - as well as in the amputation classification.

Of course these are the very classifications that make up only

one-ninth of the disability classifications for the entire

sample. The clear implication is that while these disabling

conditions do not comprise a large component of the VR caseload,

if a client with such an impairment is accepted for services,

there is a much better prospect for a "successful" outcome than

for the other conditions.

Given the low proportion of physical impairments, it is not

surprising to see the non-successes over-represented in the
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mental and emotional disability categories. While less than half

of the success cohort was diagnosed with such an impairment, cxer

56% of the clients not rehabilitated were reported as having -acme

form of mental impairment. The two cohorts did not differ with

respect to either the proportion of the loosely- fined

orthopedic or internal impairment classifications.

The success and still-active cohorts differed in the

prevalence of other disabling conditions. Most noticeable is

that less than 40% of those still receiving services were

diagnosed with some mental or emotional condition. Furthermore,

while only one-fourth of the rehabilitated group had an

orthopedic impairment, almost one-third of the still-actives were

diagnosed with such a condition. This cohort also had a 3%

higher proportion of clients with an internal impairment,

although this difference was not significant.

On the whole, it can be seen that the still-active group is

over-represented in the physical impairment category as opposed

to the mental or sensory classification. An inference can be

drawn that these clients have low levels of education and a

relatively mild physical disability which makes them eligible for

such a regime. Of course with only the condition olaszification,

it is impossible to glean much useful information about the

severity of the disabling condition. For this, one requires some

form of health/functioning measure, which the Wisconsin data set

provides us with in the Functional Assessment Inventory.
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C. Functional Assessment Inventory Results

The FAI consists, in part, of thirty questions that
attemt to assess physical, mental and emotional limitations.
There are also some questions that address the client's
vocational capabilities. The instrument was administered by the
client's VR counselor. For each question the client receives a
score of zero to three, indicating no impairment, mild
impairment, moderate impairment or severe impairment.

For some of the categories, the scoring requires little
rater judgement, while in others rater discretion is important.
F ''r example, the vision variable relies largely on an eye
examination, with different acuity levels assigned to FAI scores.
On the other hand, the variable titled "effective interaction
with people" requires the rater to distinguish, for example, mild
impairment ("Is somewhat awkward or unpleasant in social
interactions") from moderate impairment ("Lacks many of the
skills necessary for effective interaction"). In spite of the
demand on counselor discretion, evidence has shown the FAI to
exhibit a high degree of inter-rater reliability. (Abt
Associates).

In examining the results of tL FAI, it is necessary to look
at three different aspects. First the question of whether or not
a client has a particular impairment will be addressed. It may
be that the me-re presence of 4n impairment has a significant
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impact on eventual client outcome. The prevalence of the various

impairments can be found in Table 13-5.

The next issue is then to determine the severity of the

impairment for those clients with a given limitation. This

measure can be reported in two different ways. The percentage of

the entire sample with a given degree of severity for each FAI

item is reported in Table 13-5. The percentage of clients with a

particular degree of impairment severity, if they report some

impairment at all, is then reported in Table 13-6.

In addition to looking at the functional limitations for the

full sample, it is important to examine any differences that may

arise within the three cohorts that we have established. Since

we have constructed our health/ful...tioning index using the entire

sample, any correlation between impairment and closure status

will be worth noting. It may be that there are different

prevalence rates for the 30 FAI categories among the three

cohorts. These prevalences and a significance test of the

differences in these rates are reported in Table 13-7 It may

turn out that the same percent of clients in each group have a

specific impairment, but the severity of the limitation will

differ. This difference in the severity of the impairment for

the various cohorts will be examined in Table 13-8.

Let's first look at the impairment prevalence for tha full

sample as reported in Table 13-5. In six of he thirty categories
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TABLE 13 -5

FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT INVENTORY RESJLIS

RCM 1670 CLIENTS OF THE WISCONSIN

DIVISION OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES

NUMBER & PERCENTAGE OF CLIENTS WITH NONE, MILD, MODERATE A

PERCENT IMPAIRED: PERCENT IMPAIRED: PERCENT

"- '-%'''',-

IMPAIPLO:
FAI VARIABLE NON,: OF TOTAL MILD OF TOTAL MODERATE OF TOTAL SEVERE

VISION 1516 90.8 86 5.2 44 2.6 23 1.4 0.55HEARING 1567 93.9 57 3.4 23 1.4 22 1.3 0 11 0.44AMBULATIONMOBILITY 1197 71.8 345 20.7 92 5.5 34 2.0 0.1; 0.73UPPER EXTREMITY FUNCTIONING 1454 87.1 139 8.3 70 4.2 6 0.4 0 15 0.54HAND FUNCTIONING 1424 85.3 187 11.2 47 2.8 12 0 7 4_19 0 50COORDINATION 1370 82.0 237 14.2 55 3.3 8 0 0.22 0.52MOTOR SPEED 1217 72.9 340 20.4 101 6.0 12 C 15 0,63
CAPACITY FOR EXERTION 868 52.1 499 30.0 263 15.8 36 O 89
ENDURANCE 1152 69.1 375 22.5 102 6.1 19 :.1 0,76LOSS OF TIME FROM WORK 1218 72.9 359 21.5 43 7 6 0.68STABILITY OF COHOITIc: 635 38.0 699 41.9 313 17 G 77LEARNING ABilITY 1134 67.9 260 15.6 191 11 ,, n =, 0 90 OPERCEPTUAL ORGANIZATION 1359 01.4 263 15.7 43 2,f, 7 0.0MEMORY 1377 82.5 229 13.7 60 0.57
LANGUAGE FUNCTIONING 1467 87,9 151 9.0 15 0 52
LITERACY 1278 76.5 231 13.8 '21 n 7,'
SPEECH 1475 88,4 140 8,4 T)

_ _ 5:JUDGMENT 976 58 4 1,59 32.3 130
PERSISTENCE 1142 60.4 418 25.0 8P 15
CONGRUENCE OF BEHPIOR WITH REHAB GLS 1193 71.4 364 21.8 75 4 7 ' 17
ACCURATE PERCEPTION OF CAPAB/LIMIT 1037 62.1 s06 30.3 101 6.; e7
EFFECTIVE INTERACTION WITH PEOPLE 1090 65.3 397 23.8 143 6
SOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM 1153 69.1 412 24.7 S9 t, 3

2 63PERSONAL ATTRACTIVENESS 1388 83.2 254 15.2 21 I,k 0 49
SKILLS 617 36.9 667 39.9 261 16.8
WORK HABITS 1141 60.4 362 21.7 146 8 7 0.73WORK HISTORY 614 36.8 727 43.6 262 15.7 0.83ACCEPTABILITY TO EMPLOYERS 621 37.2 746 44.7 232 17

4.85
ACCESS TO JOB OPPORTUNITIES 834 50.1 613 36.8 c0
ECONOMIC DISINCENTIVES 1360 81.6 273 1,!. 4



over 85% of the clients had no impairment. These catego BAs

include hearing and vision, speech, language functioning, u yr

extremity functioning and hand functioning. For vision and

hearing less than ten percent of the sample were reported to have

any impairment at all. One possible explanation for the small

number of clients with impairments within these largely physical

or sensory functioning categories is that the client is assessed

while "utilizing whatever adaptive equipment may be available to

him," such as eyeglasses, hearing aids, wheelchairs, or

prostheses. It is also possible that the presence of these

functional limitations do not make a client a suitable candidate

for rehabilitation in Wisconsin. For instance, a blind client

may be referred to an agency outside the purview of VR.

At the other end of the prevalence spectrum, in nine of the

FAT categories more than one-third of the clients in the sample

have some degree of impairment. These include mainly variables

that assess emotional and vocational aspects of a client's

functioning. Specifically, skills, work history, acceptal-_lity

to employers and stability of condition were areas of functioning

where more than 60% of all clients sampled were assessed as

having some impairment. Between thirty and fifty percent of all

clients were assessed to have some impairment in the areas of

economic disincentives, capacity for exertion, accurate

perception of capabilities and effective interaction people.
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furCT!ONAL ASSESSMENT 1,;VENT3Y
FROM 1670 CLIENTS OF IHET wf5CC;t in
DIVISION "IF REHABILITATIVE

sFRvirEs

DEGREE OF SEVERITY OF 1H2m17'=NT

PERCEPT OF
ALL CLIENTS IF

NUMBER WITH SOME IMPAIRED:
WITH SOME IMPAIRMENT PERCENT

IF

IMPAIRED:

PERCENT

IF

IMPAIRED:
PERCENTFAI VARIABLE

IMPAIRMENT (N = 1670) MILO MODERATE SEVERE
VISION

153 9.2% 56.2% 28.8% 15.0%HEARING
102 6.1% 55.9% 22.5% 21.6%AMBULATION-MOBILITY 471

28.27. 73.2% 19.5% 7.2'!.
UPPER EXTREMITY FUNCTIONING

215 12.97. 64.7% 32.6% 2.8%RAND FUNCTIONING
246 14.7% 76.0% 19.1% 4.9%COORDINATION 300 18,0% 79 0% 18.3% 2.7%MOTOR SPEED
453 27.1% 75.1% 22.3% 2.6%CAPACITY FOR EXERTION
798 47.9% 62.5% 33.0% 4.5%ENDURANCE
516 30.9% 72.7% 19.8% 7.6%LOSS OF TIME FROM WORK
452 27.1% 79.4% 9.5% 11.1%STABILITY OF CONDITION
1035 62.0% 67.5% 30.7% 1.7%LEARNING ABILITY
535 32.1% 48.6% 35.7% 15.7%PERCEPTUAL ORGANIZATION
311 18.6% 84.67. 13.8% 1.6%MEMORY
293 17.5% 78.2% 20.5% 1.4%LANGUAGE FUNCTIONING
202 12.1% 74.8% 17.3% 7.9%LITERACY
392 23.5% 58.9% 30.9% 10.2%

SPEECH
193 11.6% 72.5% '6.6% 10.9%JUDGMENT
694 41.6% 77.7% 18.7% 3.6%PERSISTENC:
528 31.6% 79.2% 16.7% 4.2%CONGRUENCE OF BEHAVIOR WITH REHAB GLS 477 23.6% 76.3% 16.4% 7.3%ACCURATE PERCEPTION OF CAPAS/LIMIT
633 37.5% 79.9% 17.1% 3.0%EFFECTIVE INTERACTION WITH PEOPLE 579 34.7% 68.6% 24.T% 6.7%SOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
515 30.c% 80.0% 17.3% 2.7%PERSONAL ATTRACTIVENESS
281 16.3% 90.4% 7.5% 2.1%SKILLS
1053 o3 1% 63.3% 26.7% 10.0%WORK HABITS
528 31 6% 43.6% ,,,../. 3.8%WORK HISTORY

1055 63.2% 68 9% ":.,87. 6.3%ACCEPTABILITY TO EMPLOYERS
10;7 62 .3% 71.3% .-.'*,', 6.o%ACCESS TO JOB OPPORTUNITIES
P70

73 9% 6.5%ECON0m7C DISINCENTIVES
3,i7

7 5% .r.... 7.8%
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From Table 13-6 we gain a different perspective, A closer

look reveals that regardless of the prevalence of impairment, the

degree of severity is generally mild. For 29 of the 30

functioning categories, of those impaired, more than 50% were

assessed to have a mild degree of impai7ment. Only for those

clients with a learning ability dysfunction were more than half

impaired moderately or severely. Moreover, for 28 of the 30

functioning categories, the percentage of those mildly impaired

exceeded the percent of those moderately impaired, which in turn

exceeded the percent of those severely impaired. Thus, the

relative prevalence of severe impairment was low, For only seven

of the catagorias was severe impAirmg,nt -ssassad for more than

10% of the clients with some impairment; only hearing exceeded

20% (21.6%).

Interestingly, the categories with a lower percentage of

clients having some impairment had a slightly higher degree of

severity of impairment. Again, these are the sensory or physical

functioning areas, e.g., hearing, vision and upper extremity

functioning. This indicates possibly that more severe impairment

in sensory functioning is required than for mental and emotional

limitations to be eligible for VR. For the six attributes in

which over 85% of the sample ,Lad no impairment, of those impaired

56-76% had mild impairment. Meanwhile, for the nine atf:ibutes

in which more than one-third of the sample were reported to have
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some impairment, thi. percentage of mild impairment ranged f rom

63-80%.

Some very interesting differences arise when the sample is

decomposed into the three closure status cohorts and examined
with respect to the FAI. Two different measures are examined
within these cohorts. First, any differences in the prevalence
of an impairment across cohorts were investigated. A test was
then performed which looked for significant differences in the

average severity of an impairment across the three cohorts.

For instance, from Table 13-7 it can be seen that the full
sample prevalence of visual impairment is 9.2%. This was
comprised of the successfully rehabilitated cohort, in which 9.7%
of the clients were reported to have a visual impairment, and the

non-success and still active groups, which averaged 9.3 and 8.4%
respectively. From the reported T-statistics it can be seen that
there is not a significant difference in the prevalence of

blindness between the success cohort and the other two.

However, there is a difference between the groups with
regard to the severity of the visual impairment. From Table 13-8
it is seen that the average severity of blindness for the entire
sample is 1.63. This represents a degree of impairment gauged to
be closer to "moderate" than "mild" by the counselors for the
sample. Thus, for the rehabilitated cohort the average degree of
severity of 1.50 indicates a level of impairment mid-way between
mild and moderate. This degree of impairment is not
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significantly milder than the average score of 1.59 that was

recorded for the non-success cohort. It is significantly lt'ss

severe than the 1.89 average recorded by those clients still

receiving services who were reported with SOW.' level of visual

impairment. This implies that the more severely visually

impaired clients require similar services that are of longer

duration than the already-rehabilitated clients or that they

receive a different

service mix altogether.

There are numerous differences among the three cohorts when

compared via these prevalence and degree of severity measures.

Let's first concentrate on the differences hpttar.an 4-1Ne

successful and non-successful cohorts. First, observe that there

are 16 FAI categories in which the rates of impairment prevalence

differ significantly in the statistical sense. In 15 of these

items the non-successes had a significantly higher prevalence

rate. All of these items are concentrated in either the

emotional, mental or vocational functioning categories. The sole

category that the non-successes had a significantly lower

prevalence rate was in the hearing category.

For six categories not only was the prevalence rate higher

but there uas also a greater degree of severity when the clients

were reported to have the impairment. These FAI items included

emotional categories such as judgment and social interaction and
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TABLE 13-7

FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT INVENTORY RESULTS FROM 1,670 CLIENTS
Of THE WISCONSIN DIVISION OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES

TESTS Of THE DIFFERENCE IN THE PERCENTAGE OF PREVALENCE OF AN iMPAIRKENI
AMONG THE THREE COHORTS: SUCCESSES. NON SUCCESSES AND 51111 ACTIVES

NuMOER OF X OF ALL % OF ALL X OF ALL 1STATISTICS X 01 ALL T SIATISTICSIMPAIRED VA CLIENTS AumDER OF SUCCESSES HUNTER OF NON.SUCCESSES FOR THE TES' 4U0BER Cr STILL ACTIVES 104 !NE TESTCLIENTS IN IMPAIR(' SUCCESSES IMPAIRED NON-SUCCESSES IMPAIRED OF DIFFERENCES STILL ACTI.IS THPAIP10 OF CIFFEREACES
FAI VARIARLE VT SAMPLE (N 1,A70) IMPAIRED (N 782) IMPAIRED (N 364) IN THE MEANS NPAIRFD (H T 524) IN IRE HEARS.7. liSCXWMait
YISIOw 153 I.2 76 9.7NEARING 102 2 56 7.2AMBULATION N08111 1r 471 28.' 205 2AUPPER EXTREMITY fUNCTION144 215 12.9 105 1)...NAND fUNCIONING 246 14.7 114 14.6CCORDINATIoN 300 16.(T 139 17.8MOTOR SPEED 453 27.1 198 25.3CAPACITY fOR EXERTION 798 40.,1 350 44.8ENDURANCE 516 81.0 221 28.3LOSS of TIRE FROM WORK 452 27.1 192 24.6STABILT1r of CON01110N 1035 62.0 470 60.1LEARNING ABILITY 535 32.1 246 31 5PERCEPTUAL ORCANIZATIcu 311 18.9 140 17.9
Pf..CAY 293 17 5 136 17 4iANGuACE fuNCTIONING 702 12.1 101 12,91.1TERACY 392 23.5 178 22.8SPEECH 133 11.7 91 11 6JuOtmENT 694 41 6 314 40 2PERSISTERCE 528 31 6 226 28.9CO*00ANCE 01 6ENAvIC4 qI1H ;EI,TI C1.1.. 477 28 0 202 25.8ACCURATE PERCEPTION OF CAPAB/L1 , T 633 37.9 281 15 9
EffEclivE INTERACTION U110 21.0c:. 579 34 7 262 33 S
SOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

!;15 11 r ,,,, x: 2

rt.WM.1. Ali....1IV.Mt±b 281 16,9 122 15 6
...KILLS 1053 63 1 437 55.9LORE 114811S S20 31.7 770 28 1UM OISTORT 1055 63 2 428 C4 7
ACCEPTABILITY 10 PFLOTERS 10:7 62.8 461 ....9 0
ACCESS 10 .106 OePogruum15 810 JO 1 374 47.0
ICC:mot-1K DISINCENTIVE; '07 13 6 13: 17.1

fiszsx[Sr[ssi iwCr*VIEEER, zzzzzzz xxxr,
34 9.3 0.20 44 8 4
12 3.3 2.58 35 6.7
94 25.0 0.14 1'4 33 2
43 11 8 0.76 68 13 0
47 12.9 0.76 85 15 ?
59 16.2 0.65 1:.:2 19 5

101 27.7 0 86 .54 "1 4
169 46.4 0 53 5: 8
118 32.4 1 41 ,-.
109 29.9 1 09
237 65.1 1 1:
136 37 4 1 95 2,
35 23 4 2 77

1,! ..

77 21 2 1 48 -,. ,

31 10 4 1 20
122 29 7 ? 44
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1'8 54 4 4 5?
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TABLE 13-8

FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT INVENTORY RESUITS
FROM 1670 CLIENTS Of THE UISCONSIN
DIVISION Of REHABILITATIVE SERVICES

TESTS OF THE DIFFERENCE IN MEAN VALUES
FOR THE SEVERITY of ImPAIfpE,'

AMONG THE THREE COHORTS: SUCCESSES,
NOSUCCESSES AND STILL ACTIVES,

FOR ONLY THOSE CLIENTS WITH AN IMPAIRMENT IN THAT FUNCTIONING CATEIIORYNUMBER OF
IMPAIRED MEAN FAI MEAN F.1

MEAN FAI I-STATISTICSCLIENTS IN SCORES FOR HUMBER OF SCORES FOR NUMBER OF SCORES FOR FOR THE TESTvR SAMPLE IMPAIRED SUCCESSES IMPAIRED WON-SUCCESSES IMPAIRED CF DIFFFPfq:Es
FA! 4A01;,,LE

(14 = 1670) va CLIENTS IMPAIRED SUCCESSES ImPAI.-0 Nom SUCCESSES in TAO PLANS
ICI, 2L.,1 LLEUZZIECt2 2.1,.. "VI =.7.R22..23

6.2*ir; rP *C,T, 365 11if

pittE,:Fk,-.1S
,NEVISIN 153 1.63 76 1.50 34 1 59 0 58
2 2Z

NEARING 102 1.72 56 1.60 12 1,25 2 04
I 17

AMBULAIION MOBILITY 471 1.37 205 1.32 94 1 31 1 17
,64

UPPER EXTREMITY FUNCTIONING 255 1.41 105 1.11 43 1.51 1 72
1 73

HMO FUNCTIONING 246 1.29 114 1.20 47 1,32 1 45
1 :2 2 3s,

COORDINATION 300 1.24 139 1.17 59 1.21 0 ,n
61

MOTOR SPEED 453 1.28 198 1.20 101 0.13 1 IT
3 33 3 20

CAPACITY FOR EXERTION 798 1.45 350 1.43 169 0.15 0.47 273 1.69 0.96
ENDURANCE 516 1.37 221 1.34 118 1.48 1 72 177 1 3s 0 II
LOSS Of TIME FROM wORK 452 1.32 192 1.26 109 1,31 0.71 29 1,97
STABILITY OF CONDITIO4 1035 1.34 470 1.32 237 1.37 1 29 623 1 15 0 55
LEARNING ABILITY 535 1.68 246 1.67 136 1 77 1.17

1 6: 0 64
PERCEPTUAL ORGANIZATION
MEMORY

311

293
1.17

1.23
140

136

1 14

1.24
55

77
1.18

1.19
C 61

0 76
1?

r 12

LANGUAGE FLII.C1101411.G 202 1.16 101 1.33 38 1 29 0 :s
1 :11

LITERACY 392 1.51 178 1.50 ,ua 1 58 1 11
C 46

SPEECH 193 1.45 91 1 45 ',9 1 :II 1 ,8
C 57 ,r

JUDGMENT 694 1.26 314 1 23 190 1.12 : 57PERSISTENCE 528 1.25 226 1.19 160 1.23
1 43CONGRUENCE Of BEHAVIOR 411TH PEAATI GLS 477 1.31 202 1.25 144 1 37
1 !1ACCURATE PEPCEPTION of CAPAB/IImIT 633 1.23 281 1.24 171

1 25 0 13EFFECTIVE TIITERACTTON WIN PEOPLE 579 1.39 262 1.31 116 1 4! 2 3.SOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM 515 1.25 245 1 20 146 1.31 1 C'PERSONAL ATTrAcTIvENESS 281 1.14 122 1 16 74 1 12 0 ,eSKILLS 1051 T 47 '3' ; 3: iJ+
1 1,!, 3 ,.'

Wax HABITS 525 1.36 220 1.31 It. ' +15
7 '",-,1 .

wORK HISTORY 1055 1.38 428 1 34 270 ,_92 4 ..1 -ACCEPTABIL/TY TO EMPLOYERS 1047 1.37 461 1.30 26:
' (9 3 '3_

ACCESS TO JON OPPORTU.ITIES 830 1.37 374 1 30 '98 1 16 cECONONiC DIsI4CFNIo.f> 307 1.42 134 1.30 00 1 50

4 I t;

a THE SCORING VALUES FOR THE FAI IMPAIRMENTS RATHJ TP91
loCRE A CORRESPONDS TO NO IMPAIRMENT ANO A "3"
PEPREcCNTS A SEVERE FUNCTIONfL IMPAIRMENT

DENOTES DIFFERENCE AT THE 5A LEVEL Of SIGUIFICA/fLt
BEIUFE11 THE SUCCESSFUL COHORT AND TOE NON IUCCIISSIoL
MID flit STILL ACTIVE COHORTS RESPECTIVELY i7
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and acceptability to employers.

Interestingly enough, the only category where the non-

successec had a significantly lower degree of impairment was in

the hearing item. This higher prevalence and degree of hearing

impairment for the successfully rehabilitated cohort viz-a-viz

the not-rehabilitated cohort is indicative of two things. First,

VR has historically had very good success in placing the hearing

impaired in competitive employment. One would thus expect a

lower rate of "failures" for this category. The fact that those

not successfully rehabilitated had a lesser degree of impairment

may indicate that the hearing impairment was not the primary

reason for acceptance into the program, but rather was ancillary

to some more serious dysfunction.

The differences between the successes and those clients

still receiving services are not quite as dramatic but still

support our contention that there are three dichotomous groups

receiving rehabilitation services. First, observe that there are

seven FAI categories in which the prevalence rates between the

two cohorts differ significantly. The still-active group is more

likely to be impaired in those physical and vocational

functioning categories - mobility, exertion, endurance and work

history and skills - that require a lengthy regimen of work-

hardening. On the other hand they are less likely to have

judgment or social support difficulties. This might explain the
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tendency of this group to stay with a prescribed rehab ilitatlon

program for a longer period.

There are seven FAI categories in which there are

statistically significant differences between these two cohorts

with respect to severity of disability. In each case the group

still receiving services was more severely impaired than the

rehabilitated cohort. In addition to the aforementioned visual

impairment, those still receiving services tended to be more

severely impaired in those functioning categories that indicate a

need for work-hardening, or re-training. These categories

consist of hand-functioning, coordination, motor speed,

persistence and skills. Other areas in which the two groups

differed were interaction with other people and loss of work

time.

We have found that there are significant differences among

the cohorts that make up the full sample. This is important

because although we created the health variable using the full

sample, we have estimated the earnings equation using only those

who have positive earnings e. program completion. Because of

this difference, we must be careful not to apply the results of

the empirical analysis in the next section to those VR clients

who are not successfully rehabilitated.
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III. Specification of the health variaequation.

A. No health variable.

The result of preliminary estimation using an earningsequation without controlling for health (model 1, table 13-9)gave rise to the expected sign on demographic and socio-economic
variables, but unexpected (and significant) signs for trainingand education services. There are three impacts due to omittedvariable bias. First, we can't be confident of the sign or
magnitudes of the parameter estimates. For instance, some of the
estimates may be inordinately high, if omitted variables arecollinear (nonorthogonal) with included variables. In this casethe model attributes too much explanatory power to the includedvariables. Second, if the omitted variable is orthogonal toincluded explanatory variables, then the residual

error term isnot random, violating an assumption of the model, and the
resulting standard errors for thq remaining independent variableswill be higher.

Concomittantly, the explanatory power of the
2 2

model as a whole will be reduced, evidenced by a lower R . The Rin model 1 is .23, low even for a standard earnings equation.
Most importantly, by excluding a measure of health in

estimating the impact of services on earnings, one fails to
distinguish among clients of different severity of disability.
Ecluai amounts of treatment for individuals identical except for
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TABLE 13 -9

EARNINGS EQUATION ESTIMATION USING TWO DIFFERENT HEALTH VARIABLES

DEPENDENT VARIABLE

LOG EARNINGS AT CLOSURE

VARIABLE

MODEL 1

NO HEALTH VARIABLE

PARAMETER

ESTIMATE T -RATIO

MODEL 2

RSA HEALTH VARIABLE

PARAMETER

ESTIMATE T -RATIO

MODEL 3

FAI HEALTH VARIAELL

PARAMETER,

ESTIMATE 1 -RATIO

INTERCEPT 3.6085 ** 14.6 3.557 f* 13.9 3.5516 44 14,3

SEIM (MALE=1) 0.3267 ** 6.1 0.3329 4* 6.2 0.3295 ** 6,5

RAM (WHITE1) 0.0099 0.1 -0.002 0.0 -0.0447 0.4

ASEREF (AGE AT REFERRAL) 0.,T64 ** 5,3 0.0613 ** 5.0 0.0628 ** 5.4

ASEREF2 AAGE SQUARED) -0.0001 ** 6.0 -0.0002 1* 5.8 -0.0009 if 5.9

EDYRS (YEARS OF EDUCATION) 0.0198 * '.1 0.0206 * 2.2 0.0241 * 2.1

LURNACCP CLOG EARNINGS ACCEPT) 0.0462 ** 3.6 0.0457 f* 3.5 0.0266 * 2.1

TRAIN ($ TRAINING SERVICES) -0.0004 ** 7 -0.0013 ** 6.8 -0.0002 ** 5.1

ERIC ($ EDUCATION SERVICES) 0.0002 ff 3.5 0.0003 4* 3.6 0.0002 ff 2.9

RESTOR (S RESTORATIVE SERVICES) 0.0001 1.1 0.0000 0.2 0.0001 0.9

RSA IMPAIRMENT CATEGORIES A

VISUAL (IMPAIRED=1) -0.0793 0.6

HEARING (IMPAIRED=I) 0.2862 * 2.2

ORTHOP (IMPAIRED:1) 0.1659 * 1.9

MUTE (IMPAIRED=I) 0,4982 if 2.7

MENTAL (IKPAIRED=I) 0.0734 0.9

FAI HEALTH VARIABLES

JUDGMENT (FACTOR 1) -0.nE0 f 7.1

MOTOR FUNCTION (FACTOR 2) -0.0766 ff 2.7

COGNITION (FACTOR 3) -0.0e65 ff 3.2

PHYSICAL CONDITION (FACTOR 4) -0.1792 ff

COMMUNICATION (FACTOR 5) 0.0104 0,7

VOCATIONAL QUAL. !FACTOR 6) -0.2142 i*

VISION (FACTOR 7) -0.0573 *

SAMPLE SIZE 7I0 716 710

R- SQUARED 0.23 0.25 3,5

( DENOTES SIGNIFICANCE AT SI LEVEL

ff DENOTES SIGNIFICANCE AT II LEVEL

A THE REFERENCE CATEGORY IS INTERNAL IMPAIRMENTS
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assessed level of functioning would be expected to result in very

different earnings impacts. Conversely, to bring about the same

enhancement of earning in two persons of different severity of

disablility obviously requires different amounts of services. To
the extent that levels of severity of disability differ across
clients, the omission of a health variabla will bias the
estimates of the impact of services. In model 1, for every
$100 of training services received, earnings are estimated to
fall 4%. In the absence of a control for health, these results
are not surprising.

Specifically, The marginal impact of a dollar
of services depends on the level of functioning of the client.
The more severely disabled receive greater levels of services .

omission of a health variable would be expected to have
a negative sign.

B. The RSA variable for health.

These problems of omission of a health variable from an
earnings or labor supply equation have been recognized in the

economics literature in the past decade. But the solution to the
problems, that is the appropriate specification of a health
variable, is not obvious. Typically, the ideal variable was
specified theoretically, but its operationalization left much to
be desired. The RSA health construct (model 2, Table 13-9)

exemplifies the difficulty of properly constructing a health
variable. Probably the most popular representation of health
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status is diagnosis of illness. rhe RSA hea17:h v=i-riabIc

described above, is a three digit condition classification cod

-- thus a diagnostic classification, This variable was broken

down into six categorical variables: 7isual, hearing,

orthopedic, amputee, mental and other internal impairments.

using other internal impairments as a basis, we can now interpret

the impact of the other five impairment categories on earnings.
2

The R of the regression was raised slightly from .23 to.25.

Secondly, levels of significance did not change for the

explanatory variables included in model 1, nor did the signs or

magnitudes of the socio-economic and human capital variable

parameter estimates. However, there was a 25% increase in the

magnitude of the coefficiJ=91+ for training service, albeit the

sign was still negative. Also, the parameter estimate for

education services increased by 50%.

For the RSA impairment categories, hearing, orthopedic and

amputee were all positive and significantly different from the

basis group. A positive sign on these variables can be

interpreted as ,-,asuring the impact of the presence of these

impairments versus the basis impairment variable. As explained

above, this significance issue depends on the choice of basis

variable, and can therefore not be given an absolute

interpretation. For example, an amputee will have a 49%

higher level of earnings than a person of similar non-r,ealth

characteristics with other internal impairments. On other
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hand, the presence of visual and mental impairments were not 11
significantly different from the basis in terms of impact on
earnings. Clearly, then, this nealth variable is not a
particularly sensitive measure of the impact of health, or
functioning, on earnings.

C. Raw FAI scores as health variables.
11

The FAI scores consist of the thirty scaled responses
assessing different aspects of functioning. The simplest use of
this information as explanatory variables is to incorporate each
of the thirty elements as continuous variables in the earnings
equation. This model contains the usual battery of demographic
and socio-economic variables as well as the 30 FAI proxies for
deal Lit.

The results of this estimation are unwieldy, but are in some
ways an improvement over model 1. Most of the demographic and
socio-economic variables are still significant and of
approximately the same magnitude. Of the 30 functional
assessment response variables, only hand functioning,
coordination, endurance and work history were statistically
significant at the 5% level. Of these, three were of the
expected negative sign, but coordination, inexplicably, was
positive. The coefficients on tne functional assessment
variables can be interpreted as follows: a one unit fall in the
lever' of, say, hand functioning brings an estimated reduction in

t



earnings of "ii.27. There is no a priori reason that, nor example,

work history would be expected to he significant and not work

habits or acceptability to employers, both related areas of

functioning. In the physical realm, upper extremity functioning

and hand functioning are likely to be correlated. However, since

these areas are related conceptually, and thus potentially

collinear, we would not be surprised to find only one to be

significant, with the T-ratios of the others reduced.

This specification of the health variable lends little
2additional explanatory power to the earnings equation The R

increased to .29 up from .23 in model 1. This is expected from

simply having added 30 more explanatory variables to the model.

Furtherlore, 26 of these 30 are statistically insignificant, some

because of the multicollinearity problem mentioned abovc.

This specification is also unwieldy and of dubious

interpretive value, due to the design of the FAI. The FAI was

structured to measure functioning of different general

categories. But within each category several aspects are

assessed. Thus we would expect to be able to capture the impact

of health, or functioning, on earnings, in a more aggregative

specification. The non-orthogonality of FAI categories indicates

that data reduction is possibly appropriate to give a clearer

interpretation of the impact of functioning on earnings.

D. Summing the FAI into one index.

The simplest aggregation of the FAI response data is its
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summation into a single continuous index, ranging from 0, for
absolutely no significant impairments ,to 90, for severely
limited in functioning in all the measured categories. This
model includes such a specification of the health index as well
as the ntandard socio-economic and demographic variables. The
results of the estimation are similar in overall explanatory
power of the model, and the sign, magnitude and significance of
the parameter estimates to the completely disaggregated model
thrle specification. Not surprisingly, the coefficient on the
cumulative functioning variable is negative and significant at
the 1% level. The interpretation of this coefficient is that a
on unit change in the functioning index is associated with a 2.7%
change in earnings at closure.

The problems with this specification of the health variable
are numerous. First, as a linear specification, the model
implicitly assumes the marginal impact of a one unit change in

functioning is constant, i.e. the same at all levels of
functioning. For example a person experiencing a decrease in
the level of functioning from 10 to 11 is estimated to have
his/her earnings impacted the same as a person experiencing a

decrease in the level of functioning from 75 to 76. A priori
there is no reason to think that either a log-linear

specification, where the marginal impact of a one-unit change are
increasing, or a sigmoidal representation, where the impacts
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increase, reach a threshold, and then decrease, are not equally

defensible as specifications for the cumulative index. More

importantly, by summing the scores across functioning areas, we

implicitly assume each variable has equal contribution to the

change in earnings. For instance, the same decrease in level of

functioning from 10 to 11 may be the result of a change in

different aspects of functioning (e.g. physical, mental,

emotional) for different clients, which may have dramatically

different impacts on client earnings. While we saw above that

including all 30 FAI functioning attributes as explanatory

variables was unwieldy and of limited interpretive value, the

cumulative specification of a single linear scale masks the

differential impact on earnings attributable to equal FAI score

changes in different categories of functional capabilities. This

gives us reason to believe that some intermediate level of

aggregation of the FAI data may be a more appropriate

specification of the health 7ariable. Two possible methods of

aggregation are principal components analysis and factor

analysis.

E. Principal components of FAI scores as health variables.

Instead of workinry with 30 fAI variables, it is possible to

transform these into a much smaller set of variables through a

linear transformation. Ideally, we would want linear composites

that have high correlations with the original variables and

explain a lot of the variation among the ?AI variables. This is
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equivalent to maximizing the 'variance of the linear composite,
i.e. extracting the most amount of variance possible in a linear
combination, and given orthogonality of each successive principal
component. The object of this method is to obtain components
which account for most of the variation in the original
variables. If successful, we will have reduced the
dimensionality of the FAI without a significant loss of
information. Furthermore, this may lead to a better
understanding of the original variables, in that it gives
underlying structure to a seemingly amorphous group of
variables.

The purpose of principal components analysis is to represent
the thirty TAI attributes in a smaller set of mc.:11 basic or
underlying functional categories. Thus principal components
analysis attempts to reproduce, with a smaller group of
variables, all the information contained in the original
inventory. The first principal component extracts a certain
percentage of the variance from the correlation matrix of the
original FAI data. The second principal component is orthogonal
tc, the first, and extracts less of the remaining total variance.
Each successive principal component is orthogonal to the previous
ones, and extracts successively less of the total variance. Since
the variables were Aalized to the unit variance, the total
variance of the correlation matrix of FAI attributes is thirty
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units. If we extracted 30 principal components, we would account

for all the variance in the standardized correlation matrix. Of

course this defeats the purpose of the data reduction exercise.

Using Kaiser's criterion, we decided to maintain a principal

component as an explanatory variable only i2 it accounted for

more than 1/30th of the variance, i.e. more than 1 unit of

variance. Following this criterion, seven principal components

were retained for use as explanatory variables in the earnings

equation.

The seven principal components extracted accounted for 61%

of the variance of the FAI data. The first four principal

components extracted 19.7, 14.1, 9.0 and 5.8 percent of the

variance respectively, or 48.5% cumulatively. The remaining

three extracted less than 5% each. In general, each principal

component weights more heavily a different aspect of functioning,

yet some of the principal components overlap. Thus we cannot

claim that each principal component clearly represents a distinct

aspect of functioning. For example, the first principal

component had nearly equal correlations with 13 FA/ variables,

ranging in value from two tenths to three tenths with such

diverse aspects of functioning as emotional, mental and

vocational. Only physical functioning was not correlated with

this component. Recall that the first principal component

extracted roughly one-fifth of the total variance. Although

this summarizes more of the information than that extracted by
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any of the subsequent prnciapal components, it still only

extracts 20% of the information, not enough to provide a strong

interpretation given the diffusion of the correlations between
the component and the variables. The second principal

component explains 14.1% of the variance, compared to the 20.1%
of the first principal component. Ten variables are
correlated .2 to .4 with the component. These comprise the
areas of motor function and physical condition, different
variables than the first principal component. Although this
component explains a different aspect of functioning than the
first component, it correlates weakly with too many variables to
enable clear interpretation, similar to the problems associated
with the first principal component.

The third principal component is orthogonal to the first two
principal components, but partly overlaps with the relative
weights of the first principal component. Four of the variables

with the strongest correlation with the third principal component
are also among the variables most highly correlated with the
first principal component. Again the correlation values range
from .2 to .4 for these four.

The fourth, fifth and sixth principal components account for
a small amount of variance. They are negatively correlated with
FAI attributes with which the previous three components were
positively correlated. Furthermore the magnitudes of the
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correlations were similar, albeit of the opposite sign, i.e. in

the range of -.2 to -,4. Low FAI scores for clients should

intuitively be negatively correlated with dysfunctioning. Thus

it is not surprising that the later principal components are most

strongly correlated inversely with the FAI data.

The seventh principal component correlates highly only with

the vision variable. Thus vision as a type of functioning,

appears to be unrelated to other measures of functioning, as

expected.

F. Factor Analysis as a Health Variable.

The purpose of factor analysis is also to reduce the

dimensions of the data to generate explanatory variables for the

earnings equation. But while in principal components analysis we

assume the entire variance can be explained, in factor analysis

we make a prior assumption about the portion of the variance that

is common to all variables (and implicitly the portion that is

unique to each variable). In principal components analysis we

seek to explain 30 total units of variance; in factor analysis

some portion of this total variance is explained by a common

structure, and the remainder is assumed attributable to unique

elements of the 30 attributes.

The method of principal components involves generating an

observable linear transformation of the variables such that the

variance extracted from the data is maximized. All principal

components most be orthogonal to each other (i.e. independent).
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Beyond this, there is no formal model underlying this method

data reduction. As we have seen, the underlying components am
not readily interpretable. In factor analysis, on the other

hand, we estimate factor loadings, based on a model of the

relation between underlying factors and the data. Furthermore,

through various factor rotation techniques, it is possible to

extract underlying factors which lend themselves to- more

meaningful interpretation than principal components. The

concept of the underlying factor can be confusing, because of its

unobservability and its hypothetical nature.

First we must specify the particular form of the factor

analytic model to investigate the impact of FAI on earnings. The
initial step is to make an assumption about the prior

communalities, that is, about the amount of total variance common
to all variables. Since the goal of the factor analysis is to

derive final estimates of factor loafs, we must first estimate
the factor scores based on assumed communalities, then

recalculate the final factor loads.

Factor analysis using principal factor analysis with prior

communalities set equal to one , a quartimax rotation method and
the Kaiser criterion of factor retention, gave seven factors.
The Kaiser, or mineigen, criterion specifies that a factor be
retained only if it contributes to the explanation of more than

the average amount of variance. Since the thirty FAI variables
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were normalized, the average amount of variance is one. Thus

only factors extracting more than cane unit of variance are

retained. These factors have been assigned the names judgement,

motor functioning, cognition, physical condition, communication,

vocational qualifications and vision corresponding to the

variables with the highest correlations with each factor. In

general, we have applied the rule that a variable should h-

accounted for by the name of the factor if the correlation

between that variable and the factor is greater than .5. This

minimum level reflects the fact that the FAI attribute has a

shared variance of at least 25% with the underlying factor (since

a load is a correlation between a variable and the factor, which

squared and summed yields the portion of the total variance

explained by that factor). The seven factors explain 18.23 units

of variance. Since there are 30 standardized variables, these

factors explain 60.2% of the total variance.

Using the factors as explanatory variables in the earnings

equation (Model 3, Table 13-9) gives a much different picture of

the role of health in explaining client earnings. First, the

overall explanatory power of the model is increased by roughly

50%, from approximately .25 in the previous models to .35 in the

current specification. This dramatic improvement indicates the

importance of appropriately specifying health or functioning.

Thas there is much less unexplained vr..Jation in earnings as a

result of this more exacting specification.
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Six of the seven factors used as the basis for explanatory

variables were significant at the 5% level: four of these were

significant at the 1% level. For these six the parameter
estimates were of the expected negative sign. That is, since

greater loss of functioning corresponds to higher FAI scores, the

negative sign on the "health" variables implies that an increase

in the score results in lower earnings at closure. The perverse
sign and statistical insignificance of the communication factor
may be attributable to the limited dispersion in the scores for

this regressor.

The magnitudes of the parameter estimates on the significant

"health" variables range from -0.2142 (vocational qualifications)
to -0.0573 (vision). The interpretation of these magnitudes is

straightforward but instructive. A 1 unit increase in the score

on the vocational qualifications regressor, for example, results
in a 21.42% fall in earnings at closure. While at first glance

this sensitivity appears great, when we recall how the score is

obtained it becomes more plausible. Algebraically:
-1

f = FR x .

where f is the score dat! for each individual, F are the factor
1

loads, R is the inverse of the correlation matrix, and x are
the FAI variable scores. The factor loads generally do not

exceed 0.8, and the correlation matrix elements never exceed 0.5.

Thus, using this extreme case as an example, to have a 1 unit



increase in the regressor score would reqC2e a 25 point increase

in overall FAI rating. Similarly a one unit rise in the score on

the vision regressor reduces earnings at closure by 5%,

The strong significance of the seven "health" variables

generated from factor analysis indicates the superiority of this

specification over the two przvious specifications of the FAI

analyzed. In the fully disaggregated case only z variables were

significant, and potential multicollinearity was high. The fully

aggregated specification of the FAI "health" variable implicitly

assumes an equal impact on earnings for a one unit change in any
of the FAI variables. From the factor-analytically based

specification, we see that a one unit change in the FAI score on

two different variables will not, in general, have an equal

impact on earnings. Furthermore, the fully aggregated and fully
2disaggregated specifications do not raise the R of the model

over the one exclusive of a health variable. Thus the

specification based on factor analysis appears to be superior to

tiie alternatives.

While inclusion of a health variable in the model may, per

se, be of interest, it is our intent to use L- as a control, to

isolate the impact of services on earnings. Withou# including a

health variable, health is being "picked up" in either earnings

at referral, the other explanatory variables or the error term.

The factor-analytically based specification of the health

variable appears to serve this function, and at the same time
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alters the estimated impact of other explanatory variables. The
parameter estimate on the education variable increased in

magnitude by roughly 20%. The earnings at acceptance parameter
estimate fell dramatically, from 0.0457 to 0.0266, or almost 50%.
Earnings at referral probably embodies much of this correlation.
This is a desired result, since we feel that the inclusion of the
earnings at acceptance variable on the right hand side of the
earnings equation incorporates unobservable simultaneity with
latent variables.

Summary and Conclusion

This analysis uses an augmented state data base to examine
the impacts of specific VR services, using a different measure of
health than the one routinely reported on the R300 data set. This
chapter uses a data set constructed from a sample of 1,670
clients accepted for services in Wisconsin in 1981. The data
base consists of the Wisconsin R300 data enhanced with specific
case service costs and a Functional Assessment Inventory.

With such a data set one can estimat- the impact of specific
services on earnings. As previously noted, this is a vast
improvement over assessing the impact of "average" VR services on
client outcomes. Clients with different disabling conditions
re-eived qualitatively different types of services. However,
with only the R300 "health" variable - an impairment
classification, there is no information about the severity of the
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impairment for these clients. In the absence of a severity

indicator, it was found that certain services proided to clients

adversely affected earnings.

By inccrporating a more comprehensive measu:La of health, the

severity of an impairment can be controlled for in an earnifigs

equation. Using a factor analytic framework seven measures of

functioning were put into the earnings equation. Each of these

measures of functioning was highly significant in "explaining"

the earnings levels of successfully rehabilitated clients. It

was also found that this model specification vastly improved the

explanatory power of the earnings equation. Moreover, inclusion

of this improved health measure corrected for the omitted

variable bias that is inherent in the R300 specification and

which led to the perverse results for the impact of the specific

services.
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Chapter 14

ESTABLISHING A MINI-DATA LINX

David Dean and Robert Dolan*

Introduction

The VR measure of client earning at closure used by VR agencies
consists of the weekly earnings of clients at a point 60 days.
after they commenced employuct.t. This reported earnings figure
forms the basis for "benefits" estimation in benefit-cost
analyses of the VR program

[Conley, Salient., Worrell].
There are this types of problems encountered in using this

measure for estimating the benefits of a regimen of vocational
rehabilitation services. The first type of problem is concerned
with technical issues involved in estimating lifetime benefits
from a point estimate of earnings. The second shortcoming of the
R300 database earnings figure is the inability to assign benefits
to those clients not rehabilitated because thawe are no reported
earnings for the necessary 60 days for such clients. A third
deficiency is the inability of the VR program to examine the
earnings levels of clients who apply for services but who are not
accepted. This relates to the control group issue that plagues

* Research Associate at Rutgers University, Bureau of EconomicResearch and Assistant Professor of Economics, University ofRichm..nd, respectively.
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any analysis of VR which is undertaken in a non-experimental
setting.

Let's examine each of these problems in turn. What is wrongwith assigning lifetime benefits from the earnings figurereported upon program closure? Temporarily overlooking the factthat this measure is only applicable for those clients
successfully rehabilitated, any projection is crucially dependenton the assumptions made. In the traditional analysis, theassumption is made that the person will work at the same job forthe duration of their employment period. Second, it isimplicitly assumed that the weekly earnings are for a forty hourwork week for the entire year. It necessarily overlooks periodsof unemployment and job turnover. Finally, it may be assumedthat there is a constant rate of increase in worker productivity,and thus earnings, over time. With a disabled population theresearcher must be concerned with aspects of depreciation ofhuman capital due to the impairment. It is not at all clear thata positive rate of change in earnings can be assumed a priori.This becomes an empirical question that can be resolved by takinga better longitudinal look at the post-program earnings levels ofthese people.

The second deficiency of this measure is the inability toascribe benefits to those persons not rehabilitated. A
statistical method to estimate the magnitude of such benefits is
examined in Chapter 9. The empirical support for this prJcedure
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can be found in the SSA-RSA data link studies, which reported
significant post-program earnings for these clients [Greonblum)
on a macro level. It would appear that a micro-level examination
of the post-program earnings of those :lients not rehabilitated
would be most useful in quantifying any such benefits.

As discussed earlier in this report, the third aspect of VR
benefit accounting that needs improvement is in the area of
control groups. We have already discussed the difficulties of
establishing a control group, hence, we must investigate
appropriate substitutes for the ideal control group. One suchmethod is to examine the earnings of persons who apply for but
are not accepted

for services. This method has been incorporated
in a previous study for a small sample of clients [Nowak,
Englander].

Each of these shortcomings hints at a proposed solution -
namely to resurrect the data link. Given the difficulties of
collecting data link information on the individual client level
on a national basis, an alternative was pursued. Using data
collected on earnings by states for unemployment insurance
purposes, it was possible to construct a state-level data link by
merging this information with the data routinely

collected by the
state VR agency. The report that follows presents the results of
such an endeavor.

The first section describes how the data set was constructed
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and what additional data were generated. The second section
exasines the general results of the procedure and compares and
contrasts the findings for the successes, non-successes and not
accepted clients. Items such as the number of jobs held,
earnings per job, number of quarters worked and earnings per
quarter are investigated. The fourth section looks specifically
at earnings for sub-sets of the three groups. For instance the
earnings of persons not rehabilitated because they moved can be
contrasted with persons whose disability was judged "too severe"
to justify further efforts to successfully rehabilitate the
client. In the final section,

some conclusions and areas of
further research are presented.
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Section I - Constructing the Enhanced State Data Base

The augmented state data base that has been constructed
consists of 17,622 clients closed from counselors' caseloads of
the Virginia Department of Rehabilitative

Services (VDRS) during
the period October, 1981 through September, 1982. In order to
track these clients' post-program earnings through records kept
by the Virginia Employment Commission (VEC) it was necessary that
the client had a valid social

security number. Since there were
some 203 clients who had been issued temporary numbers by the
VDRS, these clients could not be tracked. This left a total of
17,417 records that were submitted to the VEC for them to match
with their records.

The VEC maintains on-line records of all persons working in
"UI- covered" employment for a period of five quarters. For a
record to be generated the employer must contributl, some portion
of the employee's wages to the Virginia Unemployment Insurance
Trust Fund. At the time of the data request, the time frame
covered comprised all four quarters for calendar year 1984 and
the first quarter of 1985. Thus the post-program employment data
that was obtained ranged from a minimum of 13 months for any
clients closed in September of 1982 to a maximum of 27 months for
those clients closed from services in October of 1981.

The information collected for each job reported consisted of
the employer name and serial number, the quarters that the client
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may have worked for this employer during the five quarter
interval and the total earnings reported during any of thesequarters worked. Unfortunately, there were no data recorded oneither the hourly wage rate or the number of hours worked duringthe quarter.

Since some clients held several jobs during this interval,there were multiple records reported for these people. With thefile of 17,417 VDRS clients, the VEC was able to track 12,044 jobrecords for 6,709 clients at an average earnings of $4,108 perjob. Thus, earnings data was generated from this procedure for38.5% of the clients who were terminated from further VR servicesin 1982.

Possible explanations for the lack of reported
earnings forthe rest of the sample are threefold. First, it is likely thatthe people were either unemployed or had dropped out of the laborforce entirely. Secondly, it is possible that the people wereworking but not in occupations covered by unemployment insurance.Finally, the client may be working out of the state, and thusoutside the jurisdiction of the VEC. In the absence of a morecomprehensive earnings record, such as the Social Security MasterBeneficiary Record, any surmisals about the percentage breakdownof those not reporting into the respective categories would besheer speculation at this time. As a consequence, the scope ofthis report must necessarily be focused on these clients who havereported earnings.
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Section II - Examining the Overall Results of the Wage Match

There are numerous ways by which one can fruitfully examine
such information on post-program earnings. For instance, one can
get some idea of worker movement by examining the number of jobs
held by a worker during these five varters. One can get a crude
proxy for worker productivity by investigating the quarterly
earnings at each of these jobs. Information about labor force
participation can be discerned by looking at the number of
quarters worked during this interval. Finally some notion of
worker skills and overall level of labor market success can be
gleaned from an examination of the quarterly earnings for the
clients who worked during any of the five quarters. Each of
these aspects of employment are presented in Tables 14-1 through
14-4 below.

One of the more striking findings of the VEC-VDRS wage match
is the transient nature of employment for these people. If the
client worked at all during the five quarter period, an average
of 1.8 jobs were held. Of course, this average figure
is comprised of three distinct cohorts - those successfully
rehabilitated, those not rehabilitated and those not accepted for
services. The number of jobs reported for each of these cohorts
as well as the entire sample are reported in Table 14-1.
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Table 14-1

NUMPER OF JOPS HELD FROM JANUARY 1904 THROUGH MARCH 1985 [Y FERSOW-CLOSED FROM THE VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES

Number
of Jobs Persons Percent

Rehabilstated of Total_-____
=--

DURING FISCAL YEAR

Persons not
Rehablitated

1902, IF REFORTING ANY JOBS

Persons not
Percent

Accepted Fercentof Total for Services of Total_____

All Fer sons
tInsed from VerCE,Flt
the Program of TotI

One
1583 60.6X 560 52.2Z 1470 56.47. 7017 57.71Two
507

22.57. 256 23_97.
22.'17Three

244 9.3X 127
11.07.

03A, In 1'rOUr
120 4.67. 70

149
Five

4n
1.5X 70 2.0-:

5*
,... 0.87 10 1.14

1.17.More Si: 15 0.6% 11 1.07
1.07.

=IT= =
=MSG=

Total Jrbs 2611
100.07.

1072 r,o,

100. ;60,.1)/1
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Before examining the number of jobs for those who worked,

perhaps it would be useful to look at the percentage of clients

not working within each of the subgroups. We have already seen

that less than 40% of the entire sample was tracked by the wage

match procedure. By looking at the clients reporting positive

earnings at their jobs, it was found that 51.3% of the

successfully rehabilitated (status 26) cohort reported at least

one job with the VEC earnings file. This contrasts sharply with

the 31.9% of clients tracked for those not accepted for

services (status 08) and only 26.7% for those not rehabilitated

(status 28 & 30).

If one were to assume that those not on file with the VEC

were not working, then one could conclude that a client in the

success cohort was twice as likely to be employed as a client not

successfully rehabilitated. On the other side of the coin, the

fact that only half of the successes were working during a period

starting 1-1/2 years after they were closed status 26 does not

say much about their "stick-to-itiveness". Of course, one must

remember that the time frame being studied came in the midst of

the 1982-1983 recession. Given that the "last hired" are usually

the "first fired4, this low percentage of clients reporting any

employment at all can be viewed in a different light.

Not only were the successes more likely to work, but when

they worked these clients tended to stay at the same job. The
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Table 14-2

EARNINGS FOR EACH JOB HELD FROM JANUARY 1984 THROUGH HAFCr!
CLOSED FROM THE VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF REHABILITATIVE SEFY1SES

DURING FISCAL YEAR 1982, IF REPORTING ANY JOBS

Percent Percent Persons not Ferle7lt c.11 F-orscns FercEnt
Number of Persons of Total Versnns not of Total Accepted of Tot.-,; rinsed from of Total
Job Reported Rehab,litated (N=.2617)

====.171.7
Renabilitated (N=1097) for Services (N tle Frogrzvt, ,N=67'.9)

First Job:
Av , age Earnings .17,012 13,903 15,320 11 ,772
a Reporting Earnings 2,583 98.37 1,064 97.0% 2,567 97.57.

Second Job:
Average Earnings
a Reporting Earnings

13,506
1,023 38.9%

12,143
509

1.7.!J,76 h97.

Third Job:
Average Earnings 12,147 11,417
# Reporting Earnings 443 16.97. 254

zrFourth Job:
zrAverage Earnings 11,603 zr

$1 Reporting Earnings 203 7.77. 12; .u% 7/ 1

Fifth Job:
Average Earnings
a Reporting Earnings

11,835
87 3%, 4,7 5.

Sixth Job:
Average Earnings 11,724 /1,072
N Reporting Earnings 1.6% 31 7 I-717

Seventh 13th Jobs:
Average Earnings 11,739 /1,06'
H Reporting Earnings 42 1.67.

All Jobs:
Rverage Earnings 18,061 t5,355

Reporting Earrings 2,627 100.07. 1,097 100.07. ,0.07
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rehabilitated cohort. held only 1.69 jobs, on average. The

typical non-success and not accepted clients worked at 1.94 and

1.82 jobs respectively during this five quarter interval.

This employment-transience indicator is illustrated in Table

14-1. It should be observed that just over 60% of the status 26's

held one job. This is contrasted with 52% and 561 for the not

rehabilitated and not accepted for services cohorts. Conversely,

while almost one out of every four status 28 & 30 clients held

more than two jobs during this time frame, only one out of every

six status 26 clients held more than two jobs. This may indicate

that the successfully rehabilitated client experienced a longer

period of job tenure after completion of the program. Without

data for earnings in 1983 it is not possible to tell whether or

not clients have switched jobs during the interval from the time

of program termination through January of 1984.

Not only was the successfully rehabilitated client more

likely to have a stable employment record after closure from the

program but they also earned more at these jobs. From Table 14-2

it can be seen that the average earnings for all jobs held during

the five quarter period were $8,861 for the status 26 closures.

The reported earnings figures for the status 28 & 30 closures and

08 closures for the same period were $5,355 and $6,906

respectively. Taking the earnings for the three cohorts for the

first job worked at during this period as a percentage of these

total earnings, we see that 80% of the successful cohorts'
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earnings came from their initial job reported. This figure is

higher than the non-successes and not-accepted cohorts which were
73 and 77% respectively.

This same pattern holds for clients who held more than one
jcb during this period. While rehabilitated clients were less
likely to have more than one job, if they did work at other jobs
during this interval they earned significantly more. These
results must be interpreted with caution. It should be noted
that the data may reports total earnings during a particular
quarter. It cannot be discerned whether a client held jobs
consecutively - demonstrating worker transience - or

concurrently, in which case the client was "moonlighting".

We can get some notion of overall labor force participation

for clients who worked at least sometime during the five quarter
period by looking at the number of quarters worked. The

successfully rehabilitated client, was employed, on average, in
just under four of the possible five quarters. The persons who

were not accepted into the VR program worked in just under three
and one-half of these quarters, Persons not rehabilitated only
worked in 3.2 quarters, on average.

The pattern of labor force participation for the three

cohorts and the combined sample is reported in Table 14-3. Note
that almost 55% of the successful cohort worked at some time in

each of the five quarters. This contrasts with under 40% for
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Table 14-3

NUMBER OF QUARTERS WOR1:ED DURING THE FIVE QUARTER FEF IOD
BEGINNING JANUARY, 1904 BY PERSONS CLOSED FROM THE

VIRGINIA DRS DURING FISCAL YEAR 1992, IF REPORTING 6NY InT,5

Percent Percent
Fersons of Total Persons not of Total_

Rehabilitated (N=2611) Rehabilitated (N=1072)

Persons not Feroent
Accepted of Total

for Services (N=2607)

nil Persons Percent
Clopo from of Total
the grogram (N=6619)

Only 'Ile Quarter 291 11.17. 220 20.57. 41.7; 15.0% 909 14.9%

Two Quarters '221 8.5% 191 17.9% 417 19 Er, 12.2%

N
.1qThree Quarte-s 281 10.87. 151 14.1%

Y 1 12.7% .1q

Four Quarters :95 15.1% 172 le. C2.
lr-..0%

All r,ve Quarters 1,427 54.ff,Z -,770 71.:%

Tot,41 1,P).(_)1
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those not accepted for services and only 31.5% of the not

rehabilitated cohort. Conversely, while over 38% of the not

rehabilitated clients worked only one or two quarters, 31% of the

clients not accepted for services worked in less than three

quarters. Less than 20% of the successfully rehabilitated cohort

who worked reported earnings in two quarters or less.

Perhaps the most telling statistic about the overall

productivity of persons closed from services during 1982 is their

earnings for each quarter during the five quarters of the wage

match. These results can be found in Table 14-4. The status 26

cohort averaged earnings of just under $9,000 during this period.

If such a client worked during any particular quarter d »ring this

interval, earnings averaged between $2,121 and $2,427. The

proportion of rehabilitated clients working during each quarter

averaged about 80%, except during the last quarter when it dipped

to only three-fourths of the cohort.

Note the general increase in quarterly earnings, which

reached a peak in the last quarter of 1984 and then declined in

the beginning of 1985. This may indicate an increase in hourly

wages, hours worked or both. One simply can't tell with the

given data. Given the prevalence of entry-level wages generally

received by the disabled VR client, it would seem to indicate

clients increasing their hours worked and then cutting back on

them for the first quarter of 1985.
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Table 14-4

OUARTURrY EARNINGS AND NUMPER OF FEF,SOW) woRrING DUPING THE FIVE
QUARTER ILIAOD DEGINNING JANUARY, 19E14 PY PERSONS CLOSED FROM THE
VIRGINIA ORS DURING I !SEAL YEAR 1987, IF RETORTING ANY JOBS

Percent
Fercent

rersons not Fercent All fersons Percent

Period Worled,
Persons of Total

Persons not of Total
Accepted of Total

rlosed from of Total

Average Earnings
ww==w=w=r=re==== Rehabilitated IN=2611)

Rehabilitated 1N-,1072) for Services
iN=26071 the Program 114=66191

It Quarter, 1904:
Persons Working
Average Earnings

2,041
12,121

78.27.
643

11,610
60.0% 1,742

12,004
66,87. 4,628

t1,985
69.97.2nd Quarter, 1984:

Persons Working
2,089 80.0%

668
62.71.

1,840 70.6% 4.824 72.9%

Averagc Earnings 12,230
11,730

11,984
12,1,463rd Quarter, 1984:

Q

Persons Working
2,101 90,5%

699
1.111,5 21.

74.0% rct

Average Earnings
12,271

11,810
t";',

,W74 vt4th Quarter, 1904:
Persons Worling
Average Earninw, 2n.0-4 7'1

1,P0,7
I 2,)76 40W, 74.07.

1st Quarter, 1985:
Persons Worling

,913:` 7-, '71 6Q: 1,1
Average Earnings 12,297

11,1-,1

All Five Quarters:
Persons Working

2,611
/00.07. 107;Average Earnings 18,915



the not rehabilitated group.

In particular, the total earnings for the five quarter
period averaged just over $7,000, or just under $110 on a per
weekly basis. This is less than 80% of the reported ea,-nings for
the sta*us 26 cohort during the same period. However, for the
individual quarters, the average earnings were closer to 90% of
the rehabilitated cohort. It is worthwhile to note that the
reported earnings showed very little variation from quarter to
quarter, ranging from $1,984 to $2,076. The latter maximum
average earnings figure was reported curing the last quarter of
1984.

The labor force participation rates of the not accepted
cohort for the quarters comprising this interval ranged from
66.4% to 72.4%. These rates came during the first quarter of
1985 and the last quarter of 1984. There had been an increasing
rate of labor force participation throughout 1984 for this group.

It is most interesting to note that for each group the
highest earnings and labor force participation rates (except for
the status 26's) were generated during the last quarter of 1984.
Not only were more persons working, but when they worked they
worked more hours - assuming entry-level wages. This is probably
attributable to the seasonal increase in employment always
observed for this period from October through December. Again,
this indicates the tenuous nature of employment for persons who
apply for VR services.
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All told there were 5,089 clients rehabilitated in 1982.
There were 81 clients in either the UP or unpaid family member
status. A total of 609 of the closures were into homemaker
status. These clients did not have any wages upon compllition of
the program: nor did the 180 some clients who were closed as
students or trainees. Since we seek to contrast the earnings at
the two different periods these persons were dropped from any
further wage analysis. This reduced the relevant sample to 4,480
clients. The lion's share of clients were placed in competitive
employment, with a small number in either mheltered or self-
employment. The labor market outcomes for these three groups
are presented in Table 14-5.

Since well over 90% of the rehabilitated sample was
competitively employed, these figures will closely resemble those
for the entire cohort presented in the last table. Overall labor
force participation was 62.2% for thz competitively placed
workers. Note that for the self-employed, total earnings, on
average, were lower than the competitively employed by some
$350. However, quarterly earnings were higher for each of the
five quarters comprising this interval. This is due to the lower
labor force participation rates for the self-employed, who worked
only 3.5 of the five quarters while the competitive cohort
worked, on average, in four quarters of employment.

The earnings and participation rates for those clients
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closed into sheltered employment were dramatica_iy lower than

their competitively-placed counterparts. Just over one quarter

of this cohort reported any earnings during the five quarters of

the wage match. Total earnings for these persons were only one-

third of the competitively placed. Weekly earnings for this

cohort, if they worked at all, were less than $50.

Although earnings increased for each quarter for 1984, they

fell precipitously in the fifth quarter, the first quarter of

1985. This may have been due to the influx of such workers which

increased the participation rate but lowered earnings as they

tended to work few hours. Note that these clients only worked in
half of the quarters and that they tended to he at the same

employment. One could surmise that these rehabilitated clients

were placed into "terminal" workshops from where it was difficult

to move into competitive employment. To ascertain this requires

further examination into the employer serial numbers.

A different line of analysis for rehabilitated clients

involves transforming the quarterly and total earnings figures

into weekly averages (by dividing by 13 or 65 weeks). This

figure can provide a crude measure of the change in earnings for

clients from the tine ur closure to the time of the wage match.

At the time of program termination, the average weekly

earnings for all 4,480 status 26 closures were $144. For those

clients still working during the first quarter of 1984 the

average weekly earnings were $163. These 2,041 clients averaged
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$153 per week when they were closed rehabilitated. Thus, this

could be cautiously constr-..td as a $10 per week change in

earnings, an increase of 6.5%. Similarly, for those clients

working during the first quarter of 1985, there was an increase

in earnings of $23 over earnings at closure.

earnings increase of 15.1% during this

interval.

Given the entire five quarter interval, there were greater

numbers of persons who worked at some point; that is, the chances

of a client working at some time during the 65 week interval were

much greater than during a 13 week period. This increased the

prospects of persons with lesser degrees of labor force

attachment to work at some job. As a consequence, the

transformed weekly earnings for the 65 week interval for the

2,611 clients tracked by the VEC were only $137. Earnings at

program closure for this group were just under $150. Hence we see

that, overall, weekly earnings fel: by 513, a decrease of f4.7%.

Of course this indicated decline in worker earnings could

represent lower wages per hour, less hours worked per week than

at the time of program closure, low labor force participation

during this particular year and a quarter, or a combination of

all three. In the absence of data on hours worked and wages for

these hours it becomes difficult to accurately attribute this

decline in earnings to any one facet of labor supply.

This represents an

roughly three year
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We can also learn a bit more about the nature of the

earnings for persons who were not accepted into the VR program as
well as persons who were not rehabilitated after being accepted.
For any person clot ad from the program the VR agency requires
thr.t the counselor provide a reason for the termination. The
agency has nine classifications for why an applicant was not

accepted for services and a subset of seven of these for why the
client was closed not rehabilitated. The two additional
categories are concerned with eligibility criteria. It would be

quite fruitful to examine these people's later earnings, or lack
thereof, in light the reason why they were closed from the
agency caseload.

To be accepted as a candidate for VR, it is necessary that a

person have a medically-determined impairment that presents a

vocational handicap that can be remediated through the provision
of VR services. Following well-defined guidelines, a counselor
can make the decision to not accept An applicant if it is found

that there is no disabling condition, that the condition does not
present a vocational handicap, or if the disability .;,== too severe

for the agency to undertake a regimen of services t(. Attempt to

rehabilitate the client. A counselor may transfer the case to

another agency that is more appropriate. In addition to these
four counselor determinations, there are numerous ways that a

person can "self-select" out of the program. For instance, one

could move, refuse services or be uncooperative, be
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institutionalized or simply die.

Once the client has been accepted into the program, the

counselor can only terminate the client from the program via

transferring the case to another agency or deeming the client too

severely disabled to warrant further expenditure of funds for

services. A client may opt not to continue to participate in the

program for the same reasons (stated above) for choosing not to

be accepted into the program.

The results of the wage match process classified according

to these closure reasons are presented in Table 14-6 for thost

persons not accepted for services and Table 14-7 for thc3e

clients not rehabilitated. It must first be noted that the last

column consists primarily of 595 persons who were tracked by tne

VEC wage match but for whom a reason was not reported for their

not 7Jeing accepted for services. Slightly more than half of these

people were tracked in the wage match. While this group had

substantial earnings, averaging some $7500 for the five quarters

of the wage match, there is not much else that can be inferrPd

about this group in the absence of a reason for not being

accepted.

The highest earning' leve's were reported by those persons

not accepted becausE they didri t have a vocational handicap.

Partic!Tation rates ware also among the highest reported. Almost

two-t: irds of this group was successfully tracked by the VEC.
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Category

St with Earnings:
V. Reporting any
Earnings to VEC:

1st Quarter, 1984:
Average Earning:;
% Reporting

2nd Quarter, 1984:
Average Earnings
V. Reporting

3rd Quarter, 1984:

Table 14-6

EXAMINING THE EARNINGS AND LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES
OF PERSONS NOT ACCEPTED FOR SERVICES, BY CLOSURE REASON

Uiable to
Locate
or Moved

n..872)

383

43.9%

$2,067
27.5%

$1,857
29.7%

Reason Person Not Accepted for Services

Refused
Disability Further Would not
too Severe Services Cooperate

(n849)

231

27.2%

$1,547
15.7%

$1,739
15.7%

Average Earnings
Y. Reporting

4th Quarter, 1984:
Average Earnings
V. Reporting

1st Quarter, 1985:
Average Earnings

$1,838
31.2%

$1,943
30.8%

$1,732
17.6%

$1,743
17.4%

$1,685
% Reporting 27.8% 15.7%

Average Total
Earnings: $6,458 $5,082

Average Weekly
Earnings: $99 $78

Average Number of
Quarters Worked: 3.3 3.0

Average Number
of Jobs Held: 2.0 1.6

No
Disabling
Condition

No No Reason Given
\Jacational or Transfer, Died
Pandicap or Institutution

(n=965)
M172======

01450>
.........

(n399) (0..614)
c,n= MMMMM

'n==1220)
c==ms=a=ica.======

532 225 265 404 618

54.0% 50.0% 66.4% 50.4%

$2,011 $1,584 $1,986 $2, 94 $2,069
35.0% 29.8%

*1,902 $1,758
38.44 33.1%

$1,981 $1,762
38.1% 33.1%

48.1%

$1,866
52.4%

$1,891
52.4%

$7'96

52,236
50.7%

34.4%

$2,146
35.6%

$2,205
35.4%

$2,004 $1,749 $2,143 $2,452 $2,125
39.0% 36.2% 51.1% 49.0% 36.6%

$1,919 $1,769 e2,247 $2,088
34.9% 31.1% 47, 1% 46.6% 848.0%

$6,739 $5,668 $7,545 $8,525 $7,473

$115 $87 $116 $131 $114

3.4 3.2 3.0 3.5

1.9 2.0 1.9 1.0 1.7
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Category

Table 14-7

EXAMINING THE EARNINGS AND LABOR FrRCE PARTICIPATION RATESOF PERSONS NOT SUCCESSFULLY REHABILITATED, BY CLOSURE STATUS

Unable to
Locate
or Moved
(n11001)

Reason Clients Were Not Rehabilitated

Refused
Dlaability Further
too Severe Services
(n1181) (na681)

Other
Would not (Transfer, Died
Cooperate or Institutution)
(n630) (nw198)le=

samon ====== anucamwitn Earnings: 326 151 269 283 43% Report1.4 any
Earnings to VEC: 32.67. 12.87. 39.3% 44.9% 21.77.
1st Quarter, 1984:
Average Earnings
% Reporting

2nd Quarter, 1984i
Average Earnings
% Reporting

3r" Quarter, 1984i
Average Earnings
7. Reporting

4th Quarter, 1934:
Average Earnings
% Reporting

lst Quarter, 1985:
Average Earnings
% Reporting

Average Total
Earnings'

Average Weekly
Earnings'

Average Number of
Quarters Worked:

Average Number
of Jobs Held:

$1,883
20.3%

$1,981
19.6%

$2,198
20.9%

$1,911
21.0%

$1,910
20.87.

$6,222

$96

3'1 4 ti 8

2.0

$1,149
6.4%

$1,344
6.4%

$1,240
7.2%

$1,709 $1,475 $1,007
26.0% 25.4% 14.1%

$1,887 $1,462 $1,487
29.5%

. 26.5% 14.6%

$2,039 $1,401 $1,663
28.9% 28.6% 14.1%

$1,412
7.6%

$1,247

$1,950
28.6%

$1,860

$1,561
32.5%

$1,481

$1,311
15.7%

$1,066
7.5% 26.3% 29.87 14.1%

$3,513 $6,674 $4,702 $4,381

$54 $103 $72 $67

2.7 3.5 3.1 3.3

1.6 1.8 2.1 2.1
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This rate was higher than that reported by the competitively

employed. For persons tracked, total eaLni:igs averaged over

$8500. On a weekly basis this five-quarter figure translates

into earnings of over $130.

One should remember that these people may indeed have had

some disabling condition. In denying tnem eligibility, this

condition was judged not to impair their employability by the VR

agency. Such people may have been temporarily off their lifetime

earnings' profile when they applied for services. After denial

of services, such people returned to or found employment at a

somewhat lower rate than rehabilitated clients. Therefore, it

is not surprising to see these people with earnings comparable to

the competitively-employed rehabilitated cohort.

The group with the second highest average earnings as well

as the highest participation rate were persons judged by the VDRS

not to have a disabling condition. On a weekly basis their

earnings were just over $116 for the five quarter period. This

cohort would also seem to have been temporarily off their

expected lifetime earnings path. One could characterize this

group as being "down on their luck" and with a minor impairment

at the time of their application for services. After being

denied VR services they eventually returned to the labor market,

earning about $1000 less during the five-quarter period than

those persons not vocationally disabled.

Each of the remaining reasons for not being accepted for
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services is also a legitimate reason for not being rehabilitated.

Let's then compare the labor market experiences for persons

terminated for these reasons in tandem.

First we examine the cohorts that moved or the VR agency

couldn't locate. Note that for the persons who roved after

accepted for services, the labor force participation rate is

lower - 44 versus 33%. Both groups earned between $6000 and

$6500 for the five quarters of the VEC wage-match. This

translates into earnings of slightly less than $100 per week.

The not rehabilitated group also held slightly more jobs and

worked fewer quarters than persons who moved prior to acceptance.

Given the paucity of information on the R300 dataset for

persons who did not get into the program, we cannot make too many

substantive inferences about differences between these groups.

We do know one thing for certain. The people who moved after

being accepted received a significant amount of VR services [see

ch.:-tar 9]. By tracking clients via the wage match we now have

data on both labor force participation and earnings. This

enables the researcher to estimate the efficacy of the menu of

services received by these people. Traditionally, such persons

were considered not rehabilitated and that was the end of the

story.

Let's next examine the groups that refused to be accepted

into the program or refused further services once accepted. The
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only trenchant thing to note about these two cohorts is their

remarkable similarity. Except for a lower tracking rate by the
VEC for the not rehabilitated cohort, there is virtually no

difference in quarterly or total earnings, number of jobs held or
number of quarters worked. The total earnings for those refusing

further services, $6679, were the highest of all the reasons
given for the status 28's & 30's. The very fact of their refusal
implies that they found a preferable alternative to the IWRP
offered by the VR agency. We can infer that this eventually led
to their gainful employment.

The next group of interest are the clients who were deemed
"uncooperative" when either they applied for services or after
they started receiving services. For both of these cohorts
roughly half were tracked through the wage match. Note that

persons who started the VR program earned significantly less for
the five quarters of the wage match, some $900, than those who

were uncooperative before being accepted. Both groups exhibited

relatively low earnings and quarters worked. They also had
difficulty staying at a job - averaging two jobs for the period
under study. This should not be surprising given the implicit
counselor judgment that such clients were difficult to deal with

and probably had some emotional problems that would tend to make

them unemployable.

The final groups to be examined are those who were too

severely disabled to either be eligible for services or to
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continue further in the intended program. It should immediately

be evident that such people are significantly worse off than the

others. Their quarterly and total earnings, overail

participation rates, and number of quarters worked if they worked

at all were the lowest by far for all closure reasons given.

One of the most perplexing findings is that the "too

severely disabled" client who was terminated from the program did

significantly worse than the similarly classified client who

was not accepted. The overall labor force participation

rate reported by the VEC for not-rehabilitated clients was less

than half that of those who weren't accepted. Moreover, for the

few status 28 & 30 clients who worked, earnings were much less

than those not accepted for the same reason. The former group

had five-quarter total and estimated weekly earnings of $3513 and

$54. These are dramatically lower than the $5082 and $78 for

persons who did not enter the program.

This is anomalous for two reasons. First, the former

clients of VR received large amounts of services. Given the

outcome one would have to question the efficacy of the service

provision. Secordly, one would expect that the people who never

got into the program would be more severely disabled, and ceteris

paribus, have lower earnings than those who were receiving

services. The only possible explanation lies in the large

numbers of both groups that didn't participate in the labor force
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during the time of the wage match. It may have been that persons

terminated after receiving services were better off but weren't
able to obtain the necessary employment to demonstrate the

improved functioning.
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Chapter 15

CCNCLUSIONS

Monroe Berkowitz

What's Wrong?

There are distinct limits as to what can
accomplished

with the existing data base in the vocational rehabilitation
program when it comes to the calculation of benefits and costs.

We have used multivariate analysis of individual data to
standardize for the characteristics the client brings to the
program. Everyone concedes that the highly educated person with a
minor impairment is easier to rehabilitate than the severely
handicapped persons with a grade school education. It is possible
to use statistical techniques to standardize for these
differences and to help isolate the treatment effect.

But the most sophisticated statistical methods cannot
overcome some of the data problems:

1. Only a single data point relating to earnings of the
client at time of referral is reported. For a substantial
number of entrants, their reported wage at referral is zero.
2. Only a single data point is reported for earnings at
closure, and no earnings are reported for persons who are
closed out in a nonrohabilitated status.
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1. Only crude measures of case services and disability 11
status are available. No separate measures of counselor time II
and similar benefits are reported.

Three Types of Corrections

Put most pimply, there are three methods of correcting for the Iabsence of data. One is econometric, as with the corrections forzero earnings at referral and the imputation of wages for
unsuccessful closures as is done in chtpters 8 and 9.

A second method is more of a "cookbook" method, althoughsome morn elogaat term might be applied. An t.;:'.'Imple might begleaned from the Orgeon model, or any one of a aumber of statemodels. Corrections are made in these mou.-ls to account or thelack of permanence of job holding by successful rehabilitants, orfor the adjustmencs to reported earnings at referral. Thecorrection factor, usually applied across the board, is derivedfrom some separate inquiry or study made in the state when theexperience of one cohort was examined. This is denominated as a
cookbook method only because it is assumed that the same recipe
holds for the group under examination as for the group which was
studied.

We use a variant of the cookbook method when we make
assumptions as to the future course of earnings in the models
estimated in chapter 7. In the absence of follow-up data, we have
no way of knowing with any degree of certainty what future rates
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of mortality or productivity will be, let alone future inflation

and unelaployment rates. We do make various estimates of these

number:, and present t:-,e results of a sensitivity analysis showing

the influence of the various assumptions on the benefit cost

ratios.

We think there is a better way and our third metnod is to to

use actual data where possible. First, we look at data normally

and usually collected at the state level, but not reported on

the R-300. Next, we examine the possibilities of using data from

outside the program by use of data links and control grouts. The

use of several of these collected non-R300 items, cost of

services, cour,;elor time and similar benefits are demonstrated in

chapter 12.

Examining the Rehabilitation Process

The use of these data opens up the possibilities of examining

the whole anatomy of the rehabilitation process. A client does

not simply walk into a rehabilitation agency and then walk out

again after 18 months, cured or not cured. Quite different kinds

of services are given to clients and it is reasonable to suppose

that they have quite different effects on different clients. What

is exciting about our look at the efficacy of services is that

makes this type of analysis useful for managerial and

allocation decisions. The future of benefit cost analysis will

lie in demonstrating to those who run the programs that this is a
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useful tool, not only for evaluation but for management at the

state, regional alid office level, and at the level of individual

case management as well.

One of the grave difficulties of fashioning a control group

composed of persons who do not apply to the program is that the

accepted program applicants are disabled and it would not be .air
to match them with nondisabled persons. We have some

information about disabled persons from some national surveys,

but the difficulty in matching comes from our lack of knowledge
about the severity of Oisability of the program applicants and

the persons surveyed.

What is needed is some measure of disability status, of

functioning, of residual working capacity--call it what you will,

which can be used to standardize for what we have chosen to call
in chapter 13, health status. We present the results of

standardizing in one state, Wisconsin, where information on the

R-300 data, cost of case services and the functional assesssment
scoz_.s are availab_e. The measure we use, the functional

assessment inventory is one of several possible measures which could
be used to standardize for disabilities in a control group

experiment.

We suggest one alternative of using an augmented data base

for the state program and then fashioning a control group based
n applicants to another program or persons who apply to the

state employment service. Each of the persons would be
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administered an FAI and the usual demographic and R-300

information would be collected.

Two research designs are possible. One would consist of the
universe of clients in one year in one or several state programs.
The other would consist of a sample of clients of the VR program
selected on a nationwide basis but with attention to appropriate
clustering so as to minimize survey costs. In either case,
controls would be selected from among applicants to the state
employment services or another appropriate program. Persons in
both the control and the treatment group would be administered
the FAI.

In either case, it is necessary to secure 'wage information
on both groups, before and after the period of time the
experimental group is receiving ow:vices. Follow-up surveys are
preferable, but inevitably

time-consuming and expensive. We have
demonstrated in chapter 14 that it is possible to link RSA
records with the wage information available from the state
employment insurance programs. In that chapter we have contrasted
earnings of rthabilitants with those of persons who applied for
but never entered the program. As we recognized in our
discussions of models ;hapter 3, this is not an ideal method
of constructing a control group. It would be preferable to
construct a control group of applicants to another program and
to secure comparable wage information for them from state
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empl;yment records.

Having such information for both 4, treatment and a control
group sets the stage for the analysis. One of the models set
forth in chapters 3 and 4 would be estimated using the methodsset forth in chapter 7. To the extent data are missing, the
econometric corrections dzicribd in chapters 8 and 9 might beused.

The SSA-RSA Data Link

The above models 6apend on forging minidata links at thestate level. We have demonstrated their feasibility in one staf:ebut not all states keep wage information so that it can berecalled in timely fashion. Neither is it possible to trace all
persons in the employment insurance records. Some persons work in
employment which is not covered and some move on to anotherstate and cannot be traced. A national data link of RSA and SSA
records matches a higher proportion of cases and has the
advantage of brc 'sr coverage and a nationwide scope. At onepoint in carrying out this study, it was thought that sufficient
information could be garnered to demonstrate that it was feasible
to apply one of the models to the national data link records.

We could not locate the comput$r tape of the prior data link
studies. That tape apparent .y has been erased. The tabular
information which is available does not permit

the reconstruction
of individual records such as would be necessary to estimate
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multivariate models.

Our attempts to forge a new data link to test models on some
sample and experimental basis ran into the obstacles of
insufficient time and the confidentiality rules of the IRS and
SSA. These are formidable obstacles, but they can be overcome.
What seems clear is that it would serve little purpose simply, to
reconstruct the old data link with its tabular presentations. At
a minimum, individual. data on a machine readable basis utilizing
the persons not accepted into the program as a control group is
necessary. With such information the models presented in chapter
3 could be used.

Vouchers and their Alternatives

There are alternatives that go beyond the minimimally
acceptable data link modal. We present two scLnarics. One would
involve a tn.. experimental

design such as suggested in chapter
3. One group of clients would receive the usual services while
another would be given vouchers for services which could be
obtained from a variety of sources including private
rehabilitation vendors. The ethical issues of denial of services
would be overcome in such a design, but it would not be easy to
overcome all of the possible administrative objections. The
models we have sketched, the individual data we urge be
collected, and the econometric methods we have delineated would
have their maximum usefulness when applied to the information
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from such an experiment.

If a true
experimental voucher design is not feasible, isthere a second beet alternative? We think that such analternative could be found in combining augmented and enhancedstate data bases with SSA earnings

records. This alternativerequires systematic collection of case service costs, costs ofcounselor time, costs of similar benefits and some measure suchas the FAI for all or a sample
of client.s.

These data would thanbe combined with the usual R-300 data. We have
demonstrated thefeasibility of such a combination in Virginia and, in part, inWisconsin. We are currently

collecting and combining suchinformation in California and Texas.
After such a data base is created, wa propose that theserecords be matched with Social Security earnings records so as toc.;:tain earnings at referral

and several years of earnings afterthe date of acceptance into the program. We would not
necessarilypay any attention to closure status, but would evaluate theefficacy of services given in relation to costs

standardizing fordisability status Ls well as the usual
demographic and humancapital attributes. We would use the clients accepted but notoffered services as a control

and would attempt to match wageprofiles with other groups as a check on the primary analysis.
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A Final Ford

In this project, we have cleared away a lot of the brush. We
have done some of the painstaking work in combining data sources,
in reducing FAX scores to some measurable

components, and in
calculating costs of services. We think we have wrung dry the R-
300 data set and have explored what states are collecting and how
they are using benefit cost data. We have traced the uses of
benefit cost information by administrators over the years and
have examined the theoretical basis on which the whole edifice
rests.

The groundwork has teen laid and the foundations completed.
Several promising alternatives are presented for anyone who
wishes to know more about the costs and the benefits of this
important program designed to bring hundreds of thousands of
persons back to productive work.
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